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MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1975

Ill 's]; OF REPRESF.NTATIVES,
COMM!TTEKoy MEuci CANT 1CARINE AND FISILERLES,

SCISCOMMITTEE oN MEI:CHANT -MARINE,

WashingIon,D.c
in
room
1334, Longworth
'[in' -111,corrnittee net at- 111:10 a.m.,
N.
Downing
(subcommittee
House Office Buihling, Uon. Thomas
chai nun n.) presiding,.

Mr. I /owsixo. The subcommittee- will please come to order.
We are meeting this !Horning to begin hearings on a number of bills
pertaining to the education and training of officers of the U.S. Merchant:Marine.
Two of the bills Nye are considering this morning, H.R. 9804 and
is to increase the allowance for students in the State mariTI.
time academies from $000 to $1.200.
To,o'uther with.' several of the other members of the subcommittee,
T. have i'osponsored with Mrs. Sullivan, chairman of the full committee, I LIZ. 1041:3. Tins bill is designed to implement the conclusions and
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education

and Trainin-.

Mrs. tiulliyan s more comprehensive bill contains a provision idenbefore the subcommittee this morning
tical to that of the other t
but also addres.4es a number of other issues such as developing a systematie method of prtNiecti ye planning of the. numerical requirements
oI 0111 future ollieers, rota iniP,o. of officers serving aboard our ships and
identifying the personnel in this country which may be needed in the
01 a national emergency.
The bills and departmental reports will appeal' in the record at this
point.
(The material follows :1
[n.R. 111211 and H.R. 9554, 94th Cong,, 1st sess.1
1111.1.5 To increase the subsistence intyments to students at State maritime academies
ftr it rum.? rel by Me Sena to and House of Represent a l Tres of Ike United Slat es
Congress rlssemblerl. That section 0(a) of the Maritime Academy
of .1 meriea
1385(a)), hi amended by striking 1'$(100",
as amended NG
Art or
and im,erling lieu thereof ":$1,200".
DEPART ENT or CE NAVY.
OFTTCF. OF T.F.GTSLATTVE FFATHS.

WaSil ingl on, I).('., October
non, Lyn Ni)P. K. Sr
Chairman, ('om m it tre on .11'ot-chant .Marine and Fi8Iteris,
it oust, r,f fee tirestal la( res,

,

Wash in y t on, ]).C.
1)Km; MAimm rumaNzAN: Your request for comment on II.R. 1.020, a hill '"I'o
increase t11/, tz11.4,:ii,tence payments to students at the State maitizne academies,"

(1)
r7

0

has been assigned to this )(Tart went by the Secretary of Defense for the preparation of a report thereon expressing the views of the .Department of Defense.
This bill would amend section 0(a) of the Ma rithne Academy Act of 1058 by
increasing the maximum subsistence payments to students at State maritime
schools to $1200 vice $000.

The Department of the Navy, on behalf of the Department of Defense. defers

to the views of the Department of Commerce on UR. 1020.

Enactment of this legislation would not result in any additional expenditures

by the Department of Defense.

This report has been coordinated Nvithin the Department of Defense in

tic-

eorda nee tvilh procedures prescribed by the Secretary of Defense,

The Office of Management and Budget advises that from the standpoint of the
Administration's program, there is no objection to the presentation of this report
for the consideration of the Committee.
For the Secretary of the Navy.
Sincerely yours,

T. P. 1 fAIRSTON,

CUP10», LIC!, C.8..1'ary.
Director, Leg i sla I ion.

THAssemerxrws,
(1pyrer oi"rnE SKumerAity
Washingtml, D.C., October 20. 197.1.
Hon. 7A:0:Non K. SULLIVA x.

Chairman, Committee on..licrchant Marine and Fisheries,
Hausa of RepresentatiCes,
Wash i ng ton, D.C.

DEAR MADAM CR.\ LIMAN : Reference is made to your request for the views of

the Department of Transportation concerning H.R. 1(120, a bill 'To increase the
subsistence payments to students at State maritime academies."
The bill would increase, from $000 to $1200 per student, per academic year,
the subsidy paid to academies and colleges with which the Secretary of Com-

merce contracts under the authority of the Maritime Academy Program (46
1381-1388). The bill has no direct impact on this Department. Accordingly,
we defer to the Department of Commerce as to the need for this legislation.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that, from the standpoint of

the Administration's program, there is no objection to the submission of this
report for the consideration of the Committee.
Sincerely,

JOU iT HART ELY.

[IT.R. 10500 and Ii.il. 10413. 94th Cong.. lot sessl
WILLS To amend the Merchant Marine Act. 1930, and the Maritime Academy Act of 19.5.4
to provide for an integrated system of education and training of officers for the Lolled
States Merchant Marine,. and for other purposes

Pr it enacted hg the Senate and House of Representatives of the rinitrd Stales
of .4 mertea in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Maritime
Education and Training Act of 197r.
Sue. 2. It is the intention of Congress that the United States Merchant Marine

Academy, the State maritime academies, and other institutions which educate
and train individuals for initial licensing as officers of the United States Merchant Marine should continue tn perform this function. and that sufficient
to fulfill short-terns emergency requirements for such officers should he
maintained by schools other than the United States Merchant Marine Academy
and the State maritime academies.

(a) The Merchant Marine Act, 1936 (40 U.S.C. 1101 et seq.) is
(1) by adding at the end of section 209 (-1(i U.S.C. 1119) thereof the

SEC. 3.

amended

following:

(1) In order that accurate information is available for determining
authorizations to carry out subsection (b) (1) (0) of this section, before the
beginning of each fiscal year the Secretary of Commerce shall meetwith representatives of the United States Merehant Marine Academy, the State maritime

academies, and any other institntirm which trains individuals for initial licensing
as officers in the United States Merchant Marine, for the purpose of estimating

8

V.

3

the projected enrollment; at all such institutions during such fiscal year and the

next three fiscal years.

-(2) Not later than eight months before the beginning of each fiscal year, the
Secretary shall submit a report to Congress which sets forth the enrollment
estimates for such fiscal year and the next three fiscal years made by him pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsecton together with projections (prepared
by hint on the basis of the best information available) of the needs of the 'United
States Merchant Marine for officers during the four-fiscal year periods for which
such enrollment estimates are made." ; and
(2) by inserting immediately after the first sentence in section 216(b) (1)
(46 U.S.C. 1126(b) (1) ) thereof the following : "The number of .persons

initially appointed to the Academy for any one year may not exceed the
authorized number of initial appointments for that year established by
law.".

(b) The amendment made by paragraph (2) of subsection (a) shall apply
with respect to appointnients made to the United States Merchant Marine

Academy for the acadeMic year 1976-1977 and academic years thereafter.
SEC. 4. The Maritime Academy Act of 1958 (46 U.S.C. 1381-1388) is amended
(1) by striking out "and (5)" in section 3(a) and inserting in lieu thereof
"(:5) shall be manned in accordance with such standards as shall be prescribed by the Commandant of the Coast Guard, and (6)"

(2) by striking out "8600" in section 6(a) and inserting in lieu thereof

"$1.200"; and

(3) by adding at the end of section 0 (46 U.S.C. 1385) the following:
"(c) If the amount of funds, authorized and appropriated by the Congress

fur use in necnida nee with the provisions of this section, in any fiscal year is not

sufficient to provide payments to, all students eligible under subsection (a),
then the Secretary shall apportion the authorized and appropriated funds among
the academies and colleges with which he contracted under section 4 of this
Act in direct proportion to the total enrollment of each such academy or college
at the end of the 1975 academie year.",
SF:c. 5. Before the close of the six-month period beginnning on the date of the

enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Commerce shall submit to Congress his
recommendationS with respect to appropriate ways and means by which the
resources and programs of the National Maritime Research Center may be made
available to students at the United States Merchant Marine Academy, the State

maritime academies, and any other institutions which train individuals for

initial licensing as officers in the United States Merchant Marine.
SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating
shall take such action as may be necessary and appropriate to compile, and
thereafter keep current, a roster of the names and addresses of all individuals
who have not attained the age of sixty-five years and who are, or at any time
were licensed as officers in the United States Merchant Marine in order that the
location of such individuals be readily available in the event of any national
emergency. The Secretary shall prepare a report on the manner in which this
section is implemented during the one-year period beginning no the date of the
enactment of this Act and shall submit such report to Congress within thirty
days rt Pier the close of such one-year period.

41.10. 7. The Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of the Department in
which the Coast Guard is operating shall jointly undertake a thorough review
of the laws. regulations, and policies which pertain to the renewal of the licenses
of merchant marine officers to determine If existing renewal procedures provide
.for the adequate testing of officers' retention of basic skills as well as their
knowledge of current maritime technology, regulations. and procedures. A joint
report on the study required by this section shall be submitted to Congress by the
Secretaries before the close of the six-month period beginning on the date of
the enactment of this Act. and if the Secretaries lind that existing renewal
procedures are inadequate, the report may include such recommendations, includ-

ing proposed legislation, as the Secretaries deem necessary and appropriate,
Mr. DOWNING. Our first. witness this morning is Mr. A. Reading Van

Porn, Jr., General Counsel of the Maritime Administration, Department of Commerce.

Mr. Van Dorn, you may proceed as you wish.
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STATEMENT OF A, READING. VAN DORN, JR,, GENERAL COUNSEL,
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. VAN DORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee : My name, is A.
Readincr Van Dorn, Jr., General Counsel of the Maritime Administration..I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today on
behalf of the Maritime Administration and testify on H.R. 1026, a bill
to amend the Maritime Academy Act of 1958, to increase the student subsistence payment from $600 to $1.200 per year at the State
maritime academies. I have also been asked to provide you with the
Maritime Administration's views on H.R. 10413, a. hill introduced by
Chairman Sullivan, which I understand is designed to implement the

conclusions and recommendations of the report of the ad hoc committee

on maritime education and training. The Maritime Administration
supports the conclusions contained in that report.

It is the stated policy of the United States to have a merchant fleet
"composed of the best equipped, safest, and most suitable types of
vessels, contructed in the United States and manned with a trained
and efficient citizen personnel...." In furtherance of this stated policy.
the Maritime Academy Act of 1958 was enacted to assist the States

and territories in the operation and maintenance of maritime academies
or colleges for the training of merchant marine officers.
With the increasing complexity of vessels constructed since 1958
and the concomitant increased requirements for technical knowledge,
the need for highly trained officers to prevent loss of life and damage
to property and the environment. has been accentuated. State maritime

academies and colleges have been, and continue to be, a primary
source of these trained officers.

Under the Maritime Academy Act of 19)8, subsistence allowances
for cadets at the State. academies and colleges provide for payments
at a rate not in excess of $600 per academic year per student. Payments
to the schools were based on a per diem rate for each clay of attendance--roughly $50 a month per student. These payments are used to
defray the cost of uniforms, books. and subsistence and may be made
to the academy or college, or directly to each student, as the Secretary
of Commerce deems advisable. In practice, these payments have always been made to the adcmy or college on behalf of each named
student.
The increased amount of subsistence proposed would not significantly affect the total number of subsidized officers that would be
graduated from the schools. Each of the State. maritime, schools currently has a freshman subsidy ceiling which would still be in effect.
This ceiling is based on the size of the freshman class that entered
the schools in the fall of 1961 and is designed to tailor Federal support to the peacetime needs of the industry for merchant marine
officers.

As of September 30, 1975, there were 2,695 students enrolled at the

six State maritime academies or colleges: California Maritime

Academy, Vallejo, Calif.; Great Lakes Maritime Academy, Traverse
City, Mich.; Maine Maritime Academy, Castine, Maine; Massachusetts Maritime Academy, Buzzards Bay, Mass. State University of
New York Maritime College, Fort Schuyler, N.Y.; and Texas Mari-
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time Academy of Texas A. & ;NI. 'University, Galveston, Tex. Of these
2,005 students, 1,805 receive Federal subsistence payments under the
Maritime Academy Act, of $600 per year. The 890 stndents not receiving payments include foreig,n students, students on leave of absence

without pay, NEarc students, students in excess of ceilings, and

special students.
Enactment of KR, 1620 ,would increase the cost of Federal financial
assistance to the State maritime schools by approximately 81.2 million
per year. In view of the current need for budget restraint, the Department. of Commerce opposes enactment of 1I.R.1626.
10413, introduced by Chairma r Sullivan, contains a mu»ber
of provisions designed to coordinate the education and training of officers for the U.S. merchant marine. Currently, there are three sources
of such officers : the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point,

the six State maritime academies, and the industry schools, such as

the Calhoon Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association School in Balti-

more, Md. The need for such coordination is caused by the cyclical
nature of the maritime industry.
The Maritime Administration supports the statement of congressional intent set forth in section 2 of the bill that Kings Point, the
State marine academies, and other institutions which educate a ud

train individuals for initial licensing as merchant marine

officers

should continue to perform this function. We also support the statement to the effect that the industry schools are more able to fulfill
the short-term emergency requirements for licensed merchant marine
officers than are Kings Point and the State maritime academies. We
endorse this view because the industry schools have more flexible response. time than the State academies or Kings Point and can produce
new officers on short notice and in large numbers, particularly through
the Upgrading of unlicensed seamen.

Everyone recognizes that the Federal Government should not be
encouraging young men and women to pursue a career where there
may be insufficient employment opportunities. I question, however,
the. need to mandate meetings between the Secretary of Commerce
and the representatives of Kings Point, the StaLe academies, and the
industry schools to estimate enrollment at such institutions for
fiscal years. Currently, meetings between the Maritime Administration and representatives of Kings Point and the State academies occur
at least yearly. We recommend that this cooperation and coordination
continue on an informal voluntary basis.
As to the requirement. in section 3 of the bill for the Maritime Administration to submit a report to the Congress on enrollment estimates
at Kings Point, the State maritime schools, and the industry schools

not later than 8 months before the beginning of each fiscal year,"
I again question the wisdom of mandating such a requirement. You
may be assured that the Agency would be more than happy to honor
any appropriate request from the Congress for such information at
any time of the year. Further, we note that, as the bill is drafted the
enrollment estimates at the various institutions relate to the, needs of

the. merchant marine for licensed officers for that fiscal year. We believe
such estimates should relate to the year in which the class would gradu-

ate. These forecasts are speculative at best because of the many variables involved, particularly student attrition rates.
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The language contained in section 3 (a) (ii) of the bill amending
section 216 (b) (1) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1030 is unclear.

Accordingly, I am unable to comment on it.
Section 4 (1) of the bill would require that training ships made available by the Secretary of Commerce to S to academies under the Mari-

time Academy Act of 1955 be "mam .1 in accordance" with. Coast
Guard standards. The Maritime Administration supports the safe.
and efficient operation of vessels. However, I believe Weil a requirement may be unnecessary because the Coast Guard under existirg- law
has the authority to promulgate n,'.nimuni manning standards on
schoolships. In this regard, I dire- c the subcommittees attention to
the notice of proposed rulemakin in the January 21. 1075, edition
of the Federal Register. In that otice, the Coast Guard proposed

that, notwithstanding whether or not a vessel is documented, the mini mum number of officers and crew necessary for the safe navigation of
all manned vessels should be stated in the certificate of inspection. The

proposed rule also would permit students on schoolships to perfmn
required watchstanding duties when they arc considered qualified to
do so by the master of the vessel.

We also cannot support section 4(3) of the bill. As you know, we
have instituted freshman subsidy ceilings as part of our overall effort
to control the number of graduates. This provision would in effect
nullify the freshman subsidy ceilings by apportioning available funds
among all eligible students. Further, the proposed method of apportioning insufficient funds would pose considerable administrative difficulties. Not only would eligible students receive less than $1,200 per
year but also that the rate of pay will vary from school to school as
attrition varies because on"e funds are apportioned to a. school they
could no be. reapportioned. Accordingly, the rate of pay at a gry'en
school will vary with the degree of attrition.
Section 5 of the bill would require the Secretary of Commerce to
submit to Congress his recommendations with respect to appropriate
ways by which the resources and programs of the National Maritime
Research Center .may be made available to students at Kings Point, the
State maritime academics, and any other institutions which train individuals for initial licensing as merchant marine officers. It should be
pointed out that the NMRC is primarily a research facility. It does
provide opportunities for participation in research to a limited number of Kings Point cadets, We believe that such opportunities should
be and can be shared with top scholars from the other institutions.
Under section 6 of the bill the Coast Gnard would be required to
compile. a roster of the names and addresses of licensed officers so that
such officers may be located in the event of any national emergency.
The Maritime Administration lends its wholehearted support to such
an endeavor. Inc answering- as to whether the Coast Guard can in fact
design. such a program, I defer to that Agency.

Finally, the bill would require the Secretary of Commerce and the
Coast Guard to undertake a thorough review of the laws, rep-illations.
and policies governing the renewal of merchant marine offcers' licenses
to determine, if existing renewal procedures provide for the adequate
testing of officers' retention of skills and knowledge of current maritime technology. We believe that the safety and efficiency of ship operations dictate that officers have a demonstrative knowledge of or train-
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ing in advanced maritime technology, for example, collision avoidance,
radar, end firefighting, The Maritime. Administration endorses such
it review.

This concludes my statement. I shall be happy to answer any questions the subcommittee may have.
Mr. DOWNING. Thant, you very much, Mr. Van Dorn.

I seo from your testimony that because of the need for budget restraint, the Department of ,Commerce opposes OKI increase in funds
for those students in State schools from $600 to $1,200.
What was and is the opinion of the Maritime. Administration on
this increase in subsistence payments for cadets in State schools ?
II fr. V. DORN. The Maritime Administration recognizes there has
been en impact of inflation since 195S and certainly the $600 that was
set as a ceiling in 195S no longer has the buying power today that it had
then. It is our feeling that if the Congress wants to maintain that
level of spending power they' are going to have to increase the $600 to
a higher figure. But there ale other priorities and our feeling is that

the budget conies first and \ye have to abide by that decision,
Mr. DOWN NG. You do not think we can transfer some of the funds

from the construction si bsidy, which is apparently not going to be

corn pletely utilized, over to the State academies?
Mr. VAN Doux. I think that would be unwise. Of course, we certainly
have hopes that we could see an increase in. the construction of vessels
in the United States. And, .1 think you are also going to see some cats

by OMB which will reduce, the amount of money available for the
construction di fferential subsidy program.
Mr. Dowxncu. 1 have further questions but for the time being I will
yield to the gentleman from New York, Mr. Biaggi. who is most experienced in this field and at whose insistence these hearings are being
held.
yield to iitr. Biaggi from New York.
Mr.13t.\ccz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1 am glad that you are for increasing the subsidy but restrained from
supporting...this bill becaue of budgetary difficulties.

As T understand it, the sums involved are $1.2 million which is
certainly not a significant sum as far as the total Federal- budget is

concerned ; but most, substantial es far as the individual student budget
is concerned.
T. would like to apprise you of just what is happening to the student
at the. State maritime academies. To begin with, education costs them
$10.000 to $1.2,000. Most of the students come from middle income and
low to middle. income, familios. They have to struggle. They have the
lower picture in the national economy. So by increasinp. the $600 to
SL200 you would over a 4-year period just provide $2,400 per student
which would then reduce the financial obligation of that individual's
fa milt' to a boi it $10.000 a year.

would like to ask you, what doe- it cost the Federal. Government
to graduate an applicant, from a I;Jderal academy?
Mr. VA Doax. 1Ve have estimated that the cost of educating a
cadet from the Merchant. :Ara rine Academy is approximately S3-7,000. I
might also add. that based on the cost. per cadet this figure is the lowest
of any of Federal mil ita ry academies.
Mr. BrAuar. Would you pull that microphone closer ?
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Mr. VA x Dottx. ;tin sorry.

Mr. Iltmair. We should recognize that. there are some of those here
who may not have hea pd you, but there is the reporter there.

It is less than the military academies. What does it cost the Federal
overnment to put.a student through the industry schools?
\[r. V-Ax I)onx. I do not have an estimate on that figure. We pay
operating differential subsidy to the subsidized shipping lines acid they
in turn pay a, portion of that into the training fund used by the in.dustry schools. I offhand do not have the figures.
Mr. 111.oct. Can you give its a guesstimate?
Mr. VAIN- DORN. I am sorry. We evidently do not get reports on what
they cost.
Mr. 131.\ ooT. it is fair to say it is essentially more than $600 per year.?
Mr. VAN DOHN. I think that is a fair statement.

Mr. 111.0 ocr. In light of that would you agree that the graduates of
State schools are a valuable resource?
Mr. VAN Donx. Clearly.

Mr. 'BiAont. Without, belaboring the subject I think the merits of

'the issue arc very clearly defined. I think the Department of Commerce

takes a poor position in trying to effect economies in this particular
area and I. would suggest very strongly that you again evaluate. the
priorities and alternatives. It is an undeniably meritorious position but
the. question is, in light of the total budget, is $1.2 million such a sign ificant figure that we can justify continuing to deny an increase in
subsistence allowance to students at the State academiesstudents who

have not had an

increase. since 1950.

In my judgment that

is unconscionable.

A. Fr. DOWNENG. Mr. Ei berg:.

Mr. EMBER°. I would like to associate myself with the remarks of
my colleague from New York. I also understand from the testimony
that the Department of Commerce will not resist ns too much.
Mr. Dowsrso. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE Lroo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I also would like to commend the gentleman from New York- for
his remarks and to associate myself with them.

I would also like. to direct this question again to the witness, Mr.
Van Dorn because I would like to get it straight from the record.
I believe you said that it costs the Federal Government something
like
grmlue..te a student from a military academy-?
Ir. VAN DonN. Yes.; from Kings Point.
Mr. DE Lt-oo. Kings Point.

Mr. VAN- Donx. The Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point.
Mr. on Lroo. That is the most economic? -What is the highest that
it. costs the, Federal Government for the military academies?
-Mr. VAN DONN. I do not have those figures'.

Mr. an LCGO. I would like to request that, with no objection, at this
point they be supplied for the record,.

Mr. DOWNING. Could the witness supply those for the record?
Mr. V.V.N- Dourt. Yes.

Mr. DowyrNo. Without objection they will be supplied for the
record.
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[he information follows:]
co,t per !I/7111110r for I lir clams of 1074

Academy :

coat
$07, 200
07, 000

Military
Air Force
Naval
roast Una rd
Merchant Marine

(7; (0l

200000

37, 000

DoAVNINO, The chief counsel. Mr. Corrado, has it question.
Mm'. UonnAno. You say itt your testimony that section 3(a) (2) is
states that, the Secretary of
nuclear. It. amends '21.0(b) (1)

Commerce shall submit a report to Congress which sets forth the
enrollment estimates for each fiscal year and the next 3 fiscal years
then the language in the bill adds: "The number of persons initially appointed to the .Academy Tor any 1 year may not exceed the
tuithorized number of initial appointments for t hat year established
I do not see what. is so unclear about that.
by
Mr. VAN Donx. Our problem was with the language "* * not
appointments for that year
exceed the authorized number of initial
look
at section 216 of the act
established by law.". Let me take a.
again. T tlo not think t hat section. 216 has a provision authorizing
the :number of initial. appointments. We were not entirely certain
what the committ re had in ntincl.
oRR.mo. Whitt it has in mind is you cannot exceed the level
set by law, whiclt would most probably he In the maritime authorization hill. As I understand, it has happened before, that is, that
students than expected. discretion.
Iiim Point has admitted more thondi
the. Secretary has
Mr. VAN Dour. It sounds as
Mr. CointAno. Well, rather than come up here and say that you
cannot comment on a section of the bill because it is allegedly unclear,
why did you not. call me and talk to me about it ? I do not, concede
it is unclear. I think it is abundantly clear and if you did have a

problem. with it I cannot understand why you did not call me.
Mr. VAN I )onx. I think that wonld be at proper procedure. provision
ATI.. Com:Alio. I think so. And 1 think the language of the
is clear.
'Chant: yon, Mr. Chairman.
DowNixo. Mr. Van Dorn, with respect to your statement on
mandating
the hottom of pa!e in which yon question the wisdom of enrollment
in
this
country
for
estimating.
meet ine-s of all institutions
for officers for. the U.S. Merchant
at, such institnti mn; for 1, fiscal years
that
the system of voluntary cooperaMarine, I am sure your reco.nize
in the
tion this has been pursued by the :Maritime, Administration
satisfactory.
If
you
he
somewhat
less
than
past anti hams proven to
saltation,
-what.
do
tlie
do not think these meetings would improve.
kind
of
cooperation
among
be
clone
to
establish
the
you think should
all institutions which is necessary to achieve the goals of all maritime
in the country?
that is a somewhat difficult question. I was
Mr. VAN Donx. 'Well, approach.
We felt this was not necessary.

thinking, of a negative
past. The latest meeting was in NoWe have had meetings in thehave
a meeting last year, but we are
vember of 1973. We did n.ot
;.;
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planning one on November 20 of this year. At those meetings there
us clearly a discussion of: enrollment and there is a certain amount
of give, and take whether or not the. Maritime Administration would
permit the State academies to increase the subsidies ceiling. We have

resisted an increase iii every case. In other words, the Maritime
_Administration does not encourage an increase. in the number of
students accepted by the State academies. The State academies have
a fiscal plan and they would like to see that, plan supported by a
good-sized stndent body. On the other side you have the problem
of economics and there are not that many jobs in the maritime industry. I mean, you do not want to encourage people to go to school if,
in fact, when they graduate there is not. a job available for them.
Mr. Dowxixo. You do not include meetings with industry schools?
Mr. VAN DORY. No. There are many schools, many of which have

a-

with the METIX school
Mr. VAN DortN. I tie not. know about the MEBA, school, but cer-

a

as their purpose the upgrading of union members.
Mr. DowsisG. What sort of rapport does the Department have
tainly Ave have contact with the MEBA union representatives.

Mr. Dow:NJ:N.-G. To sum up your statement. in a nutshell you agree

that the. increase to $1,200 would be desirable bat clue to budgetary
res!-ra,i nts you think that would not be right?
Mr. 'VAN Don N. Ithink.thatisourposition.
Mr. Dows-is-G. Thank you, Mr. Van Dorn, for coming this morning.
Mr. VAN DORN. Thank you,

[The. following questions were submitted to MARAD and the answers supplied thereto follow :]
Quceioll, 1. The Maritime Administration has been somewhat critical of
the state maritime academies in the past because of what has been called
reckless expansion in enrollments. I would like a comparative view of the
.

expansion of the Federal maritime academy and the inaustry schools. It occurs
to me that after the Vietnam emergency, the industry schools have eortinued
to expand using Federal money albeit indirectly in sonic instances, but Federal
money nonetheless. At the same time, state schools, financed by their individual

state governments, have not made such a demand on the Federal treasury.

As a similar point, I would like you to compare the amounts of Federal monies

used to expand the physical plants at the U.S, Merchant Marine Academy,

the union schools and the state maritime academies.

Answer. Based on information furnished us by the Federal and State

aeadendes we have compared their freshman enrollment below. We have rewtested comparable information from the industry officer training schools, hit
ha no received no information to date.

GROSS FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS, 1966-75

19708

State maritime

Year

academies t

1966
1967
1968

673
603
652
668

1959

760

U.S. Merchant
Moline Academy
339
339
340

340
347

349
345

19701
1972
1973
1974

712
752
903

349

1975

1,052

354

1 Includes subsidized, nonsubsidize.d, NROTC and foreign students,
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While we have a modernization program at the U.S. Merchant. Marine Academy
for improvement and minimal expansion of existing facilities, the modernization

projects are not occasioned by expanded enrollment but to improve existing
facilities. As you can see from the foregoing table, the enrollment at the Academy
has remained fairly constant. The modernization program will simply bring the
30-year old facilities up to adequate standards of heating, lighting, ventilation,
and safety requirements.
The only element of plant expansion at the Academy since institutional build-

ings were completed in the early 1940's was construction of a library at a cost
of $963,150 in 1905 with $100,974 provided In 1967 for fixtures and furnishings.
No further major improvements were made to the existing structures until 1973
when a progressive program was begun to repair and upgrade facilities. Approximately $2.7 million in Federal funds has been expended to upgrade the inadequate and potentially hazardous electrical distribution system, to renovate one
academic building to provide more efficient and effective classroom space, and
provide some rehabilitation of the existing barracks. In addition, construction
has begun to furnish locker and dressing room facilities under the bleachers at
Tomb Field (the Academy stadium), and to provide restrooms for the public
at a total Federal cost of $415,000. A medium sized lecture hall was constructed
in Samuels Hall as part of the reallocation of Academy space to provide for the
National Maritime Research Center. However, this facility does not constitute
an overall increase in classroom space and the auditorium will be used jointly
by the Academy and the research center. The current year appropriation for the
Academy -includes funds for construction of an addition to O'Hara Hall (the
Academy gymnasium) to replace the existing inadequate swimming pool and
provide space for other physical training activity at an estimated cost of approximately $3.G million. Correction of substandard physical fitness facilities
was recommended by the Congressional Board of Visitors and the Middle States
academie accrediting committee.
Each of the State Academies, with the exception of the Great Lakes Maritime
Academy in fiscal year 1970, received a grant of $75,000 each year for their
maintenance and support. The Great Lakes Maritime Academy commenced operating in January 1970 and only received $37,500 in fiscal year 1970. In light of
the fact that these are grants that go into a general fund and are commingled
with State funds we are not in a position to say what portion, if any, of the
grants were used for physical plant expansion. We have not been furnished
with figures on expenditures for physical plant expansion at the industry schools.
Question 2. How does the MARAD explain a recent situation in which the
Shah of Inn footed the fuel bill for an annual cruise of a state maritime academy
training ship? Does it not seem a bit unfortunate that the state maritime schools
find themselves in such serious financial plight that they must look to a foreign
nation in order to complete required training program for students? Should not
MARAD be supporting such high cost items as fuel to avoid dependence on other
governments in the future?
On this very same subject of training cruises, what concrete steps are beinn.
taken in light of the imminent replacement of state academy training vessel;
which are already at an advanced age? It has been traditional to palm off already
out vessels, as they become available out of the reserve fleet, onto the academies
for use as training vessels. Is it not incongruous to train future officers on relies
out of the past? What future support, vesselwise, can the schools expect?
Is it not feasible at this time of slackening in shipyard work and tanker construction enthaeks to possibly nse the money from CDS to produce new training
vessels and, at the same time, keep up work and employment levels in shipyards
that may have been hurt by constriction cutbacks?
\.nswer. The situation in which Iran assisted the Maine Maritime Academy
in obtaining fuel oil for the training vessel Stale of 31a-ine was ft special. arrange-

ment. We understand that the school admitted a number of Iranian students
without an increase in the normal tuition for out-of-state students which reflects a considerable state subsidy, and Iran reciprocated by assisting in the
acquisition of fuel. The attendance of Iranian students at several of the State
Maritime Aeademies over the past few years has been in cooperation with the
Department. of. State and the Department of Defense. The existing statute (Maritime Academy Act of 1958; P.L. S5 -672) does not provide authority to assist
in this area. Nor do we believe such assistance is desirable in a period in which
the Federal budget is under constraint. If the MARAD were to provide assist-

ance to all "high cost" items at the state schools, it would raise real questions
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as to whether the schools should be state operated or Federally operated. We
believe the schools should continue to be the responsibility of the States 1111(1
the costs should be borne by the States.

With regard to the schoolships, we wish to advise that we share your view
that our future merchant marine officers should be trained aboard more modern
training vessels. We are currently in the process of studying the feasibility of
constructing two new training vessels. At a recent meeting with the Superintendents of the State Academies, we requested them to submit their views on
possible features and characteristics for such vessels, In determining whether

to proceed with this matter we will of course have to be guided by statutory
authority and Presidential budget guidelines.
We have no legal. authority to use CDS funds to construct training vessels.

The CDS appropriation can be used only to pay construction-differential subsidy

and cost of national defense features for the construction or reconstruction of
vessels to be operated in foreign commerce. We might also add that it would be
very expensive to use CDS to purchase new ships for the schools and we do not
believe that either the state schools or the Federal Government would wish to
undertake commitments of this type.
Queslion 3(a). Please provide a breakdown of the MARAD subsidies to the
state schools, the Federal academy, and to the union schools supported directly
or indirectly by Federal funds on an annual basis since 1950. I believe this will
show the illogical position the Administration is in by giving 1:tle or no support
and even decreasing support in some areas of maritime training. It should be
obvious that the state schools produce the most graduates for the least cost to the
Federal government.
Answer. We have listed below the annual Federal appropriations for the State
Maritime Academies and the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy since 1950. With

regard to payment of subsidy on the training contributions made by the subsidized steamship companies, these contributions by the companies were disallowed for subsidy purposes through fiscal year 1974. On June 19, 1974, the
T.S. Court of Claims issued au opinion (Farrell Lines, Incorporated v. United
~hates: Ct. Cl. No. 42-72) finding that these training expenses were eligible for
operating differential subsidy. The final outcome of the Court's decision and
remand to the Maritime Subsidy Board has been payments totalling $26.724,395
to the subsidized lines for their claims for subsidy on their training contributions
during a portion of fiscal year 1972 and all prior years to 1960, Training contributions by the subsidized steamship companies are now included in eligible
costs for calculation of operating differential subsidy. The resultiug subsidy cost
estimates are shown in the following table, together with the annual Federal
appropriations for the State Academies and the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
since 1950:
U.S. Merchant
State maritime
academies Marine Academy

Fiscal year

$370, 000
1, 102, 050
683, 000
663, 000
890, 000
660, 000

1950 _
1951

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956_

660 000
660, 000
660, 000
660, 000
1, 110, 000
1, 270, 000
1, 270, 000
1, 375, 000
1, 405, 000
1, 725, 000
1, 600, 000
1, 635, 000

1957 _

1958_
1959
1960
1961 _

1962
1963
1964

1965_
1966
1967 .
1968

1, 775, 000
2, 110, 000
2, 235, 000
2, 430, 000
2, 200, 000
2, 290, 000
2, 427, 000
2, 973, 000

1969
1970
1971
1972
1971
1974_
1975

See explanation in text
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Union schools

2, 463, 000
4, 348, 520

3, 724, 500
3, 534, 000
3, 480, 000
2, 200, 000
2, 085, 000
2, 200, 000
2, 394, 300
2, 46Z, 000
2, 900, 000
3, 216, 000
3, 218, 000
3, 319, 000
3, 495, 000
4, 517, 000
3, 988, 000

4, 558, 900
4, 720, 000
5, 277, 000
6, 459, 287
7, 080, 000
7, 602, COO
7, 854, HO
8, 893, 000

10, 703, 000

1

26, 724, 395
2, 289, 662
3, 284, 558
3, 421, 640
3, 726, 900

Question 3 (b). In addition to this, what is the projected budget for future years
at the Federal Merchant Marine Academy? How does this budget projection, when

broken down on a per student basis, compare with the $35-37 thousand figure
hi your testimony? Also, how does it compare with Federal per student costs at

the other schools?
Answer. The projected financial program level for the U. S. Merchant Marine
Academy is expected to follow the basic financial plan for 1970 which included
$8,820,000 for the operating budget and $3,980,000 or less for the modernization
program. The operating budget is expected to increase over the years in the same
degree as the cost of procuring goods and services incraeses. Accordingly, the ex-

tent to which the estimate of $37,000 per graduate will increase will also depend on the degree of inflation. At the State Academies the estimated Federal

cost per graduate varies from school to school ranging from $5,000 to $14,000 per
graduate, These costs will of course also increase in the same degree as inflation

increases the cost for maintenance and repair of the schoolships. With regard
to the union schools, we must advise th" t we do not have sufficient information

available to compute the estimated Federal cost per graduate.
Question 4. In light of the mounting Federal costs, please supply me the legal

justification and tile background of how the Federal government has involved
itself in the suplying of men to work in a private industry.
Answer. The legal justification for the training of merchant marine officers at
the U. S. Merchant Marine Academy resides in the Merchant Marine Act of 1936,

as amended. Section 216(b) (1) of the Act states in part that "The Secretary
of Coma- rce shall maintain a Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, New
York, for the instruction and preparation for service in the merchant marine of
selected persons as officers thereof." With regard to the State Maritime Academies. the legal justification resides in the Maritime Academy Act of 1958 (I'. L.
85-072). Section 2 of that Act states that "It is hereby declared to be the policy
of this Act to promote the national policy with respect to the United States Merchant Marine. as set out in section 101 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1930, by assisting and cooperating with the States and Territories in the operation and maintenance of maritime academies or colleges for the training of merchant marine
officers."

It should also be noted that during World War II and several years following,
the Federal Government also operated a number of U. S. Maritime Service Train-

ing Stations at Fort Trumbull, Connecticut; Sheepshead Bay, New York; St.
Petersburg, Florida ; etc. for the training of licensed and unlicensed personnel.
The U., S. Maritime Service was a voluntary training organization established
under the provisions of Section 216(a) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. The
last of the USMS Training Stations was phased out in 1954.
Question 5. I believe it would be very helpful if an accurate breakdown of funds

paid by subsidized companies to the unions for maintenance of their schools
showing what portion of this money is actually part of their Federal operating
subsidy. The point I am trying to 1)ring out is that union schools are being
subsidized by the Federal government' to a great extent and are still practicing
somewhat discriminatory hiring practices against graduates of other schools.

Answer. We have listed below our estimates of funds paid in fiscal year 1975 to
the various maritime unions for training purposes by subsizied companies based
on the ships which they operate under an Operating Differential. Subsidy Contract. Additional payments are roads by subsidized companies which also have
ships in non-subsidized operations.
un fon

International Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots
National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association
Brotherhood of Marine Officers
American Radio Association
Radio Officers union
National Maritime 'Union

Seafarers International Enion (Atlantic and Gulf)
Seafarers International Union (Pacific)

Arnow! t

$1,268, 000
1, 336,
40.
109,
11,
830,
859,
497,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000

Total
5, 050, 000
Using the latest estimated average wage subsidy rate of 73.8 percent, the subsidy payable for the total expenditures indicated above would be $3,726,900.
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Question 6. It is my understanding that the portion of the Merchant Marine

Act of 1930 pertaining to the manning of subsidized vessels by officers of the U.S.
Naval Reserve is being virtually ignored so that union school graduates, probably

all of whom are not reservists, are manning the vessels while recent state and
Federal maritime academy graduates, nearly all commissioned Naval Reserve
()Slicers, are denied employment on these vessels which are being subsidized by
the very same taxpayers struggling to finance their sons' education at the State
schools. Please comment on this situation,

As a follow-up to illustrate the plight of the young men, what percentage of

licensed seagoing jobs are being coltrolled by the major maritime unions (MAW!

and MEBA) that are practicing discriminatory idring practices? Is MARAD
aware of this situation and what plans, if any, do you have to alleviate this lop-

sided situation?
Answer. Section 302(g) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1930 states that "All
of the deck and engineer officers employed on vessels on which an operatingdifferential subsidy is paid under the authority of Title VI, or employed on the

Commission's vessels, after one year after the passage of this Act shall, if
eligible be members of the United States Naval Reserve," This provision is
enforced by the Slopping Commissioners of the U.S. Coast Guard at the time
that officers sign articles on board subsidized ships. With minor exceptions; all
graduates of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy are commissioned in the Navy
Reserve as Ensign on graduation, under the authority of Section 210(b) (3),
Merchant Marine Act, 1930, These are Unrestricted Line Inactive Commissions
in the Reserve.

Maritime Administration General Order 87 (40 CFR 310,0(2)) requires that
cadets enrolled for federal subsistence allowance payments at the State Academies, except at the Great Lakes Maritime Academy, must "Agree in writing to
apply at an appropriate time before graduation, for a commission as Ensign
in the U,S. Naval Reserve and to accept such a commission if offered." The
number of commissions offered is at th.61 discretion of the Department of the
Navy. The number of applicants in the graduating classes at the five seacoast
State Academies who are not offered commissions has in recent year8 been
ranging between 20-25 per cent, These individuals receive "letters of ineligibility" which on presentation to Shipping Cc nissioners would enable the
bearers to be signed on subsidized ships. The commissions received by State
Academy graduates are Unrestricted Line Commissions basically identical to
the Commissions given to King Point graduates. It should be noted that graduates
of the industry-financed officer training schools are generally not eligible for
Commissions of this type since a Navy prerequisite is a college education level.
In mid-1973 the Department of the Navy reestablished the Naval Reserve
Merchant Marine Program which in its new form considerably broadened the
eligibility limits to encompass a maximum number of active merchant marine
officers. These are Restricted Line Inactive -- Special. Duty Commissions in the
Reserve. In early 1975 the staff of the Cannon MIIIDA Engineering School
requested the Department of the Navy to provide letters of waivers of eligibility
to those of its graduates who for personal reasons did not desire to join this
Naval Reserve program. We understand that since then the Department of the
Navy has issued a number of such letters which enables the carriers to be signed
on subsidized ships.

With regard to the percentage of licensed seagoing jobs controlled by the

MM&P and the MEBA aboard vessels of 1,000 gross tons and over, we estimate
that of the deck offieer jobs, about 77 percent are controlled by the MM&P and
of the engine officer jobs, about 70 percent are controlled by the MEBA.
liWhat (Ines the record show i_egarditig performance an on
Question,
cense .K111118 for merchant Marine offieers? Is there any truth to the statement

that state and Federal maritime academy students had a significantly higher
fail rate than that of union school grduates? A comparison was made recently
that showed a very great, differential in percentages of success, but I believe
this was One to the "high degree of failure" group being given a new type of
exam that was unique in the history of licensing programs in both its administration and its content. When these various groups are given the same exam,
am sure that the state maritime academy graduates can more than hold their
own with any group, Do you have any figures that would either enforce or refute this statement?
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Answer. The administration of license examinations is the responsibility
or the -U.S. Coast Guard whieti maintains the pass and tail rates of the various

categories of applicants who have participated in the new Third Mate and

Third Assistant Engineer ohjective licensing examinations. Therefore, we defer
to the Coast Guard for detailed information in this matter.
it is our understanding that the new licensing examinations were introduced
by the Coast Guard in January 1074. Since that tune all applicants for Second
or Third Mate/Assistant Engineers licenses wore required to he initially examined using the new objective examinations. To provide for an orderly phasing-in period, applicants who partially or totally failed their initial examination
were permitted to be reexamined with the old type (essay) examination. Since
July 1975 only the use of the new examinations has been permitted by the Coast
Guard for both the initial and reexaminations.

The only examination results that we maintain are for graduates from the

U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. We are attaching tables showing the pass and
fail rates for the Class of 1074 and 1075.
Pass

Fail

Partial
failure

Total

33
32

8

50

126

91
58

42

88
44

27

88
28

2

16

CLASS OF 1974

3d matt.:
Initial examination
Reexamination

65

Totai oass

Total fail (71 percent successfully passed new

1 26

examination)

3d assistant engineer steam:
Initial examination

39

1

Reexamination

37

r7

Total pass

76

Total fail (86 percent successfully passed new

7

exami n at I on)

3d assistant engineer motor:
I nitiai examination
Reexamination

54
22

Total pass

76

Total fail (85 percent successfully passed new

1

I6

I6

examination)
3d assistant engineer (dual license) steam motor:
Initial examination

3

Rexamination

r6

9

10

Total pass

Total fail (62 percent successfully passed new

I6

examination)
CLASS OF 1975
,
3d mate:
Initial examination

Reexamination

72

1

41

I2

42

115
43

113

Total pass

t

Total fail (98 percent successfully passed new
examination)

3d assistant engineer steam:
Initial examination

10

76
8

Reexamination

i

86
9

1

84

Total pass

Total fail (98 percent successfully passed new

I 1

examination)

3d assistant engineer motor:
Initial examination

77
8

Reexamination
Total pass

85

Total fail (99 percent successfully passed new
examination)

i

9Ai 1

1

9

i1

86
9

10

Pass

Partial
failure

Fail

Total

CLASS OF 1975Continued

3d assistant engineer (dual license) steam :
Initial examination
Reexamination

8

Total pass
Total fail (47 percent successfully passed new
examination)

4

5

IT

5

17

8

r9

3d assistant engineer (dual license) motor:
Initial examination.

12

Reexamination
Total pass

Total fail (70 percent successfully passed new
examination)

12

15

i Where failure is indicated on reexamination the candidates elected to take the essay examination and successfully

passed.

Note: Those midshipmen who failed the initial examination and did not elect to be reexamined with the new examination took the essay examination and passed.

Mr, Dowx.rxo. Now, our second and filial witness this morning is
an old friend of the committee, Mr, Milton tf. Nottingham, legislative
representative of the Alumni Association of the U.S. Merchant Ma-.
rine Academy,
I and glad to welcome you again, NIr. Nottingham.
STATEMENT OF MILTON G. NOTTINGHAM, JR., LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Mr. NOTTINGHAM, Thank you very much, Mi. Chairman. It is a

pleasure to be here.

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, we appreciate this opportunity to present:our views on KR, 10413 and on certain other matters pertaining

to the employment and training of officers for the U.S. merchant

inarine.
RR, 10413 is, as we understand it, intended to implement certain
recommendations contained in the report of the ad hoc Committee on

Maritime Education and Training. The alumni of Kings Point are
appreciative of the recognition given to the importance to the Nation.
of merchant marine officer training by Chairman Leonor Sullivan in

appointing the ad hoc committee and to the members of this committee tinder the chairmanship of Congressman Fred Rooney for
their study of the subject.

study of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 results in the ines-

capable conclusion that the sponsor, Congressman Schuyler Otis Bland

of Virginia, and his colleagues at that time on the Committee on

Merchant Marine and Fisheries were extremely farsighted in drafting
this legislation. In general, the provisions of the 1.936 act are as timely
today its they were when enacted. The act placed the responsibility for
the, supervision of the construction and operation of the U.S. merchant
fleet on the Federal Government. Specifically, upon the predecessor
agencies of the Maritime Administration and similarly reposed overall
responsibility for maritime training upon the same agencies. These
provisions stood the test of 'World War II when under the War Ship ping Administration, a large merchant fleet was constructed and tip-
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proximately one-quarter of a million merchant marine. officers and
TT.S. Merchant Marine
seamen were trained to man these ships.
Academy was created under the authority of the 1930 act and in the
emergency period lust prior to and dining -World War II, trained
between 0,000 and 10,000 deck and engineer officers for wartime service in the merchant marine and in the U.S. Navy.

These Kings Point trained officers served in every theater of war.
With the cessation of hostilities, the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
drastically reduced its cut ollment as the American merchant fleet contracted. The Academy is recognized as one of the finest maritime officer training institutions in the world, producing highly qualified professional merchant marine and naval officers to serve on our ships at
sea and in leadership roles in the maritime industry. The accomplishments of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy must he a source of
pride to the Nation and not merely Co the graduates of the Academy.
Our primary purpose in appearing before you today is to provide
you with the information necessary to insure that no action will be
taken by the Congress that will limit Kings Point's ability to respond
to the future needs of the merchant fleet and the. maritime industry.
eritlernen, we submit that in a future national emergency, the Federal Government. will again, of necessity, provide the training for the
seafaring personnel our merchant. fleet will require. However, in section 2 of hl it. 10113, there is a statement :
It is the intention of Congress that the United States Merchant Marine Academy, the State Marithne Academies and other institutions which educate and,
train individuals for initial licensing as officers of the United States 'Merchant
marine should continue to perform this function, and Mit sufficient .flexiltility
to fulfill short term emergency requirements for such officers should he maintained by schools other than the United States Merchant Marine Academy and
the State Maritime Academies.

The lanzuage of this section is of the most serious concern to ns. for
we. fear that unintentionally it, could limit the contributions of the
Federal and several State maritime academies in any future period
of war or other natimial emergency. It. is inconceivable that we would
fail to utilize to their full potential Kings Point and the State maritime colleges in any period of national emergency. Failure to do so
would be wasteful and necessitate, a duplication of facilities at other
installations at a tremendous cost of funds and time. We therefore
urge that this section 2 of H.R. 10413 be amended by placing a period
after the word "function" in line S and deleting all the language of this
section which follows, thus, eliminating wording that would restrict
the responsiveness of Kings Point and the State maritime academies
in a period of emergency.
Section 3 provides in part that :
The Secretary of Commerce shall meet with representatives of the United
States Merchant Marine Academy, the State Maritime Academies, and any
other institution which trains individuals for initial licensing as officers in the
United States Merchant Marine. for the purpose of estimating the projected
enrollment at all such institutions during such fiscal year and the next three
fiscal years.

The bill further provides that the Secretary shall submit a report
to Congress subsequently, setting forth the enrollment estimates for
such fiscal year and the next, 3 fiscal. years. together with his projection
of the needs of the F.S. merchant marine for officers during the 4
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fiscal-year periods for which such enrollment estimates are made. We
believe that the intent, of this section of the bill. providing for information on the projected needs of the merchant marine for officers is most
desirable, It is our feeling, however, that it is not possible to accurately

estimate, merchant, marine atom. requirements 4 years in advance.
Changes in the composition of the merchant fleet, demands for shipping and consequent fluctuation in employment of personnel, plus attrition in officer ranks, preclude. accuracy in such projections. This
would not be a major concern were it not for the fact. tha the bill as
preSently drafted would limit the number of persons initially appointed to the 1'.S. Merchant Marine Academy to the number authorized by Congress based upon the projected needs submitted by the
Secretary of Commerce.

During the past 20 years. as the State. maritime academies' total
ertroilment doubled and the union /industry licensing schools were

started, the size of the student body at Kings Point remained constant.
The Academy graduates approximately 200 licensed officers annually, the optimum minimal size at which this school can be efficiently
and economically operated. We fear that if the burden of determining
the, number of merchant marine officer candidates to be trained in any
particular period of time is placed upon the Secretary of Commerce,
he. may be, obliged to reduce the number of students entering the IT.S.
Merchant, Marine Academy is this is in fact, the only school unde the
control of the Department of Commerce. The State maritime academics

and the, union merchant marine officer training programs are not

within Iris cognizance. We therefore urge that by amendment, to this
bill or in the hearing record, the Committee on Merchant Marine, and
Fisheries express their desire that the enrollment at Kings Point not
be reduced below the present level.
Section 4 of this bill refers to amendments to the Maritime Academy

Act of 1958. Our organization, composed of graduates of the U.S.
Merchant, Marine Academy at Kings Point, is not specifically concerned with the amendments to this act that are provided for in this
bill. We would, however, take. this opportunity to state for the, record
that it is our conviction that the State maritime academies have made

a substantial contribution to the maritime progress of our country

and merit the continued support, of the Federal Government.. Tins bill
provides for the current grant of $000 per student at the State maritime
:iendemies to be increased to $1,200. It is our further understanding

that the, 8000 level of Federal support was e',tablished in 1958. In
view of the increased costs in operation that, have taken place since
that time, the increase to $1,200 per student provided for in this bill
seems quite reasonable.
Section 5 of the. bill provides for the resources and programs of the

National Maritime Research Center being made available to all institutions, including the Federal and State maritime academies, which
train individuals for original licenses as officers in the U.S. merchant.
marine. We fully support the use of the National Maritime Research
Center by candidates for merchant marine, officer licenses regardless
or the. institution whirl they may be. attending. Research and development go hand in hand with education, mutually complementing one
another.
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In the opinion of the alumni of Kings Point. the NMRO's research
programs could benefit through the evaluation of their practical application by the students of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, the
State maritime academies, and other merchant marine officer training
institutions. Each of the merchant marine officer training institutions
now existent have facilities or programs that would be beneficial to
the students at other academies and training. schools. In order that
the maximum benefits may be, drivel by the students of the Federal

and State. martime, academies and those at the industry operated

training facilities, we recommend that each training institution making
use of the National Maritime Research Center agree to share with
the other merchant marine officer training institutions their own facilities. Kings Point. has always been pleased to share its facilities with

any other training association and is currently working with the
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, District 2, on just such a
program. By sharing not. only the. NMRC facilities but by having
access to the best equipment and instruction of one another's institutions, all of the. merchant marine officer candidates will benefit and
ultimately the greatest benefit will come through the more efficient
and safer operation of our merchant fleet.

Section 6 of the proposed bill provides for the United States Coast
Guard to compile and maintain a roster of the names and addresses
of all individuals less than 65 years of age who were or are licensed
as officers in the U.S, merchant marine. I might add that all of our
graduates are less than 65 years of age.
The purpose of this provision is to have available, current information on these ship's officers in the event of a national emergency. We.

feel this is highly desirable. Moreover, from the records maintained

by the alumni association on Kings Point graLuates, we will be pleased

to assist the Coast Guard in compiling the appropriate data. It is

suggested that current employment information be developed as well
as addresses of the maritime officer personnel since occupations could,

in many cases, limit the availability of individuals for emergency
service.

Section 7 provides that the Secretaries of Commerce and the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating are to undertake a
thorough review of the laws, regulations, and policies pertaining to
the renewal of merchant marine officer licenses to ascertain the adequacy of these tests and the retention of the basic skills of the officers
tested and their laiowledge, of current maritime technology, regulations, and procedures. The alumni of Kings Point. believe this to be a
highly desirable objective and fully support. it. Renewal of licenses
is required each 5 years and although not automatic, it is generally
perfunctory with no requirement or demonstration of current knowledge of the state of maritime technology, new procedures, and current.
practices.

Of equal importance, however, is one area that has not been ad-

dressed at all in this section which we feel is a most serious matter. We
refer to physical standards. There are no current physical requirements

that must be met by a merchant marine officer seeking to renew his
license except for a test for color blindneses which is required of deck
officers. Moreover, there is no limitation of age on the renewal of a
merchant marine officer's license.
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We agree, as we hare already stated, that merchant marine officers,
when renewing their licenses, should be examined on current technology and practices as well as on their retention of their basic skills
which were required for the initial issuance of their licenses. If, however, we ae
r to operate our merchant ships in an efficient and safe

manner, iit is equally important that the officers who man them be physically fit to perform their normal duties and to respond to emergency
situations. We therefore strongly 'urge that H.R. 104:13 be amended
to require that thorough physical examinations be given to all merchant marine officers seeking renewal of their licenses ,nd those not
physically fitbe denied renewal of their certificates.
We trust that upon study of the recommendations that we haVe incorporated in this testimony, the sponsors of H.R. 10413 will agree
to amending the bill as we suggest..

Before concluding our testimony, I would like to take this opportunity to bring to the attention of this subcommittee two other areas
of concern with respect, to the manning of the U.S. merchant fleet.
Since, in your current, oversight hearings, this subcommittee is concerned with the responsiveness of the U.S. merchant marine in the

time of emergency, the Kings Point alumni wonld like you to be
a ware, of the following :

The first matter deals with discrimihatory employment practices
which generally preclude the recent graduates of the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy and the State maritime academies from obtaining
employment, its licensed deck and engineer officers in our oceangoing
merchant fleet.

Currently, the principal maritime unions, the International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots and the Marine Engineers
Beneficial Association, district 1, have effectively closed their membership rolls to the Federal and Stay maritime academies' graduates.
we recognize the need to protect the seniority rights of the mem-

bers of both anions, we feel that it is essential that the young graduates of the Federal and State academies, who have been trained in
large part at, the Government's expense, be given an opportunity to
gam practical experience as licensed deck and engineer officers. Such
experience, will be invaluable in time of war or other national emergency when these officers may be called upon to serve in their the
merchant. marine.or the Navy.
One major maritiine officers union which currently denies member-

ship in its organization to .,,raduates of Kings Point and the State
a school to train men for original
maxitime academies is
licenses as engineers and has a conspicuously successful placement rec-

ord for the graduates of its own institution. It is ironic and unfortunate that both major unions of merchant marine officers that now deny
I he young Merchant, Marine Academy gradnates the opporti.mity for
employment at sea in a licensed capacity have appeared before the
I fouse of Representatives Committee- on Merchant Marine, and Fisheries, during recent periods of national emergency such as the Korchn
and Vietnam hostilities, to deplore, the lack. of the availability of the
graduates of the academies. Obviously, if the young people are denied
employment at sea in peacetime, they will naturally seek opportunities
elsewhere. They are much sought after because. of the quality of their
education and generally find employment in maritime-related activities
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when denied the opportunity for employment; in the primary area for
which they were trainedthe oceangoing fleet of the U.S. merchant
marine. We trust that the Congress will impose an obligation on the

maritime officer's unions to relax their requirements for membership in
order that employment opportunities afloat, as licensed officers be accorded the graduates of the Federal and State maritime academies,
thus enhancing their ability to respond to the needs of their country
in the time of national emergency.
Second, the U.S. Merchant. Marine. A.cadomy and the several State
maritime academics and colleges are one of the largest sources of Naval
Reserve officer personnel. The training programs conducted at these
institutions thus make a substantial contribution to the defense posture
of the Nation as well as to its peacetime need for skilled professional
ship's officer personnel.
Upon the outbreak of World War II, a substantial number of our
merchant ships that were constructed pursuant to the Me reliant Marine
Act of 19:30 and manned with Naval Reserve officer personnel, similarly provided for in the same act, were called into the service by the
Navy as naval auxiliaries. We note today that while the Soviet Union
has a completely integrated maritime organization with its merchant
marine and fishing fleet complementing its naval forces, our own merchant fleet is less prepared for mobilization than it was prior to World

War II.

There is, to the best of our knowledge, not a single. merchant ship
today flying the U.S. Na vat Reserve, pennant. In other words, although
our merchant ships are still being built with defense features required
by the Navy, almost no consideration is given to the requirement of
title III, section 302(g) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 which
provides that all officers on vessels for which their operators receive
operating diffe.rential subsidy the members of the Naval Reserve.
While we believe in the issuance. of waiver to permit non-Naval Reserve officers to serve on subsidized vessels, we do feel that these waivers
should not be issued indiscriminately, but only after the ship's officer
concerned has made a bona fide effort to qualify for membership in the
Naval Reserve, We urge that this subcommittee bring to the attention
of the Maritime Administration and to the U.S. Navy this provision
of law and ask for a report on the implementation of that provision of
the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 referring to the employment of merchant marine officers who are concurrently Naval Reservists on the
ships of our subsidized fleet..

'['hank you, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, for your kind attention
and this opportunity to present the views of the alumni of the U.S.
Illuine Academy.

Mr, DowNiNo, Thank you very much.
You have been before this committee over the years not only on matters pertaining to Kings Point but matters pertaining to maritime,

Mr. Biaggi?

T3IMMT. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful for
your support. of the bill and yonr comments,
Mr, Norisolt,ot. I might add, Mr. Biaggi, that I think this $1,200
is a minimal figure and that there. should be a provision for further increases without, the necessity of returning each several years and asking for new legislation to authorize increases and support. We suggest
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some flexibility in the legislation that might be passed by the Congress
providing, for increase 'of the base, either a formula such as the consumer price index or another formula that would be workable and mutually acceptable to the Maritime Administration and State academies.
Mr. DowNrx°. Mr. Eilberg?
Mr. Emma°. I appreciate the fine statement and I have no questions,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DowNING. I have a few questions, Mr. Nottingham, that I would

like to ask.
In the proposed amendment to section 2 in which you suggest that

all the words after the word "function" be deleted. Would*you elaborate on that?
Mr. NornxairAm. It refers to the emergency needs of the Nation for

merchant marine officers other than the C.S. Merchant Marine
Academy.
Arr. ROW-Nixo. Would that not be necessary in an emergency ?.
3 fr. ICI#ITINGIIA.M. Yes, sir. But this would specifically preclude those,

as I understand the language. It would limit their role to carrying on
the same enrollment approved by the Congress, as it is worded. If not,
the intent, I think, it would have need for clarification. In a national

emergency we would be turning, to the union schools for the sources of

officer personnel and maintaining the enrollment at the Federal and

State academies at a static level and that does not seem to be consistent
with me.
kr. DOWNING. Well, that is not the intention of the sponsors of this

bill and perhaps that can be clarified either by the amendment you
suggest or by

Mr. CORRADO. Would the chairman yield ?
Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Corrado.
Mr. Corot o. I think all we intended, Mr. Chairman, was that in the

event of national emergency all the available resources should be drawn
upon and we were just trymg to say that because of the union schools

ability to respond on a short term basis they were the best available
source for those circumstances. We were trying to point out that we
felt that they probably would be a better source in this particular situa-

tion. But we had no intention of blocking any resource or any other

school or any other source. All we were trying to get at was flexibility.
Mr. DOWNING. I think that is the intention of the sponsors and we.
will do whatever is necessary to correct that. Certainly in the ()Vent of
a national emergency we would want every available source, to be available to us and the union schools certainly provide merchant officers in a
short time, such as the Vietnam war.
Now, on page 4 you state, "It is our feeling, however, that it is not
possible to accurately estimate merchant marine officer requirements

4 years in advance."

Do you think there should be some language as to how many officers
we should educate even though the estimate may not be exactly correct ?

Mr. Nom-Namur. Yes, indeed. And we do not suggest that the projection is not a necessity but we feel that it is a question of accuracy
and we are concerned that on the basis of tine projection the enrollment

at the State and Federal academies would be contracted or governed
and we feel you cannot estimate accurately 4 years hence what we
regitire.
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And I think in this sense I would have to associate myself with tiie
(remora' counsel of Maritime Administration that it is not the. number
of men entering the schools that we need to be coneerne,d with but what
will be the situation years hence when they graduate. I think if you
beau' with me, Mr. Chairman. what we are trying to say is we, do not
disagree; we are concerned that on the be of the projected enrollment the Federal and State academies will be locked in and this will
not be a good thing.
Mr. Dowxtxo. I think that your suggestion on page 5 of your testimony needs to be added to. You express the, desire that the enrollment
at Kings Point, not be reduced below the present level and I think the
sluzgestion is a good one.
Ail. NOVPINGIIAM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DOWNING. NOW, you say there are no current physical regimeintits for officers in the merchant. marine.?

Mr. Norrxamm. Yes, sir. And I think it is a, matter that is long
overdue for consideration of the Congress. We have today a middle
aged, Arr. Chairman, merchant marine officer body afloat. We Bare
ti.5-and 70-year-old officers serving today.

Air. Dow ximi. What is the average age of the men serving aboard
the merchant marine today?
Mr. NoTryuir.or, I cannot give you an exact age but I would say
it is between the late 1940's and early 1050s.
Mr. Dow.NING. And no physical requirements?
Arr. NOTTINGIT AM. ...\01M 0(11(q.' than the eye

test and that is for color

blindness for deck officers,
The l'el'Ord, I might say. of accidents and injuries and illness aboard

merchant marine vessels is a mat ter of great concern to the industry
and I would hope thin committee would invite the, insurance. companies
that provide these records, such as the, Marine Index Bureau of New
York to give you these figures. I think yon might be shocked by them.
T nii,ht also point out, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, that, in the
event that we, did have a retirement age and we did have physical requirements that, had to be met, some of the young men that are today

denied opportunities for employment as deck and engineer officers

would find jobs and I am not suggesting that we be unkind to anyone.
.1 certainly feel that within the labor managenient negotiations provisions can he made foe retirement, an early retirement if necessary, for
anyone physically unfit. But we cannot possibly imagine an aircraft
which is being piloted by someeone disabled and yet, we have. a merchant ship carrying a cargo NVOrtIl millions of dollars, a ship in whieh
the -United Stales2Goyerninent May have 1111.T.40(1 millions of dollars,
to be eat rusted to officers and MTV(' who may not be physically well.
Arr. Dowxrx. I row would this work in practice? I row would these
seamen obtain this physical
Mr. NorriNntrAm. Today the .requirement for renewal of licenses
for deck officers means he goes to the U.S. Public. Health Service to
have his eyes tested. for color blindness, .1f this recommendation is implemented the 1`.S, Ifctilih Service, would give a thorough physical
to each offieer seeking a, license or renewal of lieense. In turn, one requirement the Coast finard would have to follow would be, to take the

man i f he was physically fit, and if he was not, he would not be accepted
for license. I do not understand why we have not done. something in the

merchant marine long before this, whereas in other industries where
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the demands arc far less than for the men at sea such requirements
exist.
Mr. DowN,-EN-c. Now, let us get into the matter of alleged discrimination in employment practices by the unions.

Are you telling us that the unions are denying admission to the
graduates of the Merchant Marino Academy and State maritime,
schools but not to graduates of their own schools?
Mr. NoriNctimAr. They are not always in favor of their own schools,

not both of the major unions that I single out. in my testimony have
programs training for men for original license. The deck officers union,

the Masters, Mates, and Pilots Organization, does not. The.y have a
very fine facility but it trains currently for upgrading from third mate
to second mate and to chief mate for example. The MF4B.Adoes have an

original license, program for training men for licenses in their facility
in Baltimore. There is a lessening of job opportunities. Both unions
have sought to protect their membership and to this extent they have
denied newly licensed officer personnel membership in their unions.
Since they have contracts with the majority of the shipping companies
operating oceangoing vessels this effectively denies the graduates of the
Federal and State academies an opportunity to sail on their licenses.
However, in the case of the MEBA, they have found ways to provide

jobs for their own school's graduates awl they have and do take in
their own people. That is, those young men who came to their school
and stayed for 3 years for training. They find job opportunities for,
I am told, 95 percent of them.

Mr. DowNrso. Now, every man who graduates as an officer from

the Marine Acanern- has to join the union before he goes to sea., is that
not correct?
Mr. NorrrxciLor. Either that or sail with a nonunion company.

There are a few companies that have contracts with other than the
major unions and some of the graduates of the Federal and State
academies go into the Navy or o- ther military service. Some go into
other fields of endeavor of necessity in some eases; Offshore drilling,
the. rent Lakes transportation, harbor towing, where membership is
not requirementin those unions.
.r.
Is it a fact, that. the merchant marine officer is denied
jo ing l's; union is not given a, shipboa rd job ?
'en N(7 I r.)r. The Mates and Pilots Organiza Hon goes one step
further, Tluev will take the money from them and give them what they
rail run pplie;tti on for membershi p and under those ci reumstances they
can sit io a union hall mud wait for the possibility of a job opening and
if uo simior man. no member. full hook member of the union applies

for the job they will he given the opportunity to take that ship out.
They are not a full member of I he union. They are just an a!-)plicant

for mcmhership ; or I her hold an application .for membership, I should
say.
One of i he serious problems. and it has been so on numerous ()peasions. is i f the ship is running the coast. of the -Fruited States, this V01111,c2
Mall r., "ry hoard I he ship for example in Boston and then in New York
they will I ake him otr and put on instead a full book union member.

Mr. Dowxiso. Do you have, .figures to substantiate this statement?
Mr. NorrixottAm. Yes, sir; I do.
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I have figures to show what percentage we have and I can show the
restrictions of the union that have taken effect and how job opportunities afloat decrease, On the member going fleet have declined.
Mr. DowNixo. Do You have those figarts avalable now?
Mr. No.rtaxot CAM. 'Yes, sir.
Mr. Dow NINO. Would you SU 111Mari ze. them?

Mr, NoTrixottA:%;:. In 1969, 94.3 percent of the graduates of Kings
Point sailed in the merchant marine on their licenses.
In 1970, 75.3 percent, in 1971, 37 percent,. In 1972, 38.5 percent, In
197:3, 61 percent. In 1974, 57 percent. In 1975, 4$ percent.
Now this does not mean that these men were all on oceangoing ships.

Sonic of them here sailing on tugs and other vessels requiring licensesfor example on the offshore drilling vessels. During Vietnam,

for example, class after class went to sea upon graduation. We stopped
these men from entering the Navy or the Cost Guard so they could snit
on their license. When the unions closed their books in 1960 and 1970,
as on will see front the figures that I have just quoted, the percentage
dropped. In 1909, nearly everyone, in the class of that year were. able to
sail. 'With the class of 1970, the number went down when the Kings
Pointers or necessity moved into other areas.

The employment, trend continued upward in nonunion seafaring

emplontefit, uittil the current recession set it back somewhat.
This year when we made the survey throne h the alumni there were.
9:". men or 4S pereef it of t he graduating class sailing on their license,

There were 2,9 other men on beach awaiting a berth. But to these I
should add those on military duty of 27 percent. And those ashore.

But as for the oceangoing berths, no one of our men of the last [2:ra:dilating class obtained an appoinhnent to an oceangoing vessel under contract to either of the two major unions I have mentioned.
Dowxixo. Not. a single graduate?
Arr. Nurrixotr.or. Not. a graduate.
Forty-six of the men in the class of 1971 did find berths with tanker
firms, with American export lines, or with the Corps of Army Engineers on dredges; others on offshore drilling or supply boats. This is
well over 10 percent of the class; 11 on tugs mid 6 on inland waterway
vessels. We. expected to place a lot of men in the Great Lakes but the
recession has a ffeeted the inla no, I waterways and the Great Lakes water-

ways as well. So some of those opportunities were denied and just
were not va liable in the inland waterways.
Mr. 'flows ixo. You are citing..figures from Kiurrs Point. What about
the .:rratltiates from the State academies?

Mr. Non.txurror. I think their position would be exactly the sonic.
The restrictions are not limited to Kine.s Point,
Dowxixo. Could you, Mr. Nottingham, firm up those Figures
from the State nut ritime academies? Do you have any way of doing
that ?

Mr, NorIxon.or. Yes. sir. Through the Council of Maritime

Aeadom les Alumni Associations, we all work together and I certainly
\vill endeavor to provide that information.
Mr. Dows t NO. We would appreciate it if you would supply that in-

fomation.

There is nothing illegal about that on the part of the union, is there?
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NoTriNomot. No. Rut r think we have to face one thing that
We oftentimes lose sight of. We hear the reference made to industry
schools. And they could not exist except for subsidy paid by the United
States. Therefore, these funds provided for the training in the union
training schools does not come solely or entirely from shipping companies or from the unions; they do not come from the union membership. They conic from Federal funds indirectly. They are eligible for
inclusion in subsidy and therefore the shipping companies charge these
expenses up to the Government of the United States. Consequently,

the Federal Government has a stake in the union training school
programs.

ErLBERG. my. Chairman?
Arr. DOWNING. Yes, Mr. Eilberg.
Mr. EILBFIRG. It seems to me that Mr. Nottingham is presenting only

one side of the story and I wonder if there would be an opportunity
for the organizations involved to be given an opportunity to testify
or respond to the statements made here today?

Mr. DowNING. I agree with you. I think we should hear the other
side of it, too. Because if what Mr. Nottingham says is true it would be

a most unfair practice, I would think. I can understand the nations
desire to protect their membership but they also have other oblige
Mr. CORRADO. Mr. Chairman, would you yield?
Mr. DOWNING. I yield.

Mr. CoanAno. I would hope that these hearings would continue on
and we would have the opportunity to hear from the schools and then
another day to hear from the unions, and any other interested witnesses
that might be called. I would hope we would hear from everyone, Mr.
Chairman, if the chairman would do that.
Mr. DOWNING. I think we should go into this.

Now. Mr. Nottingham, the union schools have some form of physical
requirements before they are graduated and sent to sea; do they not ?
Mr. Ncn-r1Notts3r. I am not aware of their requirements. sir, so I cannot properly answer that question. I think that question. would have to
be directed to them.
Mr. Dow-NI-NG. Well, I think we ought to go into this further. One

final ,question concerns the Naval Reserve status of the merchant
marine officers. A graduate from Kings Point is automatically in the.
Naval Reserve, is he not.?

Mr. NorrtNorrAm. He is not accepted as a student at Kings Point
although there have
under normal circumstances, Mr. Chairman
been one or two exceptions due to humanitarian considerations. But
with those exceptions he is not accepted by the Academy unless accepted for appointment as a midshipman in the U.S. Naval Reserve.
Upon graduation 1w is tendered, at the same time he receives his diploma from the Academs and his license as a third officer in the merchant marine, a eommission, in the. Naval. Reserve.
Mr. DOWNING. And is automatically in the Reserve?
Mr. NorrINGtrAm. Yes, sir.
Mr. DOWNING. And he maintains that status ?

Mr. NOTTINGHAM. Yes, sir. That depends upon the individual and
the, Navy's requirements which change tune to time for an officer to be

considered satisfactorily participating in the Naval Reserve.

3Ir. Dow-qr.:co. Is it true of the State maritime academies' graduates?
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Mr, NOTTING IIAM. l.t. is not quite the same with those students because

to the best of my knowledge they are not all in the Naval Reserve. I
am sure many of them are not while students. Subsequently upon graduation they do not all go into the Naval Reserve but I think the larger
part do.
Mr. DOWNING. You suggest this should be mandatory ?
Mr. NOTTINGHAM. No; I do not want to say that all merchant marine
officers should be reservists. But I do suggest however, that the provi-

sion in the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 providing that subsidized
vessels, that is those vessels receiving operational subsidy be manned
by naval officer personnel be enforced. This manning makes possible the
immed iate. callup of these ships for use as naval auxiliaries. This was

important in World War II and I suggest it would be equally important in a similar national emergency today. Currently that provision
is not being implemented. The majority of officers in our merchant
fleet today are not naval reservists. This in spite of the fact the Navy

permits men who come np through the rank of seaman, or from schools

such as that operated by MEBA to quality for appointment in the
Naval Reserve.

Mr. DOWNING. Did I iolderstand you to say the Merchant Marine
Act of 1936 imposes this requirement?

Mr. NoTruxorrAm. Yes, it does. If eligible officers serving. on ships
receiving subsidies, those receiving operating differential subsidies, are
required to be members of the TT. S. Naval Reserve.

Mr. Dowtxrxo. Then there is no need for new legislation. required and this is a responsibility of the Maritime Administration?
M r, Norrixo II4M. Yes.
Mr. DOWNING. I would like to have counsel followup on that.
Thank you very much, Mr. Nottingham.
The subcommittee is adjourned subject to call of the chair.
['Thereupon, the subcommittee was recessed at 11:22 a, m., subject
to call of the chair.]
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MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1975
HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
Com-,NurrEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES,
SUBCOMMITITIE ON MERCHANT MARINE,

ashing ton, D .0 .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 : 05 a.m., in room 1334

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Thomas N. Downing, subcommittee chairman, presiding.
Mr. DOWNING. The subcommittee will please come to order.

We are meeting this morning to continue hearings on a number of
bills pertaining to the. education and training of individuals who serve

as officers of the U.S. merchant marine.

Two of the bills we will be considering this morning, H.R. 1020 and
H.R. 9804, wonld increase the annual subsistence allowance of students
in the State maritime academies from $000 to $1,200.
Together with several members of the subcommittee I have cosponsored with Mrs. Sullivan, chairman of the full committee, H.R. 10413,
and another identical bill, H.R. 10500. These bills are intended to implement the recommendations of nearly a 2-year study of our Nation's
principal ntaritime schools conducted by a six-member ad hoc commit-

tee on maritime education and training during the last Congress.

Mrs. Sullivan's more comprehensive bill contains a provision iden=
field to that of the other two bills before the subcommittee this morning, but also addresses a number of other issues, some of which pertain
to the responsibility of the U.S. Coast Guard in the area of maritime
education and training.
Our first witness this morning is Rear Adm. William Benkert, Chief,
Office of Merchant Marine Safety, U.S. Coast Guard.
Admiral, if you will come forward, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. WILLIAM M. BENKERT, CHIEF, OFFICE
0.-F MERCHANT MARINE SAFETY, U.S. COAST GUARD, ACCOMPANIED BY COMDR. BEN JOYCE

Admiral. BKNK.Eirr. Good morning, Madam Chairman and Mr.
Chairman.
With your permission, I have Comdr. Ben Joyce. with me from my
Office of Merchant Marine Safety. Tie is in our Merchant Vessel Personnel Division, and directly associated with our work in training of
merchant marine personnel, and maiming of vessels.
Mr. DOWNING. That is quite all right.
(29)
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Admiral. BEN KEIZT, 1 have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and

with your permission I would like to read at least a portion of it, and
perhaps paraphrase the hitter part, of it.. if I may.
Mr. DOWNING. Without objection your statement will be placed in
the record, and you may proceed as you wish.
Admiral BEN icuwr. Thank you, sir.

Madam Chairman, Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I am Rear Adm. W. M. 13enkort, Chief of the Office of Merchant

Marine Safety, V.S. Coast Guard. It is a, pleasure for me to appear
before You today on behalf of the Coast Guard to discuss the various
aspects of the Maritime, Education and Training Act of 1975, H.R.
10413, in areas where hopefully the U.S. Coast Guard can provide
assistance.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Coast. Guard takes an active
interest in and is acutely aware of the important role that the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy, State maritime academies and other in-

stitutions, which train and educate individuals for licensing as officers

in the U.S. merchant marine, play in the manning of our merchant
fleet today, and for that matter, in our entire marine industry.
However, with respect to comments on the particulars contained in
sections 2, 3, and 5 and methods for attaining the desired goal, we
defer to the Commerce Department toward which these sections are
primarily directed.
Section 4(1) of the bill requires that training ships made available,
by the Secretary of Commerce, to State academies shall be manned in
accordance with Coast Guard standards. Although the Coast Guard
currently has authority to require manning on the nautical schoolships, as pointed out in the statement of Mr. A. Reading Van Doren,
,Tr., general counsel of the. Maritime. Administration, of October 30,
1075, realization of this authority is gained through interpretation of
statutes and is not presently spelled' out in any statute as clearly as
it is here.

Accordingly, I am in favor of amending this portion of the act of
1958 as proposed. In addition, I would like to clarify the, record

with respect to Mr. Van Doen's statement concerning the Coast Guard
notice, of proposed rulemaking in the January 21, 1975 edition of the
Federal Register regarding manning of nautical schoolships.
Mr. Van Doren was correct. in stating that the proposed notice contained provisions which would permit students of schoolships to perform required atehstanding duties when they are considered qualified
to do so by the master of the. vessel.

However, after considering the comments received on the proposed
rule and after a. thorough review of the legality of such a rule, we have.
decided to withdraw that particidar provision. The. final rule will state

that the officer in charge of marine inspection shall specify in the

certificate of inspection the mininmm complement, of officers and crew

necessary for safe navigation of the vessel and shall specify the total
number of persons permitted to be carried.

Section 6 of the bill would require the Coast Guard to take such

action as necessary to compile and keep current a roster of the names
and addresses of all individuals who have not attained the age of 65
-years and who are. or at any time were, licensed officers in the 'LS,
merchant marine. The Coast Guard presently does maintain generally
such information.
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HONever, ii I pointed out in my testimony to the ad hoc committee.
Oil maritime education and training, this information is not presently

in the form that can be readily retrieved. Steps are being taken to

modernize our re.cordkeeping system based on a. study conducted by the

National Archives and Records Service in 1974. Alre have obligated
$150,000 for this purpose in fiscal year 1970. It is anticipated that this
system will be operational by fiscal year 1079. At. that time, the information required by section 0 could be programed into the system find

made available on demand, current to within 5 years. This is the
thneframe between our normal license, renewal transactions.

in the meantime, the required data would have to be, compiled by
manual methods. Although this can be accomplished, it must be recognized that it. will be a costly and time-consumiug task.
In regard to section 7 of the bill. the Coast Guard is presently engaged in a. study of the la WS, regulations, and policies which pertain
not only to the renewal, of licenses, but also to original issue.
We have found that, with the trend toward a more. complex maritime

industry, there is is growing need for training in critical skill areas. as
well as a need for periodic retraining. In confirming our efforts in this
area, the Coast. Guard entered into an agreement with the Maritime
Administration in September 1974 to work together in establishing
courses to Obtain the desired goal of insuring adequately qualified
crews demanded by today's vessels.

in addition, the Coast Gintd is active in establishing international
standards for crew qualifications and training by our participating on
the. Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization's Subcommittee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping.

Information derived from our efforts in these areas of concern
can be made available for the joint study which is proposed by this

section of the, bill, and I believe that recommendations beneficial to the
needs of the maritime industry will result.
The final portions of my statement have to do with certain statistical
figures which the Coast Guard compiled and presented at the request.
of the committee sonic short time back, and in a general description of
them, sir, I would simply like to say that as my formal statement says,

they are a little, on the sketchy side. They are not the best figures
in the world. They have. not been compiled over a lengthy period of

time, and I personally feel that too much credence. at this time should
not be placed upon them.
Mr. Dowxixo. Which figures are they. Admiral '?
Admiral IlEsEparr. 'nese, sir, are figures relative to the examination

programs held for the graduates of the various State maritime academies, Kings Point. and from the maritime industry at large.
They arc substantive to a certain degree, but only over a limited time
period, and I think that within the next several years we will be able
to do much better with this type of statistical figure. analysis, sir.
Mr. Dowxixo. I :ice here that the Massachusetts Maritime Academy
only 7 percent passed the Coast Guard.

Admiral IlExicParr. Yes, sir. I do not have that figure directly in

front of me. T think 'Commander juice does, but in a way of explanation of these figures it should be understood that this involved a change.
of examination procedure over a. very short, period of time, and the
figures are now getting better, and becoming comparable to what we
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previously had statist if ly regarding passing and failing of graduates
of the various schools, sir.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement, and I would
be most pleased to answer any questions that you might have, sir.
[The full prepared statement of Admiral Benkert follows :]
STATEMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL WELT:TAM M. BEN }CERT, CHIEF, OFFICE OF
MERCHANT MARINE SAFETY, U.S. COAST GUARD

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am Rear Admiral W. M.
Benkert, Chief of the Office of Merchant Marine Safety, U.S. Coast Guard. It is
a pleasure for me to appear before you today on behalf of the Coast Guard to
discuss the various aspects of the Maritime Education and Training Act of 1975
(if.R. 10113) in areas where hopefully the 'U.S. Coast Guard can provide assista nee.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Coast Guard takes an active interest in and
is acutely aware of the important. role that the United States Merchant Marine
Academy, State maritime academies and other Institutions, which train and
educate individuals for licensing as officers in the United States Merchant Marine, play in the manning of our merchant fleet today. However, with respect to
comments on the particulars contained in section 2, 3, and 5 and methods for attaining the desired goal, we defer to the Commorce Department toward which
these sections are primarily directed.

Section 4(1) of the bill requires that training ships made available by the

Secretary of Commerce to State academies shalt be manned in accordance with
Coast Guard standards. Although the Coast Guard currently has authority to
require manning on the nautical schoolships, as pointed out in the statement of
Mr. A. Reading Van Doren, Jr., General Counsel of the Maritime Administration,

of October 30, 1975, realization of this authority is gained through interpreftation of statutes and is not presently spelled out in any statute as clearly as
it is here. Accordingly, I am in favor of amending Has portion of the act of
1055 as proposed. In addition, I would like to clarify the record with respect to
Mr. Van Doren's statement concerning the Count Guard notice of proposed rulemaking in the January 21. 1.075 edition of the Fetal Register regarding man-

ning of nautical schoolships. Mr. Van Doren was correct in stating that the
proposed notice contained provisions which would permit students of schoolships to perform required watchstanding duties when they are considered
qualified to do so by the master of the vessel. However, after considering the com-

ments received on the proposed rule and after a thorough review of the legality
of such a rule, we have decided to withdraw that particular provision. The final
rule will state that the officer in charge of marine inspection shall specify in
the certificate of inspection the minimum complement of officers and crew neces-

sary for safe navigation of the vessel and shall specify the total number of
persons permitted to be carried.

Section 0 of the bill would require flue Coast Guard to take such action as
necessary to compile and keep current a roster of the names and addresses of
all individuals who have not attained the age of 65 years and who are, or at any
time were, licensed officers in the U.S. Merchant Marine. The Coast Guard presently does maintain generally such information. However, as I pointed out in
my testimony to the Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and Training,
Buis information is not presently in the form that can be readily retrieved. Steps
are being taken to modernize our record-keeping system based on a study con dueled by the National Archives and Records Service in 1974. We have obligated
$150,000 for this purpose in fiscal year 1070. It is anticipated that this system will
be operational by fiscal year 1979. At that time, the information required by section 6 could be programed into the system and made available on demand, cur-

rent to within 5 years, This is the time frame between license renewal transactions. In the meantime, the required data would have to be compiled by manual
methods. Although this can be accomplished, it must be recognized that it will be
a costly and time-eonsuming task.

In regard to section 7 of the bill, the Coast Guard is presently engaged in a

study of the laws, regulations, and policies which pertain not only to the renewal
of licenses, but also to original issue. We have found that with the trend toward
a more complex maritime industry, there is a growing need for training in critical
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skill areas as well As a need for periodic retraining. In continuing our efforts
with the Maritime
iu this arca, the Coast Guard entered Into an agreement
Administration in September 1974 to work together in establishing courses to
qualified crews demanded by
obtain the desired goal of insuring adequately
todays vessels. In addition, the Coast Guard is active in establishing internatraining by our participating on the
tional standards for crew qualifications andorganization's
subcommittee on standinter-governmental maritime consultative
ards of training and watchkeeping.
Information derived from our effort8 in these areas of concern can be made
and I believe that
available for the joint study which is proposed by this bill
recommendations beneficial to the needs of the maritime industry will result.
Before closing there is one other item I would like to discuss. A. few weeks
statistics on the success of
ago the Coast Guard provided to this subcommittee
the various institutions that educate and train personnel sitting for their original licenses in the Merchant Marine.

These figures represented a period extending from December 1973 to October
1975. There is no definitive data available prior to December 1973, since this is the

examination was first admindate that the new objective, multiple-choice type
identifying the source of training

istered. This is also the date that statistics
were first compiled.

These statistics must be considered in the light of several factors. Industry
and the Coast Guard recognized that some examination areas were not responsive to operational changes at sea. Additionally, during the 1960's, technological
advances in the maritime area were significant, rendering many parts of the
subjective examination inadequate. The decision was made that revision was
impractical and total replacement was necessary,
The Coast Guard in the mid-1960's contracted the services of educational
testing institute to help develop the new examination. As a follow-on, we solicited
the assistance in the form of question writing of licensed mariners aboard ship
and those associated with the marine industry including private sector training
organizations. An objective, multiple-choice type examination was developed
that reflected the type of knowledge required by an at sea" officer. In December 1973, the new examination was administered for the first time to Maritime
Academy candidates since they provided the largest group possible to monitor
and would give the best indications of any problems.
The Coast Guard, aware that the instructors at these institutions were not
examination and that
accustomed to preparing students for an objective-type
the subjective essay to the
there would be a need for a transition period fromcandidates
failing the new
objective multiple-choice examination, permitted
examination to be reexamined with either the essay or multiple-choice method.
This transition period applied to all candidates making application prior to
January 1, 1975.

The Coast Guard compiled statistics only on the multiple-choice examination.
Conclusions derived from these statistics are not definitive for the following basic
ren sons :
1. Although the statistics are representative of how well the group did initially,
he exam method was new to both the students and the instructors who prepared
the students for the examination. We believe that once the academies become
better oriented to this type of license examination that the percentage of successful completion will return to about 70% as it was in the past.
2. Statistics on reexamination success are compiled only for those candidates
who are reexamined by the multiple-choice method. They are not compiled for
those candidates who chose to be reexamined under the essay method. In addi-

tion, reexaminations were administered to a group, only in those cases where
enough candidates could be mustered to make a group reexamination feasible.
Candidates who were not available for, or could not participate in, a group reexamination would be tested individually at a marine inspection office and their
pass/fail statistic would not be reflected as part of the original group,
In summary, since the transition period for the examinations is over and many
of the problem areas experienced during the early stages of administering the
multiple-choice exam have been resolved, the Coast Guard feels the statistical
data in the future will be more definitive,

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to answer any questions you or

members of the committee may wish to ask,

Mr. DowNrso. Thank you very much, Admiral.
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Before asking my questions, I will defer to my very able chairman,
Mrs. Sullivan.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I inn delighted I ran be here this morning, and hear you, Admiral,
and also the representatives of the academies.
I would like to have more explanation on these. examination results.
I do not quite understand, as I read them, unless yon feel that they
are not accurate, enough that we should pay attention to these until

you get some. betterfigures.

Admiral BEN-Elam I really feel, Mrs. Sullivan, if I may say so,
they are accurate within a very limited timeframe. and under a rather
unusual set of circumstances of a. change, in the examination scope and
format, and I honestly do not believe they are at all a fair appraisal
of the program.

We have, as I say in my prepared statement, actual figures for
roughly a 2-year period, during which, for the third mate. and the
third assistant engineer licenses, the examination was changed as a
result of a rather extensive study and consultation with all facets of
the industry, looking toward a. more objective type of examination
procedure, a modern examination, rather than our previous essaytype examination.
This did create, on the spot, some rather strenous difficulties for the
schools involved and for many of the candidates. We sort of anticipated that this would liappen, and gradually we are now approaching
a situation where we would get a much better appraisal from now
on into the future.
Mrs. Scr,mv,vx. Will you be- using the same type of examination
that you have just sort of gone through, and possibly include in the
future?
Admiral BENKERT. Yes. we will.

Mrs. St-r,t,tvAx. So to give us a comparison of what is happening
this year with this kind of report.
Admiral I3NYKERT. Yes, we will be able to give a very good comparison as this year progresses. and in the future.

Mrs. StmtvAx. I think many of us were quite concerned about.
what was happening with the students in the State academies, as
well as our own Merchant. Marine Academy, and how many were.,
continuing, how many graduated, how many took examinations for
1 icensing, and what happened.

Now, you mention in your testimony that. this information we have
requested is goIng to be, costly. Is it going to be difficult to assemble?

Do von feel this kind of information is worthwhile or not?
Admiral BENKEIZT. I personally feel it is, Mrs. Sullivan; yes. I
do, because I feel that the product, if you will. that the State maritime
academies. Kings Point and at the various industry-sponsored schools
t urn out is a. very important product.

I personally believeand I speak for the Coast Guard in this

that this type of information is of value, that it should be compiled,
rind we should have a handle on what kind of results we are getting
from the various schools, and what happens to the people, and what
utilization becomes of their education and their training.
Yes, AIrs. Sullivan, I do.
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Mrs. SriA,IvA N. WO Shllial the 11(1 hoe co11 mittee. and had the
members visit every one of the academies. and started to assein'...le

questions.
I must say that we probably Wet(' not as proficient as we could have

herd had \VC been educated, or had ti more intimate knowledge of
whel was required. but I thought that the questions that were addressed to each academy had some moaning. I think roost, of the
academies nie.yered as clearly and truthfully as they possibly could.
But I most say this It. was the opinion of many of us that as low
us G overnment w as assisting. in a number of ways in the Sta(..e
academies. as well as in our own ..Ierchalit Marino Academy, that
we had a responsibility to see, how these oTadnates were used.
It IS marvelous to have a wonderful education, but I do not know

why the taxpayers should have. to pay for the education if these

graduates a re not g.oing to serve the Government.
I

realize in our other military academies they must serve for a

.)-year period. Many stay on, and many do not. but at least they have
the requirement of serving the Government- for a period of time.
Now, I realize the orl..r gTaduates from the other academies join
in the reserve prograiii, but how often is that reSelNe group tapped
for actual duty. and how much time of their OW11 do they give in
reserve duty so Hurt they would be ready if called ?

I think the things we were trying to find out, and trying to clarify.
neceSSary ill order to give the public what
they are paying for,
Admiral BENEtir. Yes, Ma'am.
Mrs, Sy-LmvAx. I have just a couple of questions, .1dmiral lienkert.
Would you pleas',. explain more fully why the Coast Guard changed
111r1 get on the .record

l'imn all et City to objective examinations in. 1)ecember 1973?

Admiral Brsu-rarr. Yes. 100'001. There were several very major

reasons, Mrs. Sullivan.
In my mind. the major one was that over the years we had developed

in the Coast Guard a very extensive set of essay-type questions for
all of our license examinations.

The giving of an examination to an individual involved in some

:.:Ises a period of t/ Mc. extending ur) to several weeks for an individual

to take an examination. Ile Was faced with a requirement to write
it tremendous amount oh worth; to respond to some rather extensive,

and in many cases, broad and general, but some specific type of essay
quest ions.

AIrs. Sullivan, many individnals find a very difficult time with the
pore writing of 'this type of exam, We felt on examining their! that
10 1101ily cases they were not really producing a fair appraisal of the
individ,Anl's 'worth.

In addition. I think a very large point was that the correction.

if von will. of these examinations by 0111' examining personnel involved ft tremendous amount of time, if they did a :full scale, honest
job on it. which we hoped they did, but it also involved a certain
subjective appraisal. if you will, of the responses to the questions by
the individual.
One mans answer mirdit be a three-page answer on a response to a
particular question. and it world depend on the personality and the
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feeling, the personal approach of the man correcting the examination;
as to whether it, was a good answer or not,

As a result of this, we commissioned a study to be. done of this

system trying to look toward some more modern examination procedures which have, of course, become prevalent in all walks of educational life today. As- a result of this study, and a very thorough

consultation with all parts of the marine industry, including the

various maritime schools, both State and Federal, industry-operated
and individuals who were licensed officers (we had a largo number
of people involved in tins), it was felt by developing objective type,
multiple-choice, yes-and-no-type questions and responses, that we could

find out better what an individual's worth was directly in a much
more simple straightforward manner and a much easier way for the
individual, and also a better way of doing business frOm our point,
of view as the examiner.

I think those are the major reasons, MrsSullivan.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. DO you have knowledge of whether the, State
academies in their curriculums stress as heavily English and literature,
and so on, as they would in a university'?
Admiral BEN RIERT. I think probably the question could be answered

better by their representatives, Mrs. Sullivan, but I must say that
I do remember on examination-correcting myself, many years ago.
to try to read many individual handwritings, and try to get to the
point of what lie was driving at, and the response was very difficult
in an essay examination.
Mrs. St.u.avA.N. Could you remember, or tell the difference of those

who might have attended the Merchant Marine Academies or the

State academies ?
Admiral :HEN-Klan. My personal feeling has always been, Mrs. Sullivan, that the. State academies and Kings Point turned out extremely
quali fled people who did very well.
We had seine people, and this is purely a personal recollection from
reading examinations years ago, that we did have, some problems with

writing, with legibility, and with composition in the essay type

question, and I d.o not think this is anything new.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. You cannot fault the academies for that. That all

goes back to the third and fourth grades when they are beginning to
write.

Would yon identify specifically every individual or association.
of the maritime industry which you state assisted the Coast Guard
in the formation of questions for the new examinations, and the mimber of questions submitted by each of these. sources?
Are these same questions still being used?
Admiral BENKEIrr. We can provide this information for the record.

later, Mrs. Sullivan.
Mrs. ScumvA-g. If you will do that, please.
Admiral BENE.-mer. Yes, Ma'am.
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[The :following was received for the record
U.S. COAST GUARD,
DEPARTMENT or THAN SPORTATIOS,

117 ash ing ton, D.C., March 8, 1976.
Hon. LEON OR K. Su-Lurk:sr,

Chairman, Committee on Merchant .3farine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Benkert,
DEAR MADAN( CHAIRMAN; On 3 December 1975, Rear Admiral W.
Chief, Office of Merchant Marine Safety, U.S. Coast Guard testified before your

Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training on the elements of the
Maritime Training and Education Act of 1975 (H.R. 10413). At that time, the
committee requested the following additional information :

1. (a) The identity of every individual or association of the maritime industry
who assisted the Coast Guard in the formation of questions for the new examination for second and third mates and assistant engineers.

(b) The number of questions submitted by each individual' or association.
(c) The number of questions that were submitted and are still in use,
2. The Coast Guard's estimate of the cost of complying with the record-

keeping requirements of Section 6 of the proposed Bill.

The information identified in item 1 above is provided as an enclosure.
In regard to the Coast Guard's estimate of the cost of complying with the
record-keeping requirements of Section 6 of this Bill, I would like to preface
my answer with some comments and recommendations to enhance the ability of
the Coast Guard to comply and also to clarify the record with respect to which
licensed officers, I believe, this Section of the Bill is Intended.
As reflected In the testimony on 3 December 1975, the existing procedures that
the Coast Guard employs to update a licensed officer's address are during periods.

of licensing transactions. A renewal of a license occurs every five years. Raises
in grade and increases in scope of lIcensc,.z may occur at any time. A licensed
officer who has not permitted his license to expire will have an address listed

with the Coast Guard, that is in most cases, current to within 5 years. The
address of those officers who have not renewed their licenses will be materially
out of date and of little value for the purpose of this bill. In addition, many of
those records pertaining to individuals who have not maintained a current license,
have been purged from the active files and sent to the Federal Records Center.
Recovery of information from either the active Coast Guard files or those in the
Federal Records Center would be by a manual process. The number of licenses
involved is not precisely known but is estimated to be in the hundreds of thou-

sands. The task of compiling this data under the present system would be
monumental.
It is the Coast Guard's understanding that the intent of Section 6 of the
proposed Bill is to require the Coast Guard to maintain a current list of qualified
individuals that may be called upon to man our ocean-going merchant vessels in
the event of a national emergency.' If this assumption is ,nrrect, then these indi-

viduals should necessarily be holders, or recent holders, of current licenses

authorizing service on oceangoing steam or motor vessels of any gross tons mai;
unlimited horsepower.
Based on the above continents, I recommend that only those individuals who
hold valid licenses lie required to keep the Coast Guard informed of their current

addresses. This should apply to Master, Mate, Chief Engineer and Assistant
Engineer license holders authorized to serve on oceangoing steam or motor vessels on any gross tons and unlimited horsepower and could be implemented
through Coast Guard regulatory action based on the authority provided in the
hill.

Subsequently, if it is believed desirable to extend this requirement to those
individuals who have severed tics with the Coast Guard by not renewing their

licenses, I recommend including in the bill the following items :
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1. Place the responsibility for keeping the Coast Guard informed of current

addresses on the individuals ;

2. Limit the requirement to those current and former Masters, Mates, Chief
Engineers and Assistant Engineers who hold or held licenses which authorize
service on oceangoing steam or motor vessels of any gross tons and unlimited
horsepower ;

3. Provide for the requirement to remain in effect until the individual reaches
age 65 or 15 years lifter the last renewal, whichever occurs first. (This would
allow for the retrieval system to lie purged of records of those individuals who
have not maintained sufficient association with the maritime field to be requalilied under an intensive training program).
Should the above-mentioned recommendations he incorporated into the Bill,
the Coast Guard could modify its present record-modernization plan to provirle

for tile additional information. This plan was initiated in FY 1976 at an estimated cost of $820,000. Presently, $150,000 Tans been obligated for the project
nod if the remaining funds are made available, the system could be operational
during FY 1970.
Sincerely,

G. W. SrLEft,
Admiral, U.& Caul Guard, Commandant.

Enclosure; (1) Item Writers Data.

ITEM. IVarrEas

The following list of names and addresses identities those individuals from
the maritime community who participated in the formation of question and
answers to be used in the Coast Guard's new multiple-cholce examination for

2tul and 3rd Mate and 2nd and 3rd Assistant Engineer. Opposite ench individual's

name is a numeral which reflects the number of questions that he submitted.
Also, included as an attachment are background information forms which were
submitted by the individual ill the thne his services were contracted.

The item writers suhnlitted a total of 1.153 Deck Examination questions and
3.324 Engineering Examination questions to the contractor, Educational Testing Services, Princeton, N.J. Included in those totals are (250) U.S. Coast Guard
developed questions. The questions and answers were then reviewed for correctness and 3,168 of those items sninnitted were selected for nse in the examinations.
Since the examinations have been in use, approximately 15% of the examination questions have been eliminated and replaced by other questions developed
by ('oast. Guard personnel. The remaining 85% of the original questions submit-

ted tire still in use although most have been Mod illed as problems areas were
identified through a review analysis process.
1. John liersen (167) (Eng), Calhoon MED.\ Engineering School, t) Light Street,
Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
2. M. B. Billings (40) (Eng). Maine Maritime Academy, Castilla Maine 0- 1421.

3. Edward F. Brown (20) (Eng), Maine Maritime Academy, Castine, Maine
14421.

4. Cary G. Byron (550) (Eng), C/O Gordon Byron, Middle Lake Road, DeRuyter, New York.

5. M. David. Burghardt (115) (Eng), )fassachnsetts Mari tine Academy, Buzzards Bay, Massachusel ts.

6. Thomas Campbell (41) (Deck). Maine Maritime Academy, Castine. Maine
04421.

7. F. W. Creighton (21) (Eng), Maine Mnrithne Academy, Castine, Maine
04421.

8. G. D. Dunlap (150) (Deck), 316 'Halsey Road. Annapolis, Maryland 21401.
9. Russell Erickson (136) (Eng). School of Marine Engineering, 672 Fourth
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11232.

10. Jose Petnenia (37) (Eng), 90-12 55th Avenue. Elmhurst, New York 11373.
11. Jolia J. Foody (145) (Eng). State University of New York Maritime College,
Ft. Schuyler, Bronx, New York 10465.

12. Edward Gras (45) (Deck), 275 Highland Road, N. Ilaledon, New Jersey
07508.

13. J. 'Hopkins (54) (Deck). 546 Equitable Building, 10 N. Calvert Street, Baltimore, 'Maryland 21202.

14. Roger M. Ififfinke (38) (Deck), Director, Safety and Loss Prevention Moore-

McCormack Lines, Incorporated, 23rd Street Terminal, Brooklyn, New
York 11232.
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15. Georol, D, Kingsley, jr. (80) (Eng), 48 Link Lane, Ilecksville, New York
111;01.

10. Norman D. Malone (300) (Eng), 25 Jnekwill Rd., East Patchogue, New
York.

17, Roger A. Marks (44) (Eng), Maine Maritime Academy, ('astinc, Maine 04421.
18, Ronald R. Osborne (40) (Deck), 7860 Americana Circle, Apt. T3, Wen Burnie, Maryland 21061.

1.9. Harold A. Parnhatn, jr. (28) (Deck), No. 1 Toni Cane, Yonkers, New York
10710.

20. Raymond Salley (134) (Eng), Atnerican President Lines, Pier 80, San Francisco, California 94107.

21. Donald E. Schwab (00) (Eng), 12 Nostrand .venue, Wayne, New Jersey
07470.

22. Earnest C. M. 8 medegaard (50) (Eng), 184 Maiming Avenue, River Edge,
N.J. 07601.

23. B. E. Smith (48) (Deck), 1200 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New
York 10019.

24. Eugene Spinzola (20) (Eng), Maine 3h-tritium Academy, Castine, Maine
04421,

25, Raymond Sutton (227) (Rug). School of Marine Engineering, 672 Fourth
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11232.

26, Russell G. Terry (92) (Deck), Maine Maritime Academy, Castine, Maine
04421..

27, John Underhill (137) (Deck), 171 Topeg Drive, Severna Park, Maryland
21001.

28, Donald Van Wart (127) (Deck), SUNY Maritime College, Fort Schuyler,
Bronx, New York 10405.

29. Bartholomew T. Walsh (550) (Eng), 424 Bowdoin Street., Dorchester, Mass.
02122.

30. Gordon M. Ward (16) (Eng). Calhoun MEGA Engineering School., 9 Light
Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
31. Robert B. Wells (120) (Eng), 10 Morris Lane, Great Neck, New York 11024.

32. Paul B. Wighstandley II (42) (Eng), Atlantic Richfield Company, Fort
Mifflin Terminal, Foot of Island Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
33. L. A. Wolff 0118) (Deck), (124 East Drive, Paramus. New Jersey 07052,

34. Jerry J. Williams (20) (Eng), 12r, E 13th, Traverse City, Michigan 49084

Mrs. St..m,tvAx. Admiral, are you saying that the statistical data
which has been compiled to date, on the Coast Guard multiple-choice
examination is really meaningless?
Admiral. IIENK' kr. I th ink, told taking the long .view, yes, I would
say so.

I think that it is too short a time to really give it a fair appraisal.
I do not think it is a fair appraisal of our new examination procedures, or for that matter, of the capabilities of the individuals who
are involved in some of these statistics.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. Thank you, Admiral,

you, Mr. Downing.
DowNixa. Mr. Leggett. tells me lie has to leave, and he would
like, to ask a. question, and Mr. Emery, may we have your permission?
Mr. E t ay. I Will (le r.
Mr. DowNING. Mr, Leggett?
Mr. LEG01,717r. What, the chairman has just observed is that the true

and false type questions perhaps have limited utilization. We have
found that, as an example, in. Our civil service qualification tests for
Academy candidates, we make various judgments on the basis of those
rather stereotyped kiml of examinations, but. we find really the pole1111111 approach dealing with many objective things, long-term grades,

and things like that are lunch more important rather than the single
testing procedures.
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The Academies do not use those civil service tests at all for their
qualification of applicants.
We have talked about the examinations given. by the Coast-Guard

and the performance by various Academies, and the information I
have on the academy in California is that for 1973, 32 deck and 28

engineers took the examination. They all passed.
For 1974, 28 and 26 respectively, took the examination and they all
passed except maybe 1
For 1975, 35 a d 23 respectively, took the examination, and they all

passed. I thi nk that brings up the question that in this chart that has
been pr vided to us we have the results of the preliminary examinado , and it is actually the final examination, where we retest them,
that gives us the complete result as to whether or not the candidates
qualify ; is that not so?
Admiral BENKERT. Yes, sir, that is true. That if you look at the statistics in terms of determining an overall passing or failure you must

look at not only the initial examination, but a reexamination result,
also.

Mr. Lnoorr. There does appear to be some kind of a pattern that

some of the schools have done better than others on these tests, which
might have to do with something they emphasize, or do not emphasize, in their curriculum.

In California we are attempting to expand our school, diversify
our curriculum, and achieve a full and complete accreditation and
insofar as that is concerned, we changed the faculty and. we do not

train them necessarily to pass the examination.
I am chairman of the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wiildlife Conservation and the Environment of the Full Committee. We are con-

cerned with getting sufficient Coast Guard personnel to assist in.

expanding our monitoring capability for the 200-mile limit bill, which
hopefully will be enacted sometime next year, and written into law.
There appears to lie vast fields that we need to prepare for, rather
than simply managing a diminishing merchant marine capability that
we have.

I think we have to keep in mind that the military academies require
an estimated expenditure of about $100,000 for the total curriculum

for 4 years of each student.

'We have a, dropout rate of about 35 percent at, most of the academics, so you have to add about 35 percent to that figure, which gives
you about $1.30,000 per man in cost to graduate, from the established,
in 1.1 i fa Ty academies.

For the current 3-year curriculum, with the $600 contribution that
is made for maritime, cadets, our total investment is about $1,800 per
man during that 3-year time period.
It seems vastly disparate for the results that we get, because I know
that, ninny times the cadets Ave get out of the State academies and

Kings Point are equally as good as any others in the system.

I would also like to observe I am a, coauthor of this bill, Mr. Chairman, and we do set a barometer on page 4 of apportioning the defi-

ciency which is geared to the year 1975, and in California we have been
attempting to respond to the ad hoc committee's recommendations to
broaden our curriculum, and gain accreditation, so we are in the. process
of beefing up the school, and broadening which does necessarily relate
to increasing the total enrollment.
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If you take it at 1975, we get short sheeted. It would be better if we
pegged it a couple of years down the line, and then I think we would
be :Tinting to a curriculum more in line as recommended by the ad
hoc committee for standing in the academic community.
Mr. Chairman, I do have to go to a conference, now.
Mr. Dowsixo. Thank you very much, Mr. Leggett.
M.. Emery ?
Me. EMERY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

A.diniral, I am a graduate electronics engineer, and I would like to
talk just a. few minutes about general experiences that I have seen in
the 4 years I studied engineering in college, and that was very simply
that you could not always determine who the most capable engineer
was going to be by the grades received on exams.
In fact, I knew of many occasions where some of my classmates
-would get 95, and even 100 on the final exams, or intermediate exams,
because they were very good at memorizing things, and were very easy
to teach mathematics, and many other things, and they would irget exgo off to the laboracellent orades. However, when the instructor said oo
tory and build it, they were totally lost. This is because they did not
have the grasp of practical application of some of the things they had
learned.
Very often those that knew the most about electronics were those
that might get Cs and TVs, and sometimes even D's on the examinat ions. but they had a grasp of what, they were doing, and could mix a
certain amount of commonsense. and practicality in with the book learn
ing.
Do you feel that some of the examinations or some of the testing
methods that are used at the maritime academies adequately measure
the ability of individual students to grasp concepts in a practical way,
rather than merely learn from instructors or some books? Obviously
you have to separate the question.
Admiral BENI:Err. Well, I feel, sir, that we would probably be well
advised to ask sonie of the representatives o:f the schools themselves the
question, but if T may say so, from the Coast Guard's point of view we

find that the individuals that come out of the various schools and, of
course, it is somewhat perhaps difficult to make a generalization, but
we find that the graduates of the schools, they come to us for an initial
examination, let us say, and that is really the first time that we. see
these individuals.
We do partake, with the various academies in discussing their curriett I tun in conjunction with the. Maritime Administration. We do quite

a bit of work in connection with their programs, Mr. Emery.
I feel myself that the graduates of these academies come to us for
this initial examination, and for a future, if you will, in the marine
industry, at least somewhere, whether it be at sea, or in some other
part of the industry, and that; they are, generally speaking, very well
prepared.
We. feel that over the years we. have had some very fine individuals
come out of the schools who are prepared to attack the practical proband operating in the marine industry.
lems of operating
Mr. EMERY. D'o your testing procedures adequately measure the
.competence of those wishing to be ship's officers?
Admiral BENICE UT. I do not think any examination procedure, really

measures what. an individual is going to do after he has taken the
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examination. I feel fliat we can determine whether the man is professionally adequate, and hopefully, competent to perform a specific job
criteria, which is really what." is our province is to do, in giving exam-

inations, that is. But. how the individual will make out as far as a
shipboard officer is concerned, or in some other walk of life, I do not
think that the. examination process really answers this question in any
walk of life.
would say this, though, and I think I really am. quite r ell familiar
with I his. We have in the (''oast Guard taken into our actiye service a
number of graduates of Kings Point, of the various State maritime
academies, and as individuals generally across the board, our experience. with them as junior officers, and then as regular officers, staying
in the Coast Guard, has been extremely good, sir. We think- they produce a good product.

Whether our examination is a forerunner of this or not, I really
cannot say, except that we can hopefully determine whether the man
is professionally competent to do a specific job he is examined for.
Mr. EMERY. Generally speaking, from yam experience, the Coast
Guard would agree that the graduate at Kings Point and the various

academies were professionally competent
Admiral BENKEirr. Yes, sir.
Mr. EMERY. Following up the comments made a fcw minutes ago, do
you have any way of tasting a man's ability to operate under pressure
in a real life situation.? Yon can test the. man's basic, knowledge and
you can test the man's skills, but is there, any way you can measure

physical or mental problems he might have, or his ability to operate
under stress in an emergency situation. Or is that, in your opinion,
something that only conies from experience, and you can only measure

from experience there?
Admiral BuNKEir. That is .11. very difficult thing to examine an individual for, sir, and I do not. really think our examination as such
would encompass this.
I certainly do think that the time the individual spends, particularly,
and speaking of the State maritime academies, and at Kings Point mid,
if you will, the individuals who conic. to us for examination for a licensed officer capacity from the foe'sle, that they have had a Mood goimr over in the process, before they conic to us for examination, and
perhaps have been somewhat weeded out, by that process, sir.
Mr. FlmEny. This is a function of training and discipline, as much as
anything else, to operate under pressure, and that comes from experience, and on the job.
Admiral BENKERT. And in this case someone who has had the prac-

tical and educational backfrround, that they have had in the institutions, yes, sir.
Mr. EMERY. Thank you very nmeh, Mr. Downing.
Ir. T)owxrxo. Thank yon,
Finery.

Admiral, I notice in the second paragraph of your statement von
defer to the Commerce Department with respect to sections 2, 3, and 5

of TIM 10-113.

In view of the relative importance of these Peel-4)71F. would you be
able to !live. the subcommittee the benefit of your personal vtew4 concerning these provisions?
Admiral BENKERT. Yes, sir, T. can.
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think myself Hutt Cho sin lenient of intent of the Congress, which
is contained in section 2, of the bill, that the Merchant Marine Academies and that the State Maritime Academies continue to perform this
professionally oriented education and training function..
I am a firm supporter of that, personally,. yes, I think in regard to

section 3, if I recall, and if
I, Mr. Cludrinan?

may refer to this, Mr. Chairmanmay

Mr. DowNINo. Yes, please do,

Admiral liENKEIrr, In section 3, I think my personal appraisal of
this was simply this sounded like a very good idea. I think that is the'
best I can offer, Mr. Chairman.

How to achieve these goals, again I think this probably should be

deferred to the various academies and to the Department of Commerce,

but since you asked my personal opinion, I must say that I feel, as
think as I have stated before, that the proditets that are produced by
Kings Point and by the State maritime academies are, in general, and
in every case that I know of, extremely fine young men who are professionally competent.

We get a number of them that we deal with directly in the Coast
Guard, and through, as you know, our extensive association with the
functioning of the marine industry across the board.
I feel this is well worthy of support, sir.
DOWNING. In view of a. declining merchant marine, which I hope-

we wili be able to reverse, in your opinion, are we training too many
men or people for the maritime industry?
Admiral BENKFTT. Weil, I must, again give you a personal opinion,
sir, but I feel that a larger number of the young men who are coming
out of the arions training academies today, perhaps they may not all
be. going to sea, and I think there, are other witnesses who discussed
this to a large extent, but. I do think that first of all that our oceangoing merchant marine may well have decreased sonic, in the .number
of jobs that are available to individuals.
On the other hand, our inland marine industry has expanded tre-

mendously in the last 10 years,

To my knowledge, a large. number of the graduates of the various
training institutions now are, going to sea. in the marine inland industry,

I personally feel that the background and education that these individuals get are a great gain to the marine industry across the board,
not just looking at the man who is going to sea as it third mate.. or third
assistant engineer, perhaps on an oceangoing vessel, out of the academies.

There are associated walks of life where this training and experience
is of inestimable value, and is frond for the industry as a whole, sir.

Mr. Dowsrso. Well, if I understand your answer, it is that we are
not tablimr too many people at this time.
druiral TIN-icEir. Well, in terms of pure numbers, sir, I em not
that well nctinainted with what every individual. does, or how he fits,
but it seems to Me Hint T think the programs are good.
These prwt.rturis produce excellent products, and I think really some-

body else .perhaps should say numberwise that we have too many or
too little,
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Mr. Chairman, r I !link that the programs are (rood, and the people
that know that are in the marine industry who lure these young men
invariably are pleased with the product that they get.
Mr. DOWNING. Admiral, what is your estimate of the cost of coin -

plying with the recordkeeping requirements of section 6 of the bill?
Admiral BENKERT. We have done a little work on this, sir, and I am

sorry at this time I cannot give you a figure, but we will be able to
give. you something for the record, sir.
Mr. DOWNING. I would appreciate that..
Mrs. Sur..LivAN. Would the chairman yield?
Mr. DOWNING. Be glad to.

Mrs. SuLritvAN. I am not ceitain, and I would like to ask the counsel,

in the present law, or in what we are attempting to do, is there a re-

quirement of the graduate to keep either the Coast Guard who does the
licensing, or the academy from which they graduate acquainted with
their location, where they are, and what they are doing?
Miss MCDONNELL. It was our understanding, Madam Chairman,

from the admiral's testimony last November, that is not the case at

the present time, and that is the intention of section 6 of the bill,
Mrs. Stn,LivAN. We must put some requirement on the graduate,
must we not, to keep either the academy or the Coast Guard informed
periodically, so that you do not have to go out and hunt the individual
up, but you are informed every so many years of where they are, and
if they are atilt on the list, or still in the Reserves?
Admiral BENKERT. FEOM the Coast Guard's point of view, Madam
Chairman, the information that we get is solely, at the present time,
when a man comes in to us for an original license, or for a renewal of
his license and this, of course, is at least, at 5-year intervals, he gives its
his address, and location, and so on.
During the intermediate time the only individuals that we have any
handle on as far as location is concerned are the people who sign on
shipping articles who actually sail, and where the individual does indicate his address, next of kin, and so forth in this process.
As ..far as recordkeeping system of these individuals, it is nonexistent,
and not required.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. Is there not a card system on each individual with
his license ?
Admiral BENkurr. That is what we have at the present time.
Mrs. Sta.mvAN. So it can constantly be updated as they either acquire a license, or ask for a renewal ?
Admiral. BENKEIZT. If the man comes in for a renewal, then we get an
-updated card on him, yes. Ma'am.

An individual, for example, and some of them liar,;, over the years,
let their license lapse, since the last time we saw- that individual for
the issuance of a license we have no handle on him at all, no, Ma'am.
Mrs. SuLtdvAN. Then if them was need
recruit, officers for the
merchant- marine fleet in any way, it would be difficult to locate those
who have not tried to renew, or have just dropped out.
Admiral. BENkEirr. Yes, Ma'am.
Mrs. Stua-uvAN. I think this is the one reason we were asking to have
some updated statistics, because I do not know what requirements of
the Reserve. are.
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I do not know to whom the. reservists in the merchant marine would

keep in contact with. Maybe the State academies can tell us later. I
think this was the whole gist of it, that when we. took ships out of
mothballs in the Vietnam affair, and I think back in the Korean days,
too, it was difficult to locate anybody who had the advantage of a mer-

chant marine education who was not keeping up with. his license, to try
to get those,..kinds of people who had been educated to be aboard the
ships.
Admiral BF:NKErr. I think really the best way of location at the
present time for,individtds, those who maintain an active presence, is
a labor organization who would have a handle on this.
Mrs. Su-may AN. I am sure they would have records of those.
Admiral BENKERT. Yes, ma'am. Those who are Reserve officers either
in the Navy or Coast Guard, you would have some kind of information
on them, as to address, but it might not be particularly updated at that
thue,
Mrs. SurA-AvAN. Well, for the benefit of those who will be at the witness table. later, I think this is really the question that came up during

the investigation and the study of the academieshow do we know,
and how do we have the ability, or does anyone have the ability, to

contact those who have enrolled and graduated from the academies for
some. future. need?

I do not know whether the legislation as prepared is going to really
(vim us that information from the requirements we have written in.
Admiral. TiF,NKERT. Just a quick avpraisal of the legislation, I do not
think it will produce exactly what you are asking for.
Mrs. StruavAN. The only thing that you will be doing in the Coast
Guard is keeping an accurate account of all those whose licenses are
in effect.
Admiral BENRERT. Yes, ma'am, basically.

Mrs. Sur:mvAN. If they drop out after 5 years, and have not renewed
it, you would have no record?
Admiral BENKEirr, If they did not renew a license, the address we
would have on. them would be just that ancient ; yes, ma'am.
Mrs. ScLuvA.N. All right.
I might think of something else later on, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dowxixo. Admiral, could not the Coast Guard develop a plan
to accomplish this without. the need for legislation ?
BENKERT. Well, we would be glad to take a look at it, Mr.
Chairman.

I have not really, to be honest. with you, I have not thought about

developing a plan specifically for this purpose. I think it. would present,
its with some difficulties, because we just do not have that kind of a
ha (1.10, on the people.

Mrs. SumavAx. When we made, this request to the Coast, Guard to
give its information. I forget now, but counsel may refresh my memory,

they said it would be amost an impossible job to give us anything
that was accurate, and it would be a voluminous task to try to check
through and find out. They would have to go through records that were
filed away.
Admiral BENKERT. Yes, ma'am.

Mrs. Sri-JAN:Qs-. I do not know how you keep your records, but
hut\'ing some knowledge of training people in the schools, and placing
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them out on jobs, I must 1121 VC\ had access to some 25,000 or 30,000 cards

aver a period of a few years, and those cards were never thrown away.
Every so often we, would attempt to get in touch with the individuals.
Now, I do not know the expense of doing such a thing. What is your

present status if they have not renewed licenses, or if they have

dropped out?
Now, this may not be tire duty of the Coast Guard, except that they
do the licensing.
Admiral 1.1E:NKEnr, Yes, ma'am.

Mrs. StmuvAN, And some way there ought to be somewhere these
things could be available outside of the union files, where the members
would belong to certain unions,
Dow-YIN-G. Admiral, counsel has directed my attention to section.
0 of the bill which reads :
The Secretary of the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating shell
take such action as may be necessary and appropriate to compile, and thereafter
keep current, a roster of the names and addresses of all individuals who who have
not attained the age of 63 years and are, or at any time were, licensed officers in

the rift merchant marine, in order that the location of such individuals be
readily available in the event of any national emergency.

You are going to have to do it if this bill passes.

.Admiral BENKER, Yes, sir; except that under our system, and I

understand what, you are saying, and you are right, but it is not exactly

clear to us, but in any event under our system of licensing of individuals, as we read tire law, it says to keep current a. roster of the names
and addresses of all individuals who are, or at any time were licensed
officers in the merchant marine,
If by "keeping current" you mean something to a, more specific degree than the last time we had a license transaction with an individual,.
as we have said in here., we think it is a good idea, but we will have a
big problem in trying to comply with this.

:Mr. Chairman, we will have to develop some kind of a system in
order to do this, because our associations with the individual at the
present time are really generally, solely at the time of his application
for either an original license and upgrade of license or a renewal of the
license,

For example, a man who got a license, we will say, during World
War IT, and never renewed it, this, as I read it, is if the man had not
reached ago 05, we would be required to find that individual's address, and keep a current roster of hint and his \whereabouts in ease

he was needed,

We find this to be very difficult, and we, have not determined just

how we will go about this at the present time, sir.

Mr. T)owNrNc;. Well, I think shat is the intent of the proposed

It seems to me you should be able to go through a computer and find
out immediately where, the available personnel are.

Now, how you accomplish that is going to be your awesome task,
Mrs. SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, I would just ask how many graduates

come out of the state and Federal academies, and I see, the combined
total here in this report. from January 1975 to October 1975 is 419'
licensed,

I do not know how many graduates there are, but there cannot be SO
many that it would be a tremendous job year by year,
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Admiral -BEN nnirr. Well, the way the law is written, Mrs. Sullivan,
it does not cover just officers who have been licensed upon graduation
from one of the academies. This covers, to my mind, a. very vast gamut
of licensed personnel.
As you know, we have licensed motorboat operators, licensed ocean
operators, licensed towboat operators. These are all licensed personnel.
and this is many thousands of people, not just those who are graduates
of the schools, plus, of course., the people who have obtained licenses
from working their way up from the fo'c'sle.
We, are talking about many, many thousands of people here, Madam
Chairman.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. I realize that there are many, and I hope it con-

tinues that men who were not able to go to any academy, but learn
through the school of hard knocks and experience will finally make
their way to the. top, and should be promoted, and would not be on
the roster of any wl.o graduated from the academies, State or Federal.
I think this is the tiring that we have got, to review. We asked for a
report to come back to the Congress, and I think these are the things
we need for some complete information on what are our needs, how
do we supply them in case of emergency, how do we get to them?
I do not know anyone who is going to have that responsibility but
the Coast Guard.
Admiral linss- Ear. If I might ask a question, Mrs. Sullivan. May I?
Mrs. SULEIVAN. Yes.

Admiral I3ENKERT. In this section G. are you anticipating statistics,

and information, as it Says, on all licensed officers of the merchant
marine, or would this be open to some discussion as to the specifies
that you desire.?
As I say, in the term licensed officers of the 1.7.S. merchant marine,
it covers a very wide gamut of personnel far in excess of the numbers
that you are talking about being graduates of the academies.
Mr. 1..)owNrNo. I think the intent of the legislation is to include all
licensed officers.

Mrs. Sur,uv.kx. That is what I was going to say, Mr. Chairman.
After all. volt give licenses whether they have graduated or not.
Admiral. IIENKFacr. Yes, ma'am.

Airs. Sci.r.ivAx. So it should then include all who have ever applied.
Admiral 13E-Nkfarr. We have many, many categories of licenses, as
I inn sure von are aware.
MrS. SU.F.LIVAN. But the main thing that we need for our information

for the academies in the future. is what, happens to these individuals,
because the. people. that is the taxpayers, have more of a responsibility
To these. because Federal money is used in the Maritime. Academy, as
well as t he Strite, academies. This is the one thing that is necessary.
certainly, for emergency and there must be some way worked out that,
the roster is as complete as possible.

Mr. DowytNo. Admiral, do you believe the existing institutions in
this country which. prepare individuals for initial licensing as merchant
marine officers provide adequate training in the so-called critical skill
areas, and what speci ffeally are these areas?
Admiral BENI:Et:T. Well, I feel., sir; that the various institutions
that prepare individuals to take our examinations for licenses do provide a good basic background and capability of the individuals.
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I do think that as they progress, once they are licensed officers, for
example, and serve on Clilferent types of Nessels, more sophisticated

types of installations that we have today, that there may well be a

need for some retraining and upgrading of the individuals.
I think we have appreciated this, both the Maritime Administration
and ourselves. We entered into an agreement around a year or more

ago with the Maritime Administration, looking toward an appraisal
of just this point, Mr. Chairman.
We are working very closely with the Maritime Administration exactly in this field. For example, in the category of radar observer
training, in the category of firefighting capability, we have developed

some mutual approaches to this to provide further training, for
individuals in specific areas.
In our license upgrading program, for example, we are looking now

at the possibility of additional requirements for license renewals, in
other words, some kind of additional training for individuals predicated on requirements that we might feel are appropriate to qualify

an individual to be advanced over and above the straight type of
examination process that we now have.

I think that basically the individuals that come out of the schools
are well trained, are capable, and are professionally competent for
what they are sitting: as a license for, and in particular, a third mate
or third assistant engineer. They are just starting in the trade.
Mr. DOWNING. What percentage of the graduates of the Federal,
State, and industry sit for the Coast Guard's initial licensing examination, and must a student apply to take the exam immediately upon
graduation ? If not, how long is he eligible to sit for the examination?
Admiral BENKERT. I cannot give you a, specific figure on the graduate, sir. Perhaps the schools might, be better able to answer that.

I do know that there are a number of graduates of the various

schools, State schools in particular, and I am not sure but I think
Kings Point also who, for example, are foreign students who do not
sit for our license examinations.

I cannot give you a percentage, but I know that the vast majority

of them, sir ; do sit for our licenses.
Mr. DOWNING. My next question is, you state in your prepared state-

ment that, and this is on page 3, this system will be operational by
fiscal year 1979.

Now, that seems to be an unduly low? time to implement this

program. Do you not think that that can be hastened a little bit?
Admiral BENRERT. Yes, sir; I think it could, if we got the money for
it.
I think what we are trying to say there is that we are modernizing
our record keeping facilities, sir.
Mr. Chairman, we have started this program with a budgetary allotment of so much hopefully per year on a continuing basis, and we
do hope that, as I said in the statement, that by 1979, giving us about
3 years, that we would have a system whereby we could readily provide the information that you asked for in section 6, as we have said,.

current to within 5 years for personnel who had continued in the

licensing program.

I think our problem here, Mr. Chairman, is in lino with what you
said a few moments ago, that if you are aiming at people who have
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not continued in the licensing program. we have a bear by the tail
here, because the only _handle that we have now on the people, of
course, is through their license transactions.
Mr. DOWNING. Well, Social Security knows where everybody is at
any given time.
Perhaps, Admiral, you can go over and ask them how to do it.
Admiral BENKERT. Yes, s'.r; that is a good idea, except I just got
a lecture yesterday on the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
conflicts, which might present us with some problems at least our lawyers tell us, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DOWNEY. Yes; I know.
Any further questions of these witnesses?
Well, thank you very much, gentlemen. You have made a significant,
contribution, and we appreciate it.
Admiral BENKERT. Thank you very much for having us, sir.
Mr. DOWNING. Our next witness is Rear Admiral Sheldon Kinney.
president, State University of New York Maritime College who will
speak in behalf of the superintendents of the State maritime acode.rules.

Perhaps all of the superintendents would like to come up to the

witness table with Admiral Kinney.
Admiral, will you identify the gentlemen for the record?
STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. SHELDON KINNEY, PRESIDENT, STATE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK MARITIME COLLEGE, APPEARING ON
BEHALF OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS OF THE STATE MARITIME
ACADEMIES, ACCOMPANIED BY REAR ADM. JOSEPH RIZZA, SU-

PERINTENDENT, CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY; GEORGE
RECTOR, DIRECTOR, GREAT LAKES MA P,TTIME ACADEMY; REAR

ADM. E. A. RODGERS, SUPERINTE

If, MAINE MARITIME

ACADEMY; REAR ADM. LEE HARRINGTON, PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY
Admiral KINNEY. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee.

Airs. Sullivan, we are particularly glad that you are here today. Your
interest in maritime education and training and the formation of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and has been a particularly
line thing.
We would also like to congratulate you upon your receipt of the
Robert L. Hague Merchant Marine. Post, American Legion Trophy
recently.
The ad hoc committee you formed has done the most comprehensive job.

Mrs. SrLLIvAN. Thank you. All of those things are good to hear.
Mr. DOWNING. Admiral Kinney, before you begin, I would like to
place into the record at this point a letter addressed to me from Rear

Admiral J. R. Rizzo, dated December 2, 19i5, enclosing an exception to the joint statement of the academy superintendents that applies only to the California Maritime Academy because of its transition phase from a 3- to 4-year school.

Without. objection that letter will appear in the record at this point.
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I.The letter r0-ferred to folloWS:]
CALIFORNI.A. MARITIME' ACADEMY,

VallejO, Ca., December 2, 197,1.
Hon. Timm As
Dowstsa,
Chairman, l.)'ubcom unitive on Merchant Marine, C.8'. .11ouse of Representatives,
ng wort h House Office Building, Washington, D,C.

DEAR MR. DOWNING: Thank you for your kind invitation to appear as a

witness at 10:00 a.m. on December 3, 1975, on the hearings before your Subcommittee regarding 11.11. 1020, H.R. 0804, all. 10413, together with an identical
bill 11.11. 10500.

Attached hereto is an exception to the joint statement of the academy superintemlents that amilies only to the California Maritime Academy because of

its transition phase from a three to a tour year school.
Sincerely,

A tta oilmen t.

.1. P. RizzA,
Recur Admiral, US.11S, President.

Section 4(e) of the proposed bill states : "If the amount of funds, authorized
and appropriated by the Congress for use in accordance with the provisions of
this section, in any fiscal year, is not sufficient to provide payments to all students
eligible under subsection (a), theu the Secretary shall apportion the authorized
and appropriated funds among the academies and colleges with which he contracted under section 4 of this Act In direct rroportion to the total enrollment of
etteli such academy or college at the end of the 1075 academic year."
Since each Academy has a unique problem with respect to enrollments and subsistence payments, this is not a subject on which we can make a common statement. We would like to submit for the record, Mr. Chairman, the position of each
of the six Academics with respect to the limitation as it affects that Academy."

In the event that section 4(c) remains in the proposed bill unchanged an

exception should be made iii the case of the California Maritime Academy. The
California Maritime Academy is currently in transition from a three to a four

year school. The current freshman and sophomore classes are enrolled in the
four year program. The senior class to graduate in June will be the last class
mlcr the three year program. There is no junior class at present, The four

classes in the four year program will be fully enrolled by 1077-78. If restrictions
imposed, by section 4(c) become effective at the end of the 1075 academic year.
the academy program, will be seriously crippled or negated since the full four
year enrollment has not been achieved due to the transition status,

Therefore it is recommended that section 4(c) be amended to state that the
Secretary shall apportion the authorized and appropriated funds among the

academies and colleges in direct proportion to the total enrollment in each such
academy at the end of the 1;17, academic year except in the ease of the California
Ara rit imo Academy, in this ease the total enrollment should he considered at the
end of the 1975 academic year or at the planned enrollment of 408 students.

Mr. DowNING. Admiral Kinney, you may proceed in your own

f ash ton.

Admiral. Krxx-Ey. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

the titato maritime academies appreciate this opportunity to annear

before you and present our views on H.R. 1026 and H.R. 9864, bills to
amend the Maritime Academy Act. of 1958 (Public Law 85-672) to
increase. the FSMS cadet subsistence. payment. from $600 to $1,200 per
year at the State maritime academies. and H.R., 10413 and T.R. 10500,
desi,erned to implement recommendations of the. report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on -Maritime Education and Training.
-Present before. you today are Rear Adm. Joseph Thus. superintendent, California Maritime Academy : Mr. Geom Rector, director, Great
Lakes Maritime :Academy; Rear Adm. E. A. Rodgers, superintendent. Maine maritime Aeadomv: Rear Adm. Lee Ravi nc.rton, president
NfasqachucIts Maritime .1ondoiny ; Rear Adm. ,Tohn Smith, superintendent of Hie Texas Maritime Academy was unable to attend today,
and he asked that we represent his school as well.
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I am Rear Adm. Sheldon Kinney, president, State *University of

New York Maritime College at Fort Schuyler,
The Maritime Academy Act of 1958 gave substance to the concept
of a partnership between the State academies and the Federal Government for the attainment of an important national objective : The training of a. suitably large body of skilled maritime officers for service on

American ships who are also trained in naval sciences so that the
merchant marine is capable of serving as a naval auxiliary in time of

war and national emergency, as specifically stated by Congress in its
Declaration of Policy (title I, Merchant Marine Act of 1936), section
6(a) of the Maritime Academy Act authorized the Secretary of Commerce to make subsistence payments to cadets at "a rate not in excess
of $600 per academic year per student," This section further stipulates
that such payments "shall be used to defray the cost of uniforms, books,
and subsistence-1T years ago, $600 per year was an adequate allowance, Obviously, this is no longer true,

The Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and Training appointed by Chairman Leonor Sullivan, carefully examined the costs
borne by the U.S. intuit' service cadets enrolled in the State academies, and recomineudea .nat the allowance be increased from $600
per year to $1,200 per year. We ask that you give recognition to this in
acting on the bills under consideration today, all of which incorporate
the provision. Certain specific aspects of the case for increased financial
aid for these students are pertinent.

1. The allowance is to defray the cost of uniform, books, and subsistence; $50 per month obviously does not, in 1975, approach this. In
addition to pa. ing for college tuition fees, textbooks, equipment, room
and board, then must pay for uniforms not required of college students
preparing for other professions.
2. Since they go to sea in the training ships between academic terms,
they do not have the same opportunity to earn money in the summer
toward the following year's expenses, that other college students do,
3. The regimented daily routine at the academies and requirements
to live, aboard make part-time employment next to impossible.,
4, Like their counterparts in the Federal Merchant Marine Academy,
they take, the naval science ciirriculum leading to qualification for a
commission in the U.S. Naval Reserve as an ensign, and must accept
that commission if tendered.
It should be noted that increasing the subsistence allowance does
not in itself increase the total number of subsidized cadets, since that
number is regulated by the Maritime Administration.
We would urge the committee, however to also adopt some formula
or device to provide automatic. adjustment of the subsistence allowance
which recognizes changing economic conditions, to eliminate the -need

for specific legislation when adjustment is appropriate. One way
would be to parallel the ROTC stipend, which is presently $100 per

month, haying been raised from $50 per month by the 02d Congress.
Turning now to IT.R, 10413 and H.R. 10500. these identical bills, we
understand, are designed to implement the recommendations of the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and Training.
The State academies appreciated the onsite visits by Congressman
Fred Rooney and the members of the committee and wishes to reco-

nize the comprehensive data and information accumulated by the
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committee. The focus which this intensive study gave to the important
function of education and training for the Nation's merchant marine
is significant.
The maritime academies obviously support the statement of congressional intent, as set forth in section 2 of the bill, that they among

other sources should continue to educate and train individuals for
initial licensing as merchant marine officers. Formal education and
training for our Nation's merchant marine had its origin in the State
academy system, when the first school ship commenced this function

100 years ago. Prior to that time there had been no formal training
for our merchant marine. Today the State academies provide annually
the majority of officers licensed for the U.S. merchant marine.
The State academies take strong exception, however, to the concept
that union schools are more able to fulfill short-term emergency requirements for licensed merchant marine officers, than are the Kings
Point and the State maritime academies.

In both World War I and World War II the State academies

responded to emergency needs in a fashion that is history. During

the rapid expansion for Vietnam they responded to a one-time request
and graduated accelerated classes. Further acceleration of classes or
inception of short-term programs were not considered necessary by
the Maritime Administration.
To restrict emergency requirements to union schools is to diminish

rather than provide flexibility. The language of this section could

unnecessarily limit the significant contributions which the State academies and the Federal Academy can and would provide in any future

period of national emerengcy. To fail to utilize the capabilities of

these resources would be a national waste of significant proportion. We

strongly recommend the, elimination of any concept that expansion
would be limited to union schools, particularly since they do not have
a capability for training in the naval sciences.
Section 3 mandates meetings between the Department of Commerce
and representatives of the several sources of licensed officers to estimate enrollment for 4 fiscal years. At present the State maritime academies meet annually with the Maritime Administrationmost recently

on November 20, 1975and it is recommended that these meetings

continue.
Do you believe that the merchant marine officer requirements can be

predicted 4 years in advance with sufficient accuracy to be the basis

for inputs? To limit inputs based on an annual guess would have
serious cyclical effects on 4-year programs.

In 1965 MARAD predicted a continuing need for the output of all
maritime officer licensing programs, with a growing need during the
decade ahead as a rebuilding of the World War II merchant marine
and the retirement of officers under the new 20-year plan were forecast.
The State academies were encouraged to expand to meet this growirip.

need. In 1970 a new MARAD study predicted an oversupply of of:
firers, and in 1971 the Maritime Administration reduced the numbers
of cadet subsidies to each academy back to the 1965 level.

Ironically, during this same year the Congress passed the Merchant,

Marine Act of 1970 with a provision to fund from the Federal
Treasury through the operating differential subsidy formula, the
perpetuation of the 1111 ion schools. Th is obviously encouraged this addi-
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tional source of officer:3 at a time when there was absolutely no need
to do so.
In 1974, a new study forecast fl shortage of licensed officers in the
late 1970's and encouraged the use of union schools to respond to
future emergency needs. It should be noted that the minimum time
required for an initial license is 3 years. In the ease of men "coming
through the hawsepipe" the source has changed significantly during
the past few years.
It may not be possible to find adequate numbers of these individuals
for short time emergency requirements. Maritime union retirement
plans, technical advances, reduced numbers, and new type examinations, all tend to reduce. the numbers of unlicensed seamen who will
be available for emergency type programs.
Furthermore, the all volunteer Armed Forces have reduced the pool
of sea experienced personnel available from these programs.
Finally, we must recognize the nonunion operators that make up
a significant part of our merchant marine. They should not be forced
into relying on a union-controlled source of officers to meet their needs
during an emergency.
The growing tug and offshore industry, combined with the new
Coast Guard licensing requirements must 'be, taken into consideration
when looking at training programs. Increasing numbers of graduates
are being recruited for this seagoing part of our merchant marine,
though some is inland.
Economic factors change conditions rapidly, inflation and recession
have created conditions whereby older officers are not retiring as predicted, and young officers desiring to go ashore cannot find jobs, so
the turnover rate is clown. When economic times improve we tan expect
a much higher turnover rate.
Section 4(1) would specifically provide that the training ships be
manned in accordance with standards prescribed by the Coast Guard.
To the best of our knowledge this is presently the case, and we cerainly would have no objection to this provision.
Section 4(2) would increase the cadet subsistence from $600 to $1,200,
and as previously stated, we believe that the cadets fully merit this.
It must be remembered that this is aid direct to the cadets and not to the
schools; there is no surcharge or overhead. The cadets need it.
Section 4 (c) states :
If the amount of funds authorized and appropriated by the Congress for URA
in aecordance with the provisions of this section, in nny fiscal year is not sufficient to provide payments to all students eligible under subseetiou (a), then
the Secretary shall apportion the authorized and appropriated funds among the
academies and colleges with which he contracted under section 4 of this Aet
in direct proportion to the total enrollment of each such academy or college at
the end of the 1975 academic year.

Since each academy has a unique problem with respect to enroll-

ments and subsistence payments, this is not a subject on which we can
make a common statement. We would like to submit for the record,

Mr. Chairman, the separate positions of the academies with respect
to the

Section 5 of the bill would extend to the State maritime academies
the resources and programs of the National Maritime, Research Center.
We fully support this.
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Section 6 of tile bill would provide for the Coast Guard to compile
and maintain a roster of the names and addresses of individuals less
than 65 years of age who are licensed as officers of the U.S. merchant
marine. We concur that this is desirable.
The provisions of section 7 relate to a more stringent examination
for renewal of merchant marine officer license. The concept is highly
desirable-for both deck and engine officers. in addition to a demonstrated capacity for professional qualification, we would urge that
realistic physical standards be established and enforced to ensure the
manning of the merchant marine by persons physically competent to
safeguard the safety of American vessels and their personnel.
In addition to the above comments that relate specifically .to If.11.

10413, we would like to invite your attention to certain facts and

background information that should be considered by the Con unittee.
The education of a trained ships' officer is all expensive procedure.
The at-sea training of graduates of programs at the Federal Academy,
Michigan State and the MEBA. Calhoo.n School is conducted aboard
commercial vessels at no cost to the school, and in most cases, the cost
otthe ship operation is highly subsidized by the taxpayers.

In the case of California, Texas, New York, Massachusetts, and

Maine our respective States bear the operating cost -which now exceeds
three quarters of a. million dollars per year. These costs include fuel oil,

crew wages, insurance, pilots, tugs, port fees, school pier facilities,
and ship's consumables, as well as the heat, water, and electricity
while the ship is berthed at the school. This has become too much of
a burden for these States to bear and budget restraints are forcing

severe compromises in our training ship operations.
As stated earlier, the Maritime Academy Act of 1958 gave substance
to the concept of a partnership between the State academies and the
Federal Government. In keeping with this partnership, it is nnperntive that the Federal Government do its share to compensate for the
affects of inflation and to insure the quality of at-sea training.
Ilire urge as a matter of highest priority that the. Congress amend the
bills before this committee to authorize the Maritime Administration
to provide the fuel oil for our training ships in much the same manner
as major ship maintenance is now authorized by the -Maritime Academy
Act of 1958.

Failure of the Federal Government to support the State academies'
cadet subsidy increase at this time could only he interpreted by State
officials in a way that would most assuredly place these academies in
jeopardy as our States are attempting to curtail programs and reduce
budgets.
We should mention that if the State academy system fails, it would

greatly increase the overall training cost. to the Government to expand the other systems of training. Without the training sruips there
are not enough cadet spaces aboard commercial ships to provide the
necessary at-sea training.
With regard to training to meet emergency needs, it is unfair to assume that there will be a sufficient pool of sea-experienced personnel

to train through
unlicensed seamen, ex-Navy and Coast. Guard
short periods of courses as has been accomplished in the past to meet
em erge naies.

We believe that the reduced number of operating ships. the minced
crew size on new ships, the various retirement plans, and the volunteer
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Armed Forces, combine t o d vast: ically reduce the number of individuals
\dm might be available to respond to such a future mergency program.

We therefore urge a. more thorough study of the proposed plan to
meet future emergency needs, Furthermore, it should be kept in mind
that the State academies could immediately respond to an emergency
bs utilizing the training Ships for housing and our line training facilities that presently have the potential for greater utilization.
Finally, H.R. 10113 does not address itself to a most serious problememployment opportunities aboard ships tinder contract with the
major unions. The most serious situation is with the MEBA district 1.
By manipulating, seniority rides this union places graduates of the
('alhoon School in group two, and graduates of Kings Point and the
State academies in group four, and group four applicants are effectively blocked from joining the union.
Therefore, all academy engineering graduates are effectively blocked
from obtaining employment aboard a very large segment of our merchant vessels. This procedure. togteher with the proposed controls set
forth in sections 2 and 3 of H.R. 10413, and the freedom and actual encouragemnt to expand facilities in order to prepare for emergencies,
enables this union to continue this practice of denying employment
opportunities to academy engineering graduates.
Although we question some union hiring practices, our graduates are
treated more fairly by other unions. Intim case of the M.M. & P. we
understand the rationale behind the closing of the books, but feel that
it is fundamentally wrong to block'new members at the younger age

level for long periods of time.

We recommend tlint, seniority rules be reassessed and that operators
be given a voice in the manning of their ships. Adherence to a strict
seniority system and the practice of rotary shipping has serious implications that should be assessed by the Coast Guard, and we are disappointed that the operators do not exercise more steadfast persistence in Bargaining with labor on these points,
On the. positive side. we commend the M.M. P. for the program
at the Maritime Institute of Technology and Advanced Studies
(\fTTAGS). This appears to be a most appropriate way for the union
to promote advancement of their membership and the industry.
f, as stated in section 2 of TT.R. 10413, it. is the intent of Congress

that the I-.S. Merchant. Marine Academy and the State maritime

academies continue to perform their present functions, we would certainly hope that it is the intent of Congress that graduates of these
propanis be given equal opportunity for employment aboard ships of
our merchant marine. Therefore, it is proposed that. H.R. 10113 be
amended as .follows:
tt is the intent of Congress that all newly licensed officers whose education and
training has been subsidized either directly or indirectly by Federal funds, shall
he given equal opportunity and status for admission to employment. including

admission to membership in any union enjoying contractural relations with

opera ting companies. whether or not those companies receive Federal operating
siihsidies, or do not have exclusive union hiring agreements.

Thank von Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for your
considerate attention, and this opportunity to present the views of the
State Maritime academies.
Mr. Dwsixo. Thank you very much, ..1.dmiral Kinney, for a. very
compreliensive and excellent statement.
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Now, gentlemen, some of you have submitted statements for the

record. Those statemens will be made a part of the record at this point.
[The statements referred to follow ;]
STATEMENT OF PRESIDENT LEE HARRINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Lee Harrington.
I am here as President of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, a position which

I have held since January 1972, and I should like to thank the committee for

this opportunity to represent the Academy and its graduates.
The Massachusetts Maritime Academy was founded 84 years ago. Located sii.ee
1948 at Buzzards Bay, the Academy has a long and distinguished record of serv-

ice to the Merchant Marine mid the U.S. Navy. Its graduates have risen to top
positions as officers of merchant ships, in the seagoing components of the armed
services, and in other maritime-related fields. We take pride in their outstanding
accomplishments.
We began this academic year with 816 students. Besides being the maximum
enrollment that can be accommodated with our facilities, this number represents
the culmination of n ten-year expansion program. The fulfillment of our decadelong master plan has also witnessed the construction of a new educational plant
costing 13.5 million dollars and an increase in the State's share of the Academy
budget from $550,000 to $2,684,000. We neither plan nor foresee any appreciable
increase beyond our present enrollment, which makes optimal use of our physical
a nil personnel resources.

Rather than address H.R. 10413 in its entiretyand by extension H.R. 10500,
9864 and H.R. 1626-1 prefer instead to confine my comments to those provisions of H.R. 10413 which in my judgment warrant special attention and to one
other matter, not contained in the pending legislation, which is too important to
overlook.

The wording in the last two lines of Section 2 of H.R. 10413 appears to vest
"schools other than the United States Merchant Marine Academy and the State
Maritime academies" with the exclusive responsibility for meeting short-term
needs for licensed officers. This provision apparently rests on the premise that
industry schools "have a more flexible response time than other services." Let
us not forgetand some witnesses who will appear before you will remember
that during World War II several of our State academies graduated successful
deck and engineer officers in 18 months. In any future emergency four-year State
academy programs could be quickly and easily converted to 18 or 24-month programs through the simple expedient of deleting from courses of study those
neademie subjects that relate to the baccalaureate degree and by retaining and
concentrating on those professional-technical subjects that involve preparation
for 17,5. ('oast Guard licensing as Third Mate or Third Assistant Engineer. In
my view it would be both regressive and counterproductive to ignore the record
and potential of the Federal and State academies as sources of licensed officers
during times of national emergency. I concur, therefore, in the suggestion offered
previously that section 2 of H.R. 10413 be amended by placing a period after the
word "function'' in line 9 and by deleting the remaining words of this section.
I should like to add a further comment to Section 2 of H.R. 10413 with partienla r reference to the phrase "other institutions" occurring in line '1 of this
section. It is my understanding that inclusion of these words will formalize by
statute the specific participation of industry schools in the education and training of licensed officers for the Merchant Marine. a mission previously entrusted
to the Federal and State academies. Although I believe that the national interest
favors a coordinated system of inn Willie education and training, it seems to me
that fiscal prudence dictates a careful analysis of the true per capita cost to the
Federal government for the training of licensed officers produced by the industry
schools. particularly as regards cost effectiveness of this source in comparison
with other sources.
Section 4(2) of ILTI. 10-113 provides for an increase from $000 to $1,200 in the

subsistence allnwa nee for cadets at the state schools, There is little that I can
add to the voluminous testimony of the past several years arguing for this
increase, beginning with that of my predecessor, A. Sanford Linionze, who in
hearings before tills eommittee in 1900. proposed that the cadet allowance be
raised from $000 to $1.000 per year with the stipulation that the recipient sail
on his license 1 year for each year of allowance received. Also, during fiscal
year 1974 appropriation hearings before this committee in March 1973 the State
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academies jointly endorsed as a first priority item that the 41600 annual allowsituation the identical increase
ance be increased to $1,200, citing as an analogous
granted NROTC midshipmen by the previous Congress. My own experience. leads
ine to conclude that graduates of the State maritime academies stand head-andshoulder above their NROTC counterparts as regards both the dollar-for-dollar
Federal return and preparation for naval careers. The rhetoric for this increase
has been exhausted. I urge speedy enactment of the legislation providing for
an increase in the subsistence allowance from $600 to $1,200 per year.
I enthusiastically Support Section 4(3) of H.R. 10413 which provides for the
apportionment of cadet subsistence allowances to the State academies in accordance with the 1975 rather than 1965 enrollments. The Massachusetts Maritime Academy is currently allocated 77 freshman subsidies of the available 1173.
In its report the Select Subeommitee on Maritime Education and Training
commented that " Academic Year 1973-74, 1,704of 1,850 eligible students
received such grants. The 146 eligible students who did not receive subsistence
allowances were enrolled at the Massachusetts Mariitme Academy," Although
the subsidy quotas are supposedly based on 1565 enrollments, the fact that one
State academy, not in existence in 1065, has been granted a freshman subsidy
quota indicates that the so-called "1905 level of enrollment rule" has not been
uniformly applied, It may also be worth noting that the subsidy quota system
was implemented in 1972 following a Maritime Administration study completed
in 1970 whieh projected a surplus of licensed officers over jobs through 1082.
Although a similar study completed in 1974 forecasts a shortage of deck and
engine officers by the end of the decade and possibly earlier, there has been no
comparable action to up-date the distribution of subsidy quotas to reflect either
the results of this study or current enrollments at all of the State schools. I am

not advocating any Increase in the overall ceiling in the number of cadet
fair apportioning of the
subsidies. What I am seeking is simple equity in theenrollments
of each State
available subsidies in direct proportion to the total
provided in Section 4 (3) of

academy at the end of the 1075 academic year, as
II.R. 10413. Enactment of this legislation will foster meaningful coordination
and cooperation among all of our nation's maritime schools.
The final item which I should like to address Is not included in H.R. 10413
although it has been referred to by at least one earlier witness in connection
with this pending legislation. This matter concerns discriminatory employment
practices is
practices of certain maritime unions. One consequence of these
illustrated in the fact that over the past three years not one graduate of the
Massachusetts Mariitme Academy has obtained initial employment on a subsidized, deep-sea ship controlled by either the International Organization of
Masters, Mates nad Pilots or the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, District 1, I suspect that Kings Point and the other State academies could cite
similar experiences. The Catch-22 implications of this situation haven direct
bearing on the ability of the Federal and State academies to motivate graduates
to remain at sea, let alone obtain jobs in the industry for which they have been
State tax dollars. It is obvious
prepared to a significant degree with Federal and
that the internal warfare exemplified by these practices benefits, in the long run,
neither the maritime schools, the industry, nor the national good. In the interest
of resolving the problems and antagonisms that beset the public and industry
schools engaged in the training of licensed officers for the Merchant Marine, I
should like to take this opportunity to propose, as a first step, that we sit down
together and attempt to negotiate our differences in a spirit of detente and
compromise. The forward-looking objectives embodied in H.R. 10-113 can best
of interests.
he realized within this climate of accommodation and community
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, for your thoughtful attention and consideration,
STATEMENT OF GEORGE B. RECTOR, REAR ADMIRAL, USMS,
DIRECTOR, GREAT LANES MARITIME ACADEMY,
NORTHWESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: The Great Lakes Maritime

Academy appreciate this opportunity to appear before you and present our
views regarding two areas in H.R. 10413: Section 3. Controlled enrollments at

State Academies. Section 4(c). Proration of Cadet subsistence allotments in proportion to total enrollments.
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The Great T.:11:1'S Maritime Academy is a division of Northwestern Michigan
in Traverse City, Aliehigan. Ours is a three year program where
our successful graduates receive an Associate Degree, Since the inception of the
Great Lakes Maritime Academy in 1970 it has been one of the major objectives
College It

of this Academy to work closely with the Great Lakes Maritime industry and
labor to realistically train the numbers of Cadets necessary to meet their man-

power needs. To date we feel we have done this successfully. Our graduate placement records indicate the degree of success.
Total current enrollment
Number of graduates to date
,4A1
171)
Number of graduates sailing
33
Overall percent of graduates who sat(
SO
Men not sailing are in the following fields: four related jobs, one nonrelated job,
two graduate Work: and one not licensed.

We feel that the Great Lakes Maritime Academy is unique in that we are the
only Academy on the Great Lakes with a commitment to train officers for the
Great Lakes maritime industry. The Great Lakes maritime industry should not
he lumped into the broad American Merchant Marine picture in that we are not
heavily involved in government subsidy nor are we competing to any great extent
with foreign flagships. Because or this our problems are not the same as the overall maritime industry and consequently our Academy problems are different. For
(hese reasons we hope that you will extend to its separate understanding.
If ntminted ed control of enrollments at the Great Lakes Maritime Aeademy is
based on statistics derived front Great Lakes sources only we have no objection.
These Great Lakes statistics will indicate the same officer requirements that our
yin-rent enrollment practices reflect, We strongly encourage your support for

the ontinuane of our current practice of a joint relationship between Industry
and Labor and the Academy in determining the 'Industry needs and subsequent
enrollments.

'1'lle Great Lakes Maritime Academy strongly supports the Cadet subsistence
increase as stated in. the hill and supported in the Common Statement of all
State Academies. Beyond this, Section 1 speaks to the apportionment of appropriated fluids among aeadeinies in direct proportion to enrollment of the Academies.

believe the method rewards high enrollments. For the Great Lakse Maritime
Academy this will definitely work a hardship since our enrollment practices
effectively preclude any enrollment figures very notch higher titan those that
exist now. As stated earlier our enrollment, is based on Great Lakes merchant
marine needs. I can't foresee any great expansion, I tun happy with the number
of subsistence allotments I presently have. Further, T am willing to share those
I have in excess from time to time with others who need them. I have done this
in the past. This current practice is democratic and offers flexibility. I encourage
this subcommittee to review and appraise the present practice and not alter it.
The Great Lakes Maritime Academy has no strong feeling against mandated
enrollment as long as it is based on Great Lakes statistics. We do feel strongly
that any proration of subsistence allotments would work tt hardship on our commitment to train appropriate monitors of well qualified-offleers for the Great Lakes
merchant ma rine, We encourage this SII bcounni floc's consideration of our concerns

expressed in the narrative. Should you desire further information or doeumentadon in these area, please call on us. Thank yon.
r rDitt NTEN DEN TS or' THE STATE MADITTME A CA DEM I ES

Mr. ('hairman and MeinherS of the snheommirtoo: Maine Maritime Academy
supports the combined statement of the Superintendents as presented 1w Admiral
Kinney in its entirety. In that statement comments on Sec. 4141) of all. 1041:1
were omitted in order to provide each school an opportunity to present separate
view';,

Maine Maritime Academy is strongly opposed to Sec. d(R) iu MR. 10.413 and

recommends that it he deleted from this legislation. These are administrative
matters flint are hest left to the judgment of the Secretary of Commerce and

should not he enacted into law. Aside from this, the proposed reallocation of cadet

snbsidies on the basis of 107i enrollments would create a grave injustice by
rewarding those schools whiell did not heed the advice of the Maritime Admin-
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istration in 1970 and would punish those who have kept their enrollments within
reasonable limits.
In the fall of 1970, the Maritime Administrator announced a curtailment of
cadet subsidies in order to discourage further expansion of enrollments at the
.state maritime academies. He arbitrarily reduced the number of subsidies allocated to each academy to the level of the 1965 freshman class. This action completely reversed the position of the Maritime Administration adopted during the
1065-1.908 period, when there were serious shortages of officers, MARAD studies
in 1966 forecast a continuing need for the output of all officer training programs
which provided encouragement and justification for increases in all Academy
enrollments. During this same period another program, the Calhoon school, was

initiated. When 1101V studies in the late 00's indicated a growing surplus of
officers, it would have been more just in the fall of 1970 to have frozen the
freshman subsidy allocations at the tall 1970 freshman class levels, rather than
to roll back the allocations to the 1965 enrollments.

Nevertheless, from that time on any institution that continued to expand its
enrollment should have been prepared to accept full responsibility for the problems that this expansion created and it would be neither fair nor reasonable to
reward such an institution by a reallocation of the fixed numbers of 1965 enrollments on the basis of 1975 enrollments. Maine Maritime's enrollment has lucreased by only 12% since 1967, and 20% since 1965. We have been forced to alter

our program to offset this 20% shortfall in subsidy allocations and recommend
that the other academies solve their problem in a way that does not affect their

sister schools,
From another point of view that should be considered, I'm prompted-to question

if people aren't so intent on looking at the forest that they don't see the trees.
How many maritime academy graduates are unemployed? I doubt that there is
a college or university in the country that wouldn't be envious of our placement
records. Even during periods of severe recession, our graduates have put their
skills to work in many different ways and you won't find them on the welfare
rolls. True, they may not all find employment aboard ocean going ships, but
really in the big picture how important is it that these numbers be controlled

too tightly? The trademark of our country and economy is the marketplace. Even
with the additional support requested in the form of cadet subsidies and fuel oil,
the federal share of the total cost of our program is really not enough to keep
these schools operating if their graduates don't find open arms waiting in the
job market.

The facts are that the state academy programs represent a unique and ex-

treniely valuable model of higher eudcation. The combination of vocational and
a science/engineering education. with responsibility and discipline worked into
the routine. and the practical. training and skills acquired through maintenance
and operating a ship produces a graduate who is sought after at sea and ashore,

The federal government puts so mach into education and social programs
that some recognition should be given to the social and economic benefits that
accrue from keeping these fine model institutions healthy. It is very regretable
that the Ad Hoc Committee that spent two years studying maritime training
somehow overlooked the importance of consulting with the management side of
the marithoe industry. I also note that management officials have refinined
from presenting statements before this committee, The reason, I am told, Is that
because both the federal and state academy spokesmen have dared to criticize
lifting policies of organized labor, these management officials are afraid for business reasons to speak out. For years these officials have visited our schools and
we have attempted to fashion our program to meet their stated needs, because we
believe that the owner and operator should have a major voice in our training
process. Now, when they should he here to officially present their views, they find
it essential to their business interests to stand on the side lines.
It would appear that the Congress should address itself to the question of why
this is so and take steps to insure that during our bicentennial year curbs are
placed on the abuses of power and the fear thereof that inhibit the full participation of all parties in matters of vital interest to our Merchant Marine and

country.

STATEMENT OF STATE UNIVERSITY OF IsTEIV Yoits: MARI-11-ms COLLEGE

The SENY Maritime College at Fort Schuyler is categorically opposed to Section 4(c) of the proposed Bill.
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In January of 1971 the Maritime Administration informed the State maritime
academies of their intention to limit the number of newly enrolled student allow-

ances to the number allocated to each institution in the 1965 fiscal year. The

quota established by MARAD for the Maritime College was 251, and our planning
is founded on this.
Based upon forecasts promulgated by the Maritime Administration as to future

demands for licensed officers, the Maritime College at Fort Schuyler began a

modernization and r -nsion program in the early 60's. By the mid 1960's, prior
to the imposition of -1' present quota system, the nucleus of the plant was completed, essentially a , is today. The plant and the quota of 251 are mutually
consistent.

Further to discussions with the Maritime Administration we planned our entering class size to include about 251 cadets.
Following in our wake, the other academies each expanded to some extent ; in

some instances, despite warning signals from the Maritime Administration that
programs might be curtailed.
Immediately after our expansion, when all things military became unpopular
among the young. all officer training academies suffered. Maritime Colleges were

particularly hard hit due to the publicity given to the decline of the merchant

marine.

In order to keep our total student enrollment levels constant we sought alternative solutions to a problem which we expected to be temporary. Foreign students were admitted in Increased numbers and we became an NROTC college. We
did not depend solely on the enrollment of maritime service cadets and we agreed
in consultation with Maritime Administration to the redistribution of the unused
portion of our annual quota below 251.

We see clearly now that our enrolment is again on the rise and we can forecast reaching our quota of 251 cadets in two to three academic years. We have
imposed limits on our other categories of students in order to achieve this goal.
In the interim, we would continue to agree to the administrative redistribution
of any unused portion of our quota.
We consider that the statutory authority of the Secretary of Commerce, provided under the Maritime Academy Act of 1958, should remain unaltered as it
pertains to this Section 4(c).
We feel strongly that the Congress should appropriate sufficient funds each
year to provide to the entering cadet a constant subsistence allowance throughout
his academic career. To do less than this would be devastatingto both the individual and the institution concerned. If a decreased level of funding is absolutely
unavoidable, then the existing Act of 1958 together with Part 310 of General
Order 87 adequately provide administrative procedures under the contingency.
STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. J. W. SMITH, SUPERINTENDENT, TEXAS MARITIME
ACADEMY

I regret that distance and expense preclude my being present at the hearings
of the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries on H.R. 1626, H.R.
9864, H.R. 10413, and H.R. 10500. I support Admiral Kinney's statement and
request that you consider the following comments regarding any restriction on

enrollment or federal subsidy payments for State Academies.
Texas Maritime Academy is one of the State Maritime Academies. It is also
a division of Moody College of Marine Sciences and Maritime Resources of Texas

AO( University. Consequently, it has a capacity to educate and train a wide

variety of students. However, the Academy's Foal is a maximum of 400 Cadets
of which it has 150 now. The MARAD subsidy quota is set at 35 new students
per year which will fall 65 short annually, Texas Maritime Academy is the
only Maritime Academy on the Gulf Coast or in the southern U.S. The job market
here continues to be excellent and all graduates obtain good jobs at sea. Investigations reveal that this goal of 100 graduates per year will be assured of jobs
in this area. Texas Maritime Academy feels that the quota of 35 should be
increased to 100 annually and that MARAD total quotas should be increased
to incorporate this number or that quota redistribution should be made. The
State of Texas, Texas A&M University, local donors, and _Academy students
contribute 5 to 7 times the total amount provided by the federal government for
the education Of Texas Maritime Academy students.
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Mr. DOWNING. In addition to this statement, do you have any additional statements that you care to offer at this time, admirals?
Admiral KINNEY. May I speak to the question on which Admiral
Benkert was questioned, and that is the license examination?
One has to be careful not to get a very false impression. The license
examinations are taken before graduation. In some cases it is as many
as 10 or 11 months before graduation.

The, requirement is that the cadet completes them by the time he
graduates. We 'carefully examined the records of each school for the
past three academic graduations, and we are able to find, of all the
graduates, and these are some 400 graduates per year, only four instances in which a cadet who had received a subsidy from the Federal
Government was not a licensed officer in the merchant marine when he
graduated.
Now, the. examination, when taken, consists of six parts for the deck
officers, eight parts for the engineer officers.

A failure of two parts or less means that they retake that part. A
failure of more than two parts means they take the entire examina-

tion again, 3 months later.
During this makeup or reexamination process they all qualify, and
all of those who have received the subsidy are licensed officers when
they graduate from the State academies.
Mr. DOWNING. How do you account for the figures which the Coast
Guard supplied us, which show a rather dismal record?
Admiral ICTNNEy. They are the first-time. examinations, and as I
say, sometimes taken months before graduation.
Mr. Chairman, they are, the result of a shift from the essay type to
the multiple choice. They are shaded by several things.

First, they include foreign students who have a notable difficulty
with those examinations, and who fail them, and in fairly high numbers. They take. the examination despite the fact they cannot be licensed

when they do complete it, and they are given a certificate of
equivalency in lien of the license.

It also is a matter of getting acquainted with the new examination.

I am sure those figures will change.
The facts on those are, at the time they graduate, they have all completed the deficiencies, and have passed the examination, and are
licensed.

Mr. DowNixo. Would any of you other gentlemen care to supplement your testimony
Admiral RODGERA. I think it is only fair to state that when that new
examination was introduced, some. schools elected to try to train the
individuals to pass n specific type of examination. That is a procedure
that goes on in many schools.

Some of us, Mr. Chairman, in retrospect, should have put more
effort into that. I know personally that I did not. I felt let the chips
fall where they may, and not over react at this time.
Mr. Chairman, you are looking at the last 2 years. This is a brand-

110W type of examination. If you go back over the years, you will find,
you know, a very high passing rate.

As a matter of fact, in that first year of the examination, 30 individuals the following weekthe 30 who had failed on this new
objective-type examinationwere permitted to retake the exam under
the old SA, and everyone passed it.
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Mr. Chairman, We are going through a cycle of learning, even at the
schools. Some of us in retrospect, perhaps, should have geared up to
pass an exam.
I personally question .whether that is a good procedure. You know, I
think we train them, and the records are clear that they are capable,
but whether or not we spend a lot of time just cramming for certain
types of questions and answers is, perhaps, you know, we have to do
more of thatbut I think that is more of the answer.
Now; at this time, if I might, Mr. Chairman, there is an individual
in this room, Mr. Sulin, who is a member of the staff of one of the
committee members. Mr. Sulin is a graduate of the Maine Maritime

Academyand we consider him an expert. He graduated from the
academy and took the older-type examination for third mate, and

more recently took a second-mate examination with the new type of
exam. I think perhaps he would be qualified to answer specific questions, if the committee would be interested.
Mr. DOWNING. Thank you, Admiral.

Admirals, I did not mean to shortchange any of you. If you have
any statements you would care to make supplementing Admiral Kinney's statement, or if, you want to read your own statement, please
feel free to do so.
Does anybody have a supplementary statement, or shall we got to the
questions.
Suppose we go into the questions then.

Madam Chairman, I defer to you.

Mrs. SULLIVAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I have several here.

Admiral Kinney, why do you take exception to the provisions in
H.R. 10413 that the union schools are better able to meet short-term.
emergency requirements for licensed officers?

Is it not true., for example, that the school in. Baltimore has the
shortest curriculum, all of which is directed toward ship operation?
Would this not indicate a greater surge capability?
Admiral KINNEY. They definitely have the capability. I do not
think the capability exceeds the capability of the academics, which

have equal facilities, if not better, and which can respond by both early
graduations 01 enrolled cadets, and can take on side-by-side with the
cadets for emergency, short-term training programs, as was done in

World Wars I and II.
Mrs. SuLrirvA,N. Those who go to the school in Baltimore are not
all younger students, are they ?'They are possibly members who come

back for specialized training in engineering and meet the requirements
of the ships that are in use at the time.
Admiral KINNEY. I -understand that one-third of the school is devoted to training licensed engineers through that source, in various
skills to meet the need of the merchant marine.
Just as the service Academies, in time of war, have always rim.
accelerated programs, right alongside their regular programs, they
have graduated classes earlier, and also trained reserve officers side by
side, this same capability exists in the State maritime academies.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. In other words, you are giving them training for
the jobs they are to do, and licensed to do, but not giving them a general educational program in the union schools, where as in the academies, they get the general education along with it.
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Admiral KINN-1;v. Short -term programs in the maritime academies
would not be educational. programs; they would be training programs.
Mrs. SnizivAN. Would you please explain for us in more detail the
practice of rotary shipping to which you refer on page 9 of your statement, and which you believe should be assessed by the Coast Guard?
Admiral KIN-NEr. Rotary shipping says, in effect, that except for
the master and the chief officer, who can be identified with the ship's

other officersand we are speaking now of deckat the conclusion
of their period on board, 6 months, they must leave that ship, and
must take their vacation time, and then have no priority to return to
that ship.

We are saying, in effect, that constantly rotating pool of watch officers below the chief mate level degrades performance, Madam Chairman.
Mrs. Simi,ty AN. I wish each of you superintendents present at the
table would answer these questions. There are three or four of them.
One is, are all of your graduates required to sit for the Coast Guard

licensing examination, and if not, how many do, in fact, take those

examinations?
Now, I think if you do not have the exact figures, that if you would
give it to us for the record for each academy, and those who are not
here, we will try to get the word to them.
Admiral KINNEY% I would be glad to have that done, Mrs. Chairman, and offer it. for the record.
The answer is, it. is only a rare exception where a person does not
sit, for the license.
Mrs. Sniziws.s. That is what I was going to ask. Is it possible for a
student subsidized by the Government to graduate from one of your
schools and elect not to take the Coast Guard examination?
Admiral KINN-1m The answer is negative, except in the case of the

four exceptions I mentioned. They are people who just were never
able to do it.
Mrs. Chairman, they would keep sitting for the exam, and just could

not pass it. That is 4 out of approximately 1200 over those 3 years.
Admiral. ITAmuNoToN. If I may answer from the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy, 2 years ago the passing of the license examinathe degree.
tion was a requirement
Mrs. Str.LuvAN. The third question is what is your opinion of the
present Coast Guard examination?
Tf You would like to analyze this and give a fuller statement later,
that is fine, but :just off the cuff, do you feel it is a good examination,
or should it be improved?
Admiral KTNN1 Y. We fitd it is an excellent examination. The transition has caused us problems..
We think it is definitely a step in the right direction, Madam Chairman.
Some of the problems have been that in making lip the questions
themselves, it is possible for an expert to take the examaination and
get some questions wrong.
For example. in navigation, the small area plotting sheet, made it
impossible to determine which of two of the multiple. choices answers
was correct.
Working with the Coast Guard. they are quickly eliminating these,

and improving the examination all the time, Growing pains have
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been a little di.fficult, but we would certainly not advocate it be abandoned, and we admire the work the Coast Guard has done. They have
?been very fine in workina with all the sources that take the examinalion to assist them in the formulation of questions, and work out what
is a good examination.
Madam Chairman, we would have nothing but praise for it.
Admiral HAruirsgroN. Mr. Chairman, I did not introduce myself.

I am Lee Harrington, president of the Massadhusetts Maritime

Academy.
Since the Massachusetts Maritime Academy was mentioned by name
a short while ago as to its very low or very high percentage of failures
in this examination, I have the exact figures for my school in the 197475 essay type examination.
We had no examination in 1973, because we had no graduating class.
Wem oved from a 3-year school to a 4-year school. Vor many, many
years. as Admiral Kinney has told you, the percentage of our graduates
that passed the essay license examination varied between 95 and 100
percent.
Iu 1074, when the objective type came on the scene for the first time

we were shocked when, on the first taking of the examination of 41
engineering cadets, only two completely passed the examination, although there were 13 partial successes. There were 26 outright failures.

In the deck area we performed better-7 of the 28 passed initially,

and there were 10 total failures.
Now, to the factors as to why that performance was so poor. My own
judgment is that my faculty. over the many, many years of essay type

of examination were indoctrinated to preparing for this type of

examination..
There semi.rf!. ',11 addition, after the examination, after the post
niortem, to
:-..,,Aducted, to be almost unanimous agreement that there

was a. lack of validity in the questions, as Admiral Kinney has mentioned, whereas, the Coast Guard considered one particular multiple
choice. answer to be correct, there was cot..,iderable agreement that
,another could have been equally correct.
The examination has been improved upon, as our performance has
dramatically improved. In 1975, of 70 engineers, 23 passed.

So we moved on the initial taking of the examination, we moved
from 5 percent passing in this examination to 32 percent in 1 year.
In the second passim). of the examination in 1974, we moved from
5 percent to 80 percent. We moved to 90 percent at the time of gradu-

ation in May, and to 100 percent in August.
The same thing happened in 1975.

Like Admiral Kinney has said, we too think the examination perImps is a better type of examination than the old essay type examination. If you wrote long enough, at some point you managed to get the
answer to the question.
I think the objective will go much closer to the heart of whether or
not the. person knows the answers.
also agree with the representative from the State of Maine, who
suggested earlier that the performance in the classroom did not mean
we would turn out the best product.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. I know the Military Academies are trying to change
our method of selecting nominees for the three Academies. They want
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us to take away the civil service examination that we members require
so that we can get help to make our selection.
I am opposing this because I believe that the more examinations that
a student has the better able they are to cope with these kinds of questions that come up. It depends, too, on the speed in which they answer
them, as well as their answers. I like it as a trial for them so when they
have to take the real thing as to whether or not they are going to be
accepted they have a little background of what it is to sit there and
sweat these things out.
I would never, having had something to do with examining students,
I would never just take one examination as a rule of thumb for accept-

ing or rejecting anyone, because I think there is much more in the
ability of an individual to understand than there is to sit down under
pressure and answer questions.
It does help, even though sometimes we wonder how they can get
such low scores, and coining out with such grades in the high schools,
to really make poor grades on a civil service examination.
It, does give you a good feeling of knowing what they can do under
pressure, and I think it gives them some kind of a way to understand
what it is when they have to sit down and take the main examination,
that they will not be so frightened, and they are not the same kind of

questions, as I am sure you understand, but it gives them this
experience.

My last question is, and I would like to have it for the record, and
you probably could not give it, to me now, but how many of your
graduates who obtain licenses are placed on merchant marine ships as
officers?
I do not think we have that anywhere that I know of now in our
record.
Admiral ICTNNET. We will be very happy to give you a. summary of
the present employment of the most recent graduating class. We. have
that for each school, and can provide it to you.
Nfrs. SULLIVAN. If you have these figures on some past graduating

groups, I think it would be helpful so that we want to know if we are
underproducing or overproducing, so that we have a more intelligent
way of measuring.
Admiral KINNEY. And we will show those that are going deep sea,
those on the inland waterways, those in the offshore rigs, those that
go into the Coast Guard, Army. and Navy.
Mrs. Strr,LivAx. And believe me, we are doing our best to get them
more ships at sea, and keep towboats operating on the rivers. The
industry is growing. We hope it will grow so we need the good graduates and the good students.
We want to find the best way to make them available.
Admiral ILvaralloToig. Well, of course, we can provide you that
in formation, and the breakdown.
Let me make the comment, and the committee should make note, of
the fact that in the last, 3 years there has been 100 percent job placement of our ,T,raduntes.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. But are they on ships?
Admiral ITAnnixoTox. That breakdown will show this, but the great

percentage, of them are out there following their profession.
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In the question
were asking earlier of the Coast Guard, let me
tell you as far as the
the Massachusetts Maritime Academy is concerned,.
that one of my first acts in ,lannary 1072 as president, was to establish
a placement officer on campus.

Up to that point, the placement was carried on by the alumni organization, but for the lust 3 years I can put my finger on the whereabouts of 08 percent of the graduates for the last. 3 years.
Mrs. Sul.,tavAix. That is Very good.

Mr. IZEron. Mrs. Sullivan, in my addendum report to the common
report." have included figures that you have asked for
We hare 80 percent of our overall graduates from. the inception of
our pro,oram in late 1069 who are actually sailing, and the 20 percent
who are not sailing are also accounted for in that addendum report.
would like to add, as Lee flarrington did, that we have a placement prog-rain, and we keep very close contact on the job availabilities
with a. cooperative, effort with the maritime industry on the Great
Lakes, and the unions on the Groat Lakes. so that we can realistically
set our admissions in any one given year to attune them to the job
prospects 3 years down the road, as best we can perceive them, 3 years
in advance.
Irs. Sui..,uvAN. Very good. It is our hope that we will be able to find
the methods, or that the Mari Hine Administration will find a method
to have a more equal distribution according to the enrollment in the
schools of the Federal funds..
Admiral IlumixotroN. May T speak to that ?
As your Chairman has noted, I have submitted a statement for the

record, and as you might recall. Admiral Kinney, in Ids prepared
statement for us noted that only on section 4-3 of H.R. 10413, or
perhaps it. is 4-C, but call it what you will, have we been unable to
come to a meeting of the minds on a common position; that is the
distribution 'formula. vii effect on our subsidy.
The Massachusetts Maritinie Academy fools it is being unfairly
treated by a distribution formula. beimr employed that is based upon
tuition enrollments at the 1905 level at these academies.
The, argument is made that the Maritime Administration cautioned
the schools when they restricted the subsidy situation in 1071 not to
turn out too many graduates.

The Massachusetts .Maritime Academy
ithead with its building
plans, and that in no w ay should affect itswent
judgment at that particular
time.
Now, in 1001 the Massachusetts Maritime Academy consisted of
inadequate training vessel, a rotting finger pier. a warehouse for ana
elossroom building on the dock, and neillting, else.

Tn order to brino- ourselves into compliance with the Maritime
Ad ministration's General Order No.
namely that the academies
hare adequate classroom and messino- facilities ashore. the legislative
and executive branches of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts huddled together and decided to bailed a new marine college at. Buzzards

Bay, in Afassqclitisetts.

They decided to snond some S17 million of taxpayers' money in
building this new instant beau ti fail school.
In 100,1, 1000, and 1907 appropriations, that is capital appropriations, legislation was passed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
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that authorized the expenditure of some $12 million in those 3 years
for the building of this new Maritime Academy.
It was in those years, 1965, 1966, and .1967, and as late as 1969 that
the Maritime Administration stated there is going to be a shortage of
,qualified officers for the merchant marine.

While the new' college was being built they were telling us they

were going to need more officers. A master plan was developed as the
school was built for an enrollment schedule, and what it really called
for was going from an enrollment' of 250 cadets in 1972, to 800, our
maximum enrollment, which we reached in 1975.
Now, in 1970 a Maritime Administration study said all.of a sudden
there is not going to be a shortage, there is going to be an overage, and

they said you Maritime Academies, you have a new distribution of

subsidies.

Up until that dine every cadet that came into the Massachusetts

Maritime Academy got a subsidy. You are only going to get 77 subsiffies. because that is what your enrollment was in 1965.
Well, by that time this new instant college was SO percent built, and
it was not j1.1tit 0110 building. It was a whole new instant campus.
To give you an idea of how instant it was, in 1972, when the new land
campus opened up I took over for full use and occupancy in one month,

three new buildings. This new school came on, and the legislature
said you have to have some sort of reasonable capital outlay. You
have to 'move to the SOO enrollment. 6g-11re.

Well. we have, in the last 3 years. and it is just as well we did, because in 1974. 4 years after the 1970 study, that said there was going
to be all oversupply, now' they are talking about an undersupply.
The point is, that the distribution formula now in effect is based
upon an enrollment figure that is 10 years old. The Massachusetts
Maritime Academy gets 77 subsidies, while our sister acadomies get
a greater proportionate number.
T earnestly, on the basis of fairness, ask your committee to look carefully at section 4-3 of this legislation. I hope you will agree, with me
than it is reasonable and fair that the distribution formula. be changed
in the light of the 1975 enrollment situation.
Mrs. Simmv.vx. T am sure we have all recog,nized that, and I hope
wo ran. get it corrected.
A (mural RTZZA. T am Admiral Joseph Rizza., president of the Cali-

fornia Maritime Academy. T have come. several thousand miles and
T would like to offer my comments, although I agree in general with
what has already been said by Admiral Kinney.

Our graduates in the last 3 years have all passed the license examination. except one. I think that the new Coast Guard examination..
are good,

We note that the. Coast Guard is making, great effort t6 improve the
new examinations when there is any doubt about the questions.
Some of the questions at the initiation of the new examination. as we
all agree, were probably not good questions, but. they have been improved or replaced.
TTow many of our officers no to sea?

Virtually 100 percent of my graduates go to sea. both at sea and on
flue inland waters.

Since we are the only academy on the west. coast, we have no

problem with jobs for our graduates.
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Mrs. SULLIVAN. Admiral Rodgers, did you care to add anything?

Admiral RODGERS. I am Ted Rodgers from the Maine Maritime
Academy.

I somewhat concur with Admiral Harrington but the reason we

decided to present individual statements was because there was a dis-

agreement, and the basic disagreement, I guess, is that none of us
want to be hurt. We all want to be helpful to the other fellow. But
if it means you are taking the same pie and dividing it a little thinner,
then I have to speak in our own defense.

If I might, and let me say I was just going to let it stand for the
record, but I would like to read my statement, and I will try, to do
it as quickly as possible if that is all right.
Mr. DowNLN-o. You may proceed, Admiral.
Admiral R OIXIER 8. The Maine Maritime Academy supports the com-

bined statement of the superintendents, as presented by Admiral

Kinney, in its entirety. In that statement, comments on section 4(3) of
H.R. 10413 were omitted in order of provide each school an opportunity
to present separate views.
Mahic Maritime Academy is strongly opposed to section 4(3) in
H.R. 10413 and recommends that it be deleted from this legislation.
These are administrative matters that. are best left to the judgment of
the Secretary of Commerce and should not; be enacted into law.
Aside from this, the proposed reallocation of cadet subsidies on the
basis of 1975 enrollments would create a grave injustice by rewarding
those schools which did not heed the advice of the Maritime Adminis-

tration in 1970 and would punish those who lave kept their enrollments within reasonable, limits.

In the fall of 1970, the Maritime Administrator announced a curtailment of cadet subsidies in order to discourage further expansion

of enrollments at the State maritime 'academies. He arbitrarily reduced
the number of subsidies allocated to each academy to the level. of the
1965 freshman class. This action completely reversed the position of
the Maritime, Administration adopted during the 1965-68 period when
there were serious shortages of officers.

Mar Ad studies in 1966 forecast a continuing need for the output of
all officer training programs which provided encouragement and justi-

fication for increases in all academy enrollments. During this same
period, another program. the en. noon School, was initiated. When
new, studies in the late 1960's indicated a growing surplus of officers,
it would have been more just in the fall of 1970 to have frozen the
freshman subsidy allocations at the fall 1970 freshman class levels,
rather than to roll back the allocations to the 1965 enrollments.
Nevertheless, from that time on, any institution that continued to
expand its enrollment should have been prepared to accept full responsibility for the problems that this expansion created and it would
be neither fair nor reasonable. to reward such an institution by a. real-

location of the fixed numbers of 1965 enrollments on the basis of 1975
eni'ellments.
Maine maritime's enrollment has increased by only 12 percent since
1967, and 20 percent since: 1965. We have been forced to alter our pro-

gram to offset this 20-percent shortfall in subsidy allocations and
recommend that the other academies solve their problem in a way that
does not affect. their sister schools.
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I am in favor of morn subsidies. I am not in favor of losing some of
my own. I think Admiral Harrington's plea is a good one and so is his
justification.
1 have the unique position of having been at the Maine Maritime
School since 1965, and longer than the others. There is good justification. I ant not prepared to give up something. I need 40 more subsidies
and it is a problem.
Tier, me mention something from another point of view that should
be considered and that is I ant prompted to question if people are not
so intent on looking at, the forest that they do not see the trees.
How many maritime academy graduates are unemployed? I doubt
that there is a college or university in the country that would not be
envious of one placement records. Even during periods of severe recession, our graduates have put their skills to work in many different
ways and you will not find them on the welfare. rolls.
True, they may not all find employment aboard oceangoing ships,
but really, in the big picture, how important is it that these numbers
be controlled, too tightly ?
The trademark. of one conntry and economy is the marketplace.
Even with the additional support requested in the form of cadet subsidies and fuel oil, the Federal share of the total cost of our program is
really not enough to keep these, schools operating if their graduates do
not find open a ems waiting the job market.
The facts, are that the '',State academy programs represent a unique
and extremely valuable. model of higher education. The combination
of vocational and a science/engineering education, with responsibility

and discipline worked into the routine, and the practical training and
skills acquired through maintenance, and operating a ship produces a
graduate \1110 is sought. after at sea and ashore.
The Federal Government puts so much into education and social
programs that some recognition should be given to the. social and econoMic benefits that accrue front keeping these fine model institutions
hen I thy.

It is very regrettable that the ad hoc committee, that spent 2 years
studying maritime training somehow overlooked the importance of
consulting with the management side of the maritime. industry. I also
note that management officials have refrained from presenting statements before this committee. The reason, I am told, is that because
both the. Federal and State academy spokesmen have dared to criticize
hiring policies of organized labor, these management, officials are

afraid for business reasons to speak out.
For years, these officials have visited one schools and we have attempted to fashion our program to meet. their stated needs, because
we believe that the owner and operator should have a major voice. in
our training process. Now. when they should be. hem to officially pre-

sent their views, they find it essential to their business interests to

stand on the sidelines,
Tt wonld appear that the Congress should address itself to the question of why this is so and take. aeps to insure that during our Bicen-

tennial Year curbs are placed on the abuses of power and the fear
thereof that inhibit the full participation of all parties in matters of

vital interest- to our merchant marine and country.

If I could just ad lib on one other thing, Mr. Chairman.
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We refer to the response, the timeliness from the State. academics.

Traditionally, the State academies were school ships and every thing took place on the school sldps. Now, the General Order 87 put
out Cy the Maritime Administration of the Department of Commerce
requires us to have a shoreside campus, and that is what Admiral Harrington was referring to.
We were required to build the dormitories and the dining halls.
Today, it is an entirely different picture than it was in 196).
When you ask about to nil emergency, if you, wanted to send 300
students to Maine's Maritime Academy this afternoon, I can do something for you this afternoon. 1 could not do it. in 1905 because I had
slop fiat of people.
Today we have this hrandnew campus:, laboratories, a ship that
can acrommoda to several ha ndred. nighttime, So tnrdays, Sundays, the
emergency needs eottlil he met immediately.
Wo sometimes look back till(' try to light the next war like we fought

the last one.

Mrs, Sunt,tv.k,x. Our second hell rang and we will have to go to the
floor.

The ehairituth Said the entire statement would be put in as part of

our hearin ca.
I have taken up too mind' time on this, but no one interrupted me.
Mr. Dowxt NU. 1111'.k were very good questions. Madam Chairman.
rl'he following responses were submitted in reply to Cho irioan Sul -

li

quest ions

MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME

IZESPONE TO 1\IRs. Syr.tvX'N's QumsioNs

ru

9110M011. 1. Are all of my graduates required to sit for the Coast Guard licensing examination, 811(1 if net. how many do. in fact. take these examinations?

Reidy. Although ,nbsidized cadets graduating from the Massachusetts Maritime Academy are not required to sit for the license, 100 per cent 'Of those

who graduated previously have, in fact, sat for the examination. Until two years
ago the awarding of no degree was O011(1111011ed upon passing of the original
license examination. This requirement, however, wits discontinued bemuse two
former cadets, who had been disnlissefl for disciplinary reasons after completing
the avadentie-progr.ain, successfully challenged the Academy's policy in court.

With rare exceptions graduates are strongly motivated to sit for the Coast

Guard license examination because of expanded emou0s./00at opportunities avail-

able to those holding the license. Also, since subsidized cadets must agree in
writing to apply for commissions as Ensign in the U.S. Naval Reserve upon

graduation, this C411(101011 serves as an added inducement to sit for the license
examthatian.
Qur9tion. 2. is it possiole for a student subsidized by the Government to grad. nate from one of your schmils and elect not to take the Coast Guard Examination?

Reply, :1.'1' indicated above, although it is possible for a subsidized cadet
to graduate from theMassachusetts Maritime Academy and elect not to take
the roast Gnard examination, none have chosen not to sit for the examination,
The reguhtions ntul minimum standards for State maritime academies pertaining In entrance requirements and conditions for the subsistence allowance are
contained in General Order Si. Rev., as promnlaated by the INInitime Administration. 'Phis directive contains 110 provision which mandates that subsidized
varlets of the State- academies take the Coast Guard examination neon graduation. Consideration should he given to the inclusion of such a requirement in
the Federal regulation.
Question 3, How loony of your graduates who obtain licenses are placed on
Merchant Marine Ships as officers?
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Reply. Placement Information on thts most recent graduating class, June 1975,
reflects the latest employment opportunities and trends, Os follows;
Deep-sea, American flag
125
Dea-sea, foreign flag
8
Offshore oil/mineral vessels, oceanographic- research, etc
45
Maritime related industry
3
Nottnairitime related industry
11
Coast Guard
1
Other employment_
5
No information:____. -

6

Total

105

'No member of the 1975 graduating clitiis was p1 tied on an American-flag, deep-sea ship
controlled by the Marine Employees Deneficial Association or the Master, Mates & Pilots
01110118.

OueeliOa 4. If you have these figures on some past graduating groups, I think

it would he helpful. no that we wont to know if we are undergraduating or

overproducing so that we have a more intelligent way of tneasuring.
Reply. Nacement experience fur the past two to three years reflects a widening
of job opportunities, especially in offshore oil/mineral vessels, inland waterways
and Great Lakes shipping. Every member of the Class of 1075 had at least one

employment offer, most of which were in seagoing billets or maritime related
johs. In my ,judgement, t.lre emidoyment outlook for gradnates of the State and
Federtil ocadimlies will remain bright for many years to come. I attribute this
sanguine foreclist to the fact that graduates of the State and 'Federal academies
are uniquely prepared for an increasing variety of deinauding and sophisticated
ururiIiinc ca
TENAS A. & M, "UNIVERSITY,
MOODY COLLEGE OF MARINE SCIENCES AND MARITIME RESOURCES,

Galveston, Te.v., January 5,1976.
MS. FRANCES STILL

Chief Clerk, 'U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, Longworlh House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
ITh,ut Ms. STILL: As you are undoubtedly aware I was unable to attend the

hearings on 3 December before Mr. Downing's Sub-committee regarding HR
10-113. Admiral. Kinney, however. sent me a copy of ports of the testimony and
1 am responding to Mrs. Sullivan through you regarding some questions she
posed at tlic hearings to all State Maritime Acatleiny Superintendents. My response will include the questions posed, the answers as they apply to Texas
Maritime Academy, and a breakdown of the last t' .ee classes at TMA and their
current employment. fly responses are attached to this letter and should you
have further questions regarding them please correspond or call me.
Very sincerely yours,

.TOUN

SMITE-,

Rear Admiral, USJIS, Superintendent.

Enclosures.

RESFONsES 01' TF,NAS MARITIME ACADEMY COVERING Qt'ESTIONS Icy

Mos, Srt,LivAN CONCERNING 11.11. 10413

Qneslimt I. An' all of your graduates required to sit for Coast Guard license
exam, and if not, how many do, in fact, take those examinations? Is it possible
for it student subsidized by the Government to graduate from Texas Maritime
Academy and elect not to take the Coast Guard examination?
Answer, All, subsidized cadets at TMA are required to sit for the Coast Guard
license and exam as long as they hove passed the medical examination and are
students In good standing at the Acailenly, To the best of my knowledge, all qnalHied students hove taken the examination and passed. If a cadet should indicate
a desire not to take the examination the U.S. Coast Guard and Maritime Administration would be so informed and the student would obviously be disenrolled
from the lieense program. TMA, as previously indicated, is a division of Moody
College of Marine Seienees and Maritime Resources of Texas ALCM University.
',there are students enrolled at TMA who are not in the license program or sub-
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sidized by the. Government, hut who are pursuing a degree program only. These
students receive a degree like the rest of our cadet graduates from Texas A&M
University, As a matter of information, our Coast Guard license examinations
are given the first week in December prior to the student's graduation in May.
Question 2. What is your opinion of the present Coast Guard examination?
Answer. I feel an objective type of examination at this level is a good thing.

I have found by experience that when the current examination was instituted
there were many questions that needed revision because of possibility of more
than one answer being appropriate, The U.S. Coast Guard was most cooperative
and interested in revising such questions and a continuing program exists at this

'time. I think over the years the objective type questions will be a distinct advantage.

Question 3. How many of your graduates who have obtained licenses are

placed on Merchant Marine ships as officers? Please include some past graduating groups to indicate the types of careers and sailing they have chosen.
Answer. I have included a breakdown for the classes of 1973, 1974, and 1975,
which are attached to this package.
EMPLOYERS OF ORAOUATES AND UNION STATUS
Graduate

Employer

Union status

L. A. Brochtrup
P. A. Colson
J. P. Darby
S. D. Devoy
S. M. Dienst

Gulf Oil Corp
Sea Bulk

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.

D. E. Hencey

Sea Bulk
Reynolds Metals.
Reynolds Metals
Matthews-Daniel Co

1971Engineering:
SEPKO

Various
Brown & Root

R. E. Eck ley._ .. ............ Offshore Co. of Houston

M. M. Krider
J. F. Mangel
J. F. Moore
R. L. O'Neal
J. F. Rodgers_

. Gulf Oil Corp
Unknown, ashore (large shipping firm)

1973Transportation:
C. R. Bigler
A. R. Blackwelder
J. S. Cummins
A. F. Ga Maki
R. Graham
L. Le Cain
M. S. Phelps

Mid-Gulf Stevedores
Various__
Brown & Root
Various
Texaco, Inc
Exxon Co

Lynberg Marine

M.E.B.A.

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
1.0.M.M.P,
Nil.
1.0.M.M.P,
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Number

Recap

Sailing deep sea nonunion..
Sailing deep sea union
Working ashore in a marine related industry

9

3
7

Total

19

77

Graduate

Employer

Union status

1974Engineering:
J. D. Harrison
D. A. Johns
A. 0. Leskinen

0. B. McReynolds... .

Sabine Transport
Diamond Shamrock Corp
Zapata Marine
Sabine Transport

C. A Treadwe II

Exxon Co

LS. Willrich

Diamond Shamrock Corp

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil,
Nil.

1974 --Transporation:
Various
Inland River Transportation Co
Reynolds Metals

H. 0. Garza

M. G. Miller
T. F. Nelick
R. A. Redfern
C. A. Sander,

Exxon Co

Bay Houston Towing Co
Shell Oil Co
Peterson Marine Services

J. Tschirhart
L. M. Unzicker

1.0.M.M.P.
Nil.

Nil.
Nil.
NIL

Nil.
Nil.

Recap

Number

Sailing deep sea nonunion
Sailing deep sea union
Sailing with towing vessels, nonunion
Working ashore in a marine related industry

5
1
1

6

Total

13

CLASS OF 1075, ENCPLOYIcliS, 1.:N ION STATUS
ENGINEERING

Graduate

W .P. Boyd
G, C. Cooper
D. F. Driscoll
R. L. Jones
R. J. Hunt
i.. W. LeFlore
D. D. McCall
R. L, Schuckhart
J. G. Tompkins I

T. 0. Wilhite

Employer

Union status

Global Marine
Various

Nil.

Exxon

Nil.
Nil.
M.E.B.A.
Nil.
M.E.B.A.
M.E.B.A.
Nil.
M.E.B.A.

Sabine Towing
Various
Exxon

Various
Various
Liberty Towing__
Various

BNI.E. .A4

Recap

Number

Sailing deep sea union contracted vessels
Sailing deep sea and towing, nonunion
Shoreside with a towing company

5

4
1,

Engineering graduates

10

TRANSPORTATION
Graduate

S. W. Craig
J. L. Haley
S. A. Jones
C. E. Larsen
D. L. Lloyd I

J. L. Martin
D. D. McDonald_
G. C. Reeser

Employer

Union status

Crowley Marine
G & H Towing
U.S. Corps of Engineers
Amoco Oil Co
Lykes Bros. S'S Co., Inc
Zapata Towing

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
N'I.

do

Sabine Towing

N I.

Nil.
Nil.
Number

Recap

Sailing deep sea nonunion VPS!;e1

2

Sailing with towing vessel:, nonunion
Shoiesido with a Steamship Co

ii

5

Transportation graduates

8

7Z)
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF Naw YORK MARITIME COLLEGE ANSWERS TO
MRS, SULLIVAN'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. Are all graduates required to sit for the U.S. Coast Guard licensing'
examination, and if not, how many do, in fact, take those examinations?
Answer. All U.S.M.S. Cadets and NROTC Midshipmen are required to sit for
the U.S. Coast Guard license examination. In addition, the U.S.C.G. permits
foreign horn cadets, who are graduates of the Maritime College, to sit for this
examination. The later, of course, do not receive a license ; The U.S.C.G. will
issue an equivalency certificate to the successful candidate. American students
who do not receive a subsidy are not required to sit for this exam but may do
so if otherwise qualified by the 1".S,C.G.

Question 2. Is it possible for a student subsidized by the Government to

graduate from one of your schools and elect not to take the U.S.C.G. examination?'

Answer. A subsidized cadet cannot meet the

unless he takes the U.S.C.G. examination.

equirements for graduation

Question 3. How many of your graduates who obtain licenses are placed on

merchant marine ships as officers?
Answer. During the 1975 calendar year, 120 subsidized cadets were graduated.

from the Maritime College at Fort Schuyler. A telephone survey of these 120,

graduates

Nva..:9 conducted between 5 December 1975 and 5 January 1976. Theresults, from the 100 respondents, are tabulated below. Regrettably, we experience the same difficulties obtaining employment information. that the U.S.C.G.
and other .federal agencies encounter. Paralleling the telephone survey was a.
mall survey. We hope the latter Nvill prove more fruitful.

Shiphoard employment :

Persons
36
13.

(a) U.S. flag offshore
(1) U.S. flag coastwise
(c) Foreign flags
Maritime industry ashore

4
11

Armed Forces :

(a) U.S. Naval Academy instructor
(b) U,S.C.G, marine inspection

Power plants
Nonmaritime employment
Employed partime
Graduate schools

1
2

15
3'

MAINE MARITIME ACADEAUY SUPPLEMENT RESPONSE TO QUERIES BY

Mss. Sum.avAix

Testimony of Rear Admiral E. A. Rodgers, Superintendent, Maine Maritime

Academy before the Merchant Marine Subcommittee, House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries on H.R. 10413.
Question. Are all your graduates required to sit for the Coast Guard licensingexamination, and if not how many do in fact take those examinations? Is it possi-

ble for a student subsidized by the government to graduate from one of your
schools and Meet not to take the Coast Guard examination?
Answer. Strictly speaking the answer is no. Taking or passing of the Coast
Guard examination is not a prerequisite for meeting graduation requirements..
In the eleven years I have been superintendent, however, I am not aware of any
U.S. citizens refusing to take the Coast Guard examination. and with only one
or two exceptions at the height of the 'Vietnam anti war agitation, none of the

subsidized cadets has refused to apply for the naval reserve commission. Those.
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cases were referred to the Maritime Administration for whatever followup they
considered desirable.
Objectively speaking there is no sense inn student, whether subsidized or not,.
completing a four-year program designed prhaarily for a specialized vocational
objective not taking the examination which accords his ultimate credential,
whether or not that student intends to pursue innnediately a career at sea, There
is no statutory obligation for a student even though subsidized, to take the examination. While 1 personally do not feel that course to be necessary, for thereason outlined above, it is a matter for the judgment of the committee.
Question, What is your opinion of the present Coast Guard examination?
Answer. Despite the problems students, and ill a sense the Academy faculty,
seem to have had in adjusting to the new .format, on balance I feel the Coast
Guard has made significant progress in objectifying and modernizing the examination process. Coast Guard officials have demonstrated good will and have
made sincere efforts to clear up the ambiguities we all recognized were present
In the initial model.
I am not disturbed that students may need to take the examination two or
even three times in order to pass, Our educational process is such that a great
mass of technical Information, practical experience, and rote learning must be
absorbed over the .four year period. We devote only six weeks to reviewing three
and a half years of training before students are obliged to take the examination.
Nothing focuses attention on one's weaknesses more surely than initial failure,
We have had lio Anterierin students who, after applying themselves, did not
succeed, in passing, To sum up, 1 feel the Coast Guard had done a good job and
should be commended.
Question,

How many of your graduates who obtain licenses are placed on

merchant marine ships as officers?

Answer. As the committee is aware, no school has the means or enforcing
authority to require its graduates to report their job placement history. Periodically we circularize our alumni by last known address, in an effort to maintain
current membership rosters. We have fairly complete information on initial,
placement for the graduates of the last three years by company of hire, and deck

or engine category. (Lists attached.) I think it is fair to say that there is a

demand for our graduates, judging by these records, in maritime and marine,
related fields, sufficient to justify our continued existence at our present enrollment. Maine Maritime Academy has no plans, now or in the foreseeable future,
short of a national emergency, for additional expansion. I would hope that our
performance and the proven existence of a job market for our graduates would
serve to convince the federal government of the merit of a reappraisal of the

level of direct federal support to our program, as well as to our students

With regard to controlling the supply and demand of merchant marine officers,
it should be understood that the graduates of state maritime academies operate

hi the traditional American marketplace and, if we boast faith in the free
economy system, then the academies cannot survive if their graduates do not
succeed in the marketplace. This is particularly so uvitln the state maritime

academies, because they are expensive programs under constant challenge by
states and students who provide 00% of the financial support of our operation.
These natural forces are better controlling devices than the proposed congressional regulations under H.R. 10413. The same forces do not act to control the
union school or federal academy, since the education is free to students and in
the case of the union schools the students are paid. Also, since the union school
can control union membership, job opportunities and pensions, they enjoy a
decided advantage under the law which is not in keeping with the practices.
that contributed to the phenomenal growth of our country during the past 200.
years.
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PLACEMENT SURVEY
Deck

Engine

CLASS OF 19751
Deep sea shipping (15):
U.S. Flag:
Columbia University research vessel
Getty Oil
Gulf Oil

1
1

2
2

Texaco

Union Oil of Calif

1

ARCO
Exxon

1
1

American Export Lines
Military Sea lift Command
Foreign flag: Antilles Navigation
Tugs (23):
Souse Bros
Interstate Oil

2
1

1

1

1

3
3

Moran
Red Stack
Mobil_

1

Old River Towing
Hawaiian tug and barge

1

6
2
2

1

2

Texaco

1

Sheridan Transportation
Offshore supply boats/research (14):
Tidewater Marine
Shell Oil Research
Zapata.
Athur Levy Boat Service
Offshore logistics_.
Detata Marine

1

1

2

2

1
1
1
1

Seafleet
NOAA

2
3

Deck

Miscellaneous shipping (5):
Chappaquidick Ferry, temporary
Salty Dog, scuba divinc charter boat captain
Ogunquit Ferry, temporary
Lobster fishing
Isieboro Ferry
Shoreside:
Marine related (10):
Bethlehem Steel loop program

Engine

1

1
1
1
1

4

Westinghouse__

1

Todd Shipyard
Ingalls Shipyard._
Electric Boat, General Dynamics
Bull & Roberts
Nonmarine related (5):
Northeast Constructors
Brown Paper

1
1

2
1

1

1

Georgia Pacifir,
Health Sea

1
1

Wyman Freezing Plant
U.S, Government (4):

1

2

U.S. Navy
U.S. Coast Guard.

1

Foreign students (graduates): Iranian

8
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1974 GRADUATING CLASS
Deck

Engine

Seagoing:

American Export Lines
American Trading & Transportation .
Atlantic-Richfield.
Bethlehem Steel, Great Lakes
Cities Service
Cleveland Chits, Great Lakes

6
2
2

1

1

3
1

3

Exxon

Getty

8

1

Gulf Oil
Hanna Mining, Great Lakes
Indian Oil
Inland Steel, Great Lakes
Interlake Steamship, Great Lakes
Lockport Tug
Mobil Oil .

3
2

3

1
1

2
1

1

Mobil Oil, Inland Fleet
Moran Towing
Sheridan Transportation
Sun Transport

2
2
1

5

2
3

Texaco

Tidewater Marine_
Unions (MEBA, M.M. & P.)
United States Steel, Great Lakes
Marine related:
Bath Iron Works
Bechtel Instrument
Bethlehem Steel Loop Program
Carrier Corp
Factory Mutual Engineering
General Dynamics
General Electric,
Great Lakes Steel Co.
Robert Conrail Research Laboratory
Santa Fe Drilling

2
2

1
1

1
1

8
2

1

1
1

3
1
1

........, .....

U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Marine Corps
U.S. Navy

, --

4

3

4
1

1 ......... .....

Other:
Travel

1

1

Hospitalized
Racing:saiing
Restricted license
No license
Iranians
Other

1

3
1

4
3
7

32

Total

84

Cumulative total (116):
Seagoing

46

17
11

Marine related_
Other

4

Total

32

I U.S, graduates 80,76 employed,
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20
84
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1973 GRADUATING CLASS PLACEMENT

Number hired
Company

Engine

Deck

Seagoing:

I. Alcoa

I

2. American Canadian Lines, -_ -. -_
3. American Export Lines
4. American Trailing 8, Production
5. Bethlehem Steel (Great Lakes)
6. Cleveland Cliffs (Great Lakes),.

1

1
1

1

6

7. Dilingham Corp.(Hawaii).
8. Ford Motor Co. (Great Lakes).
9. Getty Oil Co
10, Gulf Oil Corp
II, Hanna Mining (Great Lakes)
12. Interstate Oil Transport
13. Kinsman Marine (Great Lakes).
14. Military Sealift Command .
15. Mobil Oil Corp
16. Moran Towing.
17. Offshore Logistics
18. Red Stack TC:744iig
...
19. Texaco
20. Thomas Marine
21. Tidewater Marine
22. United States Steel (Great Lakes)
23. Union companies (MEBA District II/NIMP)
Marine related:
1. Bath Iron Works
2. Bethlehem Steel Loop Program
3. Brown & Root
4, Carrier Air Conditioning
5. General Dynamics
6. General Electric
7. Maine Yankee Atomic
B. New Jersey Power
9. Seatrain Shipyard

1

3
1

3

2
2

1

4
1

2

3
1

....... ..

3

4

I

1
1

2

3

2

1

7
7

12

1

3
1

1

2
3
2
1
1

10. U.S Coast Guard

1

II. U.S. Navy
Other

1

1. Graduate school

1

2. Other

8

4

67

43

Total (110)

1

CALIFORNIA .M'Airrami.: ACADEMY RESPONSE TO MRS. SULLIVAN'S QUESTIONS

;yrs. sualran. I wish each of Iou Superintendents present at the table would
aitrreer tires, questions. There ore three or four of them. One is, arc all of your
graduates required to sit for the Coast Guard Licensing examination, and if not,
how many do, in fact, take those exami»at ions?

ll (.'alifornia Maritime Academy graduates are required to take the Coast
Guard licensing examination, They must pass the examination to he eligible to
receive their degree. In the last five years only one graduate (1974) has not yet

passed I he lice -4., examination.
11r4, Sulliron. That is what I was going to ask. Is 'it' possible for a- student
subsidized by the ltorrnment to graduate from one of youx schools and elect
not to tar, the Coast Miura examination?

No. All graduates most pass the limn, examination to obtain their degree

and to graduate.
If You would like to analyze this and give a fuller statement later, that -iv'
fine, brit just off the cuff, do you feel it is a good examination or should it be
in: pro red Y

The Coast Muir(' examination, as Admiral Kinney stated at the hearing, has
been eonverted from essay type answers to multiple choice type answers. Apparently the change caused a temporary problem for marry candidates in 1975.
The Coast (lolled hits been revising those questions which gave the students unforeseen problems. This IS 41 11111:111111 process of adjustment. It is a good examina-
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tion ; It is fair; It covers the necessary subject matter; and it is continuously being Improved.

My last question is, and I would like to have it for the record, and you pobably mad not give it to etc VOW, bat how Many of yOU graduates who obtain
tier nses arc placed on merchant marine ships as officers?

The California Maritime Academy employment statistics for the years 1072'75

were forwarded to the Chairman of the Committee on iNferehant .irtrine and
Fisheries by my letter of 11 1)ecember 1975. An additional copy has been enclosed for your convenience. A summarization of this data indicates that 280
graduates were employed as follows: 201 (37 %) at sea In the maritime industry
or the armed forces; 176 177%) at sea : 13 18%) in the armed forces: 7
(12%1 in the maritime industry ashore ; 7 (3%) In other industries one (0.%)
unernployed.

Of the total number of CMA granduates, approximately 1:1 percent are serving
active duty in the United States Navy or Coast (word;
percent are sea-going officers in the Merchant :Nin rine, minty of them Captains and chief engineers:
20 percent are working tugboats, the fishing fleet, in rivers and harbors, and as
MI

pilots, or in maritime related industries ashore; and a whopping 35 percent are
111 managerial positions within the marititne industry ashore after serving at
sea for many years. Those latter include the Vice President of St" as Steamship
Company, the U.S. Fleet Manager of Chevron Shipping Company, many port captains, port engineers, marine managers. etc.

tins, Sullivan. If you hare these figures on some past graduating groups, I

think it would be helpful so that 7.1,e -Want to know if we arc underprodueing or
oveproducing. so that we have a more intelligent way of measuring.

Entpktyment prospects are excellent for our graduates for the next twenty

years, '(lie current botan in the West Coast offshore oil industry virtually assures
a steady demand for our grnduntes. The flow of nil from Alaska to the West Coast
ports is expected to increase the dt,miand for our graduates even more. Whereas,

the demand for licensed officers in 107 5 equated to the size of our graduating class ;
by 10Si) we estimate that our planned ,ready graduating class of OS will fall short
of meet ing West Coast 'Maritime Industry requirements.
er.orm 1.:NT S.vrtsres

CALIFORNIA ,1TA ItITENI C AVADF.NI
Percent
U.S.

Year of classes
1972.

Number of
graduates

Percent
reported

1974

52
56

1975.

Number
Armed

Percent

Percent

Armed

Number
industry

Forces

shipping

Forces

Forces

related

78
86
96
89

71

4

8

7
16

9

70
91

2

4

2

82

4

7

1

Percent

Number
unemployed

Percent
unem.
ployed

Total
reported

Unknown

84

61
61

1973..

Merchant
Marine,
or Armed

82
100
100

3

Physicial disability, since employed.

industry

Number
other

related

industries

Percent

Year of classes

other
industries

1

1972
1173
1974
1975

.

15
6
4

2

2

3
6

3
0
2

0
4

Physical disability, temporary, since employed.

84

0
0
1
1

0
0
2
2

98
98
100
1P.S

2
2
0

so
Employment, elass of 1973 as of November 30, 1975

Oil companies
Tug companies
Fisheries
Sldpping companies
Ocean research
Military Sealift Command
U.S.A. Corps of Engineers

6
17
(1

2
1

12
2

U.S. Navy
U.S. Coast Guard
Foreign flag vessels

2.

2
1

Marine industry Ashore

4

Unemployed

1

Total graduates
T II a GotE:A.T LAKP:S I\L\ SIT I NIP. ACAD E

RESPONSE TO "MitS. S ULI.IVAN'S QUESTIONS

Questions. One is, are all of your graduates required to sit for the Coast
Guard 'Hemming examination, and if not, how many do, in fact, take those

examinations?
That is Illutt .1 was going to ask. Ts it possible for a student subsidized by the

Government to graduate from one of your schools and elect not to take the
Coast Guard examination?
Answer. Prior to making the Con St Guard lieense examination a requirement.

of the program we had no cadets finish the program and refuse to write the
Coast Guard exam. Your inquiry at the December 3 hearings prompted me to
seek institutional and Coast Guard approval to make the exam a requirement.
This has been done so I tuttieipate that all cadets from this Academy will write
for the Coast Guard license for which they have prepared themselves,
Question, The third question is what ii your opinion of the present Coast
Guard examination ?

Answer. We had our share of transitional problems from essay to multiple
choice but those are behind us. It is my opinion that the new format is capable
of determining knowledge and ability more accurately than the old.
Question. My last question is, and I would like to have it for the record, and
you probably could not give it to me now. but how many of your graduates who
obtain licenses are pimp(' on 'novella n t marine ships as officers?
Answer. T am enclosing our Annual Report of 1975 to the Great Lakes Maritime

Aertdemy 'Board of 'Visitors. Pages 1. 2 and 3 provide all the statistical data
needed to satisfy this question. (The report was placed in the committee's files.)
Mr. Dow-is:TN-G. Mr. Emery, did you have a brief question?

Arr. Emma-. Before.. I pose a question to the witnesses, do I assume
you will be returning this afternoon to continue questioning?
Mr. Dow NI NO, T had hoped that we could complete now.
Mr.
which case I would like to ask permission to pose

some questions in writing and ask that they be included in the record.
Mr. Dowxrxc. Without objection, that will be done, and you may
give them your written questions.
[Tim fol

fig was !Teel ed tar i he record :1

8)
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NORTH WESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE'.,
TRA LNI NG,
DEPARTMENT OF AIA

THE GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY,

Traverse City, Melt., December 16, 1975,

Congressman EMERY,
Cannon House Office Buildinp, Washington., D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN EMERY I am answering your letter of December 8, 1915
with the following:
Question. A. point I feel should be commented upon on discussions of graduates
employed in the industry is that the question we should be asking is how many
academy graduates seek jobs in the industry and are denied employment by the
major maritime unionS, such as the MIMA and MM P, who control the bulk of
officer billets on Federal subsidized vessels. Would you gentlemen care to continent on this situation?
Answer. In the case of the Great Lakes Maritime Academy, I know of no
graduate that has been denied employment by the maritime officer unions on the
Great Lakes.
Question. I would also like you gentlemen to reiterate your comments on Sec.
2 of MR. 10413, as I think the effect of Lour responses was not really felt by the
committee. 'Would you suggest this seerhin be amended or dropped in further
consideration of the bill, and what purpose, if any, do you feel this section serves?
Answer. I don't believe this section best serves national interests in an emergency. I would think that any and all facilitieswould he called upon if needed.
Question. The problems and expense of training vessel operation have only been
touched upon and I feel because the training vessel is such a major part of your
Programs and budgets that you should have an opportunity to detail these prob-.
lees and offer solutions at this time. Iii your responses please indicate what
benefits other than the obvious training and aspects do the training ships provide?
Answer. The Great Lakes Maritime Academy being so new hasn't had the experience to be able to comment on the economic impact of operating a training
vessel. Our Cadets meet all shipboard requirements (270 clays) aboard commer-

cial vessels.

Question 1. How many of your graduates have been permitted to join the

:SIEBA. since 1970?

Question 2. How many MEBA school graduates would you estimate have been,
permitted to join the MEBA in this same. time period?
Question S. How does this apparently discriminatory system work?

Question 4. How is the MEBA school financed and how are your schools

financed?

Answer 1 to 4. MEBA. on the Great Lakes, is District #2. Our graduates have
been permitted to join.

Question 5. Please comment on a law which states a certain percentage of

ship's officers on subsidized American vessels must be reserve officers in the U.S.
Navy. Do your graduates receive reserve commissions? Do those of the MEBA.
School? Please estimate if possible how many jobs that should be held by reserve
officers are being held by those unqualified to hold commissions in the reserve,
but at the same time are members of a union controlling the manning of vessel8
surbsidlzed by American citizens, many of whom, although more than qualified,
are denied employment on these same vessels?

Answer. We are not heavily involved with subsidized vessels on the Great

Lakes. My graduates do not hold reserve officer commissions. For these reasons,
I atu unable to respond to the balance of your question.
Question 6. One last comment please on the failure of industry management

to rally behind you. If your graduates are as qualified as we have been led to
believe, why don't the comffaides that hire such young officers stand Op for the
sources of future captains and chief engineers?
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Answer. The Great Lakes Industry has supported the Great Lakes Maritime

Academy to the point where it lea VOS nothing to be desired. I haven's asked this
,cooperation as far as this legislation is concerned.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE B. RiCToR, Director
S EPPLENIEN T cr. Q nt:STIONS FOR T IIE RECORD, DIRECTED TO RAD1I ROGF.1113,
PRESIDENT
'mat MAINE M ARITEM ACADEMY, 111. COIN GRESS1/ All EMERY

Question I. A point I feel that should he commented upon in discussions of
.graduates employed in the industry is the problem of academy graduates who
seek jobs in the industry and are denied employment by the major maritime
unions, such as the MEBA and MM&P, who control the bulk of officer ,billets on
Federal subsidized vessels. -Would you care to comment On this situation?
Answer 1. While there are no records to show how many graduates seek jobs
iboard ships under emitted. with 11M&P and MEBA District 1, records do exist
that show that prior to 1970 a at least 150 per cent of graduates traditionally shipped
out through these unions and shim, 1970 virtually no graduates have found regular employment through these unions. In the case of MM&P the books have beeu
closed la order to allow attrition to thin the rooks of union membership in keeping with the decreased number of ships and jobs in the post Viet Nam period.
cannot claim diseifinination since it appears that the closed books apply to
all new applicants regardless of source. There is a provision wheroby an applicant
can pay a fee of $75 and thereby standby in the union hall hoping that an opportimity will arise where no union member IS available or will accept. It is very
costly for a young person to spend weeks in the standby category in a big city

away from home for the slim chance of a one trip job. If an applicant gets aa
assignment, he must leave the ship when it returns from that particular trip
and return to the hall to repeat the waiting process. This process could go on
for years with no assurance that an individual could even earn enough to meet
base living expenses. The specific complaint against the MM&P Is that a procedure has not been developed to allow ONTO a small 11111111vr of new members to

join the union each year. It is felt that this could he done by creating incentives
for older members in their (k)s and 70s to retire. Also, we ore concerned that their
rotational shipping plan for 3rd and 2nd mates borders on unsafe practices.

The situation. with MEBA. is entirely (Referent. Since this union has established its own school, group shipping rules were established which place gradu-

ates of the Calhoon school in Group 2 and graduates of the state and fedora:

academies in Group 4. A. Group 4 member cannot joint the union as the Group 2
individuals can, but must aequire 20) days of sea experience ill order to move
up to Grotto 2 and union membership. Since the applicant is not allowed to gain
the necessary sea experience, he is eli,:ctit,ely blocked front a job and union membership. This is all under the guise of seniority wherein the Ca 1110011 school
student earns seniority as a student whereas state and federal academy students

cannot earn seniority as students. A series of comments on the application of
MEBA District 1 group shipping rules to graduates of the federal and state °
academies, prepared by Lt. Howard A. Thor of California Maritime Academy is
attached at Appendix I.
Question 2. I would also like you to reiterate yofir continent on Sec. 2 of
10,113. Os I think the effect of your response was not really felt by the cornmittett.
Would you suggest this section be amended or dropped in further considerations
of the bill, and what purpose, if any, do yon feel this section serves?
Answer 2. In Reference to Section 2 of H.R. 10413, I would like to.elaborate
further on the comments placed in the record at the 3 December 1 975 hearing.
No one wishes to dispnte the fact that the union schools are capable of turning
out trained officers on till neceleruted basis in the time of emergency. However, it
must he realized that the state academies have an equal and perhaps greater
capability and flexibility to accomplish the slime. I believe you need only go to the
record of past aecomplishments in this matter (luring WWI and WWII", when our
colleges and universities. as well as the federal academies, were quite easily able

to accelerate their training programs to provide our expanding military forces
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with trained officers. Today with the shoreside campus along with our training
ships, the state academies possess an even greater flexibility to handle additional
classes of students for .training on an accelerated basis to meet emergencies.
Again, these remarks are not made to deprecate the capabilities of the uniOn
School, but only emphasize that the state academies have an equal or perhaps
greater flexibility to accomplish the same. Supplemented by a few faculty niemliera our capability and facilities are in being now and our response could be
immediate. As an example, Maine Maitime Academy could immediately accommodate 300 students in short term special programs in .additional to accelerating
the program for students in our regular progra
Question 8. Since the problems and expense of training vessel operations have
only- been. touched upon and because a training vessel is such a major part of your

program and budget I feel you should have an opportunity to detail these problems and offer solutions at this time. Would you please indicate what benefits
other than the obvious training aspects does a training ship provide?
Answer 3. The state academy system initially came into being as schoolships
where the ship represented the school. A variety of factors including government regulations have Ilia do it necessary for these schools to have shoreside facilities with the shift being time principal laboratory for practical training. The
federal government pays ror shipyard. type maintenance and the states are required to provide for daily upkeep, purchase all consumables, and pay all operatiug costs. Students are required to assist in the maintenance of the ship and
nein:illy operate it during cruises under the supervision of licensed officers. From
a training point of view it represents an excellent system.
Front a financial point of view the training ship has become the principal. cause
of our economic woes. The state can no longer shoulder the total operating cost
of these ships and without immediate relief the quality of the training cruises will
suffer to the point or making their operation difficult to justify. During the past

ten years the cost of operating the Maine training ship has increased from

$250,000/year to over $7:i0,000 per year. Since there are not enough available
berths on commercial ships for all state aeademy cutlets, training ships are essential. The immedhite economic solution is for the federal government toprovide the nil for the training ships just at shipyard maintenance is presently
provided. The next step is for the government to build two new training ships
and operate them to provide at sea training for all maritime students on a rotating basis. This concept would require the federal government to provide a nucleus
crew to be supplemented by the academy faculty during cruises. To relieve the
burden On the taxpayer, it is recommended that Congress consider a. tax on
shipping operations that would he dediented to training. An alternative solution
to all of the above would be to require the Ineorroration of cadet bunkrooms
.for eight to ten !Ilets on all new 17.S. flag ships, especially those built with
construction differential subsidies. This system would he the least expensive
and in the long run the most effective means of providing at sea training, because
or the VII rioty of training opportunities. With this system a reserve fleet ship could
lie stationed at the individual aendemi PS whore' students would get excellent train-

ing maintaining it in a ready condition for emergency use.
Question !I. Dow ninny of your graduates have been permitted to join time
MieliA. since 197(1?

Answer . (Mr alumni records do not show that arty engineering graduates out
or a total of 43(1 from the classes of 1970 through 1075 have been admitted to

membership with MMIA District. 1.

Note: The MEBA District 1 and 3.IE1IA District 2 are administered as completely S011/1 mte entities. Distriet 1 is the union that has effectively manipulated
seniority rides to put ('alhoon school graduates in Group 2 and all academy grad mites in Group 4, which. Is strictly an appliea thou status.)
Quesliow 5. [low many INIEI3A school graduates would you estimate have been
permitted to join the 11114111A in this same time period?

nswer 5. This information is only available from the union. Technically speaking all Calhnon school. graduates are eligible to join the 1,1IFIBA District 1 uniim by

virtue Or being played in Group 2 of their shipping rules and Croup 2 personnel;
must be union members.
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Queation 6. How does this a9parently discriminatory system work?

Answer 6. As explained in Question 5 above, the MEBA District 1 shipping rules

need further study. Discrimination occurs by mmins of the arbitrary placing of
'Ca lhoon school graduates in Group 2 and all academy gradautes in Group 4.
Question. 7. How is the .MEBA. school financed and how are your schools
lina need ?

Answer 7. The MEBA District 1 Agreement provides information on the primary source of funding. Pages SO-84 covering this information are provided
with the statement as Appendix II, Note that all ships under contract with this
miion are assured $1,000 per year for the training plan. Also note the provision
wherein the union eati require the ship to sail with a cadet in lieu of a day
engineer and with the company paying full contract wages with all 'but the cur-

rent cadet wage of $317.10 going to the union training plan. In -addition, contract
negotiations provide for sizeable additional payments from the operating companies to the training plan. Although Mr. Calhoon's statement before the Com,
mitt ee on Merchant Marine and FiSherie.s on 10 December 1975 denies any federal
monies to 1118 School, this is another deceptive answer. The congressional study

conducted under the chairmanship of Congressman Fred B. Rooney verifies that
73% of the funding for the Calhoon school comes from the federal treasury. This
(Nimes about through a provision in the Merchant Marine Act of 1970, which provides shipping company reimbursement under the operating differential subsidy
formula for payments made for training that results from negotiated contracts.

Quention 8. Please comment on a law which states a certain percentage of

ship's officers on subsidized American vessels must be reserve officers in the U.S
Navy. Do your graduates receive reserve commissions? Do those of the MEBA.
sehools? Please estimate if possible how many jobs that should be held by reserve
officers are being held by those unqualified to bold commissions in the reserve,
but at the Name time are members of a 'union controlling the manning of vessels
subsidized by American citizens, many of whom, although more than qualified,
are denied employment. on these vessels?

Answer S. The law requiring that a certain percentage of ship's officers on

subsidized Anwrieati vessels must be reserve officers in the U.S. Navy is meaningless so long as union hiring practices preventing employment of trained reservists

are condoned. This practice is possibly a result of the shortage of trained officers available for employment during the Viet Nam emergency, but it may be
even more long standing than that. The continued existence of such necessary
esen pp clauses, which presume that qualified reservists are not available for serv-

is neither necessary nor a valid contention today. The very definition of
emergency presumes it was not .foreseen. The fact that we do not foresee an
emergency situation in our maritime service today, does not foreclose the possibility of one coining tomorrow. If an emergency does arise, we may not have
a year and a half to train officers. crews and build new ships. The law requiring
ice.

-that merchant officers he naval reservists is valid. It arose out of our unreadiness
in past emergencies. It is equally valid today and it should be enforced.
The students at our state nendendes are required to take naval science courses
in addition to their regular courses. They are examined as to their qualifications
for reserve commissions and the majority receive them. All midshipmen receiv-

ing subsidies from the Maritime Administration are required to apply for and
neeept the reserve commission, if, it is offered. Additionally, a number of the
shift neademies now are the sites of NR.OTC training programs by which gradua to,: enter sense naval service upon graduation.

W' do not have information to respond to the query about numbers of ship's
officers today employed who are not qualified to hold reserve commissions. It
Is possible that the generality of officers aboard our ships today are qualified.
"however, there is some indication that few, if any, of our subsidized vessels
fly the reserve pennant. These questions perhaps should be directed to the ship
owners and operators as well.
Qsestion 9. Please comment on the failure of industry management to rally
behind yon. If your graduates are as qualified as we have been led to believe,
why don't the eompanies that hire such young officers stand up for the sources
of future captains and chief engineers?.
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Answer D. I feel that there is a reluctance amongst ship operators to intrude
OR What they interpret as an argument between the state and federal academies
and a particularly powerful union leader. A union leader can very readily create
situations that can be very costly to a ship operator, so the operator is reluctant

to rock the boat. This is a sad situation in our country that prides itself on
freedom in its many 'forms. Although the ship operators are reluctant to step

forward in this matter, I can confident that a congressional questionnaire directed
to them would be most enlightening and useful to the committee.
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT BY REAR ADM. ROGERS

The maritime industry and our country suffer because of adversary relationships that have been allowed to develop amongst rival maritime unions, unions
and maringement, and other training institutions. It is time for Congress to
examine the laws which foster this unhealthy relationship. Power corrupts and
the basis of these adversary relationships is the abuse of power. Unions came
late being to counteract management abuse of power and Congress has protected union growth and practices by providing Immunity from certain laws
including the anti-trust statutes. Let us take the case of Mr, Calhoon and the
METIA. District 1. He justifies much of his hostility toward the academies on
the basis .that the academies are graduating more engineers than the industry
van aligorb. At the same time he continues a school that was supposed to meet
emergency needs during Viet Nam war, but didn't graduate a student until
the emergency need for officers was over. Now for the past several years, while

gputlifiecl engineers are seeking employment, he restricts membership in his union
and even requires ships to sail with one of his cadets in lieu of a licensed engineer

with the company paying to the training plan the absent licensed engineer's
wages. This use of power for narrow purposes cannot fail to create animosity
among the several academies and ulti-their graduates. One can understand Mr.
(*animl's reluctance after a period of time to admit new members who may

he critical of his administration, into his union. Actually our hostility is perhaps
inisdireted, because Mr. Ca lhoon operates within the special privilege of the law
provided by Congress. 171m t is, through the Merchant Marine Act of 1070, Congress has assumed financial support for the union to operate the training school,
By virtue of closed shop legislation, the union can control employment opportunities On ships under contract. Finally, the union controls the pension plan which
keeps the membership in line. This operation represents a monopoly that violates
our concepts of fair play and equal opportunity, but it is legal because Congress
has exempted 11:e unions from anti-trust laws. Is it any wonder that the maritime
industry continues to flounder when our laws encourage leaders to jockey for
power rather than to work cooperatively as a team member for the good of the
industry? Is it any wonder that Mr. Ca lhoon states that there is no justification
for the federal or state academies?

To : Rear Adm. F, T. Williamson.
From : Lt. Howard A. Thor.

APPENDIX I

Subject: Declining employment opportunities for Academy graduates.

ill The MEBA. plans to fully institute its Group Shipping System oil either

,Tarmary 1, 1971 or on April 1, 1071. at the present time, the MEBA membership
b: divided into two groups: (a) fn114mok members and (b) applicants. All engi-

neer graduates of the 1009 class who shipped on MEBA ships were given the
status of "applicant" and will continue to retain that status at least. until the
Group System is instituted next year. All engineer graduates of the present
graduating class will also be classed as applicants.

(2) When three priority groups (Groups 1, 2 and 3) are established next
year, all MEI1A members WhO now have full-book status will be placed in
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Group No. I. All applicants who have accumulated 200 days of sea-time om
MEBA contract vessels will be eligible to apply for Group No. 2.`

There will be a fixed quota established for those allowed to enter Group
No. 2. This will be approximately 25% of the number of jobs that the MEBA
has under contract. Eventually it is planned to have a one-to-one man-to-job

ratio for Group No. 1. Recently it was decided that priority for entry into
Group No. 2 would be determined by the 200th day of sea-time on an MEBA-

contract vessel.

(3) From observation of recent events, it is almost certain that the year's

sea-time that the cadets of the MEBA. Calhoun School in Baltimore accumulate
while cadets will be considered as sufficient to qualify them for Group No. 2

status immediately after they graduate. The rationalization for this is that as
cadets they are actually performing the work of a licensed engineer (i.e. the
Day-working Third Engineer) and they are employed on MEBA-contract vessels.

In this regard, it should be kept hi mind that the MEBA usually places an

MEBA. Cadet aboard a cargo vessel in place of a Day-working Third Assistant.

This practice started during the Vietnam War as a means of diluting a scarce
labor supply. However, the practiee has continued into the present, even though
there is no longer any shortage of engineers.

('I) In a declining labor market, such as we now have in the maritime indus-

try and will continue to have for some time in the future, there will be few

opportunities for academy graduates to obtain the "200 days sea-time on MEBAcontract vessels" which would enable them to obtain Group No. 2 status and some
assurance of employment. Priority for available jobs will go to those in Group
No, 1. Any left-over jobs will then go to those in Group No. 2 which in a few years
will be made up mainly of Calhoon (MEBA) graduates, if the .NIEBA is successful
in its maneuver to grunt them preference in entering Group No. 2. Dining "normal

times" in the maritime industry, there are far more qualified men than jobs.

Academy graduates mold not, therefore, expect to ship out on an MERA-contract

vessel except possibly as a vacation--relief dining the smellier months. Since

there is a quota set for the number in Group No. 2, this means that they would not
be assured Group 2 Status, even after obtaining the minimum 200 days (which
might take several. years of. N'acat ion-relief work).

(5) Possibly indicative of a trend in the MEBA was a motion that was introduced in a S.F. meeting in 1009 which would have instrueted the National MEBA

to take action to close down the State and Federal Maritime Academies. The

arguments expressed were that : (a) Academy graduates often take on a "hippie"
aPPcara ace aboard ship, and (I)) MEBA cadets make a career of the sea while
Academy graduates remain in the industry for only a few years. The motion was
defeated, but the vote was uneomfortably close. Not Nr antl ng to publicize this
ill -timed motion, the officials omit ted it from the minutes that were read at the
meetings of all the other branches.
(0) In the June 1970 meeting of the S.F. branch, the same motion was placed
before the membership. This time it passed by a vote of 5S to 40. However, the

motion will probably he ruled out of order on the grounds that it violates Section No, 1. of the MEBA collective bargaining contract, which prohibits the
MEBA. from discriminating against Academy graduates who apply for MEBA
membership. More impotant as possible reasons for ruling it out of order are
the following: (a.1 it Is premature in that the implementation of the Group System is still six months in the future, (Ii) it would invite lawsuits and needlessly
focus possible attention on the MEBA in an unfavorable manner, and (c) it is
redundant since most Academy graduates will henceforth become perpetual members Of Group No. 3 if the graduates 01' the Callioon School are given priority for
Group No. 2,

This rule was recently elitingefl. Previously. an npidiennt triode anplientIon for
M1111.\ membership prior to oldololou eniplonient. Alm). the resolution 01,- ostnbliPhrql
the Group System elenrly bites Pint one of the nevessary conditions for ndvancement
from tirotio to Group 2 Is 100 (Inns or eorered employment, wide]] Includes mention
time ns well ns seatinc. in addition. two weeks can It was fleold.il the nn npidlennt Is no
longer requir-'
down.pnynieutS on his $1.000 initiation fee while employed, but
ivIll be required to sulualt the entire fee after acquiring 200 dny5 of seatine.
11
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to those
(7) 'Pm arguments 11SPII by those favoring the motion were similar
used, possibly
the
"hippie
arugment"
was
not
used last year except that this time Sehool has had time to graduate several loinbecause in the interval, the Ca lhoon have had sufficient time to anmire long hair,
dreil young engineers NV110, lu him,
of appearance characterizing so many of their
sideburns; heards and -other itemsthe
argument that few Academy graduates sail
age-group today, With respect to
for
Reserve requirements (6 months a year
after they have satisfied the Naval
to determine if the graduates of the
3 years), not enough time has elapsed
indicate
( 'alhoon School will have a hotter record. Already there is evidence tO is not
that given the present set of conditions (I.e, that priority in employment
then it is unlikely that the percentage who
given any one group of new entrants) be
much different het \\Ten the two groups.
obtain. Chief Engineers' licenses will
('alhoon School is
Ihmever, this problem by the administration of the )1
situation.'
timed and they ore now taking steps to correct the
a new
IN) The MAIM Week officers) is currently circulating a referendum on hooks.
close the M.)I P's memhership
constiltition, one .feature of which would
academies, the im(though this has c.'0111ed ennsiderable alarm at the various
threat with respect to the
pending. situation in the MEI1.\ poses, a fur greater
siglimitation of job opportunities for academy graduates. 'Basically, the onlyroles
nilicant difference 1)01 \ Veen the proposed closing of the MII"s inembersidp early
in existence since tla)
and the present MAW Group System, which has beenmembers
have had an oppor1.010's, is that any jobs left over after the full-book
tunity to make a selection will go on the "open board." With the number of fullbook members eventually curtailed to bear a fixed relationship (one-to-one) to
mainly during the months of
the number of jobs. these "open jobs" will occur
cation-reliefs, At the present time,
Juno, :tidy and August and will he TII0StIS
Group IV on the West
t h051' jobs arP taken by Academy graduates who become With
the NIAIP's memConsl and (troop Ill on the East ("oust upon graduation.
bership books closed. Academy graduates would presumably become "applicants."
or "trip-card holders" or "prohationary members" or some other such non-member

desk:nation. If a shill was going to remain in port: for several days the mme
might leave an "open job" on the hoard mail sailing day before permitting an
"applicant" to take it. The important thing is that the job will be tilled by MIDW-

to handle the summer relief,
0110. and if there are not enough full-hook members
then non-mernhers will take these jobs. Thus, the propoAod )1)11' system differs
very little from their present Group System.
The )IEBA. on the other hand, appears ready to use its Group System to insure
the graduates of the Calhoon School of priority iti job opportunities over all other
entrants into the industry. The INIMPInts no such school for cadets at the present
time and it is unlikely ('hat it will go into the business of training cadets in the
foreseeable future,
IN In the past, C`MA graduates suffered a competitive disadvantage in that
they graduated near the end of July while all the other academies held gratin;Oion in May or early June, With the decline in jobs and the drastic change iu
the MEBA's shipping rules, it lipeonies ([U01(110111 csRealial that we. advance our
graduation date by two months. On June 10, 1070 and again in June 16, 1071, the
V.1ralious for licensed officers will increase. thus increasing the number of Vacation-relief positions, which tend to cluster during the smuttier months. gest of
these opportunities will have (tome taut gone by the time our graduation rolls
around near the end of July. Advancing the date of graduation will also inerease
their chances of obtaining a permanent position, which even with the 1.0-month
limit on such jobs for Group No. 3 will menu that they will be employed unfit
the following summer, after taking their vacations. Advanoing graduation by two
months is the most important step that we could hike at this time to help our

graduates in meeting the severe employment problems they will face in the

futnre,
t11 Given the government's projections for a nmritime work-price in 10 yea rs
that is iinr% less than the one at the present, perhaps it is time to plan accordgll I'VVY Is moil,' fiver or tra oars from now. nth-m;Ir II pomp 11%! I I VP SI1111,i
wadi, for iltftquinl :joll opportunities hot wren thrse two groups or new
0110.,(1115 In the ortli I thnt f'nnimin graduates are given Ilrit preference fur Jobs.

(111,p:: ,h.,.11,1
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ingly. Going to a -year curriculum to obtain
might serve the fume-.
lion of providing shoreside job credentials foraccreditation
our graduates when the industry
cannot or will not provide them with employment. Meanwhile, we leave the job
of upgrading the licensed engineers to the MEBA School, 'which is rapidly expanding in this area as it cuts back in its cadet
If they can mix cadet
training with an upgrading and refresher schoolprogram.
for the career officers actually
ruling, is it absolutely impossible for a State Academy
to similarly provide a
needed service to the industry. The West Coast is in critical need of an automation training center to train the many engineers now sailing on automated.
ships. There are tunny other areas such as radar, cargo-handling, hydraulics,
gas 'turbines, welding and electronics where a rent need exists for training career officers in the merchant marine. We are particularly fortunate in that so
far we have few competitors on the West Coast
in this area of refresher courses,
and upgrade training.
NOVEM Mt 17, 1070.
From : Howard. A. Thor.
To: Rear Adm. F. T. Williamson.
Subject : MEBA di,!riatination against Academy graduates.

1, In previous reports is was pointed out that the MEBA's Group Shipping
System would be used to give preference of employment to graduates of the
Union's School in Baltimore. This was supposed to skirt on January 1, 1971.
However, since :Tune 8, 1970, the MEBA has openly given favored treatment to
the graduates of the Calhoon School in Baltimore. If the various forms of discrimination outlined below are allowed to continue, all future Academy gratinales will be effectively cut off from marine engineering positions aboard 85ciot the ships In the American Merchant Marine, (This is the segment that the
MEBA has under contract.)
2. On June 0, 1970, the CMA graduating class of engineers was informed by
a representative of the MEBA that they could no longer make application for
membership in the union as members of previous classes had done. (It is signitiemit that this decision was made by the National MEBA on June 8. 1970, which
was one day previous to the scheduled appearance of the MEBA'S visit to CMA.
to answer questions from midshipmen on the union's shipping rules.) Instead,
they would he 'placed in a non-member "available for employment" (A,E.)
which at the present time puts them in the fourth and last priority groupstatus.
with
respect to job opportunities through the union's hiring hall. On the other band,
cadets graduating from the MEBA School
were allowed to apply for membership in the MEBA and 'were placed in Group
Until September 8, 1970. the
S. F. MEBA Branch treated Group III and the III.
fourth (or A.E.) group alike
registered and shipped them from the same Group III Shipping List. Then, and
on
September 8, 1970, all new entrants into the MEBA, who were not graduates
of the Calhoon School, were placed on the A.E. (or fourth) group shipping
list.
Needless to say, their job prospects deteriorated Immediately. (In 'actual practice, some of the MEBA branches, (e.g., Los Angeles) have not yet separated
the
A.E,'s from the Group III list,)
3. The 1970 graduating class was also told by the MEBA representative that
they would need "200 days of sea-time on their license" in order to advance from
Group III to Group Ii, even though the Group Shipping Rules specify that "200
days of eovered employment" was required. (Covered employment not only includes sea-time, but also covers night and week-end port relief work and vacation time.) After the CMA. class graduated
in late July 1970, the rules
again changed to require "200 days of sea -time in one calendar year," This were
contrary to the promise made by the MEBA representative to the classeswas
of
1968, 1969, and 1970, and would adversely affect the ability of members of these
classes to advance .from Group
to Group IL Suddenly, on November 9, 1970,
the National MEBA changed both of the above amendments and reverted back
to the original language of the Group Shipping Rules. Tire November 9, 1970,
directive states: "that an applicant must have 200 days of covered employment,
subsequent to the date of his application, for .ntember8hip, in order to qualify for
Group II status,"
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above directive become evident when one recalls
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others since that
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surpasses the rate or retirement of ships, the Group Iii mates will he able to sail
ou their I i (180S, Unfortunately, this will not be true in the MEBA if the present
discriminatory pract fees are allowed to continue.

8. Three things can be done at the present time: (a) OMA must put its

graduates in the job market at the same time as the other academies to maximize
vhatover chanees they have for a job on their licenses. Titus, graduation around
June 1 (instead of the end or July) will place them in an available for employment position (with the other Academy graduates) nt the beginning of the
Summer vacation relief season, rather than at the end of the season. (b) -Unfortunately, the optimum time has long pout when an intlustry-wide conference
on maritime officer training would have muelt hope for success. Nevertheless,

such a conference should once again he called and should include all of the
licensed-officers unions as well as representatives of the steamship companies,
government agencies, and academies. (c) As outlined in the above report, there
is now more than sufficient evidence at hand to prove that the ME13A, has set out
on a policy of discrimination against Academy graduates and appears intent on
gaining control over the training of licensed engineers for the entire industry.
The February 1970 report of the Maritime Administration indicates that MarAd
eannot be relied npon to provide the leadership necessary to put an end to tin
1111311A's delusions of grandeur in the field of officer training. And the shipping
eompanies are caught between the profit motive and the realities of the collective
liargrtining process. Therefore, if fhe Aeademies are to survive, their administra7
toN mid heir alumni associations lutist provide the Initiative and take whatever
legal action necessary.
rAPPENDIX II]
AERVEM EN T, N.vrro s A t. MAarNa ENGINEERS' BPINEFICLAT.

Assoet.vrtwaDisTatcr

No. 1, PAuttqc COAST Disrattqr, TAsktat VESSELS, 1972-75
*
MELIA

\ [NJ NO PLAN

(in) The Companies have tig::eod to establish the MEBA Training Plan which
is administered by Trustees, half of whom are designated by the Cni.on and half
of wInon are designated by the Companies. The purposes of the Plan are: training and safety edneation and similar purposes for the benefit of the licensed
engineers covered by the collective bar:Milling agreements.
ft is agreed by the parties hereto, in the event any court of competent jrtrisdietine shall determine that the estahlishment or administration of said METIA
Phut or any purpose thereof is not consistent with applicable law, the
obligation of the Company to continue to make its full eontribution shall not be
affected or modified in any way whatsoever and the purpose or purposes for which
any unspent mnnit'S in said 31EBA Training Plan and the continuing eontrilmtions of the Company shall be expended. shall rest exolusively in the discretion of
the Futon subjeet only to the provisions at' any applicable law.
There shall be a Cadet-Trainee Training Program. The provisions are as

(1) The MEITA Training Plan has eontinued the operation of the training
(2) nigh School graduates who are approved as candidates will he sent to
the school for a three C3) year training program.
This will entail a formal
training portion at the Calhoon Engineering School with
a sea phase portion
which nay be completed at any point of time in the program.
school.

(3) The enrrieultun for the school will be approved by the Tinged States Const
HT Training on the vessel will be accomplished by filing a vacancy existing
beeanse of the inability of the Union to fill the job which will be the dayworking
Third Assistant or Licensed junior Engin t'or. The work to he performed on the
vessel will, of course, tie confined to work within the jurisdiction of the Licensed
Guard.

Engineer's.

(7) The cadet-trainee, while at school and on the job, will he paid two-hundred
dollars ($200.00) Nur month and, in addition, will be provided with room and
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y11(1(1.41lille0 Nill HISO receive any overtime be may
11110 Oil 1 he ,101),
earn W11(41 working such hours. that a regular engineer would be entitled to overtime.
The program is to be financed in this.manner :
110:1 rd.

lu l Eneh, Company which is participating in the program is undertaking to

pay into the Training Fund au annual contribution of one-thousand dollars
($1,000.00) for each vessel under contract with the Al.M.B.A.
(hi The Companies contribute additional monies which are provided for in
the collective bargaining agreements.

to) When a cadCt-trainee is on n ,joh 00 the vessel. and is being paid by the
Company two-hundred dollars ($200.00) per month, the difference between such
sum and what the regular engineer filling the vam;ey would ha vo received plus
the regular Pension, Welfare and "Vacation Pion contributions that would hall'
110011. paid in behalf of such regular engineer, will be paid over to the Training

flap.
When a eadet-trniziee is carried. the payment to the MEBA Training Plan
shall he based on wages; and Pension, Welfare and Vacation rates in effect as of
June 1:5. 11)72.

(71 When the cadet-trainees complete their training and qualify. for their

licenses, they Will be obib- 'fed, if seeking jobs through the talon balls, to confine

their employment for a period of three (3) years to those companies which
participate in this program.
(0) Cadet-trainees who have completed their Initial months of school train-

ing at the Calhoon Engineering School and are awaiting assignment to a position
on a vessel for the sea trnining phase may he assigned to a vessel where there is
no vacancy in any licensed engineer rating when at the time of assignment there
is no vessel available which ins a lesser complement of licensed engineers than

the required manning to which the cadet-trainee as a matter of practical administration could be assigned. A cadet-trainee so assigned to a vessel where
there is at the time no Van IICY for a licensed engineer shall be paid the same
compensation as presently provided tinder the Training Program, but the employer shall not be obligated to make any other contribution to the MEBA Plans
in comwetion with any such cadet-trainee for the period of his employment on
the vessel. The number of applicants to be admitted from time to time as cadettrainees to the :NIEBA Training Plan shall he subject to the decision of the
Trustees or the Plan. The present rate of admission shall not be increased without

the consent of a majority of the Employer Trustees.
The Company agrees that in the swot, because of Company policy, it fails to
fulfill Its contractual obligation to place cadet-trainees. W110 arc in fact in training under the Training Program. on its tankers to till vacancies eansed by missing
engineers, then with the Union's written consent to the following substitution for

said soceific obligation, the minimum rectuired manning scale for all of its
tankers covered by this New Contract with a power tonnage of 12,000 or over
shall be deemed increased by one (1) additional Third Assistant Engineer,
iARTicirm.roN

"Contrihnting Employer, "Covered Employees- and "Covered Employ(p)
ment, under the :111;;BA Pension and Welfare Plan. may include, ns determined
by the Trustees iu accordance with the Rules and 'Regulations promulgated thereunder but subject to the requirements of and to the extent permitted by applicahle
law :

(11 Employers who are obligated by the collective bargaining agreement to
lake the necessary contributions to the Plans in behalf of Covered Employees;
Covered Employees in whose behalf an Employer has been obligated in
make contrilint Ions which may embrace pensioners who had, prior to retirement,
liven in Covered Employment ;

(3) The MEBA Pension, Welfare and Tanker Vacation Plans which are hereby

anthoried to make the required contributions as Contributing Employers, in

holutlf of ,their respective employees on such basis as may be determined by the
Trustees ;
I The Notional M.Til.R.A. and District No. 1Pacific Coast District, M.E.B.A.
which are hereby authorized to make the regnired contributions as Contributing
I

I
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Employers, in behalf of their respective officials, employees, representatives and
others rendering contractual services on such basis as may Je determined by the

Trustees; and
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR TILE RECORD, DIRECTED To REAR ADM. HARRINGTON,
PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS MAarmin ACADEMY, DY CONGRESS MAN ES t ERY

Question 1. How many of your graduates have been permitted to join the
MEBA since 1970?

Reply. As indicated in my written statement for the record, "over the past three
years not one graduate of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy has obtained
initial employment on a subsidized, deep-sea ship controlled by either the International Organization of Masters. Mates and Pilots or the Marine Engineers
Beneficial Association, District 1." Prior to the establishment of a full-time Placement Office at this Academy in 1973 it was not possible to obtain accurate information as to individual job placements. However, reports from some graduates

who maintain contact with this Academy indicate that MEBA's "books" were
effectively closed to graduates of this school beginning in June 1970, A few

graduates have since gained entry to the MEBA union.
Question 2. How many MEBA school graduates would you estimate have been
permitted to join the MEBA in this same time period?
Reply. Lacking access to MEBA records, this Academy is unable to answer this
question with any degree of reliability. As stated on page 26 of the Report of the
Ad Hoe Committee on Maritime Education and Training. "no records are maintained by the School (M14.1BA) on an annual basis regarding its graduates." The
1974 MARAD study on "Deck and Engine Officers in the U.S. Merchant Marine:
Supply and Demand, 1074-19S4." (pages 33 and 34) indicates that "the output of
the Calhoun School reached 205 graduates in 1971. an output level that was reduced in 1972 to 65. Tn 1973 following a U.S. Coast Guard directive that initiated
a three-year curriculum to replace the previous two-year program, only 36 cadets
were graduated. Commencing in 1974, the Calhoun school plans to limit its output
of engineers to 90 graduates annually." On the assumption that all MEBA graduates joined the union, the figures above reflect that a total of 680 MEBA gradu-

ates joined the union and entered the active work force for the period 1071
through 1975.

Question 3. How does this apparently discriminatory system work?

Reply. Briefly, and as I understand it, this system works through a procedure
known as the Group Shipping System. Graduates of the Calhoun School are
placed in Group ITTor Group IIand advised to apply for membership in the
MEBA immediately upon graduation. Graduates of the Federal and State acade-

mies are placed in a non-member "available for employment" (AM) status,
which puts them in the last priority group with regard to union membership
and job opportunities through the imions hiring hall. T believe that it would

he fair to state that since June of 1970 only the graduates of the MEBA School
in Baltimore have been allowed to become "applicants for membership" and
that all .others sinee then have been classed as being available for employment.
Tn late 1910 the MEGA moved to accept graduates of the Calhoun School into
Group iI status npon payment of the initiation fee regardless of whether the
graduate bad served the required sea-time, as stated in MEBA contracts. In
other words, graduates of the Callmun School are one or two priority groups
ahead of their Federal Or State Academy counterparts in obtaining jobs aboard
subsidized ships under contract with the MEBA. In actual practice, the system
may vary somewhat fro.n the procedures described ahove, You may be assured,
however, that this is a real problem here.

Question .4. How is the MEBA school financed and how are your schools

financed?

Reply. The principal source of financial support for the MEBA school is derived from ship operators' contributions to the union training fund. The amount
of the contribution is determined through collective bargaining by -union and
shipping company officials. The major portion of the contributions is passed

on to the taxpayers through a provision of the Maritime Act of 1970 which
stipulates that contributions to the 'Futon Schools will be subsidized with Federal
dollars through operating differentials. The Massachusetts Maritime Academy
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is financed largely from State revenues. In fiscal year 1974 the Commonwealth's
share of the Academy budget was $2,224,242. The Maritime Administration provided $600,673 for the same period. Data contained on pages 34 and 38 of the
Report of the Ad Hoe Committee on 3aritime Education and Training provides

detailed information on the amounts and areas of operating support for academic years 1971-72 through 1973-74, Additionally, page 31 of the report cited.
indicates Massachusetts' capital investment in this Academy's physical plant..
Question 5. Please comment on a law which states a certain .percentage of
ship's officers on subsidized American vessels must be reserve officers in the USNavy. Do your graduates receive reserve commisions? Do those of the MEBA
school? Please estimate if possible how many jobs that should he held by reserve
officers are being held by those unqualified to hold commissions in the reserve,
but at the same time are members of a union controlling the manning of vessels
subsidized by American citizens, many of whom, although more than qualified,
are denied employment on these same vessels?

Reply. I believe that this question refers to Title III,. Section 302(g) of the
Merchant Marine Act of 1936, which states: "all the (leek and engineer officers
employed on vessels on which an operating-differential subsidy is paid under
authority of Title VI, or employed on the Commission's vessels, after one year
of the passage of this Act, shall, if eligible, be members of the United States
Naval Reserve." The majority of the graduates of the Massachusetts Maritime
Academy receive U.S. Naval Reserve commissions upon graduation. It is my
understanding that graduates of the MEBA school do not receive U.S. Naval.
Reserve commissions. I have no information as to how many potential jobs arxe
now being held by those unqualified to hold commissions in the Naval Reserve.
Question 6. Please comment on the failure of industry management to rally
behind you. If your graduates are as qualified as we have been led to believe,

why don't the companies that hire such officers stand up for the sources of

future captains and chief engineers?
Reply. The position of subsidized ship operators vis-a-vis Federal/State cadencies and maritime unions is a difficult one, concerning which I can only .speculate. Perhaps the operators feel that their bargaining "hand" in contract negotia-

tions with the unions may be weakened if they support the Federal and State

academies over the union schools. Perhaps, also, the operator may be intimidated
by the possibility of union reprisals in areas directly affecting operational productivity, e.g., slowdowns, or walkouts, if they criticize union hiring practices.

In any event, the failure of the subsidized ship operators to take a stand on

the issue of the discriminatory hiring practices employed by some unions Warrants, in my judgment, a more detailed inquiry into this situation.
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTION'S FOR THE RECORD, DIRECTED TO REAR ADM. R IZZA,
PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY, BY CONGRESS MAN EMERY

Question 1. A point I feel that should he commented upon in discussions of
graduates employed in the industry is the problem of academy graduates who
seek jobs in the industry and are denied employment by the major maritime
unions, such as the MEBA and MM&P, who control the bulk of officer billets on
Federal subsidized vessels. Would you care to comment on this situation?
Answer 1. None of our graduates are permitted to join the unions immediately
upon graduation. They can get jobs by registering as "available for employment," or "applicant.'' In this category they do not pay anything towards the
initiation fee, but pay monthly dues amounting to $300 per year. They can then
take jobs "oft the open board"these are jobs turned down by members of
Groups 1, 2 or 3, or during vacation periods when manpower may be in short
supply. By taking jobs on this basis and continuing to pay dues while sailing
aboard Military Sealift Command vessels, some tanker companies, or research
vessels, they can then acquire the required sea time and are permitted to join
the union.

The sy,tem does not seem to be consistent. For example, one 1970 graduate
employed by one of the tanker companies did not make Group 1 until January
of 1975. By this time he had his first assistant engineer's license.
Annually, 96 percent of our graduates seek employment in the maritime industry. The first choice of this group is to go to sea on large bulk carriers, tankers, Liquid Natural Gas tankers, and modern cargo ships. Five years ago there
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were few restrictions, and our graduates joined (he unions and competed for
available jobs. About four years ago, restrictions were placed on new members
joining unions. Many' graduates applied, were given a status of -Applicant,"
paid dues of $300 per year, and were allowed to take extra jobs not desired by
union members. During the past two years, "Applicants" have not been able
to get enough work to justify continuing their Status. They drift into nonunion
jobs or into other lines of marine work in the maritime industry.
On such short notice it is difficult to determine how many graduates are sailing as MEBA members or are still sailing as ''available foy employment status."
Only the most tenacious and determined ones become union members eventually. The others content themselves with sailing on nonunion ships, tugs, research vessels, etc. Others opt for active duty with Navy or Coast Guard; while
others find marine shoreside employment in shipyards, marine equipment manu-

facturers, maritime service firms, etc. An estimate that those who ultimately
attain Group 1 membership would he something less than 10 percent.
The :,111&1' does not categorically deny membership to Academy graduates.
A current union by-law does limit total membership to 11/2 times the total number of berths available on United States flag vessels. This union rule has tempo-

rarily restricted the admission of new members, but whenever openings do

arise, Academy graduates are urged to fill them. In recent years, however, there
have been few openings in the union jobs.
Employment statistics for the graduating classes of 1912, 1973, 1974, and
1915 were forwarded to the committee by letter on 11 December 1975. The letter
is enclosed for your information. Also enclosed are data on United States Coast
Guard license examinations for 1973, 1974, and 1975,

Question 2. I would also like you to reiterate your comments on Sec. 2 of II,R.
10413, as I think the effect of your response was not really felt by the committee.
Would you suggest this section be amended or dropped in further consideration of
the bill, and what purpose, if any, do you feel this section serves?
Answer 2. Section 2 of H.R. 1041,3 reads in part ", .. and that sufficient flexibility to fulfil short-term emergency requiremeuts for such officers should be maintained by schools other than the Uniteri States Merchant Marine Academy and
the State Martime Academies." This phrase is misleading. During World War
II the State Maritime Academies and the United States Merchant Marine Academy deliberately abandoned, temporarily, their degree programs. They turned
out qualified Merchant Marine Officers on an emergency basis in less than two
years. The State Maritime Academies have the flexibility and capability' to fulfill
short-term emergency requirements to train and educate individuals for initial
licensing in the Merchant Marine as the most cost-effective program to the United
States Government. The State Academies are organized and equipped to ay-

eomplish short-term emergency training requirements with little or no effort

at minimum cost.
Qat' 8tion 3. Since the problems and expense of training vessel operations have
only been touched upon and because a training vessel is such a major part of
your program and budget I feel you should have an opportunity to detail these
problems and offer solutions at this time. Would you please indicate what bone
tits other than the obvious training aspects does n training ship provide?
Answer 3. The heart of the practical training the midshipmen receive at a State

Marithne Aeadmuy lies in the training ship. While the training which the niidshipmen receive at sea on the ship, and at the Academy when it is utilized as a
floating laboratory may seem obvious, it cannot be dismissed so lightly. All the
muscle and skills necessary to run the ship on cruise come front the midshipmen,
assisted and instructed by the licensed faculty, Coast Guard regulations require
a licensed officer on the bridge and another in the engine room. The rest of the
Watvli at sea is made up of midshipmen in training, and the major portion of the
maintenance repair and operation of the vessel is performed by midshipmen.
California Maritime Academy employs only eight nonlicensed crewmen on

cruise. In short, without midshipmen the GOLDEN BEAR cannot get under-

way and stand out to sea. 'Pte midshipmen, under the eye of the faculty, run the
entire ship. They navigate, stand bridge and engineering watches, and maintain and repair the ship. The faculty officer will step in only M. cretremis.
The strength of the schoolship system is that. upon graduation, the new third
mate or third assistant engineer is fully qualified to do any job which he may
be called upon to perform. If a midshipmen is embarked as a cadet on an American flag merchant ship on a normal voyage, the quality of instruction he receives ,from the ship's officers will vary from ship to ship, Some ship's officers
Will take an Interest in him. Some can't be bothered. In any case, the midsbipl
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man cannot do jobs or perform maintenance which would take' work away from
an unlicensed member of the crew. To summarize, a midshipman embarked on a
normal. American flag merchant vessel con only be an observer. His training does
not compare \\*it'll the training received aboard a state academy schoolship.
Quest imt.11. how ninny of your graduates have been permitted to join the MEBA
since 1070?

Answer 4. As a rough estimate no more tha.n 13 engineering graduates have
joined A1l(111A in the past five years. None of nor new graduates have joined in
the past two years.
Question. 5. How many MEBA school graduates would you estimate have been
permitted to join the MER.V in this same time period?
Answer. 5, All MERA school graduates can enter the union on graduation as
mcmhers of ;irony three.
Que8tion ti. How does this apparently discriminatory system -work?
Answer 0. The union controls membership accessions by wording the eligibility
rules to reqnire a minimum number of (lays at sea on contract ships in the twelvemonth period prior to applying. This qualities only METIA students, since they get
a year's sea time as paid apprentice engineers. Getting six months of this time

in their final school year makes them eligible for membership. Training ships
:ire not contract ships, and the Federal Academy students thus ore not technically crew members.

Question, 7. Ilow is the \l ERA school financed and how are your schools

financed?

Answer 7. The AIERA is financed by the shipping companies through assessments paid for each engineer in the (Tow as specified in their union contract.
in essence it is a daily salary cost fur each engineer employee that is paid to the

MEllA. for the school.

The California Maritime Academy is linaneed ht the State of California,

student midi in :111(1 Ices, and fhe Vnited States Government in 111111 Order. Actual

operating expenso amounts and percentages for FY 1975-70 are as follows:

State of Caiiinrnia

_______

Student ludic° and lees
U.S. Government

Amount

Percent

$1, 802, 390
517, 413
346, 700

67

20
13

Question ,s't a 1. Please comment on fl law which states a certain percentage of

ship's officers on subsidized American vessels must he reserve officers in the
l'idted States Navy.

Answer 8(:i ). Hulce the Merchant -Marine .Vet of 1030, Section 302, para. G, all
11'.:ngineering Officers on vessels receiving operating differential subsidies innst he a member of t he Naval Reserve, if
Hoek

An officer is deemed to meet the requirement if lie is a Naval Reservist or if
he 1111S a valid letter or rejection. A letter of 'pie-cowl is given for two reasons:
physical disqualification and unspecified disqualification (based on needs of the

service). The basis fur the latter disqintlification can 1W Variedlow aptitude,
poor attitude, and nonrecommendation, or a result of adverse investigative information.

There should only he one reason for n letter of rejectionphysical disqualification. Currently letters of rejection are easy to obtain. All ti person has to
do is to display an adverse attitude toward the Navy or the government, in
general.

A check of the shinning industry wonid he required in order to determine how
closely the industry is following the Naval Reserve reqnirement.
Question. S(b). Do pun. graduates receive reserve ctinunissi(ms?

Answer 8110. All CMA. graduates found qualified mind acceptable to the 'United
States Navy receive unrestricted line commissions in the Inactive Natal Reserve.
In 1075, 05 pereent of nil' gradnates received commissions.
Que.xtion 81c 1. Do those of the :VERA. School?

ERA griulnates desiring to sail aboard subAnswer 81cl. No. however,
sidized ships mast apply for a LS. Naval Reserve Commission and be either accepted or receive a letter of rejection before they nil( employed aboard that silhsidized ship. All industry survey would be required to determine how many
Naval Reserve Commissions.
MRA graduates have
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Question S(a). Please estimate if possible how many jobs that should be held
by reserve officers are being held by those unqualified to hold commissions in
the reserve, but at the same time are members of a union controlling the manning
or vessels subsidized by American citizens, many of whom, although more than

qualified, are denied employment on these same vessels?

Answer 8(d), We have no accurate means for developing this data. Again, an
industry survey, or existing data from the United States Maritime Administration, would be required to establish a valid figure.

Question 9. Please comment on the failure of industry management to rally

behind you. If your graduates are as qualified as we have been led to believe, why

don't the companies that hire such young officers stand up for the sources of

future captains and chief engineers?
Answer 9. Of the total number of CMA graduates, approximately 15 percent

are serving on active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces or Coast Guard; 35 percent are sea-going officers in the Merchant Marine, many of them captains and
chief engineers; 20 percent are working tugboats, the fishing fleet, in rivers and
harbors, and as pilots, or in maritime-related industries ashore; and a whopping 35 percent are in managerial positions within the maritime industry ashore
after serving at sea for many years. These latter include the Vice President of
States Steamship Company, the U.S. Fleet Manager of Chevron Shipping Com-

pany, many port captains, port engineers, marine managers, etc.

Therefore, to some extent these companies do stand up for the California
Maritime academy as a source of future captains and chief engineers, not only
by hiring our graduates, but also by promoting them to the highest levels of

management.
Over the period of the last three years 171 out of 172 graduates have passed their

United States Coast Guard license examinations. Detailed data are provided in
the following table.
DATA ON U.S. COAST GUARD LICENSE EXAMINATIONS

Class of 1973:
Deck
Engineer
Class of 1974:
Deck
Engineer

Class of 1975:
Deck
Engineer

Graduated

Licensed

32

32

28

28

28
26

27
1 25

35
23

35

23

1 engineer tailed to pass the U.S. Coast Guard examination.

Employment data over the last four years are provided in the following table.
A summarization of this data indicates that 230 graduates were employed as
follows: 201 (87%) at sea in the maritime industry or the armed forces; 176
(77%) at sea; 18 (W) in the armed forces; 27 (12%) in the maritime industry
ashore ; 7 (3%) in other industries one .(0.4%) unemployed. (See page 79 for
table.

Mr. E)tEriy, Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say I appreciate all of the witnesses coining from the various States to be

with us today.
I am especially happy to see Admiral Rodgers clown here from the
great Shtte of Alitine.
Mr. DOWNING. Gentlemen, we, thank you very much.

Can anyone tell me what the cost for supplying the fuel oil to

these training ships would be?
Admiral RoDuERs. It would be approximately $1 million in the total,
Mr. Chairman.
DowNING. Gentlemen, the committee wants to thank you for
your presentation and for coming the long distances to be here with us
this morning. I think you have made an excellent case.

The subcommittee will adjourn to meet at the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
F
kt,
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MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1975
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COLIIMITTEE ON MERCHANT .A.IARINE AND FISHERIES,

SUBCOMMITPEE ON MERCHANT MARINE,

TV a8hing ton, D .0 .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in room 1334

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Thomas N. Downing (subcommittee, chairman) presiding,
Dow.NING. The subcommittee will please come to order.
Before we begin our hearings today I would like to acknowledge the
presence of a very great man, in my opinion, a man who served as
chairman of this committee, who served on the committee for years and
years, and who made a tremendous contribution to the merchant ma-

rine of our country, and that is our former chairman, Edward A.

Garmat -.6, who is seated in the back of the room.

Ed, would you please stand?
[Applause.]

Mr. Dow:NI:co. Now. ladies and gentlemen. we are meeting this
morning to continue hearings on a number of bills pertaining to maritime education and training, which I briefly explained on two previous
occasions of hearings on this proposed legislation.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Willam Horan, chairman,

Committee on Merchant Marine of the American Legion.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HORAN, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
MERCHANT MARINE, THE AMERICAN LEGION, AS PRESENTED
BY MICHAEL SLEE, DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY
FOREIGN RELATIONS DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION,
ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD LORD, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE
DIVISION

Mr. SLEE. Mr. Chairman, I am Michael Slee, director of the national
security. Foreign Relations Division of the American Legion.
Mr. Iloran is at this moment circling National Airport., and in the
interest of the committee's time, I will just read his statement.
Mr. DowNixu. Please identify your colleague.
)fr. SLEE. I :um accompanied by Ed. Lord of our National Legislative
Division.

f.r. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the
opportunity to present our views on I ER. 10.26. H.R. 0S64. H.R. :10413,

and related legislation pertaining to officers for the U.S. merchant
marine.
(07)

1 .0 2
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You might very reasonably ask what interest has the American Legion, a veterans organization, in the well-being of the American merchant marine and an adequate merchant officers corps.
I can tell you that our concern and continuing involvement with this
"fourth arm of national defense" goes back to the experience of the
founders of our organization in World War I. These young Americans,
members of the AF,F, never forgot how dependent our Nation was on
the maritime fleets of our allies nor what, it cost our Nation to hastily
begin building one in the midst of a war,
Since. the earliest days of its existence, the American Legion has been
fully cognizant of the vital relationship between merchant shipping
awl national security.
Our specific comment upon the legislation under this .:!bcommittee's
consideration is based upon Resolution No. 433 which ,-As unanimously
adopted at, our 57th National Convention earlier this year. This position supports legislation to increase animal subsistence allowance from

the Maritime Administration to the students of the State maritime

academies to $1,200 from its present level of $600,

It is our view that the annual cost, slightly over $1 million, is far
outweighed by the continued support to assure, the Nation of an adequate supply of merchant marine officers. I have. appended a full copy
of this resolution to lily statement and ask that it also be made a. part,
of the record of these hearings.
[The resolution refer red to follows
.Shit N.Yriox.u, Cosvt.:los OP TIE I.: A mr.:IncAN T.EGION, Ai IN N EAPOLIS. ATTNN.,
A tGus.r 19 -21, 107:5
ItEs01-.I7TION NO. 132

Comm i t tee : National Security.
Snhject : Increase subsistence
Academies.

allowance to students of the State Afaritime

'Whereas, the six State Maritime .Academies train more than two-thirds of the
nation's merchant marine officers; and
Whereas, these schools receive less than one-third total federal support : and

Whereas, these graduates constitute the largest hody of trained merchant

marine officers in our nation ; and

Whereas, today's high technical vessels reqiiire the skills of individuals of

superior ability. it is imperative to attract suffieicntly qualified students into our
nation's maritime colleges ; and
Whereas, the Maritime Administrative subsidy of $000 per cadet has never been
increased shier, the existing law was enacted hack in 1950, in these inflationary
times (Ids is °lir ionsly inadequate: now, therefore, he it.
Rosolred hy 'Pilo American Legion in National Convention assembled in Min-

neapolis, Minnesota, August 19-21. 1975. that the annual subsistence allowance
from the Maritime Administration to the students of the state maritime nendetnios
and colleges lie increased from $000 to $1200.

Mr. SrF:s. As the snbcornmittee is aware, the $600 level of subsidy
has not been increased since that Federal level of support \vas established in 19:SS. The all too obvious impact of inflation over this 17-year
period makes this increase quite reasonable.

Just as a matter or contrast, subsistence for ROTC cadets enrolled
in the precontm issi on ing pro,rain has increased from $270 to $900 dur-

ing this same period. Additionally. the regimented routine at the

academies and the requirement to go to sea in training ships between
academe years precludes any meaningful employment for the cadets
during the school year or the summer vacation period.
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While I iini not one who sees additional Federal. support as a panacea: for the many .woes of our national education system, I know \Ir.
T-Ioran is close to several of the state maritime academies and know
that this increased subsistence will maintain the high caliher of education which our inerelia.nt marine officers 110W ITC0.1Ve.

appreciate this opportunity to appear before Volt this morning and
respectfully urge your -favorahle. consideration of this increase.

Mr. I)owxrxo. Thank von very ninch for a brief, but a very im-

portant statement.
Arr. Sr,E. Thank you very much.
Arr. 1)(iwyrNo. Thank. you.

Our next -witness this morning is Arr. jolm Cr. Ingram of the National ('ouncil of the Alaritime Academy Alumni Association.
STATEMENT OF JOHN G. INGRAM, NATIONAL COUNCIL, MARITIME
ACADEMY ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

Air. I Noa.v.Ar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Arr. Iiiagg.i.

My name is John (I. -Ingram, 1111(1 it is my personal pleasure and
honor to address this laxly on behalf of the National Council of Maritime ,Vendenly Alumni Associations.
The (,'0110c1 is comprised of representatives of the alumni associations of ('nlifornia, Alaritinte. Academy, Afaine Maritime Academy,
Arassachnsetts Arartirne .,1eadenly, State 1-niyersity o-f NeW YO1'1:
.\[111.11.11111, Collee, l'entisvIvanin, Alaritime .Vcilemy, Texas Maritime
Academy. 1111(1 the U.S. Arerchnut. Alarine leadenly, The Council wel-

comes this opportunity to appear before }'nu an(l present its recommondations

I.R, 1044:1.
AVe ore well aware that several speakers 110 we 1)11'Se111-N1 various views

to you on the bill, and in the interest of time we wish to slate that we
t-upport the views of Milton Nottingham. ,Tr.. the representative of
the alumni association of the Tr.S. Alerclinnt Ararine

In addition, eye endorse the views of the superintendents. of the

State intiritime academies which. were presented by Admiral .Icinney
on I )ecember:1,1975.

I rowever, the Council believes that there is a strong and pressing
need for it to he heard on the subject of maritime training which is of
vital interest t(' all the menther academies alumni associations and the
Nation itself. The merchant marine is sometimes referred to as the
fourth arm of defense, and indeed, it has been, as each of you are well
11WII re.

At the outset of every .major conflict tills Nation has been involved
in, our
merchant marine lins been sorely depleted both ill ships
and trained personnel. AVe (I() need a stroll!). 1-.S. merchant marine in
peacetime and in time of tuitional emergency. 0111' merchant marine
ii st he adequately manned, equipped and
It is indeed fortuitous and most commendable of this committee to
have appointed the ad hoc Committee on Araritinio FAtiention Will
I'rainimt.. chaired by ('ongres.sma II
11101.011.

R00110.V.

report W115 most,

concerning the Federal anal State maritime academies and

vital insi,,ht into the trainin!, of our filIttre merchant
has c.iven
marine officers From those academies.
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-Members of our associations are right this moment manning. our
merchant ships and holding down prominent positions in the niaritime
industry. Besides the captains, chief engineers, pilots, mates, and assistant engineers on all types of vessels, our members may he found shoreside in the marine engineering field, stevedoring, steamship companies,
marine insurance, skip chartering and brokering concerns, marine ca pentry concerns, admiralty law firms, oil companies, survey companies,
offshore drilling companies, towing tom panic's. salvage concerns, and
I could go on and on,
Some of our graduate's have elected Government service, and may
be found in all branches of the Armed Forces; some have gone into
NOAA, others into various State and Federal law enforcement agenies, Atomic Energy Commission, and so on. Many of our members
have become, teachers of maritime trades in the various academies and
union schools.
In addition, upon graduation, the majority of our members are C0111missioned as officers in the
Naval Reserve and many have elected

to continuo their reserve affiliation after completing the mandatory
requirements. These, dedicated reservists may well be the initial inanpoWer source of licensed merchant marine officer personnel to be called
upon in time of national emergency.

The education and training received at the various academics is

invaluable to the maritime industry and to the Nation as t whole. The
academies do not merely train ships' officers, but future. leaders of the
industry itself.
I would like to address myself to section 2 of the bill where it speaks
of "schools other than t he 1T,S. Mediant. Afarine Academy and the
State. maritime academies' .fulfilling short-term eing17:ency requirements for officers of the IJ.S. merchant marine.

The Rooney report, reiterated the IMARAD study conclusion that
short-term emergency needs of L.S. -flat; merchant fleet for licensed

officers can best be met by "industry schoolsnotably during war-

time., and stated "industry schools have a particular well-suited capability to perform this function."
Nowhere in either the -...NIARAD study or the Rooney report are any
facts presented to bolster this unsupported conclusion. Historically,
the Federal and State academics have always answered the Nation's
call to accelerate programs and graduate licensed officers.
As a matter of fact, dnring the recent Vietnam conflict, the State

academies and Federal academy supplied the greater portion of licensed officers. Table 3 of the Rooney report indicates that the 1 974

enrollment capacity of the Federal and State academies was, -1-.87-:7 as
compared to the "industry- schools; namely, the -.MEBA school which
had a capacity of 500.

It stands to reason that the Federal and State academies because of
their potential enrollment capacities and facilities P otd (I more easily
fill emergency needs for both deck and engineering officers of the T.7.S..
merchant marine.
Furthermore, currently there is no major union schools to train third
plates. The physical plants of the. various academies could be greatly

expanded to meet national emergencies. Tn addition. the source of
apprentices and unlicensed personnel with the -requisite sea. time and
academic skills who would enter union schools psis been greatly depleted by the slump in shipping and the till-volunteer Armed Forces.
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W'o therefore recommend that all after the word "function" in section 2, line 6, be st ricken.

We disagree with section 3 insofar as it concerns itself with project-

ing enrollments and estimates of the Federal and State academies
based on the needs of the 'U.S. merchant marine during 4-fiscal-year
periods. While this provision appears to limit the number of persons
appointed to the Fech,ril academy during any year, it does not, in our
opinion, limit the enrollment in any State academy.
_However, the subcommittee chairman has statedNewsday, October 31, 107;1 that the purpose was to contain enrollments at Kings
Point and the six State schools "so they do not expand beyond levels
that. are unwarranted.''

We contend that such provision is not only illegal, insofar as it
pertains to the State academies, but a violation of State's rights in
its attempt to control State educational systems. As far as the Federal
academy, we recommended that enrollment not be reduced below the
present level.
Moreover, because of the cyclical fluctuations in supply and demand
in the merchant marine, it. is virtually impossible. to forcast the needs
of licensed officers 4 years in advance. To restrict enrollments on such
forecasts would be. dangerous.
As this committee is aware, there is talk going on about the _train
shipments to Russia.

If the American fleet gets that grain it will have to activate about
50 skips with an average of probably 12 officers per ship, and finding
unlicensed personnel on the average of approximately 35 per ship.
Four years ago, or even possibly 1 year ago, I doubt anyone could
have told Congress that this deal was going through, and we. would
have this need for officers.

This grain shipment will clear out the union halls of the Seafarers
International Union and the MEBA.
We believe that section 4(a) may be superfluous in that it is one
impression that the State academies' training vessels arc manned in

accordance. with standards prescribed by the Commandant of the
Coast. Guard.

The Rooney reportp. 346states the reason for this provision is

to protect the Government. investment in the training vessels on loan
to each State academy and the :,,tcrest of the safety of the students
who use these vessels.

We understand that the vessels are inspected by the. Coast Guard
and manned by officers licensed by the Coast Guard. The students are
under the supervision of those licensed officers, and their safety is one
of the prime concerns of those in charge.
We wholeheartedly support section 4(b), increasing the cadet subsistence allowance, from $000 to $1,200 per year. This increase. is long
overdue, and would be commensurate to the allowances provided to all

ROTC students. For this increase we are most grateful to the
committee.
However, the $000 subsidy was set in,1958. and while $1,200 may be
equitable and fair for 107:x, what. about 1076, 1077, 1978, and so on?
Will $1,200 be sufficient in 1977 and 1978? We therefore recommend
that a cost-of-living adjustment be tacked on to the $1,200 allowance
to offset inflation.
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We disagree with sect ion .1(e) \Odell provides that if the amount of
'inds authorized and appropriated by Congress is insufficient to provide $.1,200 allowance to all cadets, then funds be apportioned in direct
proport'on to the 197 5 enrollment of each State academy.
We fc this is false giving. Congress and the State academies tell
the cadets that there is a $1,200 Federal cadet subsistence allowance,

but it may in fact be a lot less depending on the enrollment and attrition in the schools and the amount of money apportioned by Congress.
We feel the section should be eliminated.

We concur with the intent of section 0 of the gift, and believe it
would be beneficial for the Coast (+11a rd to conipile. data on licensed
merchant marine officer personnel who have not attained. the age of 65.
I however, we do not support the idea of the Coast Guard compiling
data on persons who have let their licenses expire, We do not believe
it would be at. all beneficial to accumulate data on such personnel, and
we feel that it would be an undue hardship and create administrative
headaches for the Coast Guard to have to do so.

We strongly recommend enactment of section 5 and section 7. At the
tinle of upgrading and .renewal of the licenses we suggests the Coast
Guard be required to conduct a local agency check with Federal and
local law enforcement agencies coneerning possible criminal convictions of licensed officer personnel. which may affect their ability to sail.
We call attention to the resolution of the Council adopted November 1. 1075, and forwarded to the subcommittee :
The national council maritime Academy Alumni Associations is an organization consisting of the active members of the Alumni Associations of the Maritime
Academies or colleges of the States of 111aine, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas and California and the rnited States Merchant Marine Academy

nt Kings Point. New York. The objectives of the Council are -to promote and

strengthen the American merchant marine.
Wherens, the present membership requirements of two of the principal 111 fl

1110 officers unions effectively preclude the newly licensed officers graduated fromn

the Federal and State Maritime Academies from joining those unions, and
'Whereas. these merchant marine officers are therefore generally unable to
obtain employment as licensed officers on ocenngoing sillps; now therefore be it
beach((!, That the National Council Maritime Acne .my Alumni Assryitttions
calls upon the mini hers of the house CoMmittee an merchant I\ ntrine and Fisheries, the Secretnry of Commerce, the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Mari-

Unit, Affairs, and the Maritime Administration to use their good offiees to
prevail. upon the international Organization of Masters, :1tates and Pilots and
the Marine Engineers Beneficial Assotation to relax their rules for union membership. thus permitting Me present- and future graduates of Federal and State
Ai:tritium Academics to qualify for membership and for employment as licensed

deck ard engineer officers on the ships under contraet to these two unions

(MM.:1I&P :Ind .1 [PAL\ 1, and be it further
nr.o1rcd, That n copy of this Resolution be forwarded to the above named.

In closing, I would like to speak to job discrimination 'carried out by

the major licensed officers unions: namely, the. International Organization of Masters, Mates. and Pilots and the 'Marine Engineers
Benelicial Association, district 1. Graduates of our academies and
members of our alumni associations have been denied membership in
the unions and thereby denied deep sea berths aboard the majority of
our oceangoing
merchant slops.
We believe that this situat ion should not he tolerated by the ConIrress. We suggest that the iwovisions of the Merchant Alarine Act of
1030 which provides that officers on ships whose owners t'occiive operat-

ing differential subsidy should, if eligible, be Naval Reserve officers,
be enforced.
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11PIISed officers when there are over 800

newly itemised ()Met's graduated every year, the majority of whom
hold commissions but cannot ship out because of the unions is surely
not the intent of the act of 11030.

1This concludes my statement and I will

I

pleased to attempt to

allSwer any questions that the subcommittee may have.

Thank you.
I would also request the right: to submit in writing any rebuttal the
this morning.
further testimony (hot is going to be given
Dowxisct. 'Without objection, you ill be permitted to supplement, your present testimony.

would like to turn not' to Mr. Biaggi ho, I might add, is the man
solely responsible for this effort to increase, :he subsistence. from $600
to $1...200 lie has been persistent, and I mean he probably will prevail.
Mr. Biaggi is recognized.
r. litAuot. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

'lhank you, INIr. Ingram. for your statement and for your consistent support in this effort since we initiated it some years ago.
Hut have two questions in mind.

think in your testimony ott stated that von would oppose any
limitations ofthat is class limitations in tile .vorious State academies.
Mr. .1sulLor. That is correct. Mr. Bintvgi.
Let us have a little colrootty in connection with that
":\rp.
I.

issue.

.What von ore saying is that the academies should he able to provide
for ns molly students as opply

Mr. Ismi.o.t. I do not believe that is the position of the Council,
Mr,

The Council feels that the various academies have people that ove see then: that would not allow them to take in 2,000 people in (my One

year,

Nfoc academies are part of various State universities, and they hare.
trustees appointed hr the. Governor of the State or the regents of the.
various State university SStellIS who would oversee the fluctuations.
As we all know. in the merchant, marine today, we leave it to I hoso
who are best advised to curtail the enrollment and. not this committee,
we feel.
Brea r. Has the enrollment been curtailed. Its n matter or fact?
Aft.. INott.uat. Not vet. no.
Mr. 111.\OGI. So that the enrollment, hos 'been logically consistent.

despite the fact we have tips and downs In the employment in the
merchant, marine today ?
Arr. I Ntil(A.M% 'Flint is correct. sir.
you are saying is you are opposing li mita! ions,
litAuo So

that. is statutory limitations or perhnps funding limitations but we
hove. in Tact. administative
:NTT. -Ixonor. 'Yes, sir.

Put getting back to the provisions of section 2. wherein it states that

in time of national emergencies that the industry schools would be
the ones to be the primary source of augmentation.
We feel (hot section 2 and the other sect ion dealing with the munber,
possibly the schools would suffer greatly in flue future. I do not know

ir that is really the intent of the legislation, and from reading some
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of the transcripts of testimony of previous witnesses, I don't believe
it is.
Mr. Br Acct. When I was talkino. about limitations, I was thinking
in terms of peacetime operations.6If We come to a point of national
emergency, as Admiral Kinney testified, there is a standby ,program.
As lie and the other admirals of the various State academies stated,
the schools do have the capacity to make the transition and provide
the same rapid output as the industrial schools by shortening the
period of learning.
I must say I see no objection to that. You are talking about limitation in that area, and perhaps you and I agree. But if you talk about
opposing limitation on the regular ordinary duty basis, then we part.
Mr. INGRAM. No, sir, for example we feel that if in the year 1977 the
limitation is 200 cadets per school, and in 1978 there is a conflict, a ,national emergency where the schools would have to be blown out to 500
cadets per school, that the limitation of the class of 1977 would affect us,
because we cannot always predict when we are going to have a national
emergency or even oil from Alaska or grain to Russia or Int ha.

There aro various fluctuations, both in peacetime and in national

emergencies that affect this industry.

Mr. BIAGGI. What you are really saying is on the basis of a national emergency, we should have the schools geared year after year
and develop their curve every 10 or 20 years?
Mr. INGRAM. Not only the national emergency but for the commercial necessity of ever-increasino. shipping.
Mr. BIAGGI. What has been the job experience of the graduates of
the different schools?
Mr. INGRAM. I notice from the testimony of Captain Nottingham,
lie was going to attempt to gather the job experience from the various
State academies, and it was going to be the council's job to deliver it to
this committee.

However, I understand that last Thursday, Admiral Kinney took it
upon himself to gather the information. I have been in contact with

the admiral's office, Mr. Biagi, and I understand that is to be

del.ivered to the committee by Amiral Kinney.
Recently. we know, of course, our graduates cannot go to sea on the
majority of U.S. oceangoing tonnage because of discrimination by the

unions..Many have gone elsewhereoffshore drilling, NOAA, Army
Corps of Engineersz et cetera.
Mr. BIAGGI. Admiral Rizza testified on the west coast the graduates
of his academy have no difficulty finding billets on ships.

Mr. INGRAM. Well, I know on the west coast there is quite a bit
of tuna fishing operation where they require oceangoing licenses on
the vessels.
Some of the U.S. unions, the masters, mates, and pilots have an applicant system that the licensed officer can apply f membership. He
cantle: get membership until the rolls reach a certain level, and if none

of tl-e members of the union want that job, an applicant can fill that

job.
Mr. BiAcci. You sustain the allegations made by previous witnesses

that in obtaining billets there is discrimination by the various unions
or a single union and members of unions?
1t r, INGRAM. Yes ; we do.
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Mr. 11rmn. That. is al I, Mr. Ingrain.

1 want to thank you for the support of the section to increase the

subsistence -for the students. I think it is really overdue and it is uncouschmal le to deny this to them.

I have not vet been convinced by any arguments to the contrary.

Thank von ap.ain.
I.NOnAM. If I may add just one more aside on this.

I started at the State university New York Maritime College in

I960. At that time, the State university system of New York was free.
tuition. It was not until 1002 that tuition was started in the State universities.

I might add that room and board in 1960 was $600 for the entire

year. The tuition was free. We received the $600 subsidy from Congress
so it was absolutely no cost except for uniforms, books and living ex-

penses. but tuition. room and board was covered by the $600.

Mr. BIAGGI. As long as you started on that line, what does it cost the
student now'?
.IxortA3r. I understand it varies. The cadets here from the Maine
school said it is approximately $4,000 for a cadet in Marine, and I think
$3,500 at Massachusetts, and $2,900 at Schuyler. And I do not have the

figures on Texas, sir, but I believe they are in the Rooney report.
Mr. :BIAGGI-. Those numbers that you have just stated; is that per
annum ?

Mr. IxonAm. That is per annum.

Mr. Iiiman. From your experience., if you know, what level of the
economic strata do these students conic from?
Mr. INGRAM. I know when I was thereit goes back some time, but
it is niiddle class and lower middle class. Thank you.
Mr. DowNixo. Mr. Sarbanes.
Mr. SArtBANES. Mr. Ingrain, what do you understand to be the rationale for the Federal subsistence allowance to students of these various maritime academies?

Mr. Ixonsm. To assist the cadets personally in obtaining an education, which is vital to the Nation, namely training them to be officers

on our merchant. ships which, in time of peace. are vital to the economy
and, in time. of war, are vital to the national defense.
Mr. SARIIANLS. I take it from the answer that where the students end

up and what they end up doing is essential to the rationale for the

subsistence.

The subsistence is not simply to help the students because that rationale would justify subsistence to all students at all educational institutions, would it not
Ixon.or. That is right, sir.
Mr. SATtBANES. Well, now, let me pursue that a little bit. I am a little
concerned because there are no specific figures in your statement bear ing on this matter. I am reading now from your statement, which says :
lit addition. upon graduation the majority of our members are commissioned
as officers in the United States Naval Reserve and many have elected to continuo their reserve affiliation after completing the mandatory requirements.
.1)o you have any figures on how many ?

Mr. INGRAM. No, sir, but I will attempt to answer that later on.
Mr. SARBANES, That would be helpful, Mr. Chairman.

Mr.. DOWNING. Will you supply that for the record, Mr. Ingrain?
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\1r, Txuu.ua. Yes, sir.
[The, information MIS not received by the time this hearing- went to
press.]
Mr. S'AnnAsEs. Then, in the same paragraph, at the end, you say :
The academies do not train ship's officers but future leaders of the industry
It sell.

Now, do you see training leaders of the industry as a rationale for
the subsistence allowance as opposed to training ship's officers?
"Mr. I Noimm. Well. I do not think we can be so clear on it, Leaders of
the industry include ship's officers,
Mr. SARBANES. I understand that, and I 0111 not for the moment disputing the ship's officers' position.
I want to go to the balance of it, Let inc refer you back to page f
of your statement, at the bottom thereof. You say :
nu members nary be found shoreside, in the marine engineering* fields, stevedorin', steamship companies, marine insurance, ship chartering and .hrokerage
concerns. marine carpentry concerns, admiralty law firms, oil companies, survey companies, offshore drilling companies, towing' companies, salvage concerns,
and I could go on and oil.

Would you argue that any of those occupations set out. there constitute on appropriate rationale for a Federal subsistence allowance to

students?
Mr. INGRAM. Sir, in time. of national emergency, people in stevedoring concerns vitally help. They assist to load and unload vessels. With-

out; these people, ships could not be loaded in time of notional

emergency.

The same goes for marine engineering, Graduates of our various
schools are in research and development with. General Electric and
General Dynamics. They are building ships, not only for the merchant
ma rine but for the Navy also,
Mr. SAnnANEs. Well, do youi encompass those activities at the bottom
of page. '2 as being* within the

t Ilia rine ?

Is that your definition of the merehontmarine ?
Mr. INGRAM, No, sir.
SA0BANEs. Al1, right.

There is it transition in your statement T want to note. At the end
of the first paragraph on page 1, \\Mere you talk about the need for
this maritime training, you say :

Our merchant marhw must he adequately manned, equipped and trained.

Let us assume one accepts that assertion. At the bottom of page . it
is all of a sudden expanded to include a whole host of activities. T. for
the life of.me, do not see why someone who makes an enormous salary
in an admiralty law firm can provide you any justification for a subsistence allowance.
Mr. INGILm. Well. the individuals who go into shoreside occupations
in the maritime indnstry, for the most part, have served in the merchant marine or the Nary or the Naval Reserve, and have given their
time.

SARBANs. It would he helpful. if you could give me some statistics that would support that assertion.
Mr. IsantAm. I am saying, until recently, our graduates. before there
was discrimination by the unions keeping them from going to sea in the
oceangoing fleet of the
ted States, di d'go to sea.
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Mr. SARBANns. Well, you do not argue that the subsistence is justified
in order to man these occupations, do you ?
Mr. INGRAM. No, sir.

Mr. &MANES. So we are back, really, to the merchant marine itself.
Tliat is your basic argument.
Mr. INGRAM. That is correct.
Mr. SAiu3A-NEs. Let me ask you this question.

If that is the case, does it become pertinent as to what enrollments in

the schools should be, at. least to the extent that there is a. Federal
subsidy involved. in terms of the job opportunities available in the
merchant marine.?
Does that become a pertinent consideration?
Mr. INGRAM, Yes, sir.

Mr. SARBANy.s. Well, in that regard, I am a little hard Lint to under-

stand your assertion then at the top of page 5 of your statement.
You say :
The snhcommittee chairman has stated that the purpose was to contain enrollment at the Kings Point and six State schools so they do not expand beyond
levels unwarranted. We contend such provision is not only illegal but a violation
of the State's rights.

The State can run any kind. of State educational system it wants.
Our concern is the providing of Federal moneys as a. subsistence allowance. So I really do not understand this assertion.

Would you favor a situationlet us take a hypotheticalin which

the schools were producing each year, through their enrollments and
helped by Federal subsidies, four times the number of graduates that
there were jobs for them to hold ?

Mr. INOnAm. Well, sir, to get. back to the point I. made before, or
attempted to make before, that the fluctuations in shipping in the mer
chant marine make it very difficult for anyone to predict with reasonable certainty the need for merchant marine officer personnel in the
normal situation.
Mr. SARBANr.s. I concede that point to you. But, at some point along
the. spectrum, how many jobs are there aboard ships today ; do you
know ?

I am told it is somewhere in the range of 6,000 to 7,000. Is that

correct?
Mr. IsonAm. That would be my estimate.
Nfr. SARBANES. Presently?
Mr. INGRAM. Yes, sir.

Mr. SARBA-NEs. How many students are enrolled at these merchant
marine academies presently?
Mr. INGRA.N. Approximately 3,000, I believe.

SARBANES, Well, that is an interesting situation in terms of a
subsidy being provided for training.
Does it concern you that we seem to be training far many more people
than there are positions for them to hold ?
Mr. IsonAm. Well, sir, I believe the figure you talked about concerning the 12,000, that is just on the ocean. going fleet.

I do not believe those figures relate to the offshore drilling, the

various Government agencies, NOAA, Army Corps of Engineers, the
tuna boats, et cetera.
67-971--70-8
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I believe. we are talking about approximately 500 oceangoing ships
with an average complement of 12 officers,

Mr. &MBA NE& Nov, yon are shifting the rationale for the subsistence. I never understood it was to provide people for the Corps of
Engineers or NOAA. Maybe it is, but if that is the case, you ought to
assert that as a rationale.
Mr. Ixoroar. NOAA and the Corps of Engineers require officers
licensed by the U.S. Coast Guard, namely merchant marine officers,
mates and engineers to man their vessels.
Mr, SARBANES. On that point I am not quite sure why you oppose
so strenuously figures on the number of persons who have let their
licenses expire. You do that at the top of page 7 of your statement in
rather strong terms. And it is not quite clear to me why you do that.
Mr. INGRAM. The council takes the position that those people v ho
have let their licenses expire have not shown an interest in their license
or in the merchant marine and, therefore, would not be personnel that
the Government could call or would ask eo come back to the merchant
marine.
They have already shown their lack of interest in their license, and
to make the Coast Guard compile records on those people, I think,
would be just an administrative headache.
Mr. SARBA NES. Do you have any figures on how many of your people

who were practicing law in admiralty law firms and all these other

things at the bottom of page 2 of your statement left those occupations

at the time of the Vietnam sealift in order to resume their jobs as

officers aboard ships?
Mr. INGRAM. No; I do not, sir.

Mr. SARBANES. Would you be able to get some of those?

How many people belong to the alumni association, that is the
National Council of the Maritime Academy Alumni Associations?
How many people belong to the alumni ?
Mr. INGRAM. Of the various schools, I do not know.
I believe Kings Point is about 8,000.

I think the esAlumni Association, State University of New York

Maritime College is about 1,500.
Mr. SARBANES. Would those Associations be able to compile and

submit to this committee some figures that indicated the number of
their people ?
You say we have to have them in the standby reserve, and perhaps
we do. I am not certain. But it would be helpful to know, if that is
the argument being made, how many left these various kinds of jobs
you talk about here in order to meet the national need at that time.
Mr. INGRAM. Sir, the ones, I think, who would be the manpower
source to be called up in time of national emergency to man naval
auxiliaries and would be Naval Reserve officers who hold merchant
marine licenses.
Those personnel, up to the age of 65, who hold licenses or who have
let their licenses expire, I do not know how the Government could call

those people back if they have fulfilled their mandatory military
requirement some place.
Mr. SARBANES. I am not suggesting that if they fufilled their
requirement, they can be compelled to return.
My inquiry was how many of them volunteered to return?
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After all, they received a subsidized education, Not everyone gets
a subsidized education.
Mr, DOWNING. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. SARBANES. Yes.

Mr. DOWNING. I think what Mr. Sarbanes is getting at is during
the period of the Vietnam war, how many merchant marine alumni
left their occupations, whatever it was, to go back into the merchant
marine service.
Is that not what the gentleman is inquiring about?
Mr. SARBANES. That is right.
Mr, INGRAM. I will attempt to get the information from the Alumni
"lssociations.
SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DOWNING. Mr. McCloskey.
Mr. AkPLOSKEY. What does the All Volunteer Army have to do with

the ability`o:(the schools to obtain students?

Mr. ImaKkASir, prior to the all-volunteer concept, man:, people
vy and Coast Guard as a way of possibly not servenlisted in the

ing in the Army.
Many former Coast Guard and Navy quartermasters, coxswains,
after fulfilling their thi n.datory requirement with the Navy or the
Coast Guard came into utii to.chools and sat for original licenses. A
quartermaster, say, on an an.,.raft carrier, who had 4 or 6 years as

quartermaster, could come in anci,§it for original second mate's license,
and he was a good savvy mate,
Now, with the lack of the mandatory draft, and the increased benefits in the Armed Forces, more people are staying apparently and are
just not leaving to go into the merchant marine.
Mr. Mcaosic.Ey. We have a comparable situation with medical
students in training and people who go to the service academies.
The service academy graduates are required to spend 5 years in
a.fter graduation. Would it be appropriate to require an individual, if
we pay the subsistence allowance, to take a job as an officer in the
merchant marine or one of these related capacities that you are seeking as a Federal goal to achieve?
Mr. INGRAM. I understand there are requirements of the graduates
of all schools' to perform some mandatory service, whether within the
merchant marine or various reserve programs with the Navy, 30 days
for 6 years or 00 days a year for 3 years.
There are various requirements alreadyon the cadets.
Mr. McCLosKEr. Are you satisfied that those are adequate?
Mr. Ixou.o.r. Well, I think it gets back to the discrimination by the
millions.

Many of the graduates cannot ship out in the merchant marine who
would ship out,
Mr. McaosriEr. Do you think then this committee should take
steps to end discrimination by the unions?
Mr. INGRAM. Yes, sir.

Mr. Moaosii.r.r. In what way ? How would you suggest we do it?
Mr. INGRAM. I understand there was a lawsuit brought by applicants to the Marine Engineering Beneficial Association, actual charges
filed with the National Labor Relations Board out in California. And
the NLRB indicated it did not have jurisdiction of the dispute because
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the AfEBA was not a union in that it was composed of supervisory
personnel.

Possibly some legislation should be enacted to cover the situation.
They are an association but not a union. But they carry on like a union.
Mr. MeCLosiin-y. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
No further questions.
Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Emery.
Mr. EMERY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Ingram, I would like to clarify for the record
that the intention of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and Training is not to preclude Federal and State

academies from responding to a national emergency.
This report merely gives recognition to the greater surge capability
of the MEBA school in Baltimore because of its shorter program, all
of which is directed toward ship operations.

I also would like to clarify for the record the legislation we are

considering today makes no attempt to control State educational systems. It does attempt to set ceilings on the levels of Federal support for
these instit

I would like to thank you for your presence today and for your

testimony.
Mr. INGRAM. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.

Mr. DOWNING. The next witness is Mr. John H. Leeper, Project
Manager, Marine Transportation Research Board, National A.cademy
of Sciences.
Mr. Leeper, I notice, you have a fairly comprehensive statement.
Would you care to summarize it and theu we will,, without objection,
include it in the record as though delivered?
STATEMENT OF JOHN H,LEEPER, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER, MARITIME TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD OF THE NATIONAL
RESEARCH COLT/ OIL /NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Mr. LEEPER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

I think I can get through my statement in 12 minutes. With your

permission, I will read it.
ti

Mr. DOWNING. You may proceed.

Mr. LEEPER. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen. I am honored at this opportunity to appear before you to make this presentation on the, subject
of training and licensing of the U.S. merchant. marine officers. In
particular, my comments will apply to section 7 of H.R. 10113.
My testimony is based on experience and knowledge gained in more
than S years as a project manairer with the Maritime. Transportation
Research Board of the National Research Council/National Academy
of Sciences.

During that time. I have completed eight major maritime studies,

three, of which have been concerned directly with the problems of merchant marine safety. Prior to joining the staff of the National Research

Council. I was a water transportation analyst with the Defense intelligence Agency having come to that position from 2 years at sea as a
naval line officer.

The National Academy of Sciences is a private honorary organization of over 900 scientists and engineers elected on the basis of out-
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standing ontribut ions to knowledge, It was established by Act of

Congress signed by .A.braluun Lincoln on March 3, 1863. and is supported by private and public funds. Under the terms of its congressional charter, the Academy is called upon to act, as an official and

independent adviser of the Federal Government in all matters of
science and technology.
The National Research Council was organized as an agency' of the
National Academy of Sciences in 1916 at the request of President
Wilson to enable the broad community of LI.S. scientists and engineers
to associate their efforts with the limited membership of the Academy
of Sciences in service to science and the Nation.

The Maritime Transportation Research Board, a unit of the National Research Council, has been in existence for approximately 20
years. The individuals that serve on the. Board's several study panels
are, selected for their knowledge and competence in the. affairs under
consideration. These individuals serve in the national interest on a
voluntary basis and without pay.
L should like to emphasize at this point that any opinions that I
may express during this testimony will be mine, and are not necessarily
those of the National Academy of Sciences and/or its affiliated organizations.

As a matter for the record, I have submitted my resignation to the
National Academy o f Sciences effective the end of this week on Friday, December 1, at which time I will assume responsibilities as vice
president of the transportation consulting firm of Simla, Helliesen,
and Eichner here i Washington, D.C.
The first merchant. marine safety study effort u»ulertaken by the
Maritime Transportation Research Board entitled "A Study of the
U.S.-Merchant Marine. Safety Regulatory System" was completed in
1970. The. second was a study entitled -"Merchant Marine Casualty
Data" which was completed in July of 1973. The latest effort has been
completed by its study panel and is currently being reviewed within
the National Academy of Sciences for publication early next year.
This study, entitled "Human Error in Merchant Marine Safety,"
is of direct interest to this subcommittee. Although the study has not
been released for publication, I will present my opinions on its finding:, including the implications they have for the training and licensing 0I F.S. merchant marine, officers.
'lo bring- this study into proper perspective, I think it is necessary
to deal briefly with the problem.
A Washington Post article on August 2. 1979, proclaimed that ships
of the world'~ merchant marine were sinking at the rate of a ship a
day, This is in fact an accurate statistic according to Lloyd's Register
of Shipping. statistical tables.
In 1078. the Register reported, that some 363 vessels of 100 gross
tons and over were completely lost through casualties.

Fnited States has cantrilinted to this world problem as con-

firmed by both Lloyd's and the TT.S. Coast Cunard statistics. In 1973,
Lloyd's 'Register of Shipping reports that 91 of the 863 vessels re-

ported lost were of U.S.-flag. T.T.S. Coast Guard statistics for that
period a re mint directly comparable since theirs are maintained on a
fiscal year basis.
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However, U.S. Coast Guard statistics for fiscal year 1073 show that
19 U.S.-flag vessels in the inspected category were lost to casualties.
For fiscal year 1974, the Coast Guard reported the loss of 54 U.S.-Rag
vessels.

In addition, in fiscal year 191'4, the U.S. Coast Guard reported 109
deaths and 3,388 merchant marine casualties involving 5,413 vessels
under its jurisdiction. Since 1972, the U.S. Coast Guard has recorded
a 31-percent increase in the number of vessels involved in merchant
marine casualties.
The current cost of merchant marine casualties, excluding human
lives lost, has been estimated to exceed $300 million per year for the
U.S. oceangoing merchant marine alone. Additionally, it has been estimated that the loss of a VLCC off the U.S. coast could cost in the order
of $100 million in terms of the value of the hull and cargo alone. This
excludes environmental damage which is almost impossible to estimate.
These costs, however, are insignificant when compared to the potential destruction that a merchant marine casualty can cause. A classic
example of this potential
potential can be related in the collision of the merchant

ships Into and
Blanc in Halifax Harbor in December 1917.
These 2 vessels exploded and eventually claimed the lives of 1,600
people, completely devastating the city of Halifax. By comparison,
the San Francisco earthquake claimed only 452 lives.

Although the Halifax Harbor incident was many years ago. I ani
aware of at least one near miss involving an ammunition ship in San
Francisco Harbor during the Vietnam era. As increased numbers of
LNG and VLCC vessels enter our harbors, the possibilities of such
catastrophies will become less and less remote.

The prospects for safe merchant marine Operations in the future
are not promising. Trend line projections show that 75,000 merchant
vessels totaling over 400 million gross tons may be plying the world's
trade routes by 1980.

If current tonnage loss ratios are maintained, some 1400.000 gross
tons of shipping may be lost by 1980. Perhaps even more disturbing
is the fact that vessels involved in hazardous cargo carriage, tankers,
chemical carriers, liquefied natural gas carriers, et cetera., represent
the fastest growing segment of the world's merchant marine.
At the same time, some of the merchant fleet that are growing the
most rapidly are those with the least regulation and the poorest safety
performance. For instance, Liberia, with the world's largest and fastest
growing merchant fleet,lost,981,391 gross tons in 1973, representing .30
percent of its active tonnage. This was the poorest performance of the
major maritime nations.

Contrary to popular opinion, the -United States is not a leader in
safe operation of its merchant vessels. The National Academy o
Sciences' merchant marine safety study published in 1970 found that

the United States ranked eighth in safety performance. The study
went on to compare the U.S. vessel loss record with that.° of Groat
Britain. For vessels of 1,000 gross tons and over, it was determined
that the United Kingdom had a lower level of vessel losses over a

7-year period, and that there, was an 88.5 percent level of confidence
that this difference could not have happened by chance.
In other words, the study showed that we were 88 percent sure that
this casualty differential was caused by some real differences in either
the way we build or operate our merchant vessels. Although no new
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studies of this type have been done since 1970, a cursory inspection of
Llyocl's statistical tables show that this pattern has not changed significantly, and as a result of this level of confidence has probably risen.
Lloyd's tables show that in 1973 the United States lost .21 percent of
its active tonnage to merchant marine casualties, thereby registering a
poorer safety performance than France, Germany, Japan, the Nether-

lands, Norway, Poland, U.S.S.R. Sweden, and Great Britain. It was

exceeded in its loss ratio by Liberia Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain.
Merchant marine casualties can result from a number of factors, including a series of combination of events and circumstances. In most
cases, human error or personnel fault is a contributing, if not fundamental, causal ftl,:i.or.
According to Lloyd's Register, the greatest, number of vessel losses
can be traced to groundings, collisions, fires, and foanderings, all of
which invariably involve human judgments.

In 1972 the chairman of the American Hull Insurance Syndicate
revealed that 85 percent of his claims payments were for human-

error-caused casualties. U.S, Coast Guarcl figures for fiscal year 1974
show that. only 15 percent of the vessels involved in casualties cited material or mechanical failures as the primary -cause. These and other
data point to the overriding importance of human performance in the
operation of our merchant fleets,
This was the problem presented to-the maritime transportation re-

search board's panel on human error in merchant marine safety.

During its early deliberations, the panel concluded that it required a
somewhat unusual data base if it was to come to grips Ivith the basic
causes of human error in merchant marine casualties.

Although U.S. Coast Guard and National. Transportation Safety

Board records on major merchant marine casualties were accurate and

well documented, the panel felt they represented legal truth rather
than technical truth. What this means is that because of legal safe-

guards for personal rights during hearings and court cases, soinetimes
the veal or underlying cause of a casualty is not determined.
The, panel was convinced that full disclosure concerning casualties
was seldom possible in a regulatory or judicial forum. As a result, the
panel asked the Maritime Administration to conduct an in-depth survey of merchant. marine personnel in order to determine the underlying
causes of merchant marine human error casualties. This survey was
undertaken by the National Maritime Research Center at Kings Point,
and completed and released to the panel in July of 1975.
The survey conducted by the nERC, employed questionnaires and
indepth interviews with merchant marine operating personnel. Approximately 1,500 questionnaires were distributed throughout the U.S.
merchnt, marine ; 359 individuals responded -fora'return rate of 25.0
percent.
.
The analysis of the in-depth interviews and the questionnaire provided both quantitative and qualitative inputs to the panel. The qualitative element consisted of interviews and written responses to questions' concerning dangerous conditions in the U.S. merchant marine.
Because the panel's final report has not yet been approved by the National Academy of Sciences, I will limit my discussion to the findings
of the NAIR° indepth survey and my personal opinions concerning
training and licensing requirements for "U.S. merchant marine officers.
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The N AMC survey findings tended to group the causes of human
error into roughly 2 dozen major categories. The most significant. of
these categories in terms of officer training and licensing requirements
were: physical fitness, emotional stability; alcohol use, fatigue, personnel turnover and operational discipline.
For each of these categories, I wi.1 present samples of both quantitative and qualitative responses front the indepth survey. First of all,
I think it is important to know who ir-:swered these questions: 10 percent were pilots: 20 percent masters: 38 percent deck officers; 8 percent
chief engineers: 9 percent engineering officers: 10 percent tug and harbor craft operators, and 5 percent were in other categories.
FITYSICAT, FITNESS

The questionnaire and interview responses to the issue of physical
fitness aboard ships were. quite revealing. When asked if they had ever
been in a casualty or near casualty situation where. a sudden illness.
heart attack. faintino-, stroke, dizziness, et cetera, or someone aboard
was a major causal factor, 15 percent of those responding to the question aliswered "Yes,"
Who,-, asked if impaired eyesight, of someene on the bridge Intel been.
related to tin emergency condition, 23 percent of those responding to
the question answered "Yes."
Of those responding to the question of eyesight, 33 percent identified

the pilot and :25 percent identified the master as the individual ex-

periencing the impaired eyesight.
When asked whether height or weight of a man had been a factor in
an emergency situation. 14 percent of those responding to the question
answered "Yes.
The qualitative responses concerning physical fitness were also very
revealing. In one interview, a master revealed that his current second

and third mates were
and 73 'ears old respectively. Ile was concerned about their abilities to climb ladders. inspect hatches, and

adequately perform other necessary functions. The following are sat nples of quotations front the questionnaires.
A deck officer recalled :
Another guy would fail to ea It us -when lie got in trouble, then lie couldn't stay
down there to sort things out. Ile would begin to throw ttp. After it while I made
him carry a Intyket.

A deck officer recalled :
An AB W114 sent aloft. It was 1111k110W11 that lie was an epileptic and had rim

out of pills. None of this was known until the incident oeeurn11. Such a thing

should be noted on a man's Z-ead. It could have happy/wit on the NV)101.`1 in cot/1111Pd

ION.

.\.1101. her instance:

'1110 (1111011 had a heart stlaek neiir liens (Into. The mate took over The

captain was 70 yea rs old.

One pi.lot admitted :
T dropood my glasses and couldn't read the compass for the whole voyage.
A deck- officer stated :

The =ster was virtually blind and refused to recognize such. He failed to

redact/1z/, a radar interpretation (Tenting- a near casualty.
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A master revealed:
Overweight prevented man from proper watch standing. He fainted if he stood.
on his feet for more than half an hour.

A chief engineer noted:
lima on Watch could not change the atomizers because he was too old and
fat to reach the work area.
The advancing age merchant marine persomiel is beeomin a

problem ; table 1 shows the median ages for the various categories of
seamen operating in the r.S. merchant marine.
[The table referred to follows :]

TABLE 1.-SEAMEN'S EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS, NATIONWIDE MEDIAN AGES (INCLUDING GREAT LAKES) 1962-63
TO 1970, 1972 AND 1974

Year

962-63....
956
907
968
969
970

972 ..

.

Staff

Unlicensed
deck

Unlicensed
engine

Cooks and
stewards

48. 2

42.7

39. 9

43.1

47.2

48. 1

42. 4

39. 1

42. 3

45. 4

43.6
44.2

41. 8

40.8

48.3
47.9

44.3
43.3

46.5
45.6

37.4
42.0
38.6

46.7
47.0

48.4
49.1

45. 0

42. I
43.7
45.1
46.1

43. 3
44.7

45. 9

40. 6

45.9

Licensed
engine

45. 2
45. 0

45.2

47. 3
46, 6
46. 8

45,1

45.4
45.9
47.1
1 48. 5

974

Radio

Licensed
deck

48.0
48.7

47.1

49.9
50.9

48. 8

41.7

46.3
47.4

Others'

47.9
49.0

41.3
38.0

49. 4

43. 7

I Includes medical, nuclear and nther classifications.
Includes masters for the first time.

Mr. LF.F.,17.11. Life at sea can he very demanding, and on occasion require the highest, level of physical and mental fitness. In the absence
of required physic examinations, it is not clear that men in the upper
age categories can always meet these demanding requirements,

IsArosoNAL sAistr.rry

Closely associated with physical fitness is emotional stability. When

asked whether emotional stability of anyone aboard ship had ever
been a contributing factor to a casualty or near casualty, 27 percent
of those. responding to the question answered "yes."

In the qualitative responses, numerous examples were given :
A master recalled:

Ilk second offices: MIS changing courses and plotting
no apparent reason.

e positions with

A deck officer noted:
Two men cut three lire hoses into pieces and threw them overboard

locked in ship's hospital

.

endangered ship and lives.

Another master revealed:
Emotionally unfit engineer stopped ship without orders while in den,a mast al
hit ffic%

Lel) 3101, I'S

The, use of alcohol is apparently a significant problem for merchant
seamen. "More than half of those responding, ;'Si percent, cited instances where drunkenness of a crew member. dicer or pilot was a
factor in an incident.
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:Drugs on the other hand do not. appear to be a serious problem with

only 9 percent of those responding to the question indicating that
drugs were a causal factor in merchant marine casualties. There are
manv references in the interviews of the use of alcohol and its detrimental effect on the performance of crewmen. The following are just a

sample :

One interviewee:
I have sailed with three or four mates drunk, the captain still took her out,

Seaworthy or not, that's what he was being paid for.

Another interviewee :
The second officer was a good man when sober but every trip on night watch

he would take over the watch while gassed up.

A master noted :
A man in an emergency resorted to drinking and fell overboard drowning.

In another instance:
The master was inebriated upon leaving anchorage; the chief mate quietly

took over and an alert OM cooperated.

Another master recalled :
A problem drinker had whiskey aboard and had the whole watch drunk.

Several mates saved the ship before running aground. No action was taken be-

cause of the seniority of the men.

deck officer noted:
(The bad day it seemed as if everyone on the bridge had a snoot full. The

helmsman was unable to steer ; mates on watch unable to obey orders ; and the
master gave improper orders.
FATIGUE

Of those responding to the question, 31 percent said that excessive
fatigue had contributed to a casualty or near casualty; 61 percent of
those answering said that the amount of time on watch or work tired
t le men involved.
In most cases, they were referring to captains on watch continuously

for long periods and to men involved with docking, undocking and
canal transits without adequate rest periods. The qualitative responses

from the questionnaire were numerous :
One interviewee noted :
The chief mate suffers from chronic fatigue. I was up when they brought her
hi, worked hard all day and will he on the anchor when she goes out. Tomorrow

morning I am working at S :00 a.m. to give the bosn instructions.

One pilot indicated :
Excessive tiredness caused hallucinations vivid enough for a pilot to order a
MUM! change in the middle of a narrow channel resulting in a grounding. Ile
had been on duty continuously for 18 hours working tad weather without u
rest. period.

Another master indicated :
Fatigue is dangerous, an all too common characteristic on short turnaround
containerships. I have been up for 48 hours continuously, piloting, docking,
and undoeking.

Another interview stated :
get more calls between the hours of 10 p.m. and a.m. This is because with
the contract inexperienced watch officers are on duty and no one else is around.
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Today there arc no permanent deck officers. The contract says they have got to
get off after U months. The 12 to 4 is perpetually tired and he misses a meal.

My 12 to 4 brought the ship in, stands it watch until 5 p.m. tonight and will
take the ship out at midnight tonight. Nothing will happen but lie IS just not
going to be sharp.

Excessive fatigue is characteristic of a merchant marine working
environment and further emphasizes the need for physical fitness.
PERSONNEL TURNOVER

Excessive personnel turnover is another area of major concern in
merchant marine casualties. Seventy-eight percent of those responding to the question in the in-depth survey felt that there was a slight
to very high relationship between personnel turnover and casualties.
There, were numerous responses in the qualitative portion of the interviews and in the questionnaires that referred to personnel turnover.
One interviewee noted :
At one time there were very similar ships and very similar cargoes. Men
could take what they learned from one ship to another ship. Handling characteristics, engine rooms, and routines were all similar. Today, however, the fleets
and cargoes are heterogeneous. A irate from a 500-foot ship can bid and get a
job on a 800-foot ship.

Another indicated :
They can transfer to whatever they like without being qualified to handle the
equipment. They can learn by on the job experience. Some captains and companies could care less about training.

Another interviewee stated :
Rotary shipping constantly recycles second and third mates, There is a constant training process educating about the hatches, winches, bridges, etc. Al
though the concept is good, there is less officer stability.
OPERATIONAL DISCIPLINE

In addition, there seems to be a failure in operational disciplines.
Twenty-six percent of those responding to the questionnaire recalled
casualties resulting from failures to follow operational procedures.
Thirty-two percent of those said that the procedures were not followed
because personnel "did not want to bother." Forty-three of those said
that when they reported aboard a new ship they were usually left to
shift for themselves. There are a number of qualitative responses to
this problem.
One interviewee noted :
Sonic masters even expect you to work on charts running the coast. When the
vessel is on iron mike, the mate on watch can be working in the chart room and
both he and his AB and OS are absorbed in other pursuits. No one is minding
the store.

When there is a breakdown in operational disciplines, there are in-

dications that appropriate disciplinary action is rarely taken for
violations of regulations or rules. For instance, 44 percent of those
responding to the question recalled a casualty or near casualty relating to drunkenness in which no disciplinary action was taken.
The problem of physical fitness, emotional fitness, alcohol use and

fatigue can be addressed through the effective use of periodic required

physical exams. As a matter of practice, many of those sailing do
have some form of periodic physical exams.
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In some eases, companies require preemployment physicals before
a job assignment. Only 16 percent of those queried in the interview
indicated that they had not taken preemployment physicals. Some 22
percent indicated that they had taken a physical before every ship.
As a matter ofpractice, if a situation develops where there, is some
question concerning a maa's physical fitness, he is examined by a
Public Health Service doctor. If he plisses a Public Health Service
examination, he is given a fit for duty slip and is then returned to duty.
However, Pub1i Health Service doctors are not always willing to
deny a man his employment by withholding a fit for duty slip. In some
cases, the doctors are not fully aware of the physical requirements of
a working life at sea and are seldom aware of the extremely demanding requirements and critical responsibilities of some positions aboard
ship.
A classic example in this regard involved an officer aboard a U.S.flag ship who developed a severe psychoneurotic condition. In one instatic°, he became disturbed and cut off and ate his finger. The incident

was recorded in the ship's log and the officer was repatriated from
a foreign port and his merchant marine doctunent was surrendered.
Eight months later he appeared before, the U.S. Public Health

Service doctor in Staten Island, New York, and received a fit-for-duty

slip which said "the patient is psychiatrically fit for duty." Within

the next year, the man had to La repatriated. once again. This time from
Calcutta with a junior officer as an attendant.

It would be inaccurate and unfair to conclude from the NMRC indepth survey that. the conditions cited are. common to all operating
personnel in the IT.S. merchant marine. Obviously, our merchant marine has many competent, physically and mentally fit officers who con-

tinually meet. the highest standards of safety through prudent and
efficient operation.

However, the merchant marine is becoming a potentially more hazardous mode of transportation and we can no longer tolerate even a
few officers who are unfit for whatever reason.

The, conditions revealed in the survey have not been allowed to
exist in air transportation, yet the potential for destruction is as great
if not greater in the merchant marine. I know of no air crash that even
approaches the level of destructio:, that resulted from the Imo/Mont
Blanc collision.

The task of upgrading the safety performance of merchant marine
personnel will require a dedicated and sustained effort throughout the
maritime community. Increased physical and mental standards can be
enforced through required physical examinations. Problems in oper-

ational discipline and lack of vessel familiarization can be treated
through improved training and the use of dynamic testing in the issuice and renewal of licenses.

No officer should be qualified to stand a (leek or engine watch on a
ship unless lie has had previous experience or special training on that
type of ship.

Our maritime training institutions. hoth public and private have

taken important .initiatives in recent years. The union schools. for instance, should be commended for their efforts in upgrading the competency of their members.
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In fact, it has been the unions that have taken the initiative in retraining and in the use of simulators. Kings Point is also a vital element in any overall program to improve the safety performance of the
merchant marine. Its facilities, including the new simulator at the
NMRC, are among the finest in the world. Its graduates are compe-

tent, well educated, and physically fit. Kings Point graduates are
badly needed as officers in our merchant marine. They must be given
an equal opportunity to serve.
In terms of section 7 of IT.R. 10413, I believe, three specific steps
should be given serious consideration :

1. A. program of required annual physical examinations should be
instituted for personnel in key operating positions aboard ships of the
IT.S. merchant marine. These physical examinations should be based
on a thorough study of the physical requirements by job description
and vessel type. Doctors should be fully briefed on the seriousness of
these examinations, and should be held respmsible for their judgments
in declaring men either fit or unfit for duty.
'2. A. mandatory retirement age should be established for key operating positions aboard ship.

3. The U.S. Coast Guard should develop and institute dynamic
proficiency checks either aboard ships or with simulators for use in
tine issuance and renewal of licenses.

In the years of the 1980s maritime transportation will have an

enormous impact on the energy and environmental concerns of both
this country and the word. Not only will ships transport vast quantities of the world's resources, but they will carry with them a continuing potential for creating death, destruction, and pollution on a scale
unmatched by any other mode of transportation. This condition represents a grave challenge not only for the maritime community but for
the Nation as a whole.
Thank you.
Mr. DOWNING. That is quite an interesting statement, Mr. Leeper,
very unique statement.

sir. Biaggi?
Mr. BrActor. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. Most informative and
interesting, especially since it points out the obvious need for addressing ourselves in one -C31111 or another to the physical fitness of operating personnel.
The second suggestion, on the mandatory retirement age, intrigues
me,

What would you think would he the appropriate time to retire?

Should age be dependent upon conditions?
LEEPIIIL Mr. Biaggi, I would follow the example of the airline,
industry. As you know, they use the GO-yea mandatory retirement for
all airline pilots.
I do not really know what they base the 60-year "hint on, but I know

they use it, and I think that the responsibilities and duties of the

merchant marine officer are very similar to those of an airline officer.
Mr. BrAcor. I do not know if you can really equate all industries in
an identical. fashion. Conceptually, yes, I agree with you in light of
your very persuasive presentation. Today more than ever before people, are living longer and are in better condition.
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You talk about GO years of age. To many, many people that is the

prime of life, and to cut them off at that point, to arbitrarily have

them retire, would be cruel, to begin with ; and I am not sure it would
be so wise administratively. It is the notion of condition in that age
limit, that is the physical condition should be reviewed, and an arbitrary cutoff stage, of 60 would leave me cold.
I know more and more, in industry, and in public life there is a statu-

tory or mandatory retirement, but I am not so sure that age GO on that
approach would be the answer.

Certainly, an answer should be found if you have accomplished

nothing more today, you have accomplished a good deal that you have
directed the attention of this committee to an important area, at least
for me, that has been overlooked.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DowNrNo. Mr. McCloskey ?
Mr. McCiosicEY. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DowNINo. Mr. Sarbanes ?

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Leeper, I want to thank you for a very interesting statement. I understand that the statement is based on a study that
has not been released by the Academy of Sciences, is that correct?
Mr. LEEPER. That is correct, sir.

Mr. SARBANES. And do I also understand that it is your statement,
not the Academy's statement and that you have now left the Academy'?

Mr. LEEPER. I will be leaving the Academy on Friday to join a

transportation consulting firm.

But the opinions I have made are.my own opinions, but they are

drawn from the study.
Mr. SARBANES. Do you know when the study will be released or become available as an official study of the Academy?
Mr. LEEPER. It is now in review throughout the Academy of Sciences,
and I would estimate within 2 months.
Mr. SARBANES. Within 2 months?
Mr. LEEPER. It should have completed its review.
Mr. SARBANES.11That was your role in the study specifically?

Mr. LEEPER. I was the project manager. The Academy selected a
group of experts who actually served without compensation in the

national interest to actually conduct the survey. And I worked directly
for them.
Mr. SmtnA.-sEs. Did the study of human error in merchant, marine
safety give any insight into what kind of person might best make an
officer in the merchant marine?
Mr. LEEPER. No, sir; I do not believe we addressed that.

There was a great deal of concern. We had two psychologists on the

committee about the type of people we were attracting and what

types of people who would stay at sea. And they felt that some longterm study should be made so that we could attract the right caliber
of people into the merchant marine.
They feel there are conditions of living, the problem of being apart

from your family, things of that nature, that have tended to make

some, the high caliber people, avoid serving in the merchant marine.

Mr. SARBANES. I would assume questions of temperament would be

quite important if you engaged in
that approach since you do have
i
some rather unique working conditions aboard ship.
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Mr. LEEPER. Yes, sir ; but I can recall no determinations that were
made in that area.
Mr. SARBANES. Was there any examination in the course of this
study with respect to the other countries that tried to reach some con-

clusions as to why they had succeeded in having a better safety performance than the United States with respect to merchant marine
casualties ?

Mr. LFF.PER. The initial study the Academy did in this area was in
1970, and that was a comparison of our merchant marine safety proTram overall.

We had concluded that the United States had the highest level of
regulation in the world. of the countries that we reviewed, but the

United States did not have the highest level of safety performance.
One of the contributing problems to this, perhaps, was the age of the
ships. We did note that the United States had older ships than some
of the other countries.

Nothing was determined about the caliber of the people serving,
however. Opinions were expressed at the time that the British, for
instance, had a more professional merchant marine and they usually
made it their career and stayed with it, and it was a profession. And
perhaps this was an answer. And there was a. feeling that in the
United States in some instances, people would leave the sea and would
go back, and it would not be their primary profession.
There was no determination made other than those opinions.
Mr. SARBANES. Well, now, when you say the British had a more

professional merchant marine, I take it that means they went into it
and stayed with it and had continuous employment in the merchant

marine, is that correct?
Mr. LEEPER. They have always had a reputation for being the center
for merchant marine activities.
They do provide officers, not only to their own fleet, but to the Liberian fleet and others.
Mr. SARBANES. Did. your study touch at all about how the human

error variable is affected by continuous employment as opposed to
intermittent employment?
Mr. LEEPER. No, sir, except that we did refer to some studies done
in the airline industry concerning the level of skill that you maintain
if you had to layoff for a certain period of time.

There is some indication, at least in the airline industry, that there
is a retraining problem even if you are off for several weeks and come
back in, that you do have to relearn some of your skills. Other than
that, there was nothing done.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Emery.
Mr. EMERY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I have no questions, but let me say this is an interesting and comprehensive statement.

I would like permission to provide some questions in writting at a

future date to be answered for the record.
Mr. DOWNING. Without objection.

Mr. Zeferetti, any questions?
Mr. ZEFEREITI. No questions.

Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Leeper, was any comparison made in the human
error in the merchant marine and the Navy?
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; we made no comparison.
Mr. 1)owNix0. This is the lir51 time the subcommittee, has been preMr. LEEpEn. NO.

sented with this question in such detail, and I think it is quite
interesting.
I think perhaps we 5110111(1 address ourselves to this question, that
out of 15 countries, we rank 11th in safety at sea and; yet, we are the
highest regulated country.

LEI:oxit. Yes, sir; that is correct,
I)owxrsct. 1Vell. 1\ fr. Leepor, yon have made a significant con -

tribution to the committee, and we do thank you and wish you well
in your new responsibilities.
Mr. I,EErEa. Thank you.
Mr. Dowx.[No. The next witness is Capt. Gerald L. Johnson, execu-

tive vice president, International. Organization of Masters, Mates &
Pilots.
Captain Johnson, von May proceed.
STATEMENT OF CAPT. GERALD L. JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF MASTERS, MATES &

PILOTS, INTERNATIONAL MARINE DIVISION OF ILA, AFL-CIO,
ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES CARk LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
("apttti 1 J011-NSON. Thank you. 1\ tr. Chairman.

My name is Captain Gerald Johnson, executive vice president Of the

International Orp.anization of Masters, Mates & Pilots, International Marine Division of IDA. AFLCIO.

T have with Inv today legislative counsel. Mr. James Carr.
Before I make our statement. let me say that I am. myself a graduate
of Kit
Point. I have sailed as ntaster in tankers alia contamerships
up to my recent election to office.
As r. have only recently assumed office in New York, and have been

heavily involved for sometime in negotiations with the. owners, there

are many areas I run not totally familiar with. However, I will endeavor to answer any questions you may have, and if I ant not able
to answer any questions. rest assured that we will respond in a timely
manner with any information yon may request on the bills.
On behalf of most of the deck officers and masters sailing on Ameri-

can ships. I wish to thank you. Mr. Chairman, and the members of

subcommittee rot. giving its this opportunity to present one views
in
in connection with your consideration of H.R. 1.0500 and related bills
concerning marit ime training..

We wish particularly to thank .Congressman Ellsherg of your snbcolloid! tee for bringing to the attention of the subcommittee at its
hearing on October 30. 197:1, the fact, that some of the viewpoints then

hoing expressed were completely one-sided and required some
resp011se.

TIAPNL )1.1% Cludrman. althoue we are opposed to this group of
bills for reasons I will explain in a moment. and while we wish to
be on. 'word with this opposition, we have sought this opportunity to
present our views primarily to correct some of the inaccurate, irresponsible and inflammatory statements that have previously been
made before this subcommittee by another witness representing the

ahmini association of Kings Point.
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First, we wish to state our general and vehement opposition to any
measure which, at this time, encourages educational institutions to
train young men as deck officers for nonexistent seagoing billets. We
agree with the viewpoints previously expressed that it is a national
disgrace to be training maritime officers when there are no jobs available for them upon graduation, but contrary to the suggestions .made
here previously, the fault for this lies not with the maritime unions,
but with the Congress and the White House.

If the Eme,rgency Transportation Security Act of 1974 had been
signed by the President or had been passed by the Congress over the
President's veto, most of the problems we are now discussing would
be moot.

The fact of the matter is, Mr. Clutirma& that there are no jobs for
graduates of maritime academies and similar institutions simply because there are not enough American ships and not enough cargo

being carried on American bottoms.
We have been criticized for closing our rolls and not accepting new

graduates front these maritime institutions. What would our critics
have us do, open our rolls, accept new members, and spread poverty
throughout maritime labor? Would our critics have us provide four,
five or six men for every available. job in the industry? Would our
critics have. us adopt membership policies that would force maritime
deck officers to live on one-sixth of a fair wage?

Our offshore, division, which provides the. masters and mates for
American ocean shipping, closed its membership rolls in 1970 because

of the fast-dwindling supply of jobs on American ships, That trend
has continued. When the rolls were closed, there was .a self-repealing
provision in the measure that provided for reopening of membership
when the ratio between the number of available jobs to men available
to fill those jobs reached a level of 1 to 11/,. That level still eludes us.
We do not need to be reminded of how unfortunate tins situation is.

We do not need a nonseagoing Kings Point graduate to tell us that
our membership age distribution is being distorted, that we are runnmg into pension problems, that the average age of our membership
is increasing, or of other alarming results to our dying maritime industry. We are painfully aware of the multifarious problems resulting
from lack. of jobs in the industry.
The answer to these problems does not lie. however. in creating new

more difficult problems. and the answer certainly does not lie in encouraging young men to beconie trained as maritime officers when
there will be no jobs available for them upon their graduation.
If I may. Mr. Chairman, I should like now to address myself to a
few specific inaccuracies that no doubt have caused some concern on
the part or .inenthers of this subcommittee. It should be noted, first of
all, as I have indicated earlier in my statement, that it is not the
membership rolls of the ministers, mates, and pilots that have been
closed, but only of the offshore division of the organization. Our pilots
division still accepts members, our inland division still accepts mem-

bers, and our now Government employees division, which is in the
process now of formation. will soon be acceptine. members.

Second, previous testimony has implied that our organization is

accepting dues from young academy graduates under false. pretenses.
This allegation we emphatically and unequivocally deny. It is made of
whole cloth.
t37-DT 1
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In filet, what is being done is that in order to alleviate the burden
of our closed offshore division membership rolls on young academy
graduates, we have explained to them at length our membership situation, the job situation, the reasons for our closed rolls, and the outlook for the reopening of those rolls.

We have then stated to these young men flint if they will pay dues,
we would waive their initiation fee and carry them on our rolls as
applicants for membership, which will permit them to take a seagoing job with our contracting employers as an applicant whenever
a full member is -unavailable for the. job. It seems to us that this is
something for which we should be given credit rather than criticism.
It was also implied that if an applicant is bumped off the job at
some distant port by a full member, he is left stranded. In fact, this
is not. so. Under our contract, he would be provided transportation
Morrie; and in current negotiations we are. endeavoring to secure agreement from the shipowners that once signed on, an applicant would be
assured a minimum job assignment of 120 days.

There was an implication in prior testimony that industry schools,
such as our 'Mari Hine Institute of Training and Graduate Studies, are

subsidized by the United States. This is clearly inaccurate and inflammatory. The school is paid for by employer contributions to a
jointly administered labor-management trust established for training
and upgrading our maritime officers.

Although the statement was made ill prior testimony that our

maritime institute initially licenses deck officers, that is not so.
Because. of our recognition of the job problem long ago, we discon-

tinued initial licensing training. As the name of our School implies,
all training there is at least of a graduate nature and is for the pur-

pose of increasing the skills of existing deck officers. The school is sup-

ported by employer contributions, and neither the students nor the
school receive any direct Government subsidy.

Finally, an implication was given in prior testimony that our membership policies endanger national security by making it impossible
for us to man vessels in an emergency.
Chairman, the record of our union and of the maritime industry
generally during national emergencies speaks for itself.

In the Vietnam war, for example, we. manned 700 ships in place of
the ;150 we ordinarily were maiming. Our membership stands ready
at all times to give of their services above and beyond the call of duty
in the national interest.
If a future emergency should. arise that requires the service aboard
ships of deck officers now holding shoreside jobs, I can assure this
committee that our members will be equal to the task, as they have
been in the, past. Our members have never let our country down and
will never dos() in the future.
Aft. DowNrsu. Thank you very much. Captain.
Captain Jonxsox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-Air. Dow-xis-a. Mr. Biaggi.

Mr. lincor. Before we comment on your statement, I notice
were in the room when Mr. Leeper testified.
What is your reaction to a mandatory retirement age?
Captain JomcsoN. I would favor some mandatory retirement. age.
Mv.13rAcca. Do you have any suggestions or thoughts?

12J,
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Captain JouxsoN-, I would think 05 certainly would be a reasonable

figure. I believe between G5 and TO years of age.

Mr. Br Aoot. What about the physical fitness aspect of the personnel,
the examination and the like ?

Captain Jonxsox. I would like to study his proposal but, obviously,
we. want a physically able mall. to stand a bridge watch absolutely.
litman. You have ve no objection to examinations?
Captain. 3-m1N-sox. No. sir.
\Ir. B tmai r. Very interesting. Thank you.

I understand that the thrust of your statement is that we should

not have an abundance or surplus of graduates when we have a bad

job market.
Is that a fairly accurate impression that I have ?

Captain Joitxsox. Yes; tlint is the real problem, to encourat,:e a
yonng man to go into the maritime industry and not have a job for
hint. It just does not make sense.

litAoot. Well, then. if we can puesne that line of thinking, in

light. of 1 he testimony we have received so far, the logical conclusion,

at least in my judgment, would be thot we would have to eliminate,
either eliminate or reduce. some of the, classical schools, either. The
Federid or the State schools; is that a fair conclusion?
jolts-sox, I would not want to see elimination of the Federal
sehoolships or the State. schoolships, but I think they have to be realistic, in not turning out moro mon than there are jobs available in the
going market.
Mr. BIAGGI:. We have had a number of reports in connection with the
need of the industry. And apparently the needs are very flexible and
are quickly changing.
In I Ohl they said the needs were minimal, and n- 1974. report said
to the contrary. So it would appear to me that no educational institu-

tion could vary that quickly. At least. they have to have a constant
flow.

Administratively. it is almost essential, amid to deal with the problem, i.t is more practical than having a widely ranging graduating
class.

You stated that the union school did not receive any subsidy.
Captain Jauxsox. That is correct.
Mr. -11r.wor,
it a fact (hat the shipping industry through the
operating subsidy. makes contribution to the trust fund ?
Captain Jot-EN-sox. Actually, the contribution to the trust fund is
part of the. collective bargaining in which the owners agree to pay a;
'umber of dollars to the
and that is the source of the fund, not
or time sources for the school.

Mr. 1 11.our. -We do not differ on that score. and I would like to clear
this point rap lx,cause T think it is a vital point.

The owners agree to pay through collective bargaining. 'There is

no quarrel with that. And the SUMO °WW1'S come to the Federal Government. for subsidy. -Whatever they agreed to pay in their collectiveha
process relat es directly to their operating costs.

\-on know, those costs Intl themselves worked into the legislative
process where the Federal Government provides moneys for the shipowners, including the operating subsidies, so it follows logically that
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we, find Federal moneys going into t he schools, And as a result of collective bargaining, (hey are going in at it IVSSO1' amount.

Captain ,IonxsoN, Not all of the collective-bargaining agreements
are made with subsidized companies. Some, are nonsubsidized comTallies, and they, in turn, pay the some contribution rate, the. saute
fixed fee.
)11...11inggi, not all arc subsidized companies.

Bmout. That is an interesting fact.
MCCLOSKEY. Will the gentleman yield?
Afr.131.ont. Yes.

Mr. McCLosKEy. 1 wonder if the witness could comment on table
10. page Li. of the report of the ad hoc committee?

This figure conies to 7 percent. Is that the figure that can be traced.
to Federal funds going into the operation of the schools?
Captain don xso-x. um sorry, but 1 did not hear that.
Mr, .Th..CLostutv. Seventy-two Percent. is that the proper amount

of the cost of this particultr school which is funded by Federal
funds ?

firman, Well, that is the contention.. That has been my understanding. that these moneys that leave the operating subsidy get into
the schools.

\[r. AfcCLosm:v. In the committee's report, it says the average subsidy rate for these vontributions is 7:2 percent.
this is the ..).11?liA school ?

Mr. Dowsixo, This is a different school.
McCr.osK.Ey. My question is, can we fix what the amount is for
this pa rticti lac school ?

Captain ,lottxsos., Would you state the question again?
Mr. Ilimtor. What. percentage of the funds for the school in question
come -from the shipping interests ?

Captuill 3ifitssoN. Let me may that I am not a. trustee of the mates
program. We would he glad to respond to you later with statements

and

on.

I. am not that familiar with the mechanic's and so on as far as that
goes. tither than it is a creation of the collective-bargaining agreement,
Not all of the companies involved in collective bargaining are subsidized companies.
Aft', litmatt. Would you provide the committee with a breakdown of

he shipowners that make contributions, those that are subsidized and

those, tha t are not ?

I think that is a vital point.
Dowsixn, Will the witness supply that fmr he record?
Captain ,lottxsox. Yes, T. see no problem with that, and will he glad
to supply the committee NVith :Illy

yOlt
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following was received for the record:]
L.N.TERNATtosAc, LONGS11-0101,MMN'S ASSOCIATION,

AFLCIO-0W,

ll'a.Minglon, D.C., February 2, 1976,

Tuosms N. DowSiso,

Chairman,

',commit tee On. Merchant Marine, 71,S. House of Repre8enta tires,

Lon/worth Finnan 0/ire
Wash/nylon, 1). C'.
14L\ Ma, CumaNr.o,:: As I indicated to yon in toy last letter dated January 2,
1976, certain information was to be supplied by the Masters, Mates and Pilots
that \Vas rectuested at your December 2, 107:i hearing. I am pleased to provide
it; herewith,
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One request Ivas for the number of applicants for membership on the rolls of
the international Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots who are paying
full dues. In fact, none of the applicants are paying dues as such because only
members in good standing are required to pay dues. In order to remain in good
standing as an applicant, however, it is necessary for applicants to pay as
quarterly service fee of $75.00, which is the same as the amount of dues paid
by members in good standing. Applicants are not, however, required to pay an
initiation fee, which they would pay only upon entry into the Organization as a
member in good standing. The number of applicants in good standing on the rolls
of the Organization as of December 31, 1975 was 234.
information was also requested concerning the IIMOU.Dts of fonds contributed

by subsidized and non-subsidized companies for support of the management:
labor jointly managed Maritime Institute of Training and (haduate Studies
since 1970. Unfortunately, the figures we have cannot be broken down to reflect
the precise amount contributed for the School. Contributions are made by signatory employers to the MM&P MATES (Maritime Advancement, Training, Educa-

tion and Safety) Program. The MATES Program finances ad operations of the
School, as well as providing food and lodging for students and compensating
them for transportation to and from the School. Approximately 5,0(X) MM&P
members each year are eligible to attend. The Program also engages in related
training programs and activities, including those of the United States Government, international organizations and private institutions. We are supplying below the amounts contributed by signatory employers to the MATES Program
broken down as between subsidized and non-subsidized compaides.
It should be explained further that the School did not commence operation
until 1972, and consequently there are no figures for 1970 or 1971: moreover,
the figures for 1.975 include only seven months. In addition. it should be noted
that the contributions for the year 1973 included about $1,100,000 In deferred
contributions that were actually applicable to 1972.
Finally, a further request was made flint we indicate bow much of the contributions paid by subsidized companies are reimbursed to those companies
by the federal government in operating differential subsidies. This is a figure
which we cannot supply. It varies from company to company and is a matter
of contract between each company and the Maritime Administration. That information probably can be obtained from the Maritime Administration but is
not available to 118,

Total contributions to the MATES Program for the periods shown are as

follows:

Paid in by
Total cash

subsidized
companies

Paid in by
others

Year-1972
Year-1973
Year-1974
(7 mo only-1975)

$1, 964, 955
6, 231, 810

1222, 470
2, 132, 208

II, 742, 385

4,793, 499

3,149, 489

4, 255, 476

1, 644,010
I, 582, 625

Total

17, 245, 640

5, 581, 313

11, 664, 327

Period

0, Ogg, 602

2, 672, 851

If you or any other member of the Subeommittee desires additional inform-

Don, we will be happy to supply what we can.
-Best personal regards.
Sincerely yours,

JULIAN II,

SINGMAZI,

Washington Counsel and Legislative Representative.

fr. ThAnor. In testimony that this committee received today and at
other times, there has been a charge of discrimination against graduates of nonunion schools.

You stilted that your Offshore Division is the only one that has
closed door working conditions. I do not know if this applies to you,
but. Admiral Kinney testified that the graduates of a nonunion school
tire classified in (lift rent groups.

Ire you familiar with that process?
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Captain .fouNsoN. Yes. sir.
13L\o.r. They are classified in group 4 AVIIIIC the graduates of
the, union schools are classified in group 2.
The group 2 classification has to be exhausted before they get to the
group 4 classification.
dint an accurate statement in your opinion?
Captain ,Tottysox. That applies to another licensed union. I atn
sure you
licar11101.0
("ht. particular group s shipping.

In the masters. mates and pilots, our membersliip are all gro4,1
in the sense that they have the right to bid for a job on the board. The.,
applicant has a different status. lie pays a service charge, and if no
one takes the job. he is entitled to the job and hopefully in this current
collective bargaining, he is going to be able to stay longer on a vessel
if a lob is tutfil led by a hernia nentlliember.

We do not really have that group system that the engineers do have,
and I would leave it to my good friend to explain that system to you.
ThAuor. In your Offshore Division do you have graduates of

the nonunion schools?
Captain JO I I xsox. Graduates of nonunion schools ?
Mr.litAuut. Yes. Federal and State schools.
Captain ,Toii-xsoy. Yes; the Offshore Division consists of graduates
like mysel I'. who have sailed. Some have mine up through the hawse

pipe. and others ha V(' come through the Navy and Coast Guard but

they come from va lions seagoing aspects.
.S1.1% limuot. I do not know if I made my question clear. Perhaps you
responded. but I did not linderstand you.
On page, :1. you say the membership is closed only in the Offshore
Division of the organization.

Captain ,Touxspx. That is correct. That is the Offshore
Mr.13rAnur. Let me put the question to yon again.

Does the membership of the Offshore Division have graduates of

Fetlera l and. State schools ?

Captain Jon...-sox. Yes. it does. I was a graduate of a Federal school,
and T belong to the Offshore Division, but I could have come out of
the Navy, used my time to get. a license, or come out of the Coast.
Guard, or could have worked on. clerk and earned enough time so I
could take the license.

Mr. DrAont. When did the Offshore Division close its doors?

Captain ,Toirxso-s. We closed the hooks in 1070 in the Offshore

Division.
Mr. llt.wor. But it was open prior to that ?
Captain Jot ixsoy. Prior to that; yes. sir.
:Arr. Ilt.wor. Thank you.
Mr. Dowxi xa. Mr. 'McCloskey.

)1r. )fcCr.risksy. Captain, just to clarify this question that we asked
earlier, I was referring to 1074, to the 'figures on the report on the
ME
School. and it indicated that the payments from subsidized

operators totaled in 1074 roughly $.)0(1.97f, not quite $000,000, which
was paid by snlisidized operators to the MEM. Fund.
The avera,m, subsidy rate Ilse Government paid to those subsidized
Operators in that year was 72 percent, so that 72 percent of the subsidized operators' contribution conic from the Federal Government.
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We worked that: one out to about $1,340 per student in the -MEBA
schools, as a Federal subsidy through the indirect route of the sub-

sidized contributions,
If you could give those figures When you submit the answers. What

percentage of your contributions come from subsidized operators,
\\*hat does not, and Nvlint is the average subsidized rate'? Then we can

compute it, That will keep our records straight and contribute to the
hearing record,
MP, )owytyo. luso l'ar as his school, the MEI1A, is concerned.
(l'aptain JOHNSON. Yes.

Mr. -AirCLosic.r.Y. That might help us. Please calculate from 1070 up
to the current year.
Captain Jot txsox, We will provide it at a later date.
Afr. -1..C.r.osKET. I have no further questions.
r. Dowx (No. Mr. Sa rba es ?

Mr; SAimANEs. Captain Johnson, I just want to follow on that.

it is important, I think, and maybe the committee staff should do
this work rather than yon, to submit figure of the sort that Mr.
mecin,wy asked Top, we have to he certain that the contribution
that that employer was making was, in fact, includable in the category
that \ vas entitled to a subsidy.
As .f 'understand it, you get some contribution from nonsubsidized
employers.
Capta In ,Toms-sox. That is correct.

Mr. SmaiAsEs. So obviously there NVOithl be no indirect, Federal
moneys there. second, you receive contributions from subsidized employers, but you would have to he certain that those, contributions are
includable by them in a category which entitles them to subsidy.
Otherwise. their contribution to you is really the same as one made
by a nonsubsidized employer.

you compile those figures von better keep that distinction in
mind, otherwise von may get a. figure that is really not accurate for
the problem that. is before us.
C'uptain,Torrxsox, I unde.rstand. sir.
Mr. SARBA.Nr,s. I am interested in 'mowing about the self-repealing
provision that you adopted when you closed the rolls.
it seems to me a rather constructive idea.
When the number of people seeking johns in relationship to the :jobs

available, dropped below 11/, to 1, then the rolls would reopen automatically, is that correct?
Captain Jot iNsoy. Tlmt is correct, and we take in c number of mem-

bers that Nould he able to fill this vacancy.

'Arr. sABBANEs. DO you have any idea what the ratio is at the

moment

Captain ,Toits-sos. Well, it is abort. 1.R to 1 at this moment, depending on how you look at the figures, hut the problem hums been with the

declining ship market and the declining industry, with tankers

mid so on, that I here is just not enough men retiring,
There are not onowyli men leaving the industry to enable us to ever
get_ to that 11 to 1. It instill eluding us.
I lopefully. in the collective-bnra'aihillg flgrc'ements we will be able

to do sometldur. rind in pension form, to increase the lone pension so
it will encourage the older guy.
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Our average age is 52 or 53, a. little lower than earlier studies indicated. We are trying to attract that guy to leave the industry to make

room for the young ,ouys.
Mr. SARBANES. HOW long has the ratio been about 1.8 to 1? What
was it in 1970 when you closed the rolls?
Captain JOHNSON. It was almost 21/2 to 1.
Mr. SA !MANES. .V.IThy the decline since then ?

Captain JOHNSON. Only because of people who have decided to

leave. the industry.

Maybe they have their pension, or we lose about 100 a year by

death and just attrition.

Mr. S A RIIANES. Now, with respect to the question Mr. Biaggi asked,

actually the source of men that you could have on open rolls would
be these academies, would it not?
Captain JOHNSON. Of course, we would be delighted to take in the

Academy graduates. It is not easy to have one after the other come up
inid ask what are our opportunities, what am I going to do.
Well, what do you tell them ? I say look, we have closed our books.

Of course, we, want to take in young graduates.
Mr. SARBANES. I notice you pointed out you try to explain to these

young men what the situation is that faces them in the industry.
Do the academies, before they take them in for the 4-year training
program try and explain to them what may lie ahead of them ?
Captain JOHNSON. I really do not know. I would not know what

the academies tell them.

I went to the Academy during the war years, and I left the farm
and went to sea and stayed there, so I do not know what they tell

them now.

Mr. SAMBA NES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DOWNING. Not through a lack of courtesy, but I completely
failed to recognize our very able chairman, Mrs. Sullivan.
Mrs. StmurvAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was unavoidably detained. I hoped to be here for the whole meeting this morning, but I could not, and because I did not get to read
your testimony or hear it, I will not ask any questions at this time.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Captain JorixsoN. Fair enough.
Mr. DowNixo. Mr. Emery?
Mr. EMERY. Thank your very much, Mr. Chairman.

On page, 4 of your prepared statement, Captain Johnson, you address yourself to the questirin of closed rolls, and suggest that the
policy has been adopted by the union to offer a potential applicant;
a waiver of his initiation fee in order to carry him on the union rolls
as art applicant for membership. You do that if he will only pay the
regul at. union dues.
How much is the initiation fee ?

Captain JOHNSON. Actually, the mechanics of that is a little different. There is a typo here. The applicant pays a $75 service charge per
quarter.
Actually, before 1970 when we were taking in members it was $1,000.
But since we have not. taken in any new members there is nothing that
goes towards initiation. It is a $75 flat fee per quarter.
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Mr, E3nan -. So you arc saying essentially there is no initiation fee.
Captain JOHNSON. That is right.

Mr. EMERY. Further, it explains if the potential applicant would
pay the union fees lie would be possibly employed by the contracting
employer in the event a full time niember was not available for a particular job.
:Flow often does that happen?

Captain JOHNSON. Well, unfortunately, our own membership is
waiting in some cases as much as 6 and 7 months.

What. we did in 1972, Mr. Emery, was to go to 180 days of employ-

ment. It. was really to share the poverty. It did not create new jobs,
but it did share the work, and a. man was limited to 180 days of employment.

Then he would take his vacation, and wait on the beach for another job. The average time on the West Coast runs about 6 or 7
months past his vacation to get a job, so you can see the applicant
does not fare very well.
Mr. EMERY. So essentially the arrangement that you list on page 4,
as a practical matter, never comes to pass.

Captain JOHNSON. It does, but it is not very often, unfortunately.
Mr. EMERY. So essentially, even though the initiation fee is not
being accepted, because you are not initiating anyone, you are, in fact,
accepting union dues from individuals who are not yet members of the
union, holding; out the possibility to them that maybe sometime. they
would be able to accept sonie temporary employment, but you are unable to give them any indication of when either they may be able to
continue to get full union membership or. in fact, have an opportunity
to work at all.

Mr. jonNsox. Well, no. We are not going to lead him clown a blind

road. We are not going to take his money if we cannot offer him
something,
Mr. EMERY. What are vou offering him ?
Captain ,Toi txso.N. Well, we try to get him a job.
Mr. EMERY. Brit you have just told me. that is almost impossible.

Captain JOHNSON. The chances are slim, for instance, in New York,

where the other day there were two applicants that took a job that
were able to i.4ct ont.

Arr. EmErty. In your opinion, is it worth the $75 a quarter for the
possibility that the job might become available under those circumstances?
Captain JOHNSON. Well. T. would say yes. I did it because I wanted

to go to sea, and unfortunately there are not the opportunities we

would like to have, but if a guy really wants to stick it out, he can get

work. It is not that easy. They are completely aware of what the
problem is, Mr. Emery.

We arc not. trying to kid them that we have ,0 jobs sitting on the

board there for them.
Mt'. EMERY. Doss the payment of au initiation fee before full mem-

1)orsh ip in any way guarantee that the applicant will be considered
for union membership before the 1.5 to 1 ratio is achieved?
Captain Jot tssoN. No: it is just the service charge.
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Mr. EMERY. What do you mean by service charge ?

Captain JoussoN, The $75 per quarter.

Mr. EmEnY. But this is union dues.
Captain (JOHNSON. it is a service charge in his case, not dues. That
does not go towards the initiation.

Mr. Emmy. How many applicants for membership are presently
paying full tuition dues in anticipation of some offering?
Captain Jot iNso.x. We could respond to that later.
Mr. EMERY'. I would like to have that later, if you could.
Captain JolINSON. Right..
Wh,y not ask that again, and we will be able to respond?

Mr. RmEaY. Fine. I \ranted to know how many applications for
membership are now paying full union dues in anticipation of a temporary job in the case of a full member being unavailable.
Captain Jon xsow. We will respond to t hat. .1 do not really have that.
We can get you the information.
Mr. ..14.;ACERY. We know exactly how many applicants there are, and
so on. We had quite a few at the start of 1070.
the time 1075 rolled
around a lot of guys got discouraged, and went off in other areas, or we
got them into the inland division, or other areas, and it has dwindled

down.
Arr. Emmy. T would like to move along to another point, if I may.
"Volt indicate on page It that. the membership is not closed in your
inland division, .Ate Government employees division, and pilot division.
However, the membership is closed on t he offshore division. What
is the relative size of these various divisions?

In other word, how many seamen are normally employed in. the
offshore division compared vith the others in aggregate or separately ?
Captain ,TottxsoN. There is approximately 5,200 members in the
of
division. There is about 4,400 of them roughly that actively
seek employment, the group that just keeps their membership, and
so On.

In the inland division approximately 2,100 men are involved, and

the pilots division has about 800 men involved.
Mr. E.-Ntrurv. flow about your new Government, employees division?
('a.ptahi ,Ionxsox. 'Plat would run about 3;i0.
ENtturv. So it is safe to say that the offshore division is by far

the largest, in fact, totaling about twice the aggregate of the other

divisins?

-

Captain ,joitxsox. That is correct.
Mr. EmIta.\--. What are the differenees in responsibilities and job
descriptions between the members of the offshore division am; those,
say. in the inland division'?
Captain ,Tonwsox. Well, the offshore division members would be a
third mote, a second mate, chief mate or master, who is sailing under
a col lective bargaining agreement.
The inland division would he a mate on a towboat or a barge. He is
a seagoing guy, but lie is an inside man more than he, is an outside
man.

1 3 '7
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Mr, EMMY. Can I say then that members of the offshore division
generally would acquire greater job skills, and more familiarity with
ship techniques and equipment rather than the inland division ?
Captain JOHNSON. It is a different industry.

Mr. EmEnt. A different aspect of the industry, but basically my

statement would be considered accurate?
Captain Jonxsox. That is correct.
Mr. Eminty. 1)o you know of any circumstances whereby an appli-

cant would be granted full union membership prior to the agreement
on the 1.5 to 1 ratio you indicated?
Is it possible for a person somehow to become a full union member

ahead of other people that may be waiting in line faithfully for that
magic figure'?
Captain JortNsox. No ; I do not see how that is possible.
EMERY. YOLI WOLIN say :unequivocally that no man is granted

full union membership prior to any other member who has been waitin line?

Captain JatiNsoy. The planning on taking in applicants, depending
On this ratio, is to bring them in, first come, first served.
To my knowledge, that is exactly the intent.
Mr. EMERY. What action would you expect the union to take if, in

fact, you determined that someone was granted fall membership out
of line, so to speak ?

Captain Jolt xsox. I would certainly like to know about it. If von
have information to the contrary, of course, we want to know about
t.

fr. EMERY. Well. thank you very ranch, Captain Johnson.
Thank you. :An. Chairman.
Dowxixo. Mr. Zeferetti ?
ZEFEnErrt. Thank you: Mi. Chairman.

Captain Johnson, just in a general basis, knowing there is no job
market, what do you think the incentive is, or do you have any thoughts
on this, what the incentive for all these men going into the Academies,
and now even women making application to go Co the Academiesdo
you think it is just a question of getting an education, or does it go
beyond that ?
I and wondering, because as Congressmen, we all get applicants from
all over. They are still applying for the schools. The schools still have
enrollments.
I am just curious, without a job market, what your thoughts are on
this matter.
Captain Jonx:sox-. It is a pretty dismal prospect, unfortunately.

Mr. ZEuarrri, Do you then feel that the incentive might just be

education?

Captain Joifxsox. I do not really think I could answer that.
Mr. 5!, EMMETT!. "What I ant concerned with is what happens to these

kids after they get through if, in fact, we lose them, and they go into
other industry. then we talk about in the area of national defense, we
have to call then] back.
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Then we get concerned as to \\lint Mr, Leeper said earlier, \ vhere
you are dealing with people, possibly human error, possibly could cause

problems, or whatever, and that is the area that I am concerned
with.
I would like. to get some thoughts on that, if you have any at all.

Captain Jorixsox. Unfortunately, as I say, it is totally keyed to
the number of vessels that are operating under American flag that
give these young men an opportunity to go to sea.
Mr, ZmoitatErri. Do you know what happens to these young men when
they get out of the academy ?
Do you keep track of them in any way?
Do you have any knowledge were they are?

Captain JoirxsoN. Just since our rolls have been closed, we have
something like 350 applicants that were interested in coming down. I
think the figure is considerably reduced because there. seemingly was
no opportunity for them to come into the union, and guys would just
drop out, go to school, or try to find work in other areas.

After all, it is pretty discouraging to wait month after month, and

not he able to get a' ob, and he has to look elsewhere,

That is the problem, and our union is faring it, and until there

arc more opportunities, more ships, more cargo carried under Ameri-

can flag, the guy is in trouble,
Mi. 1..EFEuErrt. Yon also stated that you would advocate sonic kind
of mandatory retirement age.
Captain JOHNSON. Personally, I \muld like to see a. retirement. age.
ZEFEarrrr. And you mention the average age in your organization is 52 or 53. Does that include also the Masters -Union ?

Captain .TonNsay. Yes, sir, that is the total membership, right.
Mr. ZEFEllEr. Thank you.
Chairman.
Mr. DOWNING. MI% McCloskey has a question lie would. like to ask

YOU, Captain.

Mr. 11.IcChoskEv. Captain, I want to hand down to you a copy of a

letter than was sent to me, addressed to Capt. Frank tiaVO, who is
your international president, from Paul Wilkins of the Master Mates
:and Pilots, and I will read it to you, because I would like you to re-

spond to it in view of your answers to Mr. Emery.
It reads :

PF:Ait Flux K.: In reference to our conversation pledging full membership to
.certain persons who hove been helpful to us. I ant submitting the application of
George W. Cline, for your consideration.

At -present he is only able to pick up parttime Oils as stevedore superintendent, and would like to ship out until we are ready to resume nur future

phis.
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would recommend we make hint it full member in view of his past and future
services,

Fraternally,

PA-cr. WnaciN sTr., Port :igen tTfo listen.

I gather this individual was accepted as a member of the union.
Can you enlighten us on past and future services, and a policy apparently discussed to permit people that have rendered those services
to get preference in joining the union ?

Captain JoaNsoN. Well, Rest let ine say I am not familiar with the

letter. I usually see most correspondence that comes in.

I am not familiar with this letter front Mr. Wilkins, and if I could

just take a moment to read this.

May I?
Mr. McCixistuir. Surely. I can understand why such a policy might
exist. I think we all try to look out for our friends.
Captain .IonNsors.. Let me say. Mr. Chairman, I am totally unaware

of this letter. I read in it what perhaps you are reading. in it.
would like to respond to this. T would like to check it out. I would
like to see what did happen.

Mr. MeCt.osKEY. Captain Johnson, I do not mean to be unfair to

you in the question, either.

I would ask, Mr, Chairman, unanimous consent that these three
pages be inserted in the record at this point, and the record be kept

open for 10 days.

I might say, Captain, it would be helpful if both the sender of the
letter and its recipient responded with a full statement of explanation
as to how this man happened to lx' admitted to the union at a time
when the rolls were closed, as I understand from your testimony, to
graduates of the academies.
Mr. Dows-rso. Without objection the material will be made a. part
of the record at this point.
[The document referred to follows :]
INTERNATIosAt OftuAxIZATION OF MASTERS, MATES AND PILOTS,

Honotton, 7'ex October 30, 197j.

Captain FRAnt Scar°,
international President, International Organization ilasters, 3fa les and Pilots,
Offshore Division, 30 Broadway, Nem York, N.Y.

reference to our conversation pledging frill membership to
certain persons who have been helpful to us, I am ,submitting the application of
DEAR FRAM;

George 11'. Cline, for your consideration.

At present he is only able to pick up part-time jobs as Stevedore Superintendent, and would like to ship out until we are ready to resume our future plans.
I would recommend we make him a full member in view of his past and future
services,

Fraternally,

PAUL WLLKINB, Jr.,

Port AgentHouston.
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'APPLICANT'S ASS:0241NT AND AUTHORIZATION

NAME:

SSA:

I

(Please Print)

ADDRESS:

11433 V..1 I I,/

(Please Print)

I hereby assign to the IOMM & P Offshore Division, and you are
hereby authorized and directed to deduct from each vacation payment due
me, a service fee of 675.00 per quarter or such other amount as may hereafter be agreed upon,:plus 6% of the gross amount of all such vacation
payments for work performed on Union conitact vessels on or after June 16.
1972. The amount so deducted shall be paid directly to the Union. This
assignment and authorization shall be irrevocable for the term of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the Companies of the IOMM & P
Offshore Division, and shall be automaticall}',.renewed, and shall be irrevocable for successive.periods of each succeeding collective Bargaining
Agreement between the Companies and the IOMM & P Offshore Division,
unless written notice is given by me to the Administrator of the MM & P
Vacation and MM & P Tanker Vacation Plans and the IOMM & P Offshore
Division not more than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of each successive Collective Bargaining Agreement.
Signature of Applicant:

Date of Registration: -1. e

,

Port of Registration:

I.

Union Official
I-'
PORT OFFICE co'

Farm 154

Captain ..Toitxso.N. Mr. Chairman, is it possible for a little longer
time frame%
Mr. SARBANES. I

take it that the unanimous consent request encom-

passed that the response appear in the record adjacent to, or im-
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mediately subsequent to the insertion that the gentleman is making,

for purposes of laying out the full report
Mr. McCLosK-Ey. That is what I intended, that the record would be
completed at this point with the exhibit entered, and the response of

Captain Johnson, and hopefully, both the statement of the recipient
and the sender of the letter, because it does materially bear on this
question of whether or not there is discriminatory practices, and this
would be of considerable interest, I think.
Mr. DowmNo. Without objection that shall be done.
Captain, did you want to say something else?
Captain JOHNSON. We have no objection. Can you give us a. little
more time, say 30 days? You are getting into the holidays right now.

N Mr. DOWNING. Any objection?

\The record will remain open for 30 clays for that purpose, Captain.
Captain JorrNsoN. Obviously, we will try it faster, but in the event
we are not, able to get the letters back and forth from these parties,
we would like to have the additional time.

Mr. Mcer.osKEr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dowytso. Well, Captain, thank you very much. Before you

leave, did you identify your colleague ?
Captain Johnson. Yes, Mr. James Carr.
Mr. Chairman, may we have this copy of the letter?
Mr. Dowstso. The witness can have the copy.
Our next and final witness is someone very familiar to this commit-

tee, Mr. Jesse M. Calhoon, national president, Marine Engineers
Beneficial Association.
Mr. Calhoon, it is a privilege to have you before the committee and
if you will identify your colleague, you may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF JESSE M. CALHOON, NATIONAL PRESIDENT, MARINE ENGINEERS BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
HOWARD MARLOW
.

Mr. CuatooN. Mr. Chairman, with me is Howard Marlowe who did
some of the research on this testimony I am about to give.
If you will bear with nme, Mr. Chairman, because we were rushed on
our testimony, I have some procedural things I would like to take care
of before I get into my full testimony.
Before I begin iny statement I would like to request that an attachment to any statement, labeled as attachment A, and entitled "Interim
Report of Employment of Graduates, U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy, State Marine Schools, Graduates 1951-1960 Inclusive" be
printed in the hearing record.
Mr. Dowxrxa. Without objection, that will be done.
[The document referred to follows :]
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Replies to questionnaire

Total

(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(t) 4 to 5 yr
(g) Over 5 yr

6. Number years at sea (Merchant Marine):
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

Grand total

Subtotal

4. Advanced education
5. (a) Nonmaritime__
(b) Scientific or delense

Subtotal

3. Merchant Marine (ashore)

2. Active duty-Military

I. Merchant Marine (afloat)

Employment status of graduates reporting:

Total graduates

Unknown-No reply

39.6
60.4

7.3

206 100.0

4.3

14.1

9

17.5
12.6
17.5
19.4
14.6

29

36
26
36
40
30

5.5

308 100.0

11.7

17

36

20.6

262 100.0

54

6. 2

31.2
17.5
10.7
17.2

8.0
3.8

21
10

34

16.0
13.0
13.0

96
54
33
53
19

25.6

67

42
34

308 100. 0

62.0

2_1.5

66
191

69.5

56.9

57.2

243 100.0

7.0
4.5
5.7

10.7
10.3

26
25
17
11
14

9.9

51.9

126
24

80

40.9
147

43.3
148

0

.6

18
2

2.5
4.8

342 100.0

9.9

0

4.2

31.2
15.0
19.2
12.0
18.4

359 160. 0

15

4.7
5.3

112
54
69
43
66
16

41

21.3
12.0
34

46.2

2. 0

158
73

342 100.0

4,609

461 100.0

13.9
49

352 100.0

0
0
0

4.4
0

0

0
0

10.3
0

39.2
21.8
28.7

321 100.0

126
70
92
33

44.8
15.6
15.6
19.6

19.3
321 100.0

0
0
0
0

31.8
44.6
23.6

352 100. 0

0

112
157
83
0
0
0

62

32.0

2, 891

490
334
200
86
147

581:

1, 263

2,891

4.0
14

32
19

5.9

11.2
36

15.6
13.2

1,053

95
685
483

.8
7

3.2

9.1

1, 628

86.1
3

2.2

259

68.0

303

388

6.3
80.7

687
553

58.2
21.6
205
76
22
115
14

4.4

40.5
35.8
130

28.8
13.6

250 100. 0

11
0
0

39
39
49

112

2,891
1,718
109

29.9

76.4
23.6
352
70. 1

458 100.0

321
137

25. 6

250 100.0

39
33

13.1
17. 0

75
58

359 100.0

8

6.1
21.7
22
78
47

43.6
16.9
14.9
9.3

248 100.0

12

6

106
42
37
23
20

248 1C
106, 0

141

21.8

243 100.0

139

64 2.8

30.5

170

59.1
21c

4.4
21.9

15

56.7

194

16.7

2.5
28.6

64
72
34

28.7
13.7

60

43.1

65.4
34.6

382 100.0

132

250

103
49

6
71

4.9

74
53

12

4.5
36.0

14
111

2.3
35.5
31.7

77.2
22.8

465 100.0

106

359

18.7

107

42.8

104

117

38.0

30.5

78.0
22.0

17.8
20.2

61

69
64

16.9
14.0

10.5
17.7
14.9

26
44
37

11.9

41

34

42

15.6

97

40.2
439 100.0

342

59. 8

415 100.0

117

248

29

11.0
13.3
13.7

41

34

57.3
42.7

424 100.0

181

48.0

284
592 100.0

243

52. 0

308

7.6
7.3

262 100.0

182

60.2

46

124

206 100.0

6

93
83

.9

36.9
22.4

2

80

39.8

82

76

21

20
19

19. 4

13.1

55.6
44.4

471 100.0

262
209

27
40

15

502 100.0

206
296

100.0)

36.42
20.10
16.95
11.55
6.92
2.98
5.08

100.00

43.69

3.29
23.69
16.71

56.31

23.76
19.10
13.42

100.00

62.73
37.27

Percent

Totals, 10 year

PerNumNum- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Number
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent
ber cent

1959 Class of 1960
Class of 1951 Class of 1952 Class of 1953 Class of 1954 Class of 1955 Class of 1956 Class of 1957 Class of 1958 Class of

/Questionnaire returns as of Jan. 23, 19621

INTERIM REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES-U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, GRADUATES 1951-60, INCLUSIVE

SCHOOLS, GRADUATES 1951-60, INCLUSIVE

U.S. ,J /EPARTM EST OF COQ M ERCE, MARITIME ADMINISTRATION, INTER I kt REPORT OF EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES, 73.S. MERCHANT MARINE

ATTAcH LENT A

CO
CO

C. 1

t

83.3
18.7

29.1
70.9

6.8

10.1

_

89 100.0

58.4

52

6.5
4.7

79.4

36.4
43.0

0

20.6

9.4

107 100. 0

85

39
46

22

7
5
10

35.9
22.5

Grant total

47.5
52.5

225 100.0

107
118

0

Subtotal

93.9
6.1

262 100.0

16

248

15.3

6.5

93.5

45.0
55.0

6.6

68.8

4. I
38.5
26.2

31. 2

13-1

11.5

122 100.0

84

47
32

5

38

14
16

8

271 100.0

122
149

308 100. 0

283
20

308 100.0

47

.4

7.6

2. 9

18.5

85.2
14.8

46.5
53.5

8.5
11.2
40 -8

21.I

59.2

71 100. 0

42

7.0
24.0
20 28.2
5
17

29

15

8

6

159 100.0

28

71

243 100.0

207
36

243 100.0

45

11
7

4.5

9
3

1. 0

2.9

71

48 19.8
2
.8
50 20.6
80 32.9

50
5

19.1

22.1
44.7
6.1

0

3. 6

11.7

94.8
5.2

58.4

1.2
28.6
28.6

41. 6

IC 3

20.8

6. 5

100.0

47.2
52.8

77 100. 0

45

22
22

1

32

11

5
16

163

77
86

248 100.0

13

235

248 100.0

29

9

19.8
27.0
9.3

2.0

26.6

66

.9

17.5
21.6
9.1
14.0
1.8

35.1

92.4
6.6

71.5
28.5

51. 7

43. 6

23.6
23.9

6. 1

56.4

28.5
9. I
18.8

165 100. 0

72

39
23

10

93

31

15

19.5
28.0

71. I
28.9

232 100.0

165
67

47

4.2

89.7
10.3

359 100.0

37

322

V. 2
48.3

1. 7
0

359 100. 0

0

6

15 2

22.9

118 100. 0

61

23
33

5

57

27

18
12

165 100. a

118
47

342 100. 0

316
26

cent

0
0

6.0

41.2
8.4
18.8
25.6

82.8
17.2

49.7
50.3

81

100.0

35. 8

17.3
29

11.1

9

7.4

64.2

21.0
13.6

29. 6

14

O

52

II

17

24

163 100.0

82

81

250 100.0

207
43

0
0
0

36.5
36.5
22.7
4.3

12.1

87.9

420

16.9

4.5

10 -8

1.6

83.1

39.2
5.4

38. 5

130 100. 0

22

6

2
14

108

7

50
51

224 100.0

94

-0 58.0

321 100.0

282
39

0
0

0

.9

3.4

74.4
21.3

Percent

79.5
20.5

49. I
50.9

20.5

I.2

2.4
16.9

79. 5

6.0

18.1

55.4

83 100. 0

17

1

2
14

66

15
5

46

169 100.0

83
86

352 100.0

280
72

35Z 100.0

12
3
0
0
0

262
75

tier

Per- Numcent

321 100. 0

73
14
0
0
0

117
117

Per- Numcent
ber

250 100. 0

15
0
0

21
47
64

103

ber

Per- Num-

30.4
29.5
9.2
68 18.9
37 10.3

33

109
106

Per- Number

cent

342 100.0

6

48

74
31

120
3
60

ber

Per- Numcent

5
49
69
23

Per- Number

cent

16.2
1.6
23.1
123 39.9

Per- Num- Per- Number cent
ber

cent

262 100.0

20

1

16

50
0
58
117

0

41. 6

32
20

0

37

24-7

9

22

6

3C6 100.0

89
217

206 100. 0

182
24

5. (a) Nonmaritime
(b) Scientific or defense

4. Advanced education__

Subtotal

3. Merchant Marine (ashore)

2. Active dury-Military I

Employment status of graduates reporting:
1. Merchant Marine (afloat)

Total graduates

Un'tm3ran-No reply

Replies to questionaire

U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Total

(b) No

8. Active or Reserve Comm _:ion:
(a) Yes

206 100.0

13.1

1

27

(t) 4 to 5 yr

(g) Over 5 yr

Total

3.9
.5

65 31.6
2
.9
49 23.8
54 23.2

ber

Per- Num-

cent

8

(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr

(c) I to 2 yr

7. Number years: Active duty-Military: I
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

ber

Num-

I, 043

509

36
256
217

534

162
155

217

2, 077

1,034

1, 043

2, 891

326

2,565

2 891

174

664
150
75

930
336
502

Number

100. 00

48. 81

3.45
24.55
20.81

51. 19

15.53
14.86

20 -80

100. 00

49.78

50.222

100. 00

78.35
21.65

100.00

5.19
2.59
6.02

17.37
22.97

11_62

34.24

cent

Per-

Class of 1951 Class of 1952 Class of 1953 Class of 1954 Class of 1955 Class of 1956 Class of 1957 Class of 1958 Class of 1959 Class of 1960 Totals, 10 year

/Questionnaire returns as of Jan. 23, 19621

INTERIM REPORT ON:EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES-U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, GRADUATES 1951-60, INCLUSIVE-Continued

CI

Grand total

Subtotal

5. (a) Nonmaritime
(b) Scientific or defense

4. Advanced education

Subtotal

3. Merchant Marine (ashore)

2. Active duty-Mifitwy 1

Employment status of graduates reporting:
1. Merchant Marine (afloat)__

Total graduates

Unknown-No reply

Replies to questionnaire

CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY

Total

(b) No

8. Active or Reserve commission:
(a) Yes

Total

7. Number years: Active duty-Military:
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less
(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(f) 4 to 5 yr
(g) Over 5 yr

Total

(g) Over 5 yr

(f) 4 to 5 yr

(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr

6. Number years at sea (Merchant Marine):
(a) MCIf.
(b) 1 yr or less

4

4

3

20

4.5

8
5

10.1

9

4

9.0

5
12

0

30.8
38.4

69.2

0
4
5

9

13 100.0

19

66.7

18 100.0

27.8

9

16.9

83.

55.1
44.9

11
2

7

2.5

75.0
25.0

25
0
3

2
5

52.4

9.5
33.3

4.8
47.6

7

6.6
16.6

0
0

33.3
13.6
23.4
21.0
8.7

17

0
0

15

0
0

9.9

90.1

60.5
39.5

26
1

4
9

8.7
13.0
21.7

0

2
3
5

5,0
10.0
20.0

35.0

64.8
35.2

3.6

96.4

5.08

7

25.7

99

14.3

268

32

9
58

169

85
66
18

10.2
4.1

0

85.7

49 100.0

11.4
11.4

42

1

27
14

55.1
28.5
2.1

429

54 100.0

5

I,:

1.+%

1,043

988
55

100.60

36.95

21.65
11.94

3.36

53.05

31.72
24.62
6.71

100.00

62.47
37.5E

100.00

94,73
5.27

100.00

53

1,043

218

173

310
229

47
12

100. 00

5.37

2.78

11.70
7.67

17.26

30.78
24.35

29.72
21.96
16.68
2J.90
4.51
1.15

1,043

321
254
180
122
80
30
56

90.7
9.3
49

0
5
2

2.9

74.3

0

51.4
22.9

35 100.0

4

8
0

0

18

78.3

23 100.0

3

2.3

100.0

0
0
0
0

1.2

18.1

80.7

83 100.0

80

97.7

54 100.0

35
19

2

17.4
52.2
8.7

0
0
0
8

1

3.8

6

5.4

100.0

0

0
0
0

19.3
68.7
12.0

_
__-_---__
8

1

5

16

77.7
13.1

130 100.0

127
3

18

12

.8

100.0

0
0
0

46.9
29.2
23.1

130 100.0

65.0

4

38 100.0

15

23

81 100.0

8

73

81100.0

1

5
0
0
0

7
101

4.9

4

II

50

13.6
18.5
1.3

13

6
3
3

61.7

81 100.0

17
7
0
0

19

11

27

40.0
10.0
15.0

20 100.0

1

2
4

'0

13

83.4
10.0

8
2
3

6.6

69.0
31.0
29100.0

9

20

33.4
43.6

30 100.0

13
2

10

40 100.0

10

30

95.8
4.2

165 100.0

158

97.5

3

118 100.0

0

3.7
7.9
6.1
2.3

20.0
60.0

165 100.0

13
10
4
0

33
99
6

165 100.0

0

4.8

8
0

28

25

19.2
19.3
24.2
15.5
16.9

32
32
40

115

19.1
23.8
9.5

21 100.0

1

10

11.1

59.3

3
16

59.4

27 100.0

7

7.4
40.8

2
11

6.2

0

40.7

43.8
9.4

0

4
5
2

18.5
22.2

11

9.4

47.7
52.3

44 100.0

23

21

40.6

6

5

49 100.0

27
22

97.4
2.6

118 100.0

1

11.7
0

5.9
4.2

25. 4

7

30

.9

48.3
14.4

1

17

47

3.9

118 100.0

20.8
26.0
13.0

77 100.0

2

75

11.2
5.1
4.2

13
6
5
0

0

18.5

22

28.0

39 33.0

33

23.4

77 100.0

20

15.5

18
3
16
10

71 100.0

59
12

3.9

15.6
11.7
13.0
2.6

15.6

37.6

77 100.0

2.8
21.5
32.4
5.7

18.3

71 100.0

15.6
15.6

32 100.0

2
14
3

5.6

6 33.3

1

13

6 33.3

30.8

11.1

2

23.1

4

16.6

52.5
47.5

61 100.0

32
29

5
5
3

1

0

95.9
4.1

122 100.0

117
5

122 100.0

5.6

3

7.7

0
3

1

29 100.0

100.0

31

62.1
37.9

11

18

41.9
58.1

18

13

3.7

96.3

107 100.0

103

91.0

89 100.0

81
8

89 100.0

11

18

4.7

14.8

1

29.0
43.9
7.5
4

13
2
16

23

2

0

5.7
5.7

7.0

12
9
10
2
3

7.0
7.0
14.1

19

12

53.5

71 100.0

.8

100.0

4

4

5

6.6
3.1
9.8

16.4
1.6
34 27.9
47 38.5
20

14.9

107 100.0

47

6.8

2

6

16
0
31

122

107 100.0

32.6
2.2
25 28.1
20.2
18

29

8
4

12

3.7
2.8

5

10

19

9.8

12

13.1

15.5

5

38

41.0
14.0

17

50

24.3
25.2
12.2

18.7

13
14

27

19.1

26

10.1
18.0
19.1
15.7
13.5

89 100.0

4
17

9
16
17
14
12

"-i

4:a

Ow"

U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

0

1

(g) Over 5 yr

58.0
42.0

50 100.0

29

100.0

13

21

84.7
15.3

2

II

100.0

72.2
27.8

100.0

5.6

0

50.0
5.6

68.9
31.1

45 100.0

14

31

18 100.0

13
5

18

1

7.7

1

13

0

0
0

Unknown-No reply

Total graduates

2

1

6

15.6

0
0

18.7
6.3
31.3
28.1

87.5
12.5

18.5

0

25.9
29.6

0

14.8

100.0

18.5

81.5

40
21
61

79 100.0

100.0

65.6
34.4

27 100.0

5

22

27 100.0

7.4
6 22.3

8
0
2

7

4
0

27

1

2
2
2

3.7
7.4
7.4
7.4
3.7

51.9

1

5

cent

0

3

70.7
23.3

10.0

910

81.6
18.4
87 100.0

71
16

30100.0

27

4.8
109.0

0

20.0
13.3
13.3

30 100.0

0

95.2

100.0

58 100.0

41
17

21

19
2

21

3

14.3

4

10

0

9.5

16.7

15.7

5
5
6

0

28.6

2

0

6.7

0

60.0
16.7
6.7
10.0

cent

0

20.0
15.0
30.0
15.0
15.0
5.0

0

0

25.0
30.0
10.0

0

310

70.0
30.0

87.1
12.9
54 100.0

7

47

20 100.0

14
6

20 100.0

0

0
5
6
2
0

7

0
0
0

26.1
26.1
21.7
26.1

6

0

0

26.1
17.4
17.4
26.1
13.0

82.6
17.4

79.5
20.5
44 100.0

9

35

23 109.0

19
4

23 100.0

0
0

4
4
6
3

0
0
0

20.0
20.0
40.0
20.0

cent

0
0

0

62.9
8.5
22.9
17

68.6
31.4

74.2
25.8
58 100.0

15

43

35 109.0

11

24

35 100.0

0
0

2
0

8

3

22

0
0
0
0

1

7

.1

.6
.3

86.7
14.3

17.1

82.9
76 100.0

13

63

49 100.0

7

42

49 100.0

0

0

8
3
0
0

D

612

165

447

268

219
49

263

16

10
14

56

57

17

98

268

12

7

52
32
9

65

20.4

511

ber

100.00

73.04
25.96

109.00

81.72
18.28

100.00

5.97

123

36.57
6.32
21.27
21 90
3.74

100.00

2.61
4.48

3.36

33.96
24.25
19.40
11.94

cent

Per-

Totals, 10 year
Num-

26.5

Percent

9 100.0
38

1

2

1

ber

Per- Num-

35 100.0

7
14
7
0
0
0

7

Per- Numcent
ber

23 100.0

5
6
0
0
0

6
6

Per- Numcent
ber

20 100.0

0

1

4
3
6
3
3

ber

Per- Num-

30 100.0

2
3
0
2
0

5

18

0

313

0

14.3

100.0

9.5

0

14.3

4.8
4.8

47.6
19.0

Per- Numcent
ber

7
6

3
0

21

3
0
2

1

1

4

10

ber

Per- Num-

14

ber

59.5
40.5

47
32

32 100.0

4

28

32 100.0

5

0
0

10
9

0

16.7

22.2

4

0
3
9

0

6.3
6.3

0

2L8

43.7
6.3
15.6

cent

Per- Num-

32 100.0

7
0
2
2

5

14
2

38.4
30.8

18 100.0
___

33.3

0
0

11.1

16.7
16.7
22.2

Per- Number
cent

23.1

_

100.0

6

3
3
4
2
0
0

0
0

4

3
0
5

13

1

Replies to questionnaire

MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY

Total

(b) No

Active or Reserve commission:
(a) Yes

Total

7. Number years: Active duty-Military: I
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less
(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr__
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(I) 4 to 5 yr
(g) Over 5 yr

Total

-0

1

(f) 4 to 4 yr

7.7

15.3
30.8
30.8
7.7
7.7

4

2
4

c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr

6. Number years at sea (Merchant Marine):
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

ber

ber

cent

Per- Num-

Num-

Class of 1951 Class of 1952 Class of 1953 Class of 1954 Class of 1955 Class of 1956 Class of 1957 Class of 1958 Class of 1959 Class of 1960

'Questionnaire returns as of Jan. 23, 19621

INTERIM REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES-U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, GRADUATES 1951-60, INCLUSIVE-Continued

. ___

Total graduates

Unknown-No reply

Replies to questionnaire

MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY

Total

8. Active or Reserve commission:
(a) Yes
(b) No

Total

(g) Over 5 yr

(r) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(f) 4 to 5 yr

(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

7. Number years: Active duty-Military: I

Total

(g) Over 5 yr_

(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(1) 4 to 5 yr

.

(b) 1 Nr or less._ ........... ._ _

6. Number ;Tars at 4e3:
(a) None

Grand total

Subtotal

5. (a) Nonmaritime
(b) Scientific or defense

4. Advanced education

Subtotal

Employment status of graduates reporting:
1. Merchant Marine (afloat)
2. Active duty--Military I .__, _ _ .......
3. Merchant Marine (ashore)

31

29 100.0

17.2
6.9
24.2
24.2
17.2
10.3

0

0

4

0

42.6
10. 6

2.1
12.8

1

6

0

19.4

6

100.0

6

19

17.2

5

53.6
46.4

56 100.0

30
26

29 100. 0

82.8

24

1

47

100.0

31
31
62

66 100.0

38

42.4
57.6

28

31

4

31 100.0
0
0

43

100.0

50.0

50.0

100.0

9.2

90.8

47 100.0

5

9.7

31100.0

20

38. 7

0

1

17.5

0

10.0

37.5

60.0
40.0
60 100.0

36
24

4.2

12.7
15.5

39
18
57

48 100.0

0

0

0
0

20.0

22. 8

34.3
17.2
5.7

60 100.0

100.0

51

14

100.0

72.5
27.5

35 100.0

100.0

37

8

11.4

81.4
18.6

75.0
25.0
56 100.0

14

42

43 100. 0

35

88.6
4

26.7

0

0
0

43 100.0

0
0
0

0
0

4. 8
0

47.6
39.7
7.9

15.9

14.5

55 100.0

8

47 85.5

63 100.0

10

53 84.1

63100.0

0
0

3
0

5

0

30
25
6

0

14.0
4.6
2

63 100.0

0
0
0
0

.7

571

365
206

447

407
40

447

15
37

69
100
33

157
35

447

100
76
100
70
50
22
29
3

2

.8
15

25

23 3.5

81. 4
35

31

713

0

0

0

14.0
16.3
39.5
30.2

43 100.0

13
0
0
0

7
17

6

89.4
10.6

16

47

5

42

0

0

40.0
8.6
14.3
25.7
11.4

153

6. 3

447

4

106
26
0

4.8

100.00

63.92
36.08

100.00

91.05
8.95

100.00

7.38
3.58
8.28

7.83
15.44
22.37

35. 12

100.00

22.37
17.00
22.37
15.65
11.19
4.92
6.49

100.00

34.23

4.69
23.72
5.82

65.77
21

1.5

294

. _-.._

34.00
21.25
10.52

93.7

152
95
47

4.8

63.3
20.6

63 100.0

18.6

8

14. 3
43 100.0

0

3

0

0

16.3

1

59

81.4

2.3

13
3

43

2.3

60.5
18.6

0

35 100.0

0
0

47 100.0

7

2.2

2

2
8

6

12

4. 3

12.7
12.7
6
6

1

2.9

35 100.0

14
3
5
9
4
0
0

1

63.8
4.3
2

30

44

71100.0
100.0

0

0

47 100.0

19

40.4
6.4

6.4

19.2
10.6
17.0

3

3

8

5

9

63.4
31.6

67
4
0

100.0

94.3
5.7

71.100.0

64.6
35.4
31
17

41

40 100.0

0

41
0

0

40 100.0

41

100.0

4.9
4.9
9 22.0

17. 3

9

26. 8

2

2
11
3

13

14.7

6
11

20.0

19.7

1.4
28.2

14

0
20

2.3

1

24. 4

10

7.0
7.0
1.4

38.1
12.7
15.5
18.3

71100.0

1

41.100.0

4

4
2

9.7

8

4.9

14.7

19.5
9.7

6

9
11
13
5
5

19.5
22.0

9

27

100.0

13

47 100.0

35

85.7
7

1

11.4

8

5. 7

26

40.0
40.0

35 100.0

5

71

27.7

28. 2

100.0

20

9.7

0

6.4

39. 0

4

14.9

3

7

2.8

24,4
2

1

6.4

3

5.7
19.7

4
14

4.9

30

72.3

34

71.8

51

8. 5

61.0

14
14
2

46.8
17.0

4

4. 9

22
8

17

26.8

22.5
23.9

25.4

18

16

29.3

8

0

15.0

40 100.0

7

15

21.3

10

9.7

0
8

40 100.0

6

3

10

3

0

12

3

10.3

3

0

0

23.3

7.5

10.0
10.0

4
4

12.8
10.6

10.6

5
0

0

22. 5

3.4
3.4
20.7

0

47 100.0

32.5
17.5
9 22.5

7

13

12. 8

19.2

100.0

2.1
19.2

6
5
11

9
9
6

1

6.5
9.7
22.5
9.7
12.9
32.2

6.5

2.5
50.0
17.5

41

2
10
4

40 100.0

25

30.0

16

11
2

12

7.5
17.5
5.0

70.0

7

28

6.4
53.2

1

20

12.8
34.0

47 100.0

58.1
100.0

3
25

16.1

34. 5

7

0

31

3
7
3
4
10

2

27. 7

8
0

29 100.0

7
7
5
3

2

5

2

5
18

6.9

55. 1

2

16

6

16

3.3
38.7

1

12

3.4
44.8

13

1

2

12

46.8

9

22

7

10.6
19.2

5

9.7

3

13

13. 8

44.9

4

13

3

17.0

8

16.1
16.1

41.9

5

5

3.4
27.7

1

8

MAF.Z.7.LniJSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY

Total

(g) Over 5 yr

(o) 3 b 4 yr
(I) 4 to 5 yr

(b) 1 yr or less
(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr

(a) None

7. Number years:Active duty-Military: I

Total_

(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr_
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(1) 4 to 5 yr
(g) Over 5 yr

17

1

7

6.6

26.7

8

0
3

0
0

16.7

0
0
5

30 100.0

3
14

10.7

0

50.0
3.6

10.7

0

25.0

28 100.0

1

0

10.0
56.6

7

16. 7
0

3
17

9.7

11.1
11.1

8.3

11.1

1

2.8
2.8
22.2

44.4

13.9

0

13.9

36 100.0

8

1

16

5

0

5

3.2
3.2

9.7
6.5

38.7
22.6

16. 1

100.0

3.2
17

19.4
32.2
12.9

0

22. 6

46.2

10.2

2.6
33.4

53.8

7. 7

10.2
35.9

0
0
0

5.1

7. 7

74.4
12.8

2.6

5.1

0

28.2
18.0
35.9

10. 2

39 100.0

14
0

7

11

4

1

2

39 100.0

3
2
0
0
0

5

29

39 100.0

18

4

51.6

13

1

21

.3

32.2

31 100.0

3

1

4

0
6
10

7

4
14

19.4

0

48.4

25.8

16.1

6.5

0
0

-

11.4
13.6

20. 4

43.2
11.4

100.0

45.5

29.6
11.4

4. 5

54.5

18.2
20.4
15.9

44

9
0
0

2
4
17

12

100.0

0
0

38.7
20.4

4. 5
9_1

27. 3

29.7

n

0
0
0

18.9

13. 5

56.8
10.8

13.5
10.8
27. 0
0
0
0

37 100.0

0
0
0

18. 48.7

10

4

5

37 100.0

0
0
0

7

5

4

21

37 100. 0

2

1

8

70.3

27.0
40.6
2.7

3

2
4

0
0
0
0

21.4
42.9

35.7

0
0
0
0

33. 3

54.8
11.9

42 100. 0

5
14
0
0
0
0

23

42 100.0

15
9
18
0
0
0
0

6
3

2

.8

100.0

0
0
0
0

27. 6

36.2
36.2

-

365

28

17

29
53
115
2Z

101

365

21

12

74
39
22

13670

148

365

8.5

44

96

8

217

32

85
100

Number

100 0

0

8.5

0

91.5

0

55.3

312

Percent

47 100.0

1

3

47

17
17
13
0
0
0
0

47

4

0

21.4

4

7.1

0

4.8
9.5

43

0

78.6

17

4.8

26

ber

30.9
42.9

cent

Per- Num-

42 100.0

9

33

13
18
2

Per- Number

cent

2.7
12.6
5.4

26

1

10
15

ber

Per- Numcent

44 100.0

19
5
9
5
6
0
0

44

20

5

13

2

24

7

8
9

Per- Num- Par- Number cent
ber

cent

31 100.0

1

1

3
2

7

5

12

11. 1

5.6

31

16

0
6
10

15

8

5

2

41.7

36 100.0

15
2
4
4
3
4
4

3.2
29.1

52.8

16.7

36.1

0

47.2

5.6

19.4

22. 2

ber

Per- Numcent

36 100.0

19

0
13
6

17

2

7

8

0

12.9
38.7

16. 1
0

100.0

22.8
6.4
12.8
3.2

12.9

32.2

31100.0

9

1

0
4
12
0

5

31

1

25.0

2

7

4

3
10

4

28 100.0

0

5

30 100.0

54.8

38.7
16.1

0

45.2

9. 7

9.7
25.8

Per- Number

cent

31 100.0

17

3.6

17.9
21.4
7.1

14.3
10.7

-----------

C

3
5

4

2

5

60.7

32.2
21.4

0
12
5

14

39.3
7. 1

3

8

3

7. I
14.3

17.9

ber

Per- Numcent

28 100.0

16.7
23.4

20.0

0

6.6

56.7

9
6

7
2

0
6

2

Grand total

6. Number years at sea (Merchant Marine):
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

17

30 100.0

Subtctal

46.7
10.0

1 (a) Nonmantim;.
(b) Scent' fie or defense

2

11

0
14
3

0

43.3

13

4. Advanced education

Subtotal.

4

5
2

6.6

20.0
16.7

5

2

3. Merchant Marine (ashore)

6

ber

Per- Num-

cent

2. Active du y-Military I

Employment status of graduates reporting:
1. Merchant Marine (afloat)

Number

-

100.00

4.66
7.67

G.02

7.95
14.52
31.51

27. G7

100.00

--

6.02
3.29
5.75

10.68

20. 27

35.62

100.00

40.55

2.19
26.30
12.06

59.45

23.29
27.40
8.76

cent

Per-

MSS of 1951 Class of 1952 Class of 1953 Class of 1954 Class of 1955 Class of 1956 Class of 1957 Class of 1958 Class of 192 Class of 1960 Total;, 10 year

(Questionnaire returns as at Jan. 23, 1962)

INTERIM REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES -U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, GRADUATES 1951-60, INCLUSIVE-Continued

4--

C...>

C71

1."

8

19
19

39

61.9

39

67.5

Total

(c) I to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(f) 9 to 5 yr
(g) Over 5 yr

(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

7. Number years: Active duty-Military:

3
1

3

30.0

12. 5

2.5

0

12.5

12

5

1

0

5

12.9

3.2
3.2

17, 8

2
0

62 100.0

11.3

0

3.2

9.7
56. 4

6

1..

1/. e

1.6
1.6

19.0

3.2
3.2

27, 0

17.5

0

30.1

63 100,0

2
2
12

11
17

0

19

63 100.0

1

1

6

68.2
7.9
9.6
4
6.4
3
4.7

5

3.2

43

40.3
19.4

2.8

1.9
1.4

1.4

2.6
2.6
6.7

14
1

0

10.7

2.6

8
2
75

72 100.0

100.0

23

5.4

73 100.0

0

19.2
1.4

1E4
31. 5

12

16.0
17, 3

59

45.8
1.7
25.4
22 0
5.1
0
0

27
1

4

100.0

0
0
0

59 100.0

7
0
0
0

15
13
3
0
0
12

13
19
6
2
4

3.4
11. 9

61.0
23.7
2

14

36

1.4

30.1
13

I

22

8.3
2.7
5.6

0

48.0

0

4.1

13.7

4, 1

63.0
11.0
4.1

73 100.0

10
3
0

3

8
3

46

100.0

73 100.0

18.1

36
0

37.5
1.4

75 100.0

1

5

2

2

6.54
17.3
4.0

100.0

26. 4

1

27

72 100.0

2

1

1

2, 7

13
3

2

49

4.2
12.5

75.0

9

54
3

75

6

84.8
15.2

0

13
13

70
0
6
11

17,

75.0
I. 8
12.5
10.7
25.0

0
0
0
0

10. 7
0
0
0

56

0
0
0

5

26

5

20

9
0
0
0
0
0

8.9
46.5

100.0

0
0
0

7.54
4.92
2.00
3.39
49
32

100.00

14

33

650

35

18
117
164

0

0

0
0
0

269

650

22

13

100.0

57.69
15.69
8.77
57

375
102

41.39
2.77
18.00
25.23
5.38
2.15
5.08
89.7
10.3

87 100.0

78

35.7
8, 9

0
0
0

0

87 100.0

15

50.6
32.2
17.2

100.00
650

87 100.0
44
28

48.46
315

14.3
12.5

62. 5

3.08
22.15
23.23

20
143
152

51.54
335

109
125

19.6

12.7

6.9

80.4

44

15.54
16.77
19.23

107 100.0

101

100.00
920

18.7
20

50.6
14.9
14.9

70.65
29.35
650
270

81.3

87

19.7

56 100.0

0
0
0

6

7

8

35

8.49
100.60

365

91. 51

47 100.0

89. 4

334
31

5

10.6

42

48.2
7.1

56 100.0

14

22.0

1

7

18.7

59

19.2
16.4

0

4

42

11

27

59.3

40.7

35

56.2

95.2
4.8

66 100.0

56
10

13.6
16.9
28.8

24

54.7

8
10
17

17.8
19.2
19.2

86 100.0

68.6
31.4

43.8

32

21.3

16
41

59

27

0
11
13

68.1

72 100.0

63 100.0

33

62.9
52.4

49

17

1.7
30.6
30.6

81.1
18.9

2

5.4
42 100.0

40

94,6

37 100.0

2

35

8.2

6
14
12

6.7
2E7

5

20

0

33.3
34.8

0

24
25

6.4
19.0
27.0

4

12

41

45.3

34

31.9

19.4

23

13
14
14

14

15.9

84. 1

90 100.0

17

73

10.7
17.3
17.3

8
13
13

4.2
8.3

47.6

3
6

83.3
16.7

90 100.0

15

75

30

16.1

35

7

70.6
29.4

102 100.0

72
30

37,1

9.6

95 100.0

65.3
33.7

39 100.0

19.0
19.0

4.8
1.5
4.8

1

63

32

7

44 100.0

37

10.2

6.5
4

35. 89.8

93. 5

31 100.0

Z

29

6
12
12

9.7

62 100 9

11

13.9

86. 1

11.3

53. 9

15.9

0

19.1

63 100.0

0
10
34

0

0

40 100.0

12

42.5

17

63 100.0

8

5.0

40 100.0

1

0

2

9

0

3

12.5

12.7
4, 8
14.3
1.5
12.7

27, 5

12
2
11
2
2
8

11.1

8

5

25

42.9

7

40.0
10.0
5.0

52.1
47.9

62 100.0

1

27

63 100.0

16
4
2
11

40 100.0

3.2
30.2
28.5

2
19
18

2.5

27.5
37.5

23

38.1

24

7

6
10

32.5

0

5

6.4
36.100.0

31

93.6

119 100.0

57

62

6.3
20 31.8

0
4

(g) Over 5 yr_..

Total

59.4
40.6

106 100.0

63
43

(I) 4 to 5 yr

(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr

6, Number years at sea (Merchant Marine):
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

Grand total

27

Subtotal

1

11
15

5. (a) Nonmaritime
(b) Scientific or defense

4, Advanced education

13

3, Merchant Marine (ashore)

2

3.6
31 100.0

29

96.4

10.0
20.0

2.5

100.0

59

1

67.8
32.2

40
19

4

Subtotal

1

3.3
28 100.0

27

95.7

30 100.0

1

29

2. Active duty-Military '

Employment status of graduates reporting:
1. Merchant Marine (afloat)

Total graduates

Unknown-No reply

Replies to questionnaire

NEW YORK STATE.
MARITIME COLLEGE

Total

(b) No

8. Active or Reserve commission:
(a) Yes

Az,

-

I"

CA

I."

Total

3. Merchant Marine (ashore)

2. Active duty-Military I

4. Advanced education

85.0
15.0

40 100.0

34
6

63 100.0

4

6.3

cent

93.6
6.4

79.4
20.6
12

9.7
16.0

84. 0

15.1

84.9

39.0

61. 0

80.3
19.7

517
133

650

87 100.0

60.0

40.0

2

BO

26
39

15

47.6

52.4

76
6

39.8

I.0

17

39

20

110

30.8
14

41

15.8

31

12

99

37.4

28
40
31

4.8

55.9
44.1

5. 1

41.8

11.8
16.9
13.1

424 100.0

257
187

t3.9

10.6
12.9

592 100.0

38

2.4

49. 7

298 50.3

294

6.9

8.1

471 100.0

247
224

7.5
12.9
19.4

502 100.0

201
301

58.3

5

15

188

43.8

t06

2.1

58
68
62

10.7
17.8
15.3
43
37

93
48
59
205
22

t8.6
56.4

4.5

17.4
20.4

14

244
7

68.5

3.4

161

8

6.3

33

14.0

118

112

25.6

68 28.9

60

58.7

28.1
13.7
16.9

4, 609

461 100.0

280
3

2.3

1,549
94

.9

21.9
6.7
E5.1

56.5
72
22

186

640
532
377

2,773
I, 836

28.6

71.4
329
132

79.7

38.6
36.6
4.5

458 100.0
382 100.0
465 100.0
439 100.0

66.8

152 33.2

306

61.5
38.5
235
147

.A9 75.1
116 24.9
75.9

106 24.1

333

26

415 100.0

173 41.7

242

Numher

48.3

Percent

51. 7

45
42

Per- Numcent
ber

56 100. 0

It

45

Per- Numher
cent

59 100.0

36
23

Per- Numher
cent

73 100.0

11

62

Per- Numher
cent

75 100.0

63

90. 3

Per- Numher
cent

72 100.0

7

65

Per- Numher
cent

61 100.0

13

50

Per- Numher
cent

62 100.0

4

58

her

Per- Num-

59 93.7

Per- Numher
cent

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF GRADUATES BY YEARS-U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, 1957 60, INCLUSIVE

Employment status 01 graduate: reporting:
1. Me. chant Marine (afloat)

Total graduates

Unknown-No reply_

Replies to questionnaire

Total

(h) No_

8. Active or Reserve commission:
(a) Yes

NEW YORK STATE
MARITIME COLLEGE-Continued

ber

Num-

3.39

55.86

23.08
19.18
13.60

100.00

60.02
39.98

100.00

79.54
20.46

Percent

Class of 1951 Class of 1952 Class of 1953 Class of 1954 Class of 1955 Class of 1956 CI ass of 1957 Class of 1958 Class of 1959 Class of 1960 Totals, 10 year

/Questionnaire returns as of Jan. 23, 19621

INTERIM REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES-U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, GRADUATES 1951-60, INCLUSIVE-Continued

i-r
CI

36.8
22.4
85
80

34.4
32.4

60.2

171

14.0

28

89.1
10.9

201 100. 0

22

179

201 100.0

45

7.3

7

93.5
6.5

Officers.

5

65

3.3

11.5

25.9
2.1
19.8
27.3
9.1
21.9
9.3
14.4
1.8

92.2
7.8

333 100. 0

307
26

333 100.0

73
31
48
6

.9

17.4

34.3

3

58'

114

333 100.0

.6

5.1

9.9
3.9

46.9
21.3
12.3

41.3

21.5
13.5

0

18.9
4.3

89.7
10.3
349 100.0

313
36

349 100.0

0

0

29.8
29.8
9.5
18.6
10.6
6
1.7

33
65
37

104
104

349 100.0

0

66
15

31.5
15.2
18.9

39 11.2

110
53
66

349 100.0

141

75
47

31.5

14.5
13.6

0
0

0

82.6
17.4
235 100.0

41

194

2, 465
308
2, 773

20.4

329 100.0

67

262 79.6
11.4

2, 773

83.6
306 100. 0

271
35

329 100.0

74
167

0
0

0

0
0

0

147

0
0

935
328
470
653
0

.9

9
3

L7

73.9
22.5
243
74

35.0
38.3
23.2
4.5

306 100.0

0

71
14
0

0

235 100.0

0

0

107

114

0

42.6
8.1
17.9
25.5
14
5.9
42
60

19

100

2, 773

1000. 0

11.11

88.89

100. 00

5.30
2.63
6.02

2318

16

1L83

33. 72

1000.0

1:95
5.05
140

1834

16,12

36.67
20.34
0
0
0

564
463

1,017

100.00

44.14

23.76
16.99

0

31.9
45.9
22.2

329 100.0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

73

105
151

8.8

40.5
22.6
28.1

306 100.0

0
0
0

27

86

15.3

19.6
4.7

124
69

1,224

2,773

471

659

14.9

9.7
4.3

329 100.0

49

14

6.2
20.3

32

11.8

306 100.0

62

36
19

44.2
16.2

235 100. 0

11
0
0

104
38
36
46

235 100.0

74

34
32

Note: See attached explanation of certain aspects of this employment status survey at graduates
of U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and the State Marine Schools.
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I Includes Army; Navy; Air Force; Coast Guard; Coast and Geodetic Survey as Commissioned

Total

8. Active or Reserve commission:
(a) Yes
(b) No

Total

(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr_
(1) 4 to 5 yr
(g) Over 5 yr

(c) Ito w yr

(b) 1 yr or less

(a) None

7. Number years: Active duty-Military:

Total

(c) 1 to 2 yr
(d) 2 to 3 yr
(e) 3 to 4 yr
(f) 4 to 5 y r
(g) Over 5 yr

6. Number years at sea (Merchant Marine):
(a) None
(b) 1 yr or less

Grand total

Subtotal

5. (a) Nonmaritime
(b) Scientific or defense_

a

-4

F-A
4a..
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U.S. COAST GUARD,
D.I.TAnTAIF.NT

OF

TRANSPORTATION,

Baltimore, Md., October 3, 1075.

bIr RoY In mum,

Threetor, CalhouailEB

E»gineerinii School,

1101 limore, .31(1,

1.171-attlE: On behalf of the Coast Guard, I want; to express my apDEmt
preciation for the opportunity to have one of ray officers attend the LNG Course
at your school.
When the Cove Point LNG facility begins operations in 1077, this office will be
deeply involved in the inspection of the ships carrying this unique cargo. The
practical as well as theoretical knowledge presented during the course will be
of great value hi training inspectors for this task.
Lt. 'Maloney tells me that lie was favorably impressed with all aspects of your
LNG course, and this favorable evaluation is being passed along to the Commandant of the Coast Guard.
I certainly am in favor of such exchange of professional information between
the Coast Guard and the marine industry here in Baltimore. I appreciate your
cooperation in making Lt. .Nialoney's period of instraction the success that it WilS.
8incerely,

rinomAs

POWERS,

Captain, USCG, .
Officer in, charge, Marine Inspection.

CA r.irooN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before this subcommittee on behalf of the National Marine Engineers'
Beneficial Association. 'The members of our labor onion are the people
Avlio keep the IT.S.-flag ships going. They are responsible for the pro-

pulsion engines, boilers, refrigeration, air-conditioning, sanitation
systems, deck Machinery, and electrical eqiiipment.

Because of the high degree of skill required to perform the various

tasks which fall within the responsibility of licensed engineers,
MEM has a vital interest in the maritime training legislation before
this subcommittee. We want to assure the. best training program
possible. That is why we requested an opportunity to appear before
you.

We are opposed to any increase in Federal assistance to the State
and Federal 'maritime academies or to their students. Those, schools
aro simply not doing the job. They have turned out an oversupply of
officers. and they have. failed to provide adequate training and proper
motivation for their students.
We are already throwing money down the maritime academy drain.
Providing them with more money will only heighten that folly.

Tine liar; not permitted us to prepare an analysis of all the data

which is available to its, nor do we have access to all of the data needed
to respond to some of the rhetoric- contained in recent testimony before

this subcommittee. We think that many of the claims made by the
academies and their supporters are little more than empty rehetoric,
nin here today to present you with the facts in support of
and
T.

.111:11.1..'s position.

Our position is based on the 'following points: (1) ,There is i)resently a huge surplus of t rained maritime officers. Increased academy
funding. will only encourage their expansion and worsen the alreadydismal job picture; NI the "Maritime AdministrfTtions projection of

an officer shortage within the net few years is grossly inaccurate:
and (2) the Federal and State academies have not been providing
their students with either a prop:'r incentive or adequate training to
pursne shipboard careers.
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There

is

at the present time a serious oversupply of maritime

officers: Since December 1, 1973. the number of billets for licensed

shipboard officers has decreased by 17.6 percent. Over the past 5 years,
the size of the IT.S.-flug fleet has declined by almost 30 percent.

While this steep decline of job opportunities has taken place, the
Federal and State academies haVe continued to turn out licensed
officers at a pace which

seems to slow.

In 1904. there were more than 13.000 licensed shipboard jobs: In

.1974. the figure was down almost -t4 percent, to about 7,300 jobs. Vet,
the academies actually graduated more. officers in 1971 than they did
in 1904.

American involvement in the Vietnam war bepui. in earnest durino.
1963. Within 2 years, the academies had increased their graduate out

put by nearly

31)

percent, By 197, graduate output from the

academies remained. above that1905 level.

As of October 1, 1.975, the academies were training 3,287 students,
As of that same date. there were only 0,4.8.1 licensed shipboard jobs.
would like to stop at this point and point out that the academies
are not training those 3,287 students for the 6,484 jobs. They are train-

in 3,87 students for about. 2,000 or 2,500 third assistant and third
mate jobs, so they have been training now almost, 2 students for every
possihle job they could go into in the American Merchant Marine.

Where will these 3,300 students find jobs when there is already a
surplus of licensed officers? -Where. will they find jobs when the size
of our fleet is declining? The answer is clear most will not be going
to son aboard V.S.-fla ships,
In March of this year, the National Council of Maritime Academy
Alumni Associations went on record as stating that there is already

a sufficient number of trained professional mariners to satisfy the
present and future needs of the merchant marine, And, they add, "As
thm,s stand now, there are enough licensed deck officers to meet all
future needs of the .industry for at least 10 years." That was before
the r.S. Coast Guard.
In 197, the Masters, Mates and Pilots IThion had so much unemployment flint they reached an agreement with industry which is
still in force today,

That agreement provided that second and third mates could work
on a job fora maximum of 0 months. Then they had to leave that job
permanently so that other officers could take their place. Increased
employment opportunities are one of the most important issues involved in the ADI. & P.'s current contract negotiations. Vet the Federal and State academies are presently training more than 1,300 new
deck officers.

Mr. Cliairman, this fact highlights one of the most important. concerns M ERA. has with the legislation before this subcommittee. This
is the guts of our opposition to this bill.
MA) academy enrollments produce-on overstipply of officers, An
oversupply of officers creates higher unemployment. And higher unemployment inevitably leads to labor unsttbility, which in turn leads
to strike'-.

We at MEI1A. are primarily concerned with promoting labor sta-

hint y. -W1c.n automat ion began to take hold in the 1060's, we planned
ahead so that there would be the least. possible unemployment for our
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members. We succeeded in promoting employment and job security
policies where other unions have failed. If the academies continue
to grind out an oversupply of officers, our efforts to achieve labor stability will be undermined.
Let ine point out at this point as I understand the record there is
no support from any maritime union for any maritime employer for
this bill.
The Maritime Administration came before this subcommittee last
year with projections of officer shortages by the end of the. decade.
Those projections are inaccurate.
We wanted to do more technical work on their projections and we
could prove their inaccuracies in their mere computations. We did
not have the time.
Over the past 30 years, the size of the U.S. flag fleet has decreased
by more than 76 percent. In the last 5 years alone, the decline has
been nearly 30 percent. MARAD tell us that the decline will be reversed by the end of 1977 so that by 1985 the fleet size. will have increased by more than 12 percent over 1974 levels. Based on this faulty
assumption, MARAD goes on to predict an acute officer shortage by
the end of this decade.

There are just too many question marks in the available data to
make this kind of prediction. Ten years ago, MARAD predicted a
growing need for licensed officers during the following decade. In
1970, a new MARAD study predicted an oversupply. Now, they are
back once again predicting a. shortage. That most recent study was
actually off by more than 30 percent in its predictions of actual deck
and engine billets for 1974 and 11)75. MARAD's ability to predict
future manpower requirements is clearly open to question.
In fact, of course, there is very little on which to base predictions
for maritime manpower needs during the next 5 to 10 years.
"What will be the state of the U.S. economy? How about world economic, conditions? What will be the level of congressional maritink,
a ppropriations
How soon will older ships be phased out ? I-Tow many older ships
will be converted? Will the developing nations of the world acquire
fleets of their own?

Will a change in domestic tax laws or in the policies of the oil-producing nations mean a greater or lesser reliance on U.S.-flag ships?
Will Congress pass new cargo preferences legislation? Will the share
of oceanborne, cargo carried aboard IT.S.-flag ships increase or decrease? What about the share of cargo carried aboard ships as compared to airplanes?
My undentanding is the OMB has taken out of the present budget
all of the CDS construction money for the next year and eliminated
the $75 million carry forward that was left over from this year.
Mr. DOWNING. At that point, Mr. Calhoun, where did you get that
information?
Mr. CALuoox. I got it from the wife of a high government official
in the executive department.
Mr. DowNiNo. There has been no .public announcement of this as
of this time.
Mr. CAhnoox. Not that I have heard.'

Mr. Dow.xixo. And they have eliminated all of the CDS and also

the carryover of $75 million ?
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Mr. CALfloox. Yes.
Mr. DowNixo. I suppose because there is no pending application for
construction.
An% CArmoos. I do not know, sir.
Mr. I )owNistt. Thank you. Go ahead.

Mr. CALnoox. And let us not forget about automation. Over the
years, M.E13.1. and the industry have cooperated in paving the way

for automation. We know that the American fleet needs the best
equipment available. But that does not. negate the fact that automation means a loss of seagoing jobs.

Take the CI freighter, for example. We have 103 of them in our

fleet today, and about 40 of those ships are more than 25 -years old.

The replacement of the 40 CI's with 10 c.--8 Lash ships will save
millions of dollars and .improve our fleet's efficiency dramatically.
But it will also cause a loss of more than 1,900 jobs. The degree and
Lace of automation will have a major impact on future manpower
needs.

Mr. Chairman, each of these factors is crucial in projecting future
manpower requirements. Each represents a large question mark. And
each points to the unreality of the :KARAT) projections.
The original purpose behind the establishment of the Federal academy at Kings Point was the training of active officers. In the words

of the Merchant Marine Act of 1986 :
The Secretary of Commerce shall maintain a Merchant Marine Academy at
Kings Point, New York. for the instruction and preparation for service in the
merchant, marine of selected persons as officers thereof.

As the Federal. and State academies became. 4-year accredited colleges, the emphasis was placed more and more on liberal arts courses
at the expense of engineering and nautical science courses.

The State academies andin particularthe Federal academy

tend to attract students from middle-income backgrounds. The sea as

a career has little attraction to these young people; it has not been
attractive to middle-class young people for the past 100 years or
more.

It is little wonder that a large percentage of academy graduates

never go to sea. Not only is there no legal obligation for them to do so,
but their instructors deprecate seagoing as a career and promote onshore jobs as having more status.

At the academies. the emphasis is on military discipline with its
?nappy uniforms and well-polished sluies. Getting up to your elbows
in grease and dirt does not .fit in with this military-style image.
On t he sea, if a piece of machinery malfunctions, the engineer must

have the ability to rig up a system that will get the ship into port.
That requires innovation, but innovation is rarely a product. of a
training conrst, which teaches a student simply to follow orders.
Two of the reasons the academies state for asking for an increase
in the Federal sitbsidy is to buy uniforms and because their students
have to live in t he academy. they cannot take part-time jobs.
Mr. Chairman, t hose two reasons can be met very easily. Take them

out of uniform and let them go to work part time. We do it in our
school. and we have no problem with it

The seagoing training at several of the State academies is deficient.
Of the six training ships used at these schols. one was built in 1940,
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ono in 1943, two in 1011, and two in 1052. Only the latter two are
operating within the 25-year normal life expectancy of a ship.
When a ship passes its life expectancy, it loses its right to a subsidy. The assumption is madequite reasonablythat ships that old
pose too many safety hazards and are too inefficient to maintain in
operation.. 'Yet, two-thirds of the training vessels at the State academies are past that age.
What is more, all of these training ships were built before, the great

technological revolution of the 1960.s. The trainees who sail, aboard
theta have no oportunity to learn that 11CW technology.

Mr. Chairman, I also submit to you that in the ad hoc committee's
report there is a statement on the life expectancy of these ships.

Mr. Chairman, I suspect the academies increased the life expe(tancy
on paper of these ships to keep from telling you at this time wh4t the
replacement cost would be and when the replacement costs for These
ships arc laid out before this committee, you will be shocked, td, say
tile least.

The oldest ship was built in 1040 and they say she, has a life ex-

pectancy of another 10 to 15 years.
Mr. Chairman, when Andy Gibson was Maritime Administrator 4or

5 years ago. he told me he never had a. restful night when those ships
were at. sea. lie was so concerned over their deteriorated condition

that he thought there was an imminent national scandal brewing if
one of those ships ever got caught in a storm or hurricane and sunk
at sea with all those young fellows aboard.

Let us look for a moment at the substance of shipboard training at

the various schools.

Every graduate of the MEBA school has at least 365 days of practical experience aboard commercial vessels. For the State schools, the
requirement, is a minimum of 0 months training aboard each school's

training vessel. For the Federal academy, students are required to
have 10 months of shipboard experience.

The Coast Guard requires no proof Of this 10 months. We have at
least one instructor in our school who is a graduate of King's Point
and who says he only had 4 months sea experience.

Southern Mahie Vocational Technical Institute secured approval
a year ago for a program which will allow their stndents to take. the
license examination prior to the last 4 months of their 1-year of seagoing training. A similar request by the (...%illioun MEI3A school had
previously been denied by the Coast, Gua.rd.

One of the academies testified here that. the students took their

examination 10 or 11 months before they graduated.
Mr. Chairman, I say to you you should get the proof of nautical
sciences and engineering taught in those 10 months. In my opinion,
they dropped the 4-year maritime training down to a 3-year school by
taking the examination a year early so they can concentrate on their
liberal arts courses.
There is no sound reason for these inconsistent. requirements.

The decision by the Gulf Oil Corporation to contract with. the
Southern Maine. Vocational Technical Institute for the training of
licensed deck °Ricers through a three-year program points up the 'failure of the academies to meet the needs of our merchant marine. With
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the Federal and State academies producing an oversupply of licensed seamen already, it is obvious that (I'll f felt that academy

graduates were not sufficiently trained and/m.11ot sufficiently motivated
to meet that companys maritime needs.
(hi! f Oil has no union contract for its officers. I have. heard the oil

companies accused of many things in the lust few years, but throwing
their money away is not one of them.

Representatives of at least four State neadenties and three academy
alumni associations went on record with formal objections to this new
industry training program. Their primary objection .was the oversupply of deck officers which the academies themsel NTS 1111(1 already
caused.

Mr. Chairman, the examination results for academy students are a
disgrace, At any other institutionand mean by that private institutionsthe would have caused major changes in the faculty, cur-

riculum or methods of instruction. 13ut at the academies, bureaucracy
has resisted makitig the, needed changes. Instead, the academies have
come, before this subcommitee asking a monetary reward for their
failure. Give them more thile, they say, and the exam results will improve.

Ti e facts are more revealing than their elietoric. Of the dcademy
graduates who took engine, license, examinations in 19I4, less than 41)
percent. passed, compared to a TO percent pass into during that same
engineering school. For
year for graduates of the. Calhoon
t hose. who had previously failed all or 'Hirt of their examinations, the
engine reexam pass rate \\1S 45.6 percent for graduates of the, Federal
and State. academies to 85,7 percent, for graduates of the A1E13A
schoOlt,-

Let Inv point out at this time that these are inconsistent .figures beause, they testified on the reexamination they went back to the old,
archaic essay examination and did not reexamine on the new examituition.

We insisted that every student in our school could not get a license
unless he got. it in the new examination.
..\1.r. Dow's:I-No. Does the MEBA graduate take the same examination
as the academy graduates ?

(. Aratoox. Yes, They arc 11111110 np in Oklahoma, mailed to tlie
local inspector. who has no say so ON'Isr thelll, arc given in every local
inspection office in the Fnited States that 1 day a. month. are mailed
Back to Oklahonni, and graded in Oklahoma and the results 111V mailed
to the local inspection officer.
We are opposed to that, but. that is the procedure.

There has been some discussion before this subconn»ittee of the
employment of graduates of the Federal and State actlewies.

MABA I-) survey oil t his subject coverino. 1951 through 11)(10 showed
that just over 1)..,1 percent of academy graduates went into active sevice on board merchant marine ships,
'flint some survey showed just over 5 percent of those graduates who
IhIl go to sea iII f lie merchant marine stayed ill that career for more
than 5 years.
lE13.i. is also aware of a current Coast 6tfard report which shows
that more than S1 percent of the officers in the merchant marine come,

from nonninitime academy sources.
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The bulk of these non- academy- trained officers came through the

hawsepipea source which has been repeatedly ignored by the

academies and by the Maritime Administration.
An examination of MEBA's list of active members shows that 1,014,
or about 12 percent, of our current, members are graduates of the Federal and State academies,

Of these. people 156 were graduated from the California, Maine,
Massachusetts, New York, and Kings Point academies during World.
War II, compared to 401 graduates of just two special maritime service training schools operated by the Maritime Commission during the
same period, who are still active members of MEBA.

Mr. Chairman, I think these paragraphs go to the gut of the issue

before this subcommittee.
Do they
to sea?

X Department of Commerce study in the mid-1950's said they did
not go to sea, That study got no action and really was suppressed and
deprecated.
Coast Guard has a current study that shows they do not go to
sea. We. have done a computer run of the membership of this organizat ion that shows who are academy graduates and who are not
Each one of these studies support the other ; that they do not go to
sea,

In a survey of MEBA members and applicants who were graduates
of the academies during 1965 and 1968. we discovered both a clear

inclination away from seagoing as a career and the failure of the

::tcademies to meet a national emergency,
Between 1966 and 1068, while. the Vietnam war was raging, the clays

worked by the. graduates actually declined by a startling 44 percent.
And both groups of graduates showed a steady decline hi clays worked
for each r,nd every year following graduation.
Mr. Chairman, T think at this point, we should turn to table 7a. I
had been fishing around in my head for it word to meet this occasion.
I believe .t can say this is dammed unloyal to his country and what I
would like to say is it borders on treason for this Government to train
people, pay for their education yet in the case of a national emergency.
when we. have 550.000 troops in Vietnain and they will not go to sea.
I f they go they say they will go 1 or i years and leave. They do this
while this kind of emergency is going on,

Mr. Chairman, I have heard lots of discussion about less of a setup
I halt this, This proves the ineffectiveness of a list of trained officers,
Inc the graduating class of 1965 we have, to discount. the find: figure,

because. they graduated about mid-year, but that class sailed 15,947
man-days in 1066. and by 1067 they were down to 11,130 titan -days
when we could not sail the ships to move the gulls and ammunition
and bombs to our troops in Vietnam. The figures show similar results
for the class of 1068.
Mr. Chairman, we. would have liked to have developed these figures
much more extensively and showed what happened to graduates in the

early 1060's when the Vietnam war cattle; but we did not have the
opportunity, Mr, Chairman.

What these facts indicate. is that a large proportion of Maritime
Academy graduates never go to sea in the merchant marine; and, of
those who do, most do not make seagoing a career.
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Why pour taxpayers' money into academies which are failing in

their responsibility to train active officers for service in the merchant
.marine? We hope that this subcommittee will pursue the question of
the employnient status of academy graduates with a view to determinino just how many active officers they have produced and how many
of these active officers have made seagoing a career. That is a crucial
question in determining theneed for, and the effectiveness of, each of
the academies.
Mr. Chairman, T question very seriously the figures supplied to the

ad hoc committee on page 11, the self-serving documents of the
academy,

Mr. Chairman. the relationship between the maritime academies

and industry is almost nonexistent. An even stronger case can be, made

that the academies have shown little interest in cooperating with the
unions.

In the mid-1960's, the Kings Point academy rejected a- MEBA/
industry proposal to provide private funds to pay the full cost of a
program to retrain seagoing engineers for newly-built, govenmentsubsidized, alitomated ships. A similar effort at about the same time to
ez4tablish a training program at the New York State Maritime College
at Fort Schuyler \vas also rejected.

That school's president. Adm. A, C. Mooreand they all seem to
have an admiral, as presidentwas quoted as saying that it would be.
"improper" to have the students enrolled in his college "mingle" with
the maritime. engineers.

At Kings Point we were told by the admiral that his institution

eonld not be contaminated by union-money. This was conveyed to us
by the dean of engineering of Columbia. University, who was with
Enrico F01111i when he split the atom and he was completely disgusted.

These rejections came despite the fact that there, is no upgrading

program presently in force at. any of the academies. At one time, Khios

Point had an upgrading program. But, even though there were adequate berthing -facilities at the academy, the private trainees had to
be bused to the academy every clay.
academies have been in support of busing over
At. least the marit
a long period of time.

Mr. BtAfir. Excuse me. Mr. Calhoon. Do you offer that as an

accommodation '?

Mr. CALuoos. T fun ill favor of busing to improve education or

anything else to improve education.
BrAoor. Thank you.
Mr. CM,FlOON, Tn terms of their relationship with MEBA, we can

only conclude that the academies have shown an unwillingness to
cooperate. As recently is Admiral Kinney's appearance before this
subcommittee on December 3. their attitude has reflected a clear antiunion, bias which has served only to weaken our merchant marine.

'1'110 maritime academies must not be permitted to operate in a

vacuum. constantly expanding their student body far beyond the needs

of our merchant marine wilily at the same time providing an inmlequate education.

Their appeals to Congress have been geared toward increasing the
degree of Federal support so they can expand their student, body. Yet,
there has been ample evidence in hearings before the ad hoc committee
51-971-713-11
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on maritime education and training in 1911-4 that the quality of their
students has been diminishing. Other colleges may need to lower their

student standards in order to maintain tuition income, but there is
clearly no need for any of the maritime academies to lower their.
standards so they can attract excessive numbers of students for nonexistent jobs.

Mr. Chairman, I would

v at this point a careful reading of the

,ractically all of the maritime academies
plan to increase their enro.rnents even though they did not say it is
those clear words. It is clearly in the testimony of most of them.
Mention must also be made of the inflexibility of the academy training programs. By 1980, predictions have been made that 4.billion cubic
feet per day of liquid natural gas will be canning into this country by
tanker.
testimony will indicate Oh

In a little more than a year from now at least one-fourth of that
level will be coming into Maryland from lgeria. None of the
academies has yet to train a single graduate. NVII0 is ready to work

aboard the new LNG- ships. At the MEBA school, we har=e already
graduated GO officers who have been given special LNG ship training..
The act hoc committee. has already recognized the flexibility of the
union schools in meeting short-term emergencies.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say on the, LNG trainingand I

submit it you want it this textbook prepared by the instructors at our
school to teach the LNGships are being built. The people are being.
trained. And they will be adequate to man the ships as they are deli vered.

Contrarily, all of your Federal and State maritime academies have
not trained one personand I know of no program to train one personfor these entirely new technology ships. We would have had'
this book printed and out in the marketplace. We have not had it
printed for one simple reason, Mr. Chairman: There are still several
questions that the U.S. Coast Guard has not answered yet. They are
investigating them, and when they answer those questions and set
the. regulations, then the book will be printed and be available to
everybody.
That raises an interesting question.

I think, Mr. Chairman, you should ask each academy that is getting
a Federal subsidy to give you a list. of the books, the technical books,

that their instructors or professors have written or the academy has
published, or technical papers that have been written and published.
Mr. Chairman, you will find this is an educational wasteland. The
old adage for college professors is "publish or perish." It is reversed
Tho degrees in the maritime, academies.

In their testimony before this subcommittee, the academies took
exception to the ad hoc committee's determination. They claim that
they have proved their ability to meet, national emergencies during

two World Wars and the conflicts in Korea and Vietnam. Those claims
ace more empty rhetoric., and I challenge them to come forward with
the facts to back them up.

Mr. Chairman, I went through one world war and two national

emergencies. and the academies simply did not train the people.
The trainino. of World War II was done in New London, Conn., and

Alameda, Calif. I went to the New London, Conn., school myself..
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They took in a class every 2 weeks. The class had 8 sections with about
10 students each. There was about 250 incoming students every 2 weeks
for a 4-month course.

Those two schoolsand these were students coming from the active ships, from the ranks of unlicensed personnelsupplied the manpower to man the ships.

In Vietnam, we know what they did; and in Korea we know what

they did. It was the same as Vietnam, Mr. Chairman.

Last night after I got home, after we got this testimony halfway
put together I sat down and tried to put down on paper what the
unions have done in the Vietnam emergency to move the ships, and
I listed them.
First, we allowed men to take their vacation pay without taking
time off. That meant a change in the existing rules.
_Number two, we upped the number of days required for a pension

credit. Prior to Vietnam, Mr. Chairman, it was 200 days. During
Vietnam we raised that pension credit to 280 clays to try to force
the men to sail more days per year.

We solicited our pensioners to return to work. We got a couple of
hundred of them back. We would not fill any job above what was the
absolute Coast Guard minimum on each ship, even though. that made
a lot of our membership mad and some of our companies mad.
We set up a national system to concentrate on any ship that was
threatened with delay. If there *was a ship with a vital shipment going
to Vietnam, no job in the entire United States would be filled until her

hold was filled so the ship could move.

We put a vice president in Vietnam permanently for the duration
of the war to take care of some of the social problems, the terrible
runs, un-air-conditioned ships. They laid there for 4 or 5 months at
anchorage to get the longshore work done.
The Military would not grant us shore leave. We had terrible problems there; and after a man had made one or two trips, lie did not

want to go back any more because of those conditions.
We opened two training schools that turned out people. We worked

with the Coast Guard very diligently to get them to issue a temporary
license.

We got them to reduce the number of years required in the school
from 3 years to 2 years, Mr. Chairman. We set up our school on a
2-year program. We gave leaves of absence to people that were on

air-conditioned ships on a rum and romance run in excess of the Coast
Guard minimum manning so he could leave the air-conditioned ship
and go to Vietnam and sail on those rusty buckets, and subsequently
return to his regular vessel.
We actively recruited in all areas, including radio and television.
We recruited in the Great Lakes to give the Great Lakes engineers
in their winter season when they were laid up an opportunity to come
and sail the Vietnam ships.
Mr. Chairman, that is a partial record of what the unions did. I
challenge you to let any and all of the State maritime and Federal

academies come in and show you what they did, in fact, and not

rhetoric.

The academies will never be able to respond effectively to emergencies because they value their 4-year 'accredited college status too
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highly. The Kings Point academy got its start during World War II
with an 18-month program. Later, they became a 4- year accredited
college, as did all of the State academies.

California has not quite made it, and Michigan is a 3-year credit.
National emergencies require crash training programs, and crash
training programs require something less than a 4-year program.
At the MEBA. school, we have not. only demonstrated that we are
more flexible in adapting our curriculum to new maritime technology,

but we have also demonstrated our flexibility in responding to national emergencies.

We started in September of 1906 with 97 students. A class of 30
to 35 persons was enrolled every 3 weeks with a goal of graduating 350
marine engineers per year to man ships for the Vietnam sealift.

In jai-wary of 1000, due to the projected reduction in the need for
maritime manpower, the school started to reduce the number of entering classes each year.

In August 1970, the MEBA. school changed its curriculum from a
'2,-year course to a 3-yea course.
This change was the decision or the .MEBA Board of Trustees based
on studies made by M E BA on manpower needs.

It was made 1 full year before the U.S. Coast Guard terminated

the temporary licensing provisions that had been instituted to increase
officer manpower during the Vietnam war.
The school further reduced the number of entering classes in 1979
and has continued to maintain a maximum. of six entering classes per
year, with a goal of gracluatino. approximately 90 third assistant 'en12,ineers per year. This record z'should be contrasted with the inflexibility of the Federal and State academies to which I referred earlier
ill lily statement.
Lot

us not be fooled that the great volume of surplus academy

graduates provides any cushion in the event of a national emergency.

)tiring the Vietnam warwhen ships were sailing short and some

ships were, unable to sail due to manpower shortagesthe Maritime

Administration compiled a list of licensed officers. They .then attempted to contact these people to get inactive officers to retinal to
sea. Only a handful came back as a result of that effort.
The last report I got, Air. Chairman, was they got two after sending
out thousands of letters.
E BA. solicited its pensioners for the same purpose and got about
200 of them hawk to sea.

No one. blamed the academies when a ship did not sail with supplies
for VietnaM. They blamed the onions. But the heart of the problem,
then, as it is now, was the means this country uses to train its mariners.
:Nfr. Chairman, it is the Federal mid State maritime academies
which must bear the primary responsibility for failure to adequately
t rain active seagoing officers.

'What other program in this country uses $13.7 million in Federal
money and seven Government-run schools to train 3,500 people for
larirelv nonexistent jobs? What other small industry gets this type
loverninent attent ion ?
Surely .we .need active merchant marine officers; but, just, as surely,
we are not gettin!, them from the academies. Acid we are paying, it
high price tag with very poor return in terms of meeting the needs

1
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Mr. CALEMON. He was not apprising me of the fact. He was giving
me orders. And it was shocking to me.

I have already stated that about 1.2 percent of our active membership comes from the academies. That number would be far higher were

it not for the high attrition rate of academy graduates who pursue a
seagoing career.

On the one hand, a witness apepared before this subcommittee
stating that not one of the 1975 Kings Point graduates obtained seagoing employment aboard U.S.-flag oceangoing ships. But on the
other hand, the California maritime. academy advertised just 2 mouths
ago that 98 percent of its 1975 graduates had jobs within one month of
graduation, and that "Most of these high-paying jobs center around
careers at sea aboard American-flag ships." This is attached as appendix C.
We see no way these two statements can be reconciled, but we do see

the California advertisement as a cruel hoax. That school is trying to
lure students in large numbersthe more. students the better.
But after those students go through .4 years of training, they find

out there are no jobs. Why must the academies be permitted to pursue
senseless high enrollment policies which can only result in frustration
and higher maritime unemployment and *frustration of their
0-raduates?

Mr: Chairman, AIEBA does not and never has discriminated

against the graduates of academies. Any lack of jobs for these graduates is due to the declining size of the TT.S.-flag fleet and the overproduction of officers by the academies. Our union treats all applicants
on an equal footing.
Testimony has also h,r,%1 -ffrered before this Subcommittee in support of a proposal to
)itundatory retirement for licensed officers.
About 2 percent of our active membership is over age 6ti, and all of
these men. are working to complete their required pension. credits for
retirement.
We have very a attractive pension. program which provide its own
incentives to retire. Mandatory retirement will not serve, to open up
any more than a handful of engineering -jobs.
What the academies are asking you to do is to kick these old people

out into the garbage heap without any pension whatsoever. Mr.

Chairman, that we are not prepared to do.
,

The median age for engineers in. 1972 was 48 years. That reprosented a 1 percent increase. in the median age over 1962 compared to
a 3.3- percent increase in the median age for all seamen.

The suggestion has also been raised before this subcommittee that

the Government conduct regular pyhysical examinations for all
licensed officers.

MEBA. already requires its active membership to underfro a stringent biannual physical examination by hoard-certified physicans. And
every engineer must. undergo a. preemployment physical examination
prior to signing on a job.

Clearly, there is no need for the Government to conduct physical

examinations for engineering officers.
This is the proposal of the supporters of the academies.
Yes; Mr. Chairman. T see several pairs of eyeglasses among the com-

mittee, but the testimony you have heard before this committee is if
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you wore eyeglasses, they would kick you off the ships so they could
make room for a so-called qualified academy graduate.
Mr, Chairman, I think they are trying to set up a medical profile
.system that would set physical standards on entrance the same as the
Marine Corps so it would force the existing workers out of their jobs
onto the gargabe heap; and we will fight it with every breath we have
in our bodies.

This is the most antiunion, antihuman being proposal that I have

seen conic before this committee in my lifetime and we have had some
lulu's here, Mr. Chairman.
On a similar subject, section 7 of H.R. 10413 directs the Commerce
Department and the Coast Guard to undertake :
A thorough review of the laws, regulations, and policies which pertain to the
renewal. of the licenses of merchant marine officers to determine if existing

renewal procedures provide for the adequate testing of officers' retention of basic
skills, et cetera.

'What other profession has to meet a reexamination requirement?
Not doctors; not lawyers; not plumbers, electricians or licensed auto
mechanics,

Why do we get singled out? This is the most regulated group of

workers in the world. So the Academy can force out the man the employer has hired and is satisfied with and is doing his job. So you can
force him out to put another Academy graduate into his job.
Mr. Chairman, this is going from the sublime, to the ridiculous. This
is not just antiunion. This is antihuman being.
As a. group. seamen ore already the most Government-regulated
private. industry occupation. Everything from the food they eat, the
room in which they sleep. to their conduct aboard ship and on shore is
covered by a regulation,
We view the end result .of section 7 as doing little, if anything, for
'the quality of our merchant officers. But it will provide the means to
-push out part of the existing workforce so that the. academies' oversupply of graduates can get jobs.

If he had one marijuana cigarette in his home, his license is revoked and his right to make a living is destroyed in the maritime

union.
We are the only class of people in the -United States that live tinder
the. whip of such terrible laws, and now let us put some more on these
poor slouches.
We are also opposed to section 6 of H.R. 10413. That section directs
the Coast Guard to maintain a list of licensed merchant marine officers
which eau be used "in the event of any national emergency."

spoke earlier of the ineffectiveness of a similar list during the
"Vietnam war. It is not likely to be any more effective in the future.
But this type of list could be made available, under the wording of
the proposed legislation, in labor disputes. We view section 6 as an -unnecessa.ry and potentially antilabor provision.
Mr. Chairman, to explain what I said there, this bill directs itself
to a national emergency. The Taft.-ITartley injunctive procedure also
directs itsel f to a tuitional emergency.

If the. Federal Government is successful in the Federal courts in
'proving there is a national emergency and getting the 80-day cooling
of injunction, and the labor dispute is not finished by the 80th day,
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Mr. Chairman, under this language, this list that is supposed to be
compiled by the Coast Guard will be readily available and I quote
that "readily available" to any strikebreaker that wants to break a
strike throughout the-United States; because the Federal Government
and the courts have already determined that a national emergency
exists.

I will tell you, it stinks to high heaven of antiunion prejudice.

Mr. Chairman,' if you dig into your staff you will find Academy

graduates that do not even know the meaning of the word "mechanics"

and instead of serving their country like they are committed to do
when they took a free education in the academies, they choose. to come
here and be word mechanics to screw the poor working merchant
sea man,

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to say a few words about the failure
0:f the academies to attract blacks and other minority students.

Their efforts have been an abomination. At a time when colleges
throughout the country are making significant attempts to achieve
equal educational opportunity, our maritime academies have lagged
far behind the field.

I have cited several reasons together with supporting data for
MEBA's opposition to the legislation before this subcommittee.
MEBA. is proud of its engineering school and what it has accom-

plished for the good of our merchant marine.
We seek neither to expand our enrollment nor to limit other sources
of training.
There are other sources of training that have not been mentioned
in this hearing; and we are in no way trying to get a monopoly. There
arc purely commercial training schools in the major seaports of the
Nation. They train unlicensed people to get their license.
They also train and upgrade between the rates of license for both
mates and engineers. These commercial schools have been long existent and have a long heritage of good work, and personally we support
them.
We support them so much, Mr. Chairman, that if our member goes
to their school and raises his license through those schools, we pay his
tuition. That is how much we believe in the free enterprise system,

even though we have a school in Baltimore where he can go and do
the same thing.
If he does choose to do it in Seattle or New York or New Orleans or
Houston or Boston or wherever it may be, we will pay his tuition fee.
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Mr, Chairman, that is why we have come before the subcommittee
today. And that is why we hope, that this subcommittee will withhold
its approval of the Maritime Academy legislation before it.

Mr. Do-IN-NI:No. Thank you very much, Mr. Calhoon, for a very interesting statement, albeit a very controversial one.

The various tables appended to your statement will appear in the

record at this point.
[The tables referred to follow :]
TABLE

1.iturif imc ,Toby

Deck and engine shipboard jobs :
October 1, 1964
December 1, 1973
October 1, 1974
October 1, 1075
TABLE

13, 031
7, 866
7, 352
6, 454

2.Yumbcr of ships is U,S, flag fleet as of September 30, selected years
Number
of ehipe

Year
1910
1950
1954
105$

332

1,082
1, 053
937
885
1, 006
770
540
76.
20. 9

19(12

1900
1970
1075

Percent decline in
fleet, Sept. 30, 1946, to Sept. 20, 1975
Percent decline in U.S.-flag fleet, Sept. 30, 1970, to Sept. 30, 1.975
:tourer? : Maritime :Win tnIstratlom U.S. Department of Commerce.
TABLE 3. -- UNITED STATES AND STATE MARITIME ACADEMY GRADUATES: 1954-74

California Maritime AcademY Maine Maritime Academy
Massachusetts Maritime Academy
New York Maritime College
Texas Maritime Academy
Subtotal
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy

Total graduates

1954

1959

1964

1969

1074

49
61

54
58
56
66

72
94

67

118

60
95

56
126

52
116
69
114

(I)

(i)

(I)

265

348

159

234
224

424

458

No graduating class until 1966.
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5

1357
2

12

363

191

405
213

539

618

545

182

C'.....%

C)

4..4

number of
ships

Age in years:

1

37

0

36

1

2

35 34

32

9 32

33

3 See exclusionary note above.
t Includes containerships, containerized barges, etc.
Those ships with no cargo.

1 Includes primarily those in "Private" category.

Age by group in percent

V. Age:

IV. Conversions

III. Status

II, Type

I. Designation

30

48 53

31

10

29

22
21

20

14

13

12

11

10

13

20 24

22

28

15

12

9

13

18

7

6

17

17

31 to 35 yr

11

8

5

14

11

0

540

Total

100

17

1

0.2

26

2

Iota,

15

3

Over 35 yr

15

4

Source: "Status of U.S. Flag Merchant Fleet as of Sept. 30, 1975" (excluding ships operating
exclusively on the inland waterways, Great Lakes, those owned by the Armed Forces, and those
of a special character such as tugs, cable ships, trawlers, etc.), Maritime Administration, Office
of Subsidy Administration, Division of Trade Studies and Statistics, U.S. Department of Commerce.

13. 1

14

9.3

9

8. 9

6

20. 2

6

15

13.2

19

16

6 to 10 yr

19

17

18.1

9

18

0 to 5 yr

2

23
19

52

90

24

26. 3
142

Jumboized

Converted

26 to 30 yr

1

25

540

48

Percent of total active fleet

Total
Laid up
23

460

21 to 25 yr

5'

26

540
56

227

540

JO

101

Total

87

2

3

Total 3

Other

1

Others

Tanker

3

tanker

Suer-

T-10

T- 8

Bulk

1-7

1-6

16 to 20 yr

2

27

6

2

85

2

Temporarily inactive 4

7

1-5

T-3

1-2

T-1

11 to 15 yr

1

28

14

C-9

Total

Active cargo-carrying

121

10

25

C-8

126

27

C-7

C-6

Freighter

103

48

14

C-5

Containerized 3

C-4

C-3

C-2

TABLE 4.PROFILE OF THE U,S. FLAG FLEET AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1975

I-.

- C.)

1-4

70.45

49. 37

62.26
66.67

7. 31

44.23
96.00
19.75

27.57
22.73

23.06
6.82

0

13.33
100

100
100
100
100

4. 00

32.10
29.27
37.74
20.00

0

48.15
63.42

Total
100
100

Partial

42.31

13.46

'Fail

Source: Original data supplied by the U. S. Coast Guard, Merchant Vessel Personnel Division.

Average of above schools
Calhoon Meba School

Maine
Massachusetts
New York
Texas

United States (Kings Point)
California

Pass

Steam

100
100
100
100
100

34.57
29.27
37.74
46.67

29.99
19.59

43.21
63.42
0

13.33
22.24
6.19

7. 31
62. 26

40.00
47.44
74.22

85.71

45. 57

45.45
66. 67
0
0

100

3. 85

0

54.43
14.29

100.00

0

54.55
33.33

100

100

14.29

54. 43

85.71

45. 57
100
100

100

50.00

50.00

0

0

100
100

54.55
33.33
0

100
0

29.83
70.17
0
45.45
66.67

0

Total
Fail
Pass

0
100

0
100
100

70. 17
0
100
100

27.89

13.46

0

100

29.83

58.65
96.15
22.22

Total
Fail
Pass

Total

Partial

Motor

Reexams

Fail

Pass

Examinations

/Percentages)

TABLE 5.-COMPARISON OF RESULTS ON EXAMINATIONS FOR 3D ASSISTANT ENGINEER FROM STUDENTS AT VARIOUS NAUTICAL SCHOOLS,
JANUARY TO DECEMBER 1974

Olt

CT)
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TAB T. EI 0. Employment of graduates: TI.S. State maritime academies summary,
.1431-60
Percent
93, 08
13. 00

INIerHtant marine afloat
Mt rchant marine ashore
Subtotal

36. 68

Active tint

:19.18

Total graduatees in marititne jobs

55.86

Graduates with more than 5 years h. sea : merehant marine

5.O5

Graduates with inure than 5 years at sett: active dutymilitary

0.02

Total graduates with more than 5 years at sea

11.07

TABLE 7.ACTIVE MEMBERS AND APPLICANTS OF DISTRICT NO. 1 -PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT AND DISTRICT
NO. 2, MLBA WHO ARE GRADUATES OF FEDERAL AND STATE MARITIME ACADEMIES
United
States

Massa-

Califorpia

Maine

chusetts

New York

1
16

1

132

4

10
5
5

4

1946- SO.

0
3
6
8

9

1941 -45

4

36

Year

Prior to 1941_ -._.

Texas

Total

14
13

II

7

I

8

1956 -FR

10

4

32

1961-65
1966-70
1971-75

65
99
36

27
85

25
42

9

22

42

7

6

15
3

52
96
36

24
160
55
38
70
178
359
130

251

182

111

59

18

393

1,014

1951 55

Total_

_

TABLE 7a.--CAREER ANALYSIS OF MEBA MEMBERS AND APPLICANTS WHO WERE GRADUATES OF THE FEDERAL
AND STATE MARITIME ACADEMIES -1965 AND 1968

(1) 1965 Academy graduates:
Number of Days Worked

1965 1

1966

1957

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

5, 661

17. 947

II, 120

10, 032

8, 636

6, 263

5, 113

4, 554

2, 967

3, 902

1963 1

1969

12, 390

19, 548

1970

1971

1975

1, 931

1972

1973

1974

1975 1

8, 353

7, 096

6, 671

3, 274

(2) 1968 Academy graduates:

floater of days worked -. _

Percent change

15, 730

10, 850

196E 68

1969 71

1966 74

1969-74

44. 1

44. 5

73.8

65.9

1 1st year in series does not reflect i2 mo in most cases since graduation came during that year. 1975 data not yet
complete,

TAnt.e: 8.---CaMbon M/.;/;.1. Hnyincering School: Classes enrolled by year

anther
ber of
elaskm

enrolled

171,n1::
19116

4

1967

20
19

11)118

18
15
8

1969
1970
1971
1072
1973
1974
19'75

0
6

6

17
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TABLE 9.--MARITIME ACADEMY COST PER ENROLLEE: 1974
Number of
students

School

California Maritime Academy
Great Lakes Maritime Academy

Maine Maritime Academy.. ... ........
.
....... ..
Massachusetts Maritime Academy__ ..... ..
New York Maritime College
Texas Maritime Academy
Sub-total
U.S. Merchant Marine Aca.rerny
Total
Calhoon MEBA School

.

cost

$8, 787

2, 767, 905

7, 636

687, 240
3, 862, 956
3, 629, 520
4, 618, 560
1, 637, 830

$711, 352
242, 596
645, 114
956, 416
854, 434
406, 182

534

7,221

720
680
115

5, 041
6, 792
14, 242

2, 454
1, 035

7, 011
9, 550

.

.. _.

Total cost

eniollea

-

315
90

Federal

Cost par

- ....

3, 489
324

.......

7, 764
5, 560

17, 204, 011
9, 884, 250
.
27, 088, 261

_

I, 801, 440

3, 795, 094

9, 834,250
13, 6S0 344
0

Source: Based on data camained in the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and Training, serial
No 94-D, 16/5.
.

[Committee, not,'.--A.ppenelix A phi('od in, filus of ;i11)conniiitteed
APPENDIX B
SAMPLING OF BACKGROUND OF 2,096 LICENSED OFFICERS I
Background

IlawsepiperN (came up through ranks)
U.S. Merchmit Marine Academy
Marne Maritime Academy _ ... .
..
State University of New York Maritime College.
Califor nia Maritime Acadern/.
MEBA Engineering Scnool. .
.

......

Massachusetts rdlar ili rad Acada,,i,

... ............. .... .....

.... ......

Texas A. & o'L University

Great Lakes Maritime Academy. ..... .. ..
Other

.

...........

Ito record_
Total

Number

Percent

1, 611
100
87
72
49
44

76.9

37

1, 8

4, 8

4.2

la

2.3
2, 1

7

.3

3
59
27

2. 8

2, 096

100, 0

1

I, 3

I Includes roasters.

Source: Data supplied to the House Merchant Marine Subcommittee by Captain Emery U.S. Coast Guard, MARAD
Liaraan Officer.

[Acet.:Notx

(Press release ti itittneflia to reletts.o.)
CALIFoit'xiii -MARITIME ACADEMY,

Vallejo, C;alif., October 7, 1075.
t.f)it: Now TAKING A1'1'LICATION:4

'The t'ailfornia AI:tritium .\eaficuty, the \Vest's only maritime college, is now
tal:ing applications from num ;tint women for the class entering in the .fall oC
1970, 1'1,011 the succe7nsful. completion of studios, Cal Illaritittm sAttfleitts
awarciert a Bachelor of Science degree in either Nautical. Industrial '1.'oclinology
or Al:trine Engineering Technology. In addition, the graduates. are licensed by
the

Coast Guard as third males Mill third assistant engineers for

Merchant 1\ In rine vessels, Last year's gradruttes went to work at incomes ranging

front st:5,000 iu sl,o0f) per year, In addition, qualified graduates nifty receive a
Naval or Coast (futird Reserve.
commission its Ensign in the

Ilighlight or lite -\ cadetnic year fit Cal :tistritte for the students is the anima!
training trinfestr-at-,ea aboltrd the Academy's I01.' I'ltining Ship (t0E,DEN"
DEA
During 111 student's four yin ;it the Ac0,1,,w.v. n 1,1tiltilluin of stz
Past cruise;, 1)1111' included 81:011:4 tII such 11011s ns
mont:1s sea time is I
Syt"tm.;,-, 1 lot, llouolnht, C.1.1:1(111i 1, Balboa, (Mitipagos, Acapulco, tiaft
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Applicants must be high school graduates between the ages of 17 and 24 upon
admission. (Veterans are accepted up to age 27). Transfers from other colleges
may receive up to One year of credit for the four year program, The Academic
Dean, Wilbur H. Parks, points out that applicants would do well to apply early,
as spaces are limited.
Cal Maritime, a publicly funded institution of higher learning, offers challenging career opportunities to its graduates and it has one of the highest job-tograduate rates in the country. Members of last year's graduating class had two
to three job offers to chose from and some 08% of the class was employed less
than one month after graduation from the four year course of study. Most of these
high-paying jobs center around careers at sea aboard American Flag ships.
A 5,7-million dollar building program is currently underway at the nautical
school, situated on the Carquinez Strait in Vallejo, and new dormitory facilities
will allow the school enrollment to jump to a maximum of 468 students over the
next three years.
Catalogs; application forms, and financial aid information will be sent upon
request. Queries should be addressed to the Admissions Office, California Maritime Academy, P.O. Box 1302, Vallejo, Ca. 94500.
[APPENDIX I)]
M.E.B,A. DIAGNOSTIC CENTER,

New Orleans, La,

Name: John Doe.
Ago: 4R.

Sex: Male,
Date of examination: June 17,1071.
Case No.: 25360.
.Height: 72 inches.

Weight: 158 pounds. The patient presents with no chief complaint, except for
difficulty with hearing,
PAST HISTORY

The past history reveals no serious injuries or illnesses. There have

been no operations. He had the usual childhood diseases of measles, mumps
and chicken pox. He has not had whooping cough, scarlet fever, diptheria, rheumatic fever, polio, or problems with tonsillitis or kidney disorders. There is no
history of T.B., malaria, typhoid or cholera or yellow jaundice. He smokes one
and a. half packs of cigarettes per day and has done so for a number of years.
He drinks approx. 2 cups of coffee per day. He drinks alcohol in spells, having
as many as 10-12 beers at these times.

FAMILY HISTORY

His father died at age 67 with severe rheumatoid arthritis and heart trouble.
His mother is age 70 living and well. He has 2 brothers and 1 sister, all living
and \veil. There is no family history of high blood pressure, T.B., diabetes,
strokes, kidney trouble, anemia, migraine, epilepsy or cancer.
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS

Head: Negative.
Eyes: Negative.
Tars : Mild hearing deficit.
Nose: Negative.
A/oath: Negative.
Throat.: No dysphagia or hoarseness,
Neck: Negative.
Chcot: Morning cough productive of a whitish sputum with black flecks only.
No history of hemoptysis or chest pain.
Heart: Negative,. No orthopnea, dyspnea, or cyanosis or pain.

f11.: Completely normal, No nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, constipation, or

melcna.

G.U.: No dysuria, urgency, frequency, nocturia, hematuria or incontinence.
Bones, joints, extrenatiel: Negative.
General: The patient has been in good health. No history of fever, chills, fatigue

or weight loss. There is no endocrinological or neurological history of abnormality. The patient had suffered from hemorrhoids 4 to 5 years ago. He was
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given suppositories and has had no further difficulty therewith. He has had no
bleeding hemorrhoids, The patient contracted a rash of his hands, mainly between the lingers a year ago in his travels to Southeast Asia. This has persisted

in a mild form. The patient is married and living with his wife. He has no
children.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

General: The Imtient is c well developed, tall, thin, male appearing about his
stated age of 43 years. Blood pressure 140/70 in both arms, pulse 64 and regular. Respirations 16.
The skin is fair with small areas of sunburn type erythematous rash
partially
over the face, neck and upper extremities. There is an erythematons,
denuded rush between the second and third, and third and fourth fingers of both
hands.
Ifead:Normoceplialie.
Eyes: The pupils are round and regular and react to L. & A. The conjunctivae
are normal. The fundi are normal. The discs are seen and have clear margins.
Fars: Normal.
Nose: Norma I.

Mouth and. throat: Edentulous. Otherwise normal.
Chest: Equal and symmetrical in expansion.

Wart: No cardiomegaly.

in the midelavieular Lille under the 6th rib.

No ma MID rs, thrills or gallops.
Lungs: Clear to A. and P.
Abdomen: Normal. No orgattomegaly.

Genitalia: Normal adult male. No hernia.
Extremities: Negative.

Neurological: DTR's are equal and active bilaterally, No Babinski's Sensory
and motor function intact. The pulses are palpable and symmetrical in both

radial, brachial, femoral or dorsal pedes. The brachial arteries are tortuous and
sontewliat hard to palpation.
SPECIAL TESTS

.4 uthograni: There is a 3% loss In the left ear, an 18% hearing loss in the
right ear, with a combined hearing deficit of 0%. Some loss in the right ear in
the speech rouge as welt as the high speech range for the left ear.
Spirmactryi: Forced expiratory volume is 77% of predicted value, 3.7 liters,
which is within normal limits.
EltiO: ST segment in standard 1 is slightly flattened. There is a RSR prime in
V2, however, the tracing is generally within normal. limits.

Proutoseopie and anal: Digital exam reveals two firm nodules within the
right and left Lobe of the prostate which are hard. There are no other intrinsic
or extrinsic masses to digital examination. Proctoscopie to 25 eta. is within
normal
Additional Dictation Dated Jane 24. 1071.

Laboratory Data: The (111C' is within normal limits, The VDRL is nonreaefive. The urinalysis is within normal limits. The EPA and Lateral views of tile
chest show thortwie seollosis with tonvexity to the right, ohlterwise, within normal limits. For the 12 channel chemistry screen see the attached sheet, The
2 hr. post prandial blood sugar is within normal limits except that it is slightly
elevated to 140 mg, per cent.
IMPRESSIONS

71.. Fungal skin rash, both hands.
2, Early generalized A r te r ()sclerosis.

3. Bilateral hearing loss.
4. Chroeie bronchitis, mild to moderate.
5, There are 2 hard nodules within both lobes of the prostate, probably repreSOutIng benign prosta tie hypertrophy.
(I. Rate out diabetes mellitus.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The patient should have a 3 hour glucose tolerance test, and is referred to
his private physician for farther evaluation of the prostatie problem.
2. Yearly .follow-ups at the MEI3A Diagnostic Center are recommended.

1 7 4.
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1MM AVVAGARIY, SEROLOGY AND OROLOGY REPORT

/refrualo/ogy
1)713C X 10'

10. 2

RBOX10'

4.135

ligh. gm
He t (percent)
MCP it

14.3
45.S
100
31, 5

MCII n.u.g
NICHC (percent)

31.4

POLY
STAB
LYMPH

56
10
15
16

MONO
130S
BASO

1

sed
111(1. anisocytosis

Slight poildlocytosts
Adequate platelets
Serology
111)11f,

nonreactive
y

Blood

Negative.

Ketones
Protein
Glucose

Do.
Do.
5.

Specific gravity
Sediment

1.025,
pus 5-8/.11 PE%
RADIOLOGICAL REPORT

NP.-I and lateral rien78: There 01 a thoracic scoliosis con Vexed Co the

right. No other significant findings are shown. Tile cardiac and mediastilial

si ructures ttre within normal limits.

FORTENBERRY, M,D.,

Radiologist.

Mr. CmAtoox. -M-r. Chairman. I would like to submit some additional material for tlie record. 1i. lily morning mail I :found two more
regulations affecting merchant seamen. I would like to read. this one.
Phis is from American President Line. special nolice all crew 111001bers,

It reads :

pc.vidc nt

-1.,Iong

crew.- members in But in alhuved ashore in Singapore if their hair violates
the current normal standards of the Singapore (lovernment requirements, that
length in front not below the eyebrows and length iu back not. extending over
shirt voilaiI, and 'sides not extending over the ears.

These requirements are brought to your attention to avoid misunderstanding
and penalties for prompt haircuts under (illreSti. This is stringently enforced.

We not only have the

(4-wenn:writ enforcing standards but

foreign governments.

There is It now ono law under the Freedom of Information Act.
statement b the U.S. Coast
and I would like to submit it 'for
the rocmil 'because We (10 1101. 1111(1CrSialla it all. IThless you sign a
waiver of somo of your rights. the U.S. Coast Guard will not process.

your al lot 'nein to your next of kill.
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Mr. DowNt.No. Without objection, the paper will be made a part of
the record.
[The document referred to follows :]
CG-722A11.0TNIEXT Noricti
PRIVACY ACT STATEME:Vr

Tn accordance with 5 USC 552a (e) (3), the following information is provided
to you \viten supplying personal information to the 'U.S. Coast Guard.
1. Authority which authorized the solicitation of the information : AC USC 590.
2. Principal pnrpose(s) for which inforomtion is intended to be used : (1) this
form is used by seamen wishing to establish an allotment from their pay to an
individual or institution provided for in the 111)1)11(10de regulations. (2) The form

is completed by a U.S. shipping comndssloner, signed by the seaman, and processed for implemathat by the shipping cmapany.

3. The routine uses which may be antde of the information : the allotment
notice is not incorporated into the seaman's official tile and therefore is not of
nay further use to the Coast Guard once it is forwarded to the shipping colon:Lily for implementation.

17. Whether or not disclosure of suet) Riformatiou is mandatory or voluntary
t required by law or optional) and the effects on the individual, if any, of not

providing all or any "Hirt of the requested information : disclosure pt the Informa-

tion is voluntary, but if the seaman does not execute the form or provide the
necessary inforination then no allotment from his pay can be established.
(Signature of seaman)

Mr. CAInfooN, I also have here. vhich I think may be of interest,
literature from the )(part ment. of the United States Navy requesting
otit'school to train no val personnel.

Mr. Chairman, we bare no disagreement with training the navy

personnel. We only had one disagreement with the Navy, and we have
trained either four or five classes of Navy personnel.
Our disagreenient was we were absolutely committed to not take one
dime. of Federal 111011ey into our training school because we knew the
Federal Government knew how not to run training programs and we
did not want to get into that.

We worked it out with the Navy that we would not pay a tuition,
but they had to pay something for their records and they paid for the
use of the equipment they used.
Mr. I )osixo. That will be. submitted for the record.
[The document referred to follows :]

DEculittnat 4, 1975.

To: Mr. de; -se lf. Calhoon,
From : Mr. Luebbe.

It: was the decision of the Trustees of the MEBA Training Plan that the Navy
be permitted to use our facilities at no cost to them. The dates of the use were

art follows; A !Igloo- 0 I o August 21, 1071: January 10 to January 28, 1071; June 5
to .lone 2:3, 1072 ; and November U to Noventher 24, 1972.
I/EPA in* m ENT OF Tao NAVY.

NAVAL SHIP SYSTEM S Coil srAxn,

Washington, D.C., December 24, 1069.
Mr. J. M. CA LIMON.
Pre.sident.ntlional Alarinc Hnginrer Beneficial Association,
em York City, Y.Y.
DEAR MR. CALHOON : The 'U.S. Navy has installed the General Electric Cmitral

Operations System (COS) aboard various classes of ships in the Hoot. This installation has created On urgent requirentent for a training program to train
operation and maintenance personnel for the fleet.

67-071-70-12

1. 7 6'
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The Naval Ship Systems Command is currently in the process of developing,
with General Electric, a Inc/inflect version of the COS. This modified COS will
be installed ut the Navy Development and Training Center, San Diego and will
he available for the training of .Navy personnel approximately January 1971.
Iii the interim, the TI.S. Navy has no capability of its own for the training of the
operation and maintenance personnel.

Recently, representatives trout this Command visited the Caliloon Marine

Engineer Beneficial Association Engineering School, Baltimore, Maryland. Dur-

ing their visit, they had the privilege of touring the school and examining the
COS now in the process of being installed, It became apparent that the COS and
the environmental factors would be well suited to meet the Immediate training
requirement of the Navy. In view of the Installation of a COS unit adapted for
training ut your facility and the urgent requirement to provide trained personnel
to the fleet, it is requested that consideration he given to making available the
COS and suitable classroom space for this Command on a non-interfering reimbursable basis.
The training program planned for Navy personnel would consist of approximately a 15-Day course for two groups of learners, all Petty Officers and/or
Officers, 10 learners per group, It is currently estimated that the first group will
convene in Ji tile 1970 with the second group convening in September 1970. The
Navy groups could he scheduled at any time agreeable to you so as not to interfere or interrupt in any way the conduct of your regularly scheduled classes.
ileneral Electric Co. instructors will he provided by this Connnand for the conduct of the training course. in addition, funds can be made available to defray
any costs required for the use of your facility and to replace any parts which
may he dm-ringed during the conduct of the training progra.m.

It is requested that this Command be advised if this request could be granted.
In addition, an estimate of any rental fee that may be required N desired so that
the necessary funds can lie budgeted,

The point of contact is Captain J. W. Hayes, Jr., USN, Director, Training
Material Support Division, Naval Ship Systems Command, Washington, D.C.
20300 ( telephone el rea code 202OX 6-8037).

R. C. GOODING,

Rear Admiral, USN,

Vice Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command.

Mr. DOWNING. Thank you very much, Mr. Cal' -,on. I guess I can
assume you are opposed to the bill.
Mr. CALI tooN. That is the understatement of the
Dowxt,yo. Thank you.
Mr. Emery will submit his questions for the record.
Oil the reconi.

[The answers were not received by the time this hearing went to

press.]
['Discussion off the record.1
Me. DoWNING. Back on the record.
i's. Sullivan?
MrS, SPLnivAN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank yen. Mr. Cal hoon.

I want to assure, you that there is no antiunion basis on my part,
nor do I believe there is any any feeling by any member of this committee of an antiunion -feeling, but it does not mean at least we cannot discuss things on which there are disagreements. And I think this
is the one reason why there is a hearing, why there was a bill made

np from the recommendations of the ad hoc committee and why

I opposed the increase ill the Federal participation when it was before

the conference with the Senate on the Maritime authorization bill,
I think von know from the work I have been doing all these, years

that I feel we in the entire. maritime industrythat is labor, con -

gressional
r, ressional and all othershave to work together because I believe we

are all devoted to a stronger merchant marine.
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t work to do, such as the cargo preference
There is a lot of impo r,:an..
`legislation, and the only reason this -was not taken up this year is
because of the heavy laynp of tankers. We did not want to have it

vetoed again.

I think it is in the hooks that we wilt get it through in the next

session.

Really, we should have resolved this question long before tins time
SO that we can get, on to other business, and we should have done

it immediately when the ad hoc committee made, the study.
10113 which would enAs far as f know, there is nothinp.
courage any school to torn out greater numbers of students, and what
did concern the ad hoc committee on maritime education and training was the steady decline in the quality of students of our Nation's
maritime. schools that they had been able to attract to those schools.
Now, it is allep.cd, and I cannot buy this allegation, that increasing
the subsistence allowance to students in the State maritime academies

was designed to increase the quality rather than the quantity of

students.

ft you cannot get a higher grade of student with a lesser amount
of subsidy. I do not think you are going to get any higher with a
greater aill01111t, because it was attracting evidently the middle income
class. Int those NVII0 were not too .interested in formal edneatio».
What I want to ask you is, Does the ME41.3A. school offer a liberal
arts course I.
..Air.C.\ralonx., NO, ma'am.

Mrs. St-umv.vx. It is an engineering course, so they sign on as an
engineer. They are thoroughly acqnamted wit it that part. of the ship's
operation, is that it-?
Mr. C kuiloox. Yes, Madam Chairman.
.AIrs. Si-Ed:I:VAX. What do you think is a desirable and reliable way
of protect i11.0' the future manpower requirements of the U.S.-flag merchant Meet for licensed officers?

This is one of the reasons we had, and I do not know if it is section
(1 or 7, Imt we had called on the Maritime Administration to hold the

annual meetings with representatives of all the schools which train
individuals for initial licensing as oilicors.
At the present .time, does you school discuss its enrollment plans
with M'a rAd ?
Air. CAulttiox, We do not discuss enrollment phins, but we do have
indepth discussions on what the fliture, of the industry portends for
the next year. and we gear our school accordingly.
'Flint is one of the factors we take, into consuleratm ; when we set
the number of students,
Air. Chairman and Afadam Chairman, we are aiming at graduating
no magic number. That was the number
students a year, and
that the professionals at our schools told us was the lowest mininu
we could go to and keep an adequate staff and do the other things that
are necessa ry and that we could expand in case of a national emergency.
So our lowest common denominator to maintain the facility in existcure is OR

uli s. St-i.r.ivAx. Yours is a 3-year course.

What Might happen 3 years from now you would have 70 project,
is that correct.?
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Mr. CALHoON. Ma(hini Chairman, I stand for election every
years. As a matter of fact, my ballots are being counted today, mid 1 am
not there, and I do not like that at all. I stand for election like every
other officer in this anion. If we oversupply and create a job crisis for
our membership, we are going to be the ex-officers of the union.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. I understand.

you aware of the testimony of the Coast Guard before this subcommittee on November 19th of last year, 1974, to the effect that there
were serious problems in the area of retaining. particularly in the socalled critical skills area'?
For this reason, section G was included in the bill before die committee, and in order to enable both the committee and the Coast Guard
to take a closer look at the current knowledge and ability of those who
applied for renewal of their officer's license, and I think we all sweated
out together a number of years ago, when we had to take ships out of
the moth balls and get them to sea, and there were not the trained men
and crew to go on the ships. And I remember the unions coining in.
and I think this is when most of the schools were started, the unions
coming in to say they were going to train men for the inland waterways
us well as the oceangoing vessels.
Limo w the unions started up a number of schools so that they would
not have...to take people off the streets and train them on the job.
When we found out we could not get any of this information from
the Coast Guard is when the entire idea came out how do we keep track
of the people who go through the academies, our own King's Point, as
well, as our State academies; how can we keep track of those graduates
who the United 'States or the Federal Government had helped to get an
education, and yetrAvIten we needed theni, they were .110t to he found.
That is why tHat section was put in, to find Sonic- way, and never
with the idea of trying to get strike-breakers to break up the union's.

si Tike.

r.

Limos. My comment, Madan' Chairman, is that they certainly
saw it accommodated the injunction of the Taft-I hatley A:et, not the
idea you expressed. I am certain of that, and I have read the record
very clearly.

This committee was not informed that this list had been made Bp
during\:rietnam and had been mailed out with great expectations. The
last report I got, they had gotten two people to return, and no more
than, Madam Chairman, you are going to get the attorneys for the
minority side who are not going to return to see
Mrs. SuLLIVAN. They hold no feeling of s. ?onsibility for having
been given an education or helped to obtain an education!
Mr. ('AtatooN-. That goes to our testimony iibont properly motivating
tl'e students at the actuknny.
Making it living in it maritime career is deprecated at the academies,
Madam Chairanin. If a kid fails an examination paper, he is told like
you will make good seagoing material.
Madam Chairman, Rving this critical period of Vietnam when they
were coaling out of the academies and not sailing, or either sailing a
little and not sit ding any more, then I would. say )011 milt snlipoena fife
records to see if they passed on the transcripts to other colleges where
they go in for graduate work.
Madam Chairman, that is a complete violation of their obligation
to this (solitary.
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Mrs. Sal.mv.kic. Thank you,

Mr. Dowsimi. There is a vote on the floor of the Ilonse and we will
have to recess. We will recess for about 15 minutes and when we get
back here, we will go to room 1301, which is right across the hall.
[Short recess.]
Mr. Dowx ENG. The subcommittee will come to order.

Mr. Calhoon, you stated that you would oppose a mandatory retirement age of 65 for the good reason that some of the people are trying
to build up their retirement and, at the present time, they are over 65.
Should we pass a law making retirement mandatory at age 65, with
a grandfather clause protecting those who are trying to get their pension entitlements, would you still object to such provisions?
Mr. CALiwo.N. Where does the money come from, Mr. Chairman?

I do not object to the principle, but the principle has to be paid

for.
Mr. DowNING- Actual...Hy, would it not work out the same as it doenow ?

Mr. CA uroox. No, sir.
am not an actuary.

-

Mr. Dowx mi. Spell that out for me a little bit because I am not
either.

(..\Litoox. Well, let me go to the rules that we have had in our

pension plan for many, many years.
Now, we are in a transition stage to get in compliance with this new
-\ et that was passed last year, but under our old rules, a man could vest

after 15 years of service and at age 05 he could pick up a 15-year

pension..

If lie did not have the 15 years, Mr. Chairman, at age 65 he could

continue to work until lie accumulated the 15 years, or if he had
worked number of daysand I am not quite sure how many it, is,
Mr. ( 'Iiiiirmanbnt at the time lie was age TO, he could pick up what
pension he had accumulated, even though it was less than 15 years, or at
age 7.2 lie could get. his pension, irrespective of what he, had worked
iii the last several years.

Where the additional cost came in for each year of service he was
getting. he had made a year of contribution, and the 15 years vested
meant we had 15 years contribution.

Anything under 15 years vested was breakage with the plan. That
breakage was actuarily put into the calculation to up to the benefits
for the other part icipants.
Now. if now we have to give him the pension without the 15 years,
we will be eliminating breakage. We will either have to reduce benefits
or up the rate of contribution.
Moon, you were present when Mr. Leeper testiArr. T.)owN-rNo. Mr.
fied as to the human error in the maritime industry', were you not?
r. ('.\ r,1 i ooN. Yes, sir..

Mr. DowNrco. And those statistics were startling. Of the 15 nations

studied, our country ranged, I think, 11th in order of safety, even

thouldi our vountry's merchant marine is tl:e most regulated.
part of that human error was apparently due to physical incapneit ies. It would seem that if you required medical examinations, perhaps you could reduce some of these casualties.

Mr. CAr.nonx. Mr. Chairman, I heard his testimony. I was not

shocked by the high accident rate at all.
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Mr. Chairman, you have to -rtinember the age of the American ship
compared to the other foreign fleets. We do not have the comparison.
with the other fleets, but they are readily available.
The American merchant marine is composed in great part of worn-out vessels. There is no difference between a ship and an automobile.
If you go on a long trip in a 15-year-old car, you are going to have

problems.

Mr. Chairman, if you go on a trip with a brandnew car, you should..
have no problems. And I7have not seen the study and I know nothing
of the study, but I would ascribe the accidents with the American
ships in large part to the age. of the ships and the worn-out equipment.
Mr. Chairman, American ships are pretty disgraceful in the ports
of the world. It is not one of the places we show off to great advantage
our modern technology when we send 25-, 30- and 35-year-old ships to
these, foreign ports.

Mr. ('hairman, we are very much concerned about safety, and I
would like to refer you to the appendix I), which is the type of
examination you get in the NIEBA clinics.

Mr. Chairman, there are very few peopleI would say less than 5
percent of the people in the country that get this kind of thorough.

exa iii int-aim

Mr. Dowxt-No. MEBA requires physical examination, does it not?
r. CALI too N. Yes, sir.

When you get to the blood teA, it goes in the body chemistry. This
man can get this report and take it with him so wherever he goes in
the. world, he has a medical record. Ho can check his biannually to see
if there is any ehawre in his body chemistry.
Mr. Chairman, This doctors can also check it. They can see if there
is some potential problem developing.
Mr. I)owNrNo. Mr. Calhoon, as you can see, there is another vote
on the floor.
Before we leave to vote. I would like to submit for the record a state-

ment, of the U.S. Maritime Service cadets of the State maritime
academie.s.
Without objection, that will he placed in the record at this point..
[The document referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF THE U.S. MARITIME SERVICE CADETS OF Tin: STATE MARITIME
AcAnEmtEs

(By Cadet Sehoenster 1/C and Cadet S. Miller,

1./C.
Maritime College,
Fort Schuyler, Bronx, N.Y., 1040:1, and L. Pettis, 1/C, Maine aritime.)

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. the United States Maritime
Service Cadets of the State Maritime Academies of California, Great Lakes,
Maine. iiiissachusetts, New York. and Texas appreciate this opportunity to
present our views on H.R. 1020 and H.R. 9804. hills to amend the Maritime
Academy Act of 1958 (Public Low 85-012) to increase the TISMS Cadet subsistenee payment from $000 to $1200 per year at the State Maritime Academies,
and H.R. 10413 and H.R. 10500, designed to implement recommendations of

the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Maritime Education and Training.
Subsistenee payments of $000 a year to 'United States Maritime. Service Cadets
became effective In 1058. At that time, the average cost per year per Cadet for
room, board, and the summer training period was $500. The subsistence allowance
more than covered the expenses incurred by a. USMS Cadet. Today, in 1975, seventeen years later, the costs for "uniforms, books and subsistence" have increased
live to six times that of 1958. The average cost of room. board, books, and uniforms

is more than the $1200 requested. Books and supplies alone average $200 per
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year. -Maritime Service Cadets Mid it more difficult than other college students
in defraying these costs since they are unable to work during the summer due
to summer training period requirements; the only reliable source of aid is
the presently inadequate Federal Subsistence Allowance. Therefore, it is our
recommendation that the subsistence allowance not only be increased to $1300
but that additional increases be tied to some formula to accommodate inflation.

This would avoid the necessity of requesting special legislation due to inflationaryreasons.

On another matter, Mr. Chairman, we would like to xfounnent on our own
employment outlook upon graduation as licensed officers in the U.S. Merchant

Marine, as it relates to the META. union membership practices. As we look
upon our own employment prospects within the Merchant Marine, we find the

list of employers somewhat bleak. Because of manipulated rules favoring MEBA

school students, Cadets of the Federal and State Academies are limited to
employment by the non-union oil companies' ships and American Export Lines.
Employment, in other U.S. tag vessels is limited to class 2 MEBA members.

Somehow MERA school graduates obtain this privilege, whereas Federal and
State Aeadenty Cadets must wait for such a distinction. Deuce, we feel our
ability to fulfill oar desire to serve the maritime industry as licensed officers on
its hag ships is severely limited by discriminatory practices by the union, If
unions question why sonie of us do not "ship out." perhaps they should ask
themselves W113' they don't give us a chance !

Situp aiy, licensed Deck Officer graduates encounter membership problems
with MAIM'. lsetleral and State Academy licensed Third Mate graduates find
themselves effectively blocked with MM&P membership due to seniority rules.
This, we feel, discriminates against the younger U.S. Merchant Marine officers.
The Cadets of the Federal and State Academies are required to apply for,
and accepted If tendered, a commission in the United States Naval Reserve. In
training for this vonunission, a USMS Cadet receives instruction in naval science
by U,S. Naval officers and are part of it regimented organization designed to
instill leadership and enhance a Cadet's ability to make mature decisions regard-

ing his area of responslIttlity. We believe that the graduates of the State

'faritime Academies provide a well-educated, eXin'11011(!tl, and mature group of

people who are a tremendous asset in time of'f'ence and, even more so, in time
of national emergency.

Bearing in mind US-1[S Cadets' financial burdens. discriminatory union prayHefts, and eommitment to the United States Naval Reserve, we request that you

reel ify the inequities described.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, for this opportunity

to present the views of the U.S. Alarilime Service Cadets at the State Maritime-

Academies.

Mr. DowNiwo. We will see if we can get through the questions, but
let me say. to von. Mr. Ca Moon, that you hay.e been extremely patientand cooperative, and t he Chair wants to thank you for that.
Arr. cm.u0oN-.11,mk. 'oil, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dowst xc. We will recess at this time for aholit 10 minutes.
{Short rocessd
assione.d the

Asiir,ry. The subcommittee will resume.

In Chairman Downing's temporary absence, we will continue the
questioning of my. cath000.
m

fir. liiAtior. First, I would like to comment- on 10111 statement in
general.

Tt sounds like a declaration
of woe. a pretty extensive one. too.
.

T think you made your position
'Before we gel into that, if you
friirly clear in connect ion with one of the questions I am raising, so,
let's for the re,ord get it (dear.
Leeper of the National Academy of Sciences presented a statement this morning.
I do not know if you were there.
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Mr. CA LIMON. Yes.

Mr. BIAGGI. Do you have any feelings about the National Academy of
Science, Mr. Ca lh.00n?
-Mr. CALI LOON. Not really.

I ave served on a couple of panels with the National Academy of

Science.

Mr. BIAGGI. Ile talks in terms of the safety record of the U,S,-flag
vessels, which does not rate as high as WC thought it did.
He attributes sonic of the incidents to age and to physical fitness.
What is your reaction to a mandatory retirement, system'?
Mr. CALI 1.00N. I am opposed to it.

We really just went through this just before the last recess, the last

vote.
a in opposed to any compulsory retirement.
1Ve have very few people in our union that a re over age MI.

I think it, is something like 11/2 or 13/1 percent. They are out trying
to earn enough credits to get a pension.
We are just, not going to throw anybody out in the garbage.
Mr. nr,koor. I will not, quarrel with that philosophy,
But, let us see if we can modify it and get the pure question rather
than deal with the exceptions.

Given the notion that you would protect their ability to earn a

pension and given the notion that you ate not going to throw anybody

out in the garbage, what is your reaction to the pure concept. of a

mandatory retirement?
Mr. CALtrooN. I want, the same rules the 'U.S. Congress has.
Aft. 13tAoor. You would not want the ssuue rules I advocate.
Mr. C.,..ktnoax. I want the same, 'rules the U.S. Congress has.
Whereupon, Mr. Downing assurri the chair.]
Mr. firman. Well. I do not think the equation is equitable.

Mr. Leeper tried to relate you to the airlines. I did not think that

MIS exactly right, either.
Aft. CArmoox. Mr. Congressman, from his testimony T did not, get

any indication that the accidents were any way in l this study related
to afre.

I did not get that from his testimony this morning..

Mr. Bimini. Let us talk about physical fitness.
"_\ fr, CALnoos. 'Physical fitness has been around this industry for

many, many years.

We have had several attempts to put in the so-called Coast Guard

profile system.

Any company has the right to reject anybody they do not think is

physically fit.
We have ve joint-Iv ndministered diagnostic venters where a man must
take a biannual physical. and it. is a, real in-depth physical.
fliAtior. A man must take what ?
Mr. CArmoox. Take a biannual physical.
Then, he is examined every time he is reemployed.
That, is
they call a preemployment examination.

The man knows what his physical conditions are. Tie is given this
report in writing.
I think there is no problem in this industry, at least with the marine
engineers, on their physical fitness.
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Now when we start talking about standards, the standards that

would be recommended to us would 1w the standards, old standards,
that the Marine Corps had for enlistment,
Mr. BrAGGr. Well, that is speculation.
Mr. CALI:loos. Now, why do they want standards ?

They want to push the middle age and the older employees out of
this industry to make room for this overgradnation of young engineers.
.Mr. BIAGGI. That proposal has no sympathy here, I can assure you.
Mr. CALitooN. We have had many physical standards. We have had
many, many meetings with the industry.
One physical standard which is not a high medical terminology is :
Does the man have the ability to do the job ? That is what the doctor

determines: if he does have the ability to do the job and does not

have a contagious or communicable disease.
Tlint is the only three things 1w looks at.
Mr. BIAGGI. Let us net back to the physical examination that you gave
biannually, as stated in our your statement.
As a. result of those people have been precluded from employment ?
Mr. C. Am Raw. Some have been precluded from employment until
they took some corrective medical attention or some corrective surgery-.

It is usually not a matter of putting the guy oat of employment.
When he klicsys he has a serious medical problem, he wants to take

care. of it.

Sonic of the
a that have come out of running these clinics is
that we have. found that practically every engineer is deaf in certain
decimal ranges.
So, that we have learned.

We are now in the process of having a study done because we have
evidence that there is a problem of asbestosis in the engine room of
ships.

One clinic showed a 1.3-percent infestation with asbestosis of the

people they examined.
So, we are doing some studies on that.

We have spoken to the Maritime Administration and we have

spoken to the TT.S. Coast Guard on this problem.
Mr. limont. Before, I guess, the more germane question that is my
concern, I would like to make tlw same comment that the chairman,

Mrs. Sullivan, made in connection with page 18, the listing, which
you characterize as an anti labor provision.

I concern myself with the gentlelady's remarks in that there was

no intention of having this list utilized in any antilabor activity.

Whether this provision stays in the bill or not, I can assure. you

that the point you raise will be dealt with.
I am sure that my colleagues on the conunittee will make their own
.fee

i t-rs 'known.

One other item : Do yon have any evidence of any Federal or State
schools denying the application of a black or Hispanic because of their
race or ethnic origin ?
uoor. I have no knowledge of anything on their application.
Mr.
All i know is they did a terrible job.

Mr. Biwa'. No.
-We are raising the point because we are sensitive to that and we
would like to know if there is any evidence of that practice of denial
of opportunity in existence.
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If there is, we want to deal with it.
Mr. CALHOON. Well, 1 will tell you, Mr. Congressman, it has been
one of the things that ha3 genuinely concerned me.

The percentages of blacks or minority officers is very, very low.
tntil we started a trainino.t, program of our own there was very little
we could do about it.

Since we have had our own training program, we have had a very

.definitive program to recruit.

But, we have always been concerned with the affirmative action

program of 0E0, if they came in and said you must fill these jobs with
minorities, because they are just not around..
That is one thing that has concerned us.
Mr. Bracer. What is the tuition in your school, Mr. Calhoon?
Mr. emulous% NO

Mr. BIAGGI. We had testimony earlier that tuition -ranged anywhere

from $1.800 to $4,000 in. the State schools. That could easily be the
reason why we do not have as many minorities in the schools as you

have in yours.

You should be commended 'for the school and its operation, but I
do not agree with -your apparent presentations that it is the alphaomega.

I think it is logical to conclude, after you made your statement, that
it is very forceful and very clear as far as your intent is concerned,
which leads me to this next question.

Before that question, do you have facts that would sustain your

statement where you said it would cost $400,000?
Mr. CAuttoo-s. Yes, Sin
The fact came from a. veto simple computation.

In your ad hoc committee, which we attached as an exhibit as

table. 0, you showed Federal costs of $13,680,000, the total cost being
$27,088.000. That is the number we start with.

Then we take for that same year the number of graduates and

we, apply the 23-percent figure. shown in table 6 who go to sea, as

-a career.

Twenty-three percent of that number became 125 graduates.
One hundred twenty five graduates divided into that figure gives
you the figure in excess of $200.000.

Air. Dow-xi-No. Will the gentleman yield for 1 minute?
Mr. BrAnor. Yes.

Mr. DOWNING. You are includino in that the cost of plant facilities
and the ship and everything else are you not ?
Mr. Cm:moo-N. The $100,000 figure does not include the cost of plant

facilities. Tf those costs plus other Federal subsidies were included,
the cost per active .0.ra dna te would be around l;l400,000.

Mr. Dowxisn. Well, I do not, really think the facilities should

pronerlv be added in.
Thud: you.
Mr. BIAOOT. Now, as T said before, the very direct criticism of the
school leads to one question, criticism sustained by your facts.
Do you recommend on elimination of the State schools?
1f r. CA utrooN. Yes. sir.

Mr. BAnor. Now, given realities, having the State schools, we have
3.000 some odd students therein who really do not come from affluent
families.
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You testified ntiddle :income,
Other people said low middle income.

It depends upon where you would like to fix that in the way of the

salary scale,

I do not regard middle income people today as affluent anymore in
light of inflation and the cost of education generally.

We have some 3,000 students in the academies that are paying

:tuition at the aforementioned rates and receiving $000 in subsidies,
That $600 did not include just the uniform and compensation for
'the lack of ability to go to work.
It also included cost of books and tuition assistance.
In light of that and many years of no inquiries, that figure remained
static despite the inflationary trend. Your members have suffered the
effects of inflation but by virtue of your organization, they have been
able:to deal, with it. There has been substantial increases in pay during
that spiraling period and riglitfii Ily so,

How can you, in light of all this. oppose increasing the, subsidy

from $000 to $1,200, which really does not represent any monumental
figure?
You are den link with young people from families who have their
problems in economics, such as your meinliers have,
You may have some of your members' children there. I do not know,
but they could be.
Flow can you justify opposing an increase of that subsidy?

I would like to isolate that issue from your total presentation because I understand you have an opposition to the total State school
situation, but let us, (riven all of that, let us talk in terms of 3,000
students in school who could use that extra few dollars.
Mr. ("Ammo's. Well, my son. is in the University of Chicago in po-

litical science. I would like for the Government to pay his tuition, or
for his clothes.

I am not opposed to financing education, but let us finance it for

everybody right across the board. That would be fine to me.
It would save me a hell of a lot of money.
T have 11, kid that has been in school and he is 29-years old and he's
still in school.
Mr. lltAcan. I undersi and that.
T have a 'few myself,

Mr, C.thirooN, But, to train and keep training and keep training
more and more engineers when there are no jobs for them is a crime
.and ft shame.

Mr. BrAmr. 'not is not the issue, Mr. Calhoon.
That is one, by the way, which you mode a rather forceful case on.
you are giving additional subsidy. turn the schools
CA1,1 MON,

around and turn them into medical colleges.
Clod knows, this country needs doctors..

T would then he here supporting it. I would be here supporting the
whole Federal Government paying the whole cost. Pay it where there
is n need.

Mr. Tinnor. Your presentation this morning, Arr. Calhoon, I want
von to know. raised that very serious question and some of my colienones in the committee were discussing it, as to whether or not we
are. not producing too many people.
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But, that would be wort by or another hearing.

The precise answer i want at this point, is a response to my very

narrow question.

How ran you justify not assisting the students that are there now?
Do not blame, the students for the institution or the administration

policy.

Given all of that, which may be subject to attacks and later review,
but given all that, can you not see iu your heart to support a little extra
money for this
Mr. Cm.,itooN, No, sir.
Mr. BIAGGI. YOU are a tonoli man, Mr. Calhoon.
Mr. CAL-noolc. It is wrong. It is wrong. It is wrong.
Mr. DON...NI:NO. Mr. Ashley.

Mr. ASHLEY. I do not know how tough Mr. Calhoon is or if he is so
tough at, all.
Maybe he is really concerned about holding out false hope to a number of youngsters who go to these academies with the expectation that
there will he jobs at the end of the line, in which case he is not tough
at al 1, in my view.

I must say that your testimony does amount to a rather full scale
indictment of the State and Federal maritime academies and it seems
to me that if the facts support. your testimony, then the responsibility
as far as this subcommittee and the full committee are concerned is
clear.
On page 3 of your statement you state. that : "As of October 1, 197:;,

the academies were training 3,287 students. As of that same date,
there were only 6.484 licensed shipboard jobs."

What you ace saying. then, is that every S years accumulative,

there are enough graduates :front the maritime academies to replace
at least the current number of licensed shipboard officers; is that not
right.'?

Mr. Cinfroox. Yes, si

Mr. Asinj :r. But, we know that these jobs are not filled solely by
maritime academy graduates. It is quite the. contrary. Somethin,o. in
the neighborhood of 80 percent are filled by men who have not attended the academies.
Is that correct, sir ?

Mr. CArmoos. That is correct, Mr. Congressman, and that, in my

opinion, is very wrong,

Mr, AstinEv. Is this sonic kind of unfair competition which favors

men Nvho have come through the ranks, as it were, over those who have
gone to academies ?

Is this what is reflected in this data that you present with respect

now to the mathematics of 8(1 percent roughly of shipboard jobs being
represented by nonamdemy graduates?

Mr. CAnnoos. Up until 1974 there was no problem. The problem

emerged when the Coast. (7.-uard put in their new license examination.
The Coast (';turd disagrees with 1110 on this subject.

'But, in my opinion. the license examination, that went in in 1974

was geared to an academy graduate.

Mr. Asti:IA:v.11'as geared to what ?

Mr. C.u,nooN. Was geared to an academy graduate and it is going
to be virtually Unpossible for a non-college-engineering student or an
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academy graduate to puss t he ('oast Guard. extunination and work his
way up
climb that et.nifinit. ladder.

That has been a great job opportunity, social opportunity, for
people in this industry for many. many years.
We are studying that problem and we are watching it very closely.

In the figures that the Coast Guard presented to this committee,

I think- it Nvos 11 out of 9,2 that took the test in the field. That is a very
low number taking the test loAt year,
'Putt is o very low number Inking the test last year.

I suspect this examination scored off some potential people that

would have taken the test.
.N1r.

Let me ask you this; Yon say there was no problein

until the Coast Guord changed the extunination.

But. my question was: 1105 there been prior to 1975 sonic kind of
on unfair preference given to the nonmaritime academy graduates
over the ;yroduntes. and how do we accoun for the fart that only some
21) percent of the ti-101) jobs are manned by Acodemy graduates ?

Cm.ilooN, Well, 1 think the best description of that, Mr. Congressman, is table 7-A and these tables reflect the situation when
nalt .10,00) ur Il101.0 troops in Vietnam.

In the 111.4 line you will see. tind discard 1005 because the Academy

graduates roughly in the middle of the year, but you see ill

11/66,

17,047 awn -clays was worked on M KRA. contract vessels by Academy
graduate:: thot graduated in 1905.
Hut, by 1007 that was down to IRON/.

So, the attrition rate of the Academy roduntes is inSt ftrrihte,
thin]; that is a terrible figure when they were trained by the government basically for times of titional emergency.
They come alit of the ocadennes, get on the ship, do not even stay
for the 5 years. which they allegedly have. the moral -obligation to
stay for. no legal obligation, but a moral obligation.

Mr. .\ sur,Kv. Well, I think :mother area of importance relates to

what you say on the bottom of page 4, top of page 3 of your testimony,
whore you shift that hi the last C, years ohmic, the decline. in the size
al' t he I

vessel has been nearly :10 percent.

Von go on to soy : AfARAI) tells us that the decline will In' reversed
by the end of 1077 so that by 1085 the fleet size will have increased by
inure thou 12 percent over 1074

Based on this faulty nssumption, MARAD goes on to predict an

acute officer short ;Igo by t he end of t Ids decade.

Why do you say this assumption is faulty. Mr, Calhoon ?
Well, we disagree with some of their projections.
r. ('A.:,1

We think it is a very difficult problem to project at all about what
the future of incrust ry ip.oing to be.
There are too many imponderables.
Mr. Astu.Kv. Yon moan these listed in the third paragraph ?
Mr. C.tr.noox, Yes.
Right now, they are off 30 percent on that projection.
Mr. Ast I LEY. What you are saying iS that this aSSUMptiOn Was based
on answers to I he (rest ions that you have raised at the bottom of page
.) that they hove responded to in the most favorable kind of light?
Would that la, accurate?
Mr. C.ttwoos. Yes.
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Mr. AS1.11,1,:Y. Is that your understanding- of the situation?

Mi. Um,poo..N. Yes, 811:.
Mr. ASHLEY. On page; 7 you point out that there is no legal obliga
tion to go to sea, but instructors at the Academy deprecate seagoing
as a-carter and promote onshore jobs as having more status.

Is there justification for maritime. academy training for onshore

as well as seagoing jobs. in your opinion ?
Mr. CA1,110(IN.

"o,siI.

.Mr. As( p.m:. There is not
Mr. CA hi roux. No, sir.

There are plenty of business colleges that take. care of the exectitives
of any industry.
Mc, ASHLEY, .DO von have any knowledge as to how many onshore

jobs are filled by Academy graduates indirectly related to maritime
operations?
'Arr. em-poox, No sir.
Mr. Asithr.y. Maybe your associate does?
\Ir. CAr-trooN. We do something bearing on that.

This is an old study done by the Department. of Commerce back
in the times and I hey indicate that of all the Academy graduates in
this survey, that 2:1 percent of the jobs on the ships were tilled by

_Academy graduates.

A:;111-,Ey. 'Dint was in the 1950's?
C.\

toox. glint is right.. and onshore maritime related industry,.

VIJi and active duty in the military was 19,18 giving a grand total
of 55,86.

Mr. A SIMEY. Was that the MAIZAD survey that you referred to at
rho bottom of page 9!
Mr. Cirdloox. Yes, sir.
take it there is no later data available. Is that correct ?'
Mr. ('.\ r_ilooN-, As far as we know, Mr. Congressman.

Mr. Asi LE.y. Well, Mr. Chairman, rthirtk if that is the best data
that is available to :Mr. C'alhoon, we certainly cannot blame him for

basing Ids testimony in part on such data, but it seems to me that

data. is sorely in need of being- updated somehow.
Mr. I )ow
ounsel will direct inquiries for more recent studies.

Mr. Astri,Ey. I have just a couple, of more questions, if I might very-

quickly ask. them, Mr. ('Ira liana:"

You say on page 10 M MIA is also aware of a COF1St Guard report
which shows that more than 8:1 percent of the officers in the merchant
marine come from nonmaritime academy sources. When was this report
made ?

Mr. C.\ r-poo-s. This report came in our possession about (3 weeks.
ago and it is supposed to be a survey done by the Coast Guard on 200
ship,; current ly or recent ly.

Mr. Asp LE y. If you could supply for the record the date of that
report or if you hate it available. we. would appreciate it.
I just want to find out what time period was involved, whether
that goes back to I. lie sixties.

C.mpoos. No, sir. This is current,
Mr. AsnrEy. For my own edification, on page 12 you say : By 1(180
predictions have been made that 1 billion cubic feet per day of liquid.
natural (ras will be Comity- into this country by tanker.
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In a little more than a venr from now, at least one-fourth of that
level will be coming into Maryland from Algeria.
None of the academies has ,Yet to train a single graduate NV110 is
ready to Work aboard the new LNG ship,
1.s special training desirable ? Is it necessary for this type of vessel,
Mr. Calhoon ?

.fir. CAtituix. Yes. sir,
Mr. A SIILIEY, No question about t hat ?

Mr. CALI nioN. It is absolutely required and I \you'd think the Coast

Guard will issue an endorsement on a license and give some type 0'
examination for this type of vessel.
It. is a very danrrerons vessel.
As ii LEY. What you arc' sayiw is that the Academy graduates,

absent some kind or special training. would not qualify for the jobs
that Mal' be involved aboard such ships ?
Mr. C..,1,11.00x. That is correct.
Mr. As] t LEY. W ho finances your school ?

Mr. C.mitoo-s. The maritime industry.

T would like to go into some detail on that because there seems to
be some kind of misunderstanding on Federal money,

As I testified this morning, we were absolutely against receiving
any li'ederal money in our school because WO were convinced the
Federal government may do a lot of things right, but in maritime.
training they know how to do everything wrong, and we did not
want to get entangled in it.
When we negotiated our contract. and I believe the year was 1955,

that established a training program in the industry, We set "ai"'
number cents aside per day for training. This "a:" cents per clay
came out of our economic package and at that point in history there
was 110 subsidy on training.

The Maritime Subsidy Board had previously turned down Delta
Lines and Bloomfield Steamship Co. 'for contributing to a training'
fund Of one group of unlicensed personnel.
The employers fully understood there was no Federal subsidy.

We fully understood there was 110 Federal subsidy.
It is my honest belief. and I may be in error. but it is my honest

belief that we, at this point. have not spent one dime of Federal
money.

Subsequent to this I +)11; or 196 rule. all the subsidized companies
(rot together and sod the :Federal Government to collect. because. they
said that under the act of lwiti it was payable.
Then, table S is. I thought. rather interesting because what it seems
to show is that the number of enrollees in the .M.F,BA. school and the

number graduated is related in a direct way to the number of ships

sailing and number of jobs available, and I understood your testimony
to be that this is the case.
A fr. CAM tuoN. That is correct.

SArmAx-s. You have, when .faced with a worsening employment

situation, rut back on. the number of enrollee, at your school, and

therefore cut back on the number of people you graduate to seek these.
shipbon rd jobs; is that correct ?
('Ammo . That is correct, Mr. Congressman.
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Mt. SA

N ms. Now, did I understand ,you to say that ,you Ito VC cut

it back to the lowest, level that is consistent with maintaining the
school as a functioning educational institution according to the opinion or sonic experts?
Did you say that this morning or something of that sort?
Mr. cmdloox. Yes, sir'.
with the potential to expand in the. case
of a national emergency.
SAimAxEs. Mr. Claim:in, we might to contrast that policy with

what seems to he the enrollment policy at the State nutritnne academies.

At least as I try to trace those figures, they seem to make no ad-

justments with respect to the employment situation, but seem to main-

tain a constant or even an increasing enrollment in the face of the
worsening employment situation.

Mr. DowNtso. lie. Sarbane,:, Mr. Calhoun's answer to that, if I recall, was they were told by Al.AR.1) that they had predicted to give
p more officers ill 197:2, something like that, when their predictions.
were oft.

But, in the meantime, the academies mid started to gear up.

Mr. SA [MANES.

VVI

t

IV.N. never geared back, as I understood it, at

anv point.

\Vas your school founded initially in order to meet a pressing de-

mand. 1'01.11(1(144)1ml officers ?

rounded initially to meet the demand for
Mr, t'AmiuoN.
officers during the Vietnam scali ft and simultaneously 0 pressing demand for retraining the current \ol.]; force in the new technologies,
the automation, the instrumentiGion, the,pneumatics and hydraulics
of the new vessels..

We had previously tried to contract this with the Federal and State

academies that had facilities for students and we had really been
given an insulting turnaway.
The New York State Afaritime Academy was very insulting.

Kings 1.'oint, after entering into negotiation and coming to an

agreement, after we came. to an agreemelt on the .fiffures where there,
win, a. six-1111111 committee, three from the union and three. from the
industry, when we \vent to Kings Point. to execute the agreement, we

got to :Kings Point and we. were told by Admiral Melritosh that he
was very sorry he could not execute the agreement, that he had orders
that there \ vmtld be no union training in that facility.
So, we left.

SAimAsEs. Mr. Alceloskey, this morning, sought to make. I
think, a point, out of table 10, of the ad hoc committee's recommendations, particularly a footnote therein, about industry contribution,
footnote 3.

But I understood you to say just 0 moment ago in answering a finesHim from Mr. Ashley, that the contributions to the training, fund of
your association come. I think you said, come primarily prom non -

subsidized operators rat her than subsidized operators.
Is that correct?
Mr. Call loos. Yes, sir.
Mr. SA 1111.1 NES. Therefore, with respect to the nonsubsidized oper-

ators. there is no arenment whatever that can be made that there is
nay P ederal subsidy, direct or indirect.
CAL000s, That is correct.
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Mr. SABBANEs. 1)o you have any idea of about how much the training fund amounts to, the total?
Mr. CALUOON. We have liquid assets of about $10 million.
Mr. SA BANES. Not your assets. The contributions.
This says contributed to the training fund.
Mr. CALuooN. You mean annually ?
Mr. SARBANES. Yes.

Mr. cAntiooN. About $4 million.
Mr. SARBANES. About $4 million?
Mr. CALUOON. Yes; Sir.

Mr. SARBANES. Of which, according to the footnote, subsidized operators in fiscal 1973 gave $5G5,000 and fiscal 1974, $598,000, only a por-

tion of which received the subsidy pursuant to the court decision we
were talking about.
Mr. As Inn% The contributions? ad got.w to the support?
Mr. CAnitooy. The contributions had gone to the support of training programs.
Mr, AsithEv,llight.
Mr. m.itooN. That they thought were subsidized.
The con its upheld it.
Afy understanding is that this Slimmer sometime a special appropriation was put through the Congress by the Justice Department and
the Justice Department paid the subsidized steamship companies their
subsidy on at least some portion of their tra ining contribution.
But, when we set the program up, we knew it was not being funded
by Government money.
We did not want any Government money.
About two-thirds of the companies that contributed into the school
arc not on operating differential subsidies.
Mr. As iti,Ey. Finally. Mr. Chairman, if T may.
You suggested in your testimony that Gulf or one of the majors has
instituted a special training program.
f)o you know of any others that have done so?
Mr. CAnimoN. No. sir.

Not this type of training. I have known where they have instituted
special training programs for specific new items or specific new types
of ships but to train for air initial licensing into the merchant marine;

no, T do not know of any.
Mr, Astinxv. That is what Gul f is doing?
CAmtoos. Yes, sir.
Mr. Asi [LEY. Why do they not use your facility ?
Mr. CAr.tiooN-. Because Gulf does not have a union contract for its

mates and engineers and T would think it would be an infiltration. If
they did use our facility I would hope there would be an infiltration
and, election.

Mr. ASIII.V.V. I See.

I can see by your testimony that what Gulf did was to contract with
the Southern Main Vocational Technical Institute for the training

of licensed (look (A-livers through a 3-year program.
Mr.
roos.1es,sit.
si

M. Asittxv, Well, that is of considerable interest, that they would
contract for it program separate from the programs being offered by
the State and the Federal Maritime Academies.
Mr. Bimini.. Will the gentleman yield?
67-971.-7S---13
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Mr. Asnixy. Yes.
Mr. 'RAWL. I wonder if the Chairman would make inquiry of Gulf
to give us their reason.
Mr.ASIILEY. I think that is appropriate because Mr. Calhoon draws
a conclusion from that which should certainly be subject to revocation
by the Gulf people.
It would be interesting to have testimony, if there he such, on the
oilier side of the issue.
Mr. DowNiNG. That is an excellent suggestion.
Mr. AS.I.ILEY. Mr. Chairman, that is all I have.
I want to thank you, Mr. Calhoon, for your testimony.

This is good testimony. There are a lot of allegations, statements

of fact, subsequent to determining whether or not they are indeed fact.
If they are, I think this has been a very, very constructive session
and a good job on your part.
\[r. CAmitiox. Thank you, Mr. Congressman.
Mr, DowsiNo. Mr. Sarbanes.
Mc. S.\ ram xEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Calhoon, I think you have clone us a service by answering some

very pointed questions and by raising sonic very fundamental considerations as to what the purpose of this program is and where we

are going.
I was particularly interested in a couple of your tables, really table
1 and table 2.

Unfortunately, you do not do them year by year and I would ask

if that might be possible.
Table 1 shows that we have gone from 13,081 deck and engine shipboard jobs in 1064 to 6,484 in 191.5.

Table 2, of course, shows the number of ships in the U.S. -flag fleet

in selected years.
So, the subsidy amounts to about 10 percent of the annual contribu-

tion to the training fund.
Mr. CALHOUN. Yes, sir, and I contend, Mr. Congressman, that that

is not a. contribution from the Federal Government to the .training
fund.
SARBANES. I understand that,

But, Mr. McCloskey arc] Mr. Biaggi, this morning, were trying to
establish an indirect chain that runs from the fact that the subsidized
operators make a. contribution to the training fund and they, in turn,
turn around mid seek to include those costs as part of the cost to which
they are entitled to a subsidy.
But, I think it is important to go through the sequence we have just

been through in order to establish the point, and I understand you do
not accept the indirect chain, but even accepting this indirEet, connection. the. contribution figure is about 10 percent.
Mr. CAmica-x. That. is correct.

Mr. SAIMANES. Not as this footnote gives the impression, in my

opinion. in a highly erroneous way of 72 percent.

The T2 percent is the percentage of the contribution made by subsidized operators to the training fund, on which they then turn around
and claim a subsidy from the Government.
Even on that assumption the subsidy running to the training fund
is at 10 percent, and want to contrast that figure with those cited in
these tables for the other schools.
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Of course, your position is and as far as you arc concerned, when
you set the school up, it was to be without any Federal funds and that
is the way you have operated.
Mr. CALI-too-Y. That is right, and the money could have well gone

into the man's paycheck, it could have gone into his pension, it could
have gone into his vacation, and ii we would disband the traininu. program today, that is where precisely it Ivonld go because it was part of a

total economic packarre that we negotiated.
Mr. SAR11.1 NES. wr,y was it necessary for you to start, a school in
1966 to meet the needs of the Vietnam sealift instead of these academies
that were receiving Federal payment, expanding their own enrollment
a lid responding to that need?
Mr. CALITOON. They were just not meeting the need while Vietnani
was going on and this is one of the studies we were anticipating doing
for this committee.
We wanted to show during the years of Vietnam how many maritime
academy graduates left the industry and stopped sailing.
They are readily available. We could get the figures a who was sail-

ing; and then we could figure out who stopped sailing in those years,

who did not..finish his moral obligation.
That we did not get completed.
Mr. SARBANES. The other part of your testimony that is especially
interesting is the qt Lahti' t i ve side. We, have just been talking about the

quantitative problem. In other words, you have a limited number of
jobs and you are producing so many people to fill them. In addition
you have the question of the quality of the training. To my mind, it
may well tie in with some of the testimony we heard this morning about

our safety record. I understand your testimony to be a very strong
assertion that the training being given at the academies falls short of

the. training that you provide and. in any event, is not up to the standard in terms of skill that ought to he required for manning these ships.
Mr. CAtu 100N. That is correct.

Mr. SminANiis. That is a pretty strong indictment, of course, of the
education which is being given at the academies.
Mr. CAIALooN. I said, Mr. Congressman, you start a training program

to train ship officers and you have a certain time span to do that training .."ti and then you go to accreditation and go to the Board and he
tells yon what you have to put into your courses to meet the requirements whatever accreditation board you want to get accredited with,
So, it makes a compromise.

You arcs not tinning out a good liberal arts student or you are not
turning out a good nautical student. You have so much time to train
him and ,ou have to compromise those two objectives.
There is no question in our mind that the examination results by the
Coast Guard under the new examination show that the academies are
not teaching that technology.
It is not an exam briefer.

A few years ago at the New York State Maritime Academy in the

old essay type exam practically the whole class failed.

I was talking to the officer in charge. of marine inspection, Coast
Guard, who was sent to New York on an investigationhe and two
other officersto find out what went wrong.
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There was a lot of pressure, put on the Coast Guard. If the examination was too hard it would discriminate against the New York State
Maritime Academy.

He said, "You know, I could have written my report before I left
in office."
The truth of the matter is that they had stripped maritime training
out of the course of instruction.

The outcome of this investigation was to allow New York State
.Maritime Academy to take their licelise examination in January and
,then they graduate mid take 'their bachelor's degree in December.
They are just wholly deficient.

The old examination in the U.S. Coast Guard was really an

archaic examination, it had not been kept up.
When they went from that examination to the new examination on
the new technology, the academies had not just geared up, except for
.Ca 1 i fo rn i ft Maritime Academy, which had geared up.

But. again, I say, look at the record.

California Maritime has not become an accredited one vet.
They are just in that phase and have just asked for accreditation.
Compare California's grades with the other accredited academies.
As soon as the accreditation comes it strips the guts out of the
maritime teaching.

'Arr. SARBAN.k.:S. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ali% Dow Nixo. Mr. Zeferetti.
Mr. ZEFFERETI'L Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

We have heard an awful lot of questions and I appreciate the testi-'
mony because to me it is somewhat educational at the same time.
I would like to ask you the same question I asked Captain Johnson
a little bit earlier.
I want to know if you have any thoughts as to without the prospects
of getting a. job, without the job market even being there, what the

incentive is for these young people and now even ladies?
Is it free education?
Are we opening up a new process of free education for that person

or is it, in fact, dedicated people looking toward a career and have

not had the opportunity to take advantage of one?
Mr. CALIMON. No..

I think if you will look at. appendix C, which it a press release put
out by the California Maritime Academy, I think they lie. They lie
to these kids. To keep those buildings full, they lie, to them:
It; says right here that everybody is going to get a. job in the maritime
industry.
It says there were three job requests for each applicant.
Tt says members of last year's graduating class had two to three
.

job offers to choose from and some f)8 percent of the class was employed
in less than 1 month after graduation from the 4-year course of study.
It is a cruel hoax on these kids to tell them there are jobs available to

get them into a college, to keep them there 4 years. and they wind
up kindi 11.0. out the facts of life, that there were no jobs available, that
there have not been any jobs available in the 4 years, and there will
be no jobs available when they graduate.

It is really a beautiful way to turn the young people of this country

of against. the system.
fr. BrAani. Will the gentleman yield?
I r. ZiEFERETTI. Yes.
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Mr. III man. Tn connection with that, when you say there are not any
jobs available, a re you talking about the seagoing jobs or all related
industry jobs ?
Mr. CA nnoox. I am talking about seagoing jobs.

Mr. BlAcau. We have had testio1011y front Admiral Rizzi" from
California saying he has had no problem getting his graduates sea-

going jobs.
We have had farther testimony that most of the graduates do become

employed, not in seagoing; jobs, in good related maritime. jobs.
So, I do not know if that advertisement is entirely misleading.

If they advertised and said that there were seagoing jobs, then
it is inaccurate.
But, they are talking- about the graduates being offered jobs and
offered jobs, period, that is, in fact, happening.

The question is: Is that why the Maritime Academies were constituted or was it for the purpose of providing officers or personnel for the
ship?
I think that is the question.

Mr. CAmiot N. I think it was clear that it is for training and

licensing of officers.
Now, when they say nurri time. related. it is pretty broad.

What is maritime related?
What is their definition ?

I am sure every single one of them on his job drinks \rate. Does

that make it related to maritime?
Mr. S.mmxr.s. I just want to follow' upon this.
This is a very carefully done press release.

What is said is that members of last year's graduating class had
two to three job offers to choose from and some 98 percent of the
class were employed in less than a month after graduation.
Most of these high-paying jobs center around careers at sea aboard
American-flag ships.
Now, that is very carefully clone.

If I were a voung fellow reading it, I would assume most of these
high-paving jo'I.)s center around careers at sea aboard American flag sli ips and I was going to get a job at sea.
That is not what it says.
It says "centers around". Obviously, there are a great many shoresicle
jobs that center around careers at sea.
It is very carefully clone article.

Mr. ZEFERETTI. Mr. Calhoun, would you advocate some sort of a
commitment at the end of a graduation where possibly the Navy would
accept putting a specific amount of time into Navy service?
Arr. CAI-Arco-N. I have no objection to it.

Mr. ZEFEarri-r. Do you think that that might be a way of keeping
track and keeping hold of graduates, so in case of actual emergency
that we would have means of utilizing these young people?
Well. when you say use them in ease of a national
Mr. CA
emergency. i they are in the Naval Reserve they are going to be used
in the Navy in the case of a national emergency.

They are not going to be used in the Merchant Marine.
I do not know. I really do not know how you set up a procedure to
make them available to the Merchant Marine, in the case of a national
emergency.
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I do know that it is really a tongue-in-cheek operation with the
academies because in case of a national emergency, if a graduta was not
making himself available to the maritime industry, they should not
give his transcript to a graduate school so he can go on to graduate

school.

I know when lie applies for a Federal job that there should be a
regulation that lie could never work in a Federal job because he has
violated his word to the Federal Government.
Mr. ZEPERETTr. Do you know what concerns inc a little bit is how
we keep track of all these -,young people,

If, in fact, they are graduating, where are they going?
Are they going to work in private industry Is that where they are
going?
Mr. CA-ratorx. I know where, some of them are,
They are on the minority counsel staff.
mr. ZEFEIETTU. What I ant trying to say, is if they are gone, if they
graduated and they are gone, how do we know who they are, where
they are, when the time conies, if we need them?
Aft, (

fOUN. I do not know.

Mr, ZEFEIZETTI. I know you are opposed to keeping some sort of a

listing under that title, under the- one section of the bill, but how

do we keep track of these people in order to utilize them in case of an

emort-rency

CALHOUN. I just do not know.

Last year you passed that pension reform act and it sets vesting

standards.
So, a man becomes vested in any pension fund now and if he quits
the company or the industry, how does that pension plan know where
he is?
You have to set money aside for his vested benefit,
How long do you have to keep it?

When Congress starts saying find somebody, I do not know- how to
do it,

It is a problem that is disturbing every pension plan in the country.
Mr. ZEFERETT:t. My last question relates to the curriculum in the

a cademies,

You said in ;vour testimony that some 40 percent, of the academy
associates made the licensing, passed the licensing etialll, and SO were
vow's.
Mr. CALiroox-. No.
Tlie first yen r was 70.
T\ fr. ZErEnrrri. TO.

1 vi den tl y there is some qualitative difference there in the kind of

education they are getting, if. in fact, such a low figure, is passing

-through.

I Avonder. Mr, Chairman, since there, has been some sworn accnsa-

tions made here as far as what kind of education they are getting,

T wonder if there is sonic way we could make some sort of comparison

if, in fact, they are not teaching the latest methods, as Mr. Calhoon
has indicated, with LNG and the 1 ike ?

Mr. DowNin-i. I have been thinking, about that. too. Mr. Zeferetti.
I was told that most of the input into the examination came from
MET IA instructors.
Mr. CALnoox. No; sir.
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That is not true,
I do not think we had any input.
We had several meetings. We worked with the Coast Guard.
INIr. bows-Ex-a, Well it was not your fault.

I am told that the industry and all the academies had input into
this examination.
Er. CA urroox, We had sonic. input.
:A fr. ZEFERETI. I am finished.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Dow Nasa. Mr. Calhoun. I have a few questions.
You have been extremely patient.
During the war when there was a shortage of officers they created
the officer candidates.
Mr. CALHOON. Yes.

Mr. DowN lxct And in GO days put these people through a rigid
cou l'SC.

Ir. CA Luoox. .120 days.

Mr. Dow.stxth 120 days.

Now, that was to supplement the academy which gave the cadet

It 4 -year well-rounded education, including military education.
Do you see. any parallel here between ..[E13i1_ and the State National
Academy
Mr. CA WOO x. No, sir.

The only academy I was familiar with at that time was Kings
Point and it was not a -year school. It was an 18-month school.
The total curriculum was 18 months,

Those schools did a. tremendous job during World War II. We are

geared up to go in the same type operation and we may have to
go in the same type operation for the unlicensed personnel because,
obviously, they are not passing the examination anymore, and I do

not. think we should run an industry where 16 percent gets 100 percent
of the Government support and 83 percent gets zero.

So, we are seriously considering setting up a school for the nu-

licensed so that they can pass the licensing examination.
But, it. will take at least as long as those courses did during the war.
Mr. DowNrxo. In the old days, when you graduated West Point,
you were automatically an officer and a gentleman.
Was the same tine when you graduated from Kings Point ?
Mr. ('Atd wox. On which point are you asking?
)fr. Dow-xi-x(1. One final question, Mr. Calhoun.

A group of cadets from Fort Schuyler had presented what I think

is a. very excellent statement and they ask this question.
This will be my last question : Because of manipulative rules favoring 1fI.4:13,.\_ school students, cadets of the Federal and State academies
are limited to employment by the non-union oil companies' ships and
A_Ine ripen Export Lines.

Employment in other

vessels is limited to class 2 MEBA.

members.

Somehow MEBA school graduates obtain this privilege whereas
Federal and State academy cadets must wait for such a distinction.
Hence, we feel our ability to fulfill our desire to serve the maritime
industry as licensed officers on its flagships is severely limited by
discriminatory practices by the union.
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If unions question why sonic of vs do not "ship out," perhaps

they
should aslc themselves why they do not give us a chance.
Mr. CALnoox. You would like,me to address myself to that?
Mr. DOWNING. Yes, if you would address yourself briefly.
Mr. CAL-Hoax. First, we are different from them la
our hiring
procedures.
We are similar to the Seafarers, the National Maritime TThion. the

Sailors r rim in that we have a nondi-scriminatory hiring hall that
has nothilm to do with union
membership,
We have members. We have
ve people that are not members that have
the highest seniority rate and they got the preference. We hare some
of those.
The preference in the hiring hall is strictly a seniority system based

oft your seniority and is broken into three groups, not as somebtidy-:
previously testified, four groups.
The move into group two takes afii days experience on an Americanflag ship. equal for every person. whether he, be unlicensed,
State
academy. Federal academy, or our academy.
The move from group two to group one is based
seniority. When
the job openings coon up, it is the first come, first on
served, and group
1 wa moves I o group one.

:\h. Dawsi

YOu claret you are not diScrimi ttting?
Mr. C.H.Hot-N. Absolutely nondiscriminatory.

We just went through a long and intensive court case last
not a court case, but NLRB case, where, the charge was filed year
by the
labor relations instructor at llie California Maritime, Academy.
For the last 15 years, lie has been an instructor at the California
Maritime Academy, but comes down to the union hall because he has
this ':op line seniority and he moonlights on the weelcend to keep his

graduates from gettine. a job.
After extensive hearings where it cost this union a lot of money, the
National Labor Relations Board ruled in our favor.

Mr. Dowsixo. Thank you very much, Mr. Callum.
In relation to the minority counsel to whom you referred, he -is not

a graduate of a State academy or the Federal academy. Ire is a
graduate of the Coast Guard Academy.
Mr. CAL-HooN. Yes, but, there are two more that are.
Mr. DowNixa. That is all, Mr. Calhoon.
Thank you very much.
Mr. CALI-too-N. Thank you.

Mr. Dow-xi-No. That will conclude today's hearing.

[The following material was submitted for inclusion in the printed
record :]
STATEM ENT or Hox. OLIN E. TEAGUE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

The Texas Maritime Academy, an academic division of the Moody College
of Marine Sciences and Maritime Resources of Texas A&M University, is the
only Maritime Academy on the Gulf Coast. It is fully accredited, and its graduates
hold positions of leadership and responsihility, both afloat and ashore throughout
the marine industries. Passage of HR 10413 is strongly endorsed by the Texas
Maritime Academy and its parent college and is on record to this effect through
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the Statement of Superintendents of the State Maritime Academies Before the
Snb-Corinnittee on Merchant Marine of the House Committee on Merchant
Marine Fisheries on December 3, 1975. In this statement, some changes to .1111
10413 were recommended, and it is believed that restatement and clarification
concerning these changes may be useful.
In Section 2 of the subject bill, it is stated ". . and that sufficient flexibility
to fulfill short-term emergency requirements for such officers should be maintained by schools other than the United States Merchant Marine Academy and
.

the State maritime academies." The implication of this statement is that the
union schools are better qualified to fulfill short-term emergency requirements
for the U.S. flag fleet; and, as pointed out in the joint Statement of the Superintendents, history does not support that implication, and it is recommended
that the above statement be struck from the bill.

In Section 4(C), the bill addresses itself to the situation where funding in
a given fiscal year is not adequate to provide payment to all eligible students.
-Under such circumstances, the Secretary would be authorized to reapportion
-appropriated funds according to the enrollment of the various academies at
the end of the 1975 academic year The Statement of the Superintendents points
out that each academy has a unique problem with regard to enrollments, and
this is particularly true for the Texas Maritime Academy. For example, Texas
Maritime,Academy has only 35 subsidies per year authorized for it, and, consequently, meets the condition each year of insufficient funding to provide payments to all eligible students. However, reapportionment based on enrollment
at the end of the 1975 academic year or any other one specific time can only lead

to greater Inequities. This is amply illustrated by the fact that the current

subsidy imbalance results from ussiguments based on 1965 enrollments. It is
suggested that this section of HR 10413 lie rewritten to permit reapportionment
according to the determined judgment of the Secretary as to the best satisfaction
of educational objectives of the Maritime Administration.

There are two points not covered in HR 10413 that were addressed in the
Statement of the Superintendents, and they are of sufficient importance that
they hear repetition here. The first of these concerns the recommendation that
the naval fuel stocks of the United States be made available to the academies
for supporting the at-sea training aboard the school ships. The costs of fuel oil
have increased by a factor of 3 or more in recent years and have r(:tiched
a level where it will soon become mandatory for the academies to curtail their
seagoing training unless assistance for fuel acquisition is provided. The inevitable
result of limiting the at-sea training will be a reduction in efficiency of the
graduates, and this must lie avoided. Currently, the various States bear all of the
operating costs of the training cruises, as well as the fuel costs, and it is recommended that HR 10413 be amended to authorize the Maritime Administration to
Provide the fuel requirements for the school ship cruises.
The Statement of the Superintendents also addresses itself to the problem of
employment- opportunities being limited by various union contracts and offers
the following amendment to rectify this problem :

"It is the intent of Congress that all newly licensed officers whose education
and training has been subsidized either directly or indirectly by Federal funds,
shall be given equal opportunity and status for admission to employment, including admission to membership in any union enjoying contracturnl relations with
operating companies, whether or not those companies receive Federal operating
subsidies, or do not have exclusive union hiring agreements."

I strongly support the proposed amendment to HR 10413 for the reasons

cited in the Statement of the Superintendents and because of iny conviction that
the aspirations, indeed the requirement, for this nation to once again become
n major maritime power cannot he served by any privileged group whose organizational rules would prohibit employment of qualified officers in the TI.S, flag
fleet by denying them membership on a union because they did not receive their
education and training in a union school.

Finally, I address myself to testimony submitted on December 9, 1975, by

.1.M. Conform, President of the Calhoun Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association

School, to the extent of stating that his remarks, as far as they are intended to
he applicable to Texas Maritime Academy, abound with inaccnracies and misstatements and obviously so to anyone familiar with Texas A&M University.
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY STRICHARTZ, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, AMERICAN RADIO
ASSOCIATION, AFL-0.0, ON BEHALF OF ABA AND THE RADIO OFFICERS' UNION
1.7 T IV, AFLCIO

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to make this statement for the
consideration of this Subcommittee. It is filed on behalf of the American Radio
Association, AFLCIO and the Radio Officers' Union of the United Telegraph
Workers, also an affiliate of the AFLCIO. The members of ARA and ROU are
licensed Radio Officers and Radio Electronics Officers serving aboard approximately 92% of the United States flag ocean-going merchant marine vessels.

They are responsible for providing these ships with the radiocommunication
capability and radionavigation facilities that enable these vessels to said safely
and efficiently on all the oceans of the world.

It should be noted that the skill and training of licensed Radio Officers are
of a high order, and that Radio Electronics Officers are simply Radio Officers
who have acquired even greater skill through additional training. Our members
share with the other ship officers and crew members a deep and personal interest
in the safe passage of ships and in their efficient operation. This is so because
it is our own lives, in the first instance. that are at stake, where safety of the
ship are concerned, and it is our livelihoods that are involved where the efficiency of the vessels is involved.

As a result of the requirement of a high level of skill for the operation of
radiocommunication equipment and the technical maintenance of that equipment and of radio-electronic navigation apparatus by licensed Radio Officers
and Radio Electronics Officers, both our Unions have a priority interest in mari-

time training, and hence in the Maritime Training Legislation before this
Subcommittee.
First. we call the attention of the Subcommittee to the fact that none of
our members have been trained, or are being trained by the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy or by the State Maritime Academies. All of our members have
acquired their skill and training without any cost, direct or indirect, to the

United States Government. When additional skills are required, our two Unions
have cooperated with the Companies operating 92% of the U.S. flag merchant
marine vessels with which we have Collective Bargaining Agreements, to operate joint training programs, known as the ARA TIME (ARA Technology Institute
for Maritime Electronics) Program and the ROU ETP (Elecronics Training

Program.) The identical facilities are used jointly by the two programs on

a proportionate-share basis. The monies for these training programs result from
our two -Unions having diverted it share of their collective bargaining "packages'
for the purpose of training. (Had we not clone so, these monies would have been
available for direct benefits of some other character to our members, therefore,
no additional cost has been involved.)

Having heard and analyzed much of the previous testimony on this legislation, it should be of interest to this Subcommittee. to know we are not asking
that there be any change of Approach to training licensed Radio Officers and
Radio Electronics Officers, As the technology has developed, as the equipment.
techniques and practices have become more sophisticated and complex and have
therefore required greater skill, our joint training programs have provided the
additional upgrading training required to keep our members abreast of these
developments. We believe we can continue to do so.
The Subcommittee may be interested in knowing that an additional examination

by the Federal Communications Commission to obtain a Radar Endorsement
(necessary for technical maintenance of ship radar equipment) Is taken by
all of our trainees before they are certified as licensed Radio Electronics Officers,

and that 100% of the graduates of our REO Training Program have passed

such FCC examination and hold such endorsements. The failure rate is zero.
On another subject, our two organizations do not, and never have required
mandatory retirement for licensed Radio Officers. We are alarmed by the fact
that testimony has been offered before this Subcommittee in support of a proposal

to require mandatory retirement for licensed officers. In our view, this constitutes a retrograde attitude toward human beings who should have the right
to participate in the productive work of society as long as they have both the
ability to make substantial contributions to it. and the desire not to avail
themselves of the pension programs which our organizations provide for the
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membership. Our experience over the years has been that ability is not a function
of age. but of many factors which go into the make-up of an individual.: motivation, creativity, relative physical condition, etc. When a. ship is in distress, a man
aged 06 can alert other vessels and summon assistance from the ship, lifeboat or
a raft, quite as well, and sometimes better than a younger man with lesser
experience ; similarly, when a vessel's vital radar equipment has broken down

and is malfunctioning, the necessary maintenance and repair can be provided
by an alert and creative and skilled intelligence of any age. We sincerely urge
that the Subeomutittee give this proposal for a mandatory retirement age short
shrift, and that we never have to eM.IfrOnt it again,

Further, we are opposed to the suggestion that has been made before the

Subcommittee that the Government conduct regular physical examinations for
all licensed officers. ARA and ROU members must undergo pre-employment
physical examinations prior to assignment to vessels, and at intervals during
their continuing employment aboard them. We also provide an annual comprehensive diagnostic physical examination for all our members. There is no
need for the Government to conduct physical examinations for licensed Radio
Officers or Radio Electronics Officers and we oppose any proposal to this effect.
Similarly, we oppose the provisions of Section 7 of H.R. 10413 which direct
the Commerce Department and the -United States Coast Guard to undertake "a
thorough review of the laws, regulations and policies which pertain to the renewal
of the licenses of Merchant Marine Officers to determine if existing renewal
procedures provide for the Diem-tate testing of officer's retention of basic skills."
This would appear to Submit our members to requirements not currently made
for doctors (not even heart or brain-surgeons), lawyers, (not even when serving
as judges or legislators), or most other professionals that are analogous to their
ski lls.

Our principal concern is the fact that such drag-net methods as might result,
could have the effect of barring men who are completely capable, indeed of high
skill, experience and training, from being able to continue to serve aboard vessels. This would not only be a gross injustice to men who might thus be barred
but would adversely effect the safety and efficiency of vessels. Immediately there
comes to mind in this connection the case of Leslie I'hilbrook, who was Radio
Electronics Officer for years on the Hospital Ship HOPE, and in that capacity pro-

vided skilled maintenance and repair to the electronic hospital equipment of
that vessel, in addition to its radiocommunication and radionavigation apparatus. When performing these services Leslie Philbrook had uncorrected vision of
20-200, tested without his eye-glasses, and would most probably have been
barred from continuing service under this type of legislative proposal. We also
are mindful of the many licensed Radio Officers and Radio Electronics Officers
with one arm or one leg who performed their services during World War Two,
the Korean War and Viet-Nat, emergencies, etc. These men also might well be
barred.
We urge that this proposal hI rejected by the Subcommittee.
We are opposed to Section fi of H.R. 10413 which directs the Coast Guard to

maintain a list of licensed merchant marine officers for use "in the event of

1

any national emergency," Such a list would certainly he .infteetive for national
emergencies of the Korean or Viet-Nam type; the needs of the -U.S. Merchant
Marine were me.: by emergency recruitment/training programs undertaken by our
-Unions jointly with our contract Companies. However, under this wording, "nadonut emergency" could be deemed to be such national emergency as might be
declared by the President in the event of a maritime strike. Our two Unions
have been successful in negotiating renewals of their Collective Bargaining
Agreements without recourse to strike for the past ten years and have no desire but to continue to keep the ships operating, if at all possible. None-the-less,
we view Section ft as both unnecessary and potentially anti-labor in nature.
Thank you for the opportunity to present this Statement. We hope that the information prove useful to the Subcommittee in its deliberations and urge that our
recommendation with respect to this legislation and to the above mentioned
proposals be acted on affirmatively. In making this request we are mindful of
our responsibility to provide U.S. merchant marine vessels with adequate skilled
and trained licensed Radio Officers and Radio Electronics Officers so that the
U.S. Merchant Marine may fulfill its mission in world trade and as an arm of our
national defense safely and efficiently.
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AMERICAN IN-MI.(7CM OF MunCII &NT SHIPPING,

Washington, D.C., December 9, 1975.
Hon. Tnom As N, Dowxixo,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Merchum1 Marine, House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. CrrAtuNrAN: The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the views

of the Tanker Council. on H.R. 10413 and identier.1 bills to provide for a integrated system of education and training of officers or the U.S. Merchant Marine.
The Council is an organization, consisting of the 23 members of the Ameriean Institute of Merchant Shipping (AIMS) (hat own and operate United States-flog
tanker vessels. I should like to stress (lint the views herein should in no way be
taken as the position of AIMS itself, or of any other organization existing within
the A B1S structure.
The Connell supports the principles of this legislation and the $000 increase
in 11111111:11. per student grant used to defray expenses of those attending State
maritime academies. Our support for the increase is tied to provisions in the bill
designed to balance the supply of educated licensed officers with the need for
them through flexible procedures governing utilization of all the various institutions which educate and train merchant marine officers.
While the legislation appears to recognize the need for flexibility in most respools, and we commend its sponsors for "inducting those provisions, the implieathin in Section 2 that institutions other than the Federal and State academies
should solely be relied upon to fulfill short-term emergeney requirements is a more

avay from flexibility and should be deleted. In the event of an emergency, all
available resources should be mobilized to train officers. The Federal and State
academies could accelerate oil-going programs and thus .make an important contribution, as they have in the past.
The propriety of giving Federal support to educate individuals for sea-going
careers when a sizeable percentage of graduates do not pursue those eareers
lots been called into question during these hearings. However, the Committee should be aware that, for a significant number of qualified graduates, the
question should be why they are not given an opportunity to go to sea. At the
present time, gradbates of certain union schools are given preference over Federal and State academy graduates for jobs controlled by those unions. We believe
the record of these nearings should reflect the Committee's concern that all (palltied institutions should have equal opportunity to place graduates as a matter of
equity.

As to other provisions of the bill, we res, :et:fully submit tile following com-

ments.

First, the provision requiring closer coordination between. the Government
and, maritime training institutions In rotating enrollment levels to indusb-g per.sonnet requiremeni8. We support this as sound administrative policy while noting
that projected employment levels for T.S. merchant marine officers have his-

torically not been accurate. Consequently, it is suggested that this is another
area requiring a degree of
Seeond, the $900 inercase in subsistenre payments to students at State acad-

emics. The 300 level has liven in effect shop 1958 and the proposed upward
adjustment to $1,200 is clearly Warranted by inflation alone. The student allowance, which. amonnts to $50 per month, does not come close to defraying the
special expenses assoeiated with training for maritime service, suchaS the costs
id equipment 111111 uniforms. It is noteworthy that the State academy cadets, who

pay their own tuition, spend summers on training ships and do not have the opportunity to earn the funds necessary for their education.
Third. greater utilization of the :Vational :Maritime Research Center. The pro-

vision for making the Center available to students from all institutions is an
excellent One. In addition, we note that the resources and programs of the Cen-

ter could be valuable in upgrading utttritiwe officers' training.
Sourfh, (teem-ate listing of licensed merchant marine officers, We support In
principle the proposal for maintaining n current roster of offieers ea pa hie of serving in the event of a national emergency. However, recosmition should be given

to the administrative harden that would he imposed on the Coast Guard to list
former officers who have nut renewed their licenses. The roster should be as
complete as possible with up-to-date information on current mmoloyment and
areas of expertise.
Fifth, ruviciv of license renewal Procedures. We strongly endorse the proposed

review of the adequacy of laws, regulations and policies involving merchant
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marine officer license renewals. Renewal of lice -ses should be conditional upon
reasonable minimum standards of health, espec ly adequate eyesight and hearshould be reviewed and made
ing. If existing procedures are inadequate,
responsive to the best interests of the officers, the industry and the country.
Sincerely,

GEORGE II. BLonlr,

Chairman, Tanker Council.
TitE SEAF: tEas INTERNATIONAL. UN ION

a.' Nolan .3,,NrEatcAAFL-CI(),
FaSh 'nylon, D.C., January 14,1076:
Hon. TitomAs N. DowNING.

Chairman, Subcommittee on. If erehon t Harine, House Alerchan Marine and isheries Committee, Rayburn House Office 11.0h-tiny, 11 ashington, 1).0.

Seafarers International Union of North
America, AFL-C10, wishes to submit its views on II.R. 1026 et al., a bill tliat
would increase the subsistence paymon:'s for students at the state nmrithne
academies. In considering the immwt, of this legislation on the U.S. maritime
DEAR CHAIRMAN Do \\*NINO :

industry, we are mindful or a number of factors.

First, the U.S. merchant marine is in a weak economic condition because of
the general decline in the amounts of cargoes being shipped. This bad led in turn
to Ihr lay-up of large numbers of U.S.-fiag vessels and the eancel.lation of ninny

new ship orders. All of these problems have resulted in a growing surplus of
ma Tit hue personnel, particuiarly of licensed officers.

The Seafarers Union feels strongly that an increase in the subsistence pay-

ments f rout $0(x0 to $1200 would only serve to increase the present officer over-

supply situation by encouraging the umrithne academies to seek additional enrollments, Under the circumstances, it is not beneficial to the U.S. merchant
marine to add to the problem of excess officer manpower and thus make it more

difficult for iresent officers to find work.

-Secondly, inasmuch as the issue of training standards at the academies has
arisen at the hea,;lags, we feel that perhaps the best course may be to defer
action on MR. 1020 it al until a fuller examination can be made of both the

quality and the effectiveness Of the various state maPitime academy programs.
We are informed that there is presently some disparity between the academic
achievement of students at the various academies. in light of this, a comprehensive review of the academy programs nth y help to clarify whether or not a new
approach to this situation is needed.
In summary, we feel that in view of the present oversupply of marine officers,
which has been further accentuated by the industry's eeonomie difficulties, an
increase ilt the state maritime academy student subsistence payment is -00t11
uuwarrauticd and would be a disruptive factor in maritime employment stability.

Rather than seeking ways to stimulate enrollment at the state maritime
academies, such as increasing the Federal subsistence payment, we feel the
U.S. merchant marine would he better served by a fuller examination of the
issues surrounding this qem,tion.

The Seafarers International Union thus requests that any increase in the

subsistence payments to state academies through H.R. 1026 be delayed until nese
important questions eat' be settled. We would also ask that this letter lie made a
part of the official record on MR. 1020.
Sincerely,

T

E Nt

PAIN'. HALT., President.

HY GEORGE B. RECTOR, RADII, USMS, DIRECTOR, GREAT LAKES

MAtirri ME ACM) EM Y, Nola it wEsTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE, RELATING To THE
GREAT LAKES -MARITIME ACADEMY POSITION STATENIENT ON MR. 10413
INTRODCMIONPCRPOSE OF THE GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY

To serve the maritime industries nthnpower needs on the Great Lakes and
connecting waterways by providing young people career opportunities for training as officers in the fresh water sailing industry and to provide quality education
designated to meet the demands of current and future technology in an expanding maritime complex as it applies to the Great Lakes Maritime Academy,
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BRIEF Il ISTORY OF TITE GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY

Between the middle 1950's-1960's extensive dialogue and research went into
the advisability of establishing a maritime academy to train officers for the
Great Lakes and connecting waterways industry.

During this time span Federal authorities authorized establishment of a

fresh water training institution. The Michigan legislature and the State Board of
Education designated Northwestern Michigan College as the site for the Great
Lakes Maritime Academy.

Prior to the establishment of the Great Lakes Maritime Academy there was
no maritime academy designated to specifically train officers for fresh water
sailing.

In 1909 the Great Lakes Maritime Academy began its operation with six
students. During the ensuing six years the academy has had a proportionate
growth to industry needs both in student enrollment and facilities.
To date there have been 41 graduates of which 80% are currently serving
as officers on Great Lakes vessels.

171slIQ LTEN ES S

The Great Lakes Maritime Academy is the only maritime academy that
operates a three year program. Our graduates receive an Associate Degree in
Science (Maritime). We 'ocusider this an Important fact that addresses the
universal problem of other academy trained officers leaving their ship aSsignments for shoreside employment.

The Academy as a division of Northwestern Michigan College is committed
to the community college concept of education and the cadet is direeted toward
the terminal program, the emphasis is placed. upon the technical as opposed to
the liberal arts approach.
The Academy is a division of Northwestern Michigan College where our cadets
are a part of the Northwestern Michigan College student body. Cadets live in
college dormitories or college apartments. We have cle-emphasized the ruilita..y

posture existing at other academies. Our feeling is that this is inappropriate.
Instead we operate in a disciplined environment that parallels the degree of
discipline found abroad Greed Lakes ships.
The Great Lakes shipping industry differs vastly from other segments of the
maritime industry and therefore the mission at the Great Lakes Maritime

Academy addresses itself to the special needs of the Great Lakes.
Following are some of the more pertinent unique characteristics:
Pilotage
The deck officers trained at the Great Lakes Maritime Academy are classified
by the United States Coast Guard as First Class Pilots as opposed to graduates
of other academics 1110 are trained as 7...atird Mates.

Bulk cargo handling
The great majority of Great Lakes cargo is hulk. This requires special training
in loading procedures, equipment and 'stability considerations.
Foal weather characteristics
Storms on the Great Lakes create wave conditions different from any place
else in the world. Due to this condition, the Great Lakes Maritime Academy has
expanded both its theoretical and practical (shipboard experience) training to
prepare cadets for these unique weather condition,'
Sitiphandling
ShIpliandling on the Great Lakes differs from open water sailing in ninny ways.
Major among these are
1. Frequency of loading and unloading
2. Congestion of waterways
3. Distribution of cargo on the Great Lakes necessitates mastery shiphandling
techniques in rivers, canals and locks.
Ire conditions

The current demands of the steel industry have necessitated the extension of
the navigation season which requires more in depth knowledge of ship construction and stability as regards piloting and shiphandling in icy waters.

2 r.)
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Maneuvering
The engineering cadet; must receive more in depth training in engine handling
due to the extended periods of "check speed" operation.
Ballasting
Due to the nature of Great Lakes shipping "dead heading" is common. This
requires special understanding of ship's construction and stability in ballasting
when no cargo is aboard.
Maintenanrx
Traditionally engineers on the Great Lakes do a majority of equipment maintenance as opposed to contracting to shipyards. Because of this we place heavy
emphasis on standard and emergency maintenance,
Nine months sea time

We believe that training aboard commercial vessels is superior to training
aboard a training vessel. Nine months sea time is a requirement of our program

while only six months aboard a training vessel is required for other state
academies.

1I.R. 10413, SECTION 3, MANDATM0 ENROLLMENTS

no objection to mandated
We, of the Great Lakes Maritime Academy, have
with Great Lakes
enrollments, providing the mandated numbersexclusively
are consistent
related to Great Lakes
industry needs based on documented statistics
shipping industry,
As indicated in the introduction the Great Lakes Maritime Academy has consistently made every effort to train officers in direct proportion to the needs of
This has been accomplished by the input
the Great Lakes shipping industry.
which is composed of labor ,(MEBA/from the members of our Board of Visitors
representatives, (Lake Carriers AssociaAM.0 and MM. & I?), shipping company
Maritime
Administration, an active captain
tion), 'United States Coast Guard,the Northwestern
Michigan College Board of
and chief engineer, chairman of
Michigan State Board of Education.
Trustees, the shipbuilding industry, and We
The Great Lakes Maritime Academy's current cadet enrollment less our 40%
attrition rate, will provide about 24 officers per year. This number is somewhat
(30) ns set forth in Ilea and Engineers
lower than the annual anticipated needSupply
and Demand, 1974-1984, published
Officers in the U.S. Merchant Marine: Maritime
Administration, May, 1974, pg,
by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
further
documents
our previous stated position
42. Our annual output of officers graduates and Industry
manpower needs.
of maintaining the balance between

11.11. 10413, SECTION 4

$000 to
Obviously we support the increase in Cadet Subsistence payments frominflation,
the cadet must bear due to
$1200 per year to offset the increased costs
We oppose vehemently any proration of cadet subsistence grants that would
reduce the number noiVAssigned to the Great Lakes Maritime Academy, Further,
sufficient information to substantiate the
we feel that this documents contains
Academy is operating within the framework
fact that the Great Lakes .AfiritInteproduce
only those numbers of officers necesof our commitment to industry to
sary to meet Weir needs.
SUMMARY

minimal success in attractHistorically the Great Lakes industry has had only
This is due to the special charing- career officers from other state academies.
acteristics and requirements of a Great Lakes officer as opposed to one who is
car
n oriented.
We, therefore, as the primary source of academy trained officers for the Great
that the Great Lakes Maritime
Lakes industry do strongly seek your recognition
Academy is necessarily unique in the maritime training field and ask that when
II.R. 10413 comes before the full committee you will see fit to support our separate
position.

'Unfortunately we were the only state academy not visited by the Rooney
We extend and would encourage a visit from you or any of your staff to come

Commi ttee.

to the Great Lakes Maritinm Academy and see us in action.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Northwestern Michigan College, average maritime student budget,
first year student, 1975-76

Tuition and fees
Room and board

$1, 000
1, 431

Books and supplies
Personal expenses
Transportation expenses

350
400
350,

Total

$3, 531.

GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY
BOARD OF VISITORS

Mr. Eric I. Bernhardt, Program Manager for State Maritime Academies, U.S.

Department of Commerce, Maritime Administration, Washington, D.C. 20235.

Captain John Y. Caffrey, Deputy Chief, Office of Merchant Marine Safety,.

Pni ted States Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. 20591.

Captain John T. Duff, President, Local 47, Great Lakes & Rivers District,

Master, Mates and Pilots, 2420 Terminal Tower, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.

Mr. Arthur J. Zuehlke, President, Bay Shipbuilding Corporation, Sturgeon Bay

Wisconsin 54235.

Vice Admiral Paul E. Trimble, USCG (Ret,), President, Lake Carriers Asso
elation. 1411 Rockefeller Building, Cleveland, Ohio 44113, Alternate : Scott H.
Elder, General Counsel.
Mr. David Oberlin, Administrator, St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corp.,
Department of Transportation, 800 Independence Ave.. Washington, D.C. 20590,
Captain William C. Bacon, Port Captain, Ann Arbor RR (Car Ferries), Frank-

fort, Mich. 49635.

Mr. Sohn B. Woodward III, Department of Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering, University of Michigan, 445 W. Engineering Building, Ann Arbor, Mich,

48104.

Dr. John W. Porter, Superintendent, Michigan Department of Education, Lan-

sing, Mich. 48902. Alternate : Dr. Robert L. Huxol.

Mr. Les Biederman, Chairman, Board of Trustees, NMC, 314 E. Front St.,

Traverse City, Mich. 49684.

Mr. Melvin H. Pelfrey, Vice President, Great Lakes MEBA/AMO, 025-21

Summit Street, Toledo, Ohio 43604.
Mr. Eli Rantatmes, Chief Engineer, Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Captain Donald Erickson, Ford Motor Co.
OBSERVERS

Mr. John Horton, Cleveland Cliffs Steamship Co., 1460 Union Commerce Build-

ing, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

Mr. George Ryan, Maritime Administrator, Great Lakes Region, Taylor Build-

ing, 666 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44113,

GUESTS

Dr. William J. Yankee ; Dean Clovis B. Ferguson ; and Admiral Willard T.

Smith, USCG (Ret.).

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
MARITIME COLLEGE,

Fort Schuyler, Bronx, N.Y., December 29,1975.
HOD. THOMAS N. DOWNING,

Chairman of the Subcommittee on Merchant Marine. U.S. House of Representatives, Longworth House Office Building, Washington., D.C.
Db:An Ma. enAIRMAN : I would like to take this opportunity to rebut the statements Mr. Cnihoon made before the Subcommittee of the House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Conunittee on December 9. 1:)75, I am the Chairman of the Ocean
Engineering Department of the S.U.N.Y. Maritime College. In addition to my

academic credentials, I am a licensed marine engineer and have been professionally involved with maritime education and industry for twelve years.
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Mr, Calhoon states that the federal and state maritime schools have failed to
provide adequate training for their students. This statement is totally absurd_
All the schools, and in particular the S.U.N.Y. Maritime College, have strengthened their programs from the 18 month programs in effect during World War II

to programs that are in excess of four academic yeas. Actually some are

equivalent to five academic years although they are completed in four calendar
years. In particular, the Maritime College's Marine Engineering program has
obtained a level of technical competence that allowed full accreditation by the
Engineers' Council for Professional Development (E.C.P.D.). A distinction which,
together with the U.S.C.G. Third Assistant Engineer's License, recognizes that
the graduates are fully capable of professional endeavors in all phases of marine
engineeringall the way from the control console of a super tankerto the shops
of a shipyardto the design groups of a company developing the power plants

of the future. The graduates of programs like this are put through one of the
most rigorous combined educational and training programs available to young
Americans today, A program that not only prepares them for the marine field,
in its broadest sense, but a program that has been enormously successful in pineing graduates in their field of employmentthe marine field. For more than tea
years, all engineering graduates had at least one job offer by graduation, The only
exception to this record was the class of 1975. Four students of the 1975 Engineering Class (47 graduates) were unable to find jobs at graduation time (they have

since). As we all know, 1975 was a very dismal year for new entrants into the
job market, Even though it was a very dismal year, all but seven of the initially
employed graduates (three of the seven entered graduate school) entered the
marine industry, including eleven who obtained sea-going employment. The last
figure is of interest and should be dwelled upon. All eleven of these graduates
obtained employment as Third Assistant Engineers on ocean-going vessels, but
none was able to obtain employment on vessels contracted by the Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association, District I. The reason is clear, counter to Mr.
Calhoon's denials, the MEBA, District I has discriminatory hiring practices.
Practices that unquestionably favor graduates of the Calhoon MEBA School. All
eleven graduates mentioned obtained employment with major oil companies at d
on BMO contracted vessels, If the MEBA hiring practices treated all candidates
equally, the number of graduates going to sea would have been much h!gher.
It should be noted that the major oil companies and the BMO all send representatives to the Maritime College campus to recruit engineers, Why doesn't the
MEBA?

The question that should be asked is : "Where did all the other graduates go?"
All but four entered or plan to enter the marine field after additional education.
They entered other phases of the marine industry, phases where the U.S.C.G.
license is a very Important credential. It is unfortunate that graduates entering
the ashore phase of the marine industry cannot sail on their licenses for a few
years before they come ashore. It is unfortunate that the MEBA's discriminatory
hiring practices prevent these capable young men and women from gaininv the
experience that results from sailing on their licenses for three, four, or five years.
Not only do the shore-side phases of the marine industry suffer but so do the
fleet owners and the unions. Both fleet owners and unions lose the availability of
the most highly educated and capable young men and women who could operate
the new merchant ships and properly utilize the most modern technology available.
In order to operate modern, high-performance power plants in the most efficient
manner, personnel with a high degree of technical and academic competence are

necessary. No longer is it only necessary for an operator to turn valves or
move control levels ; it is neces.sary for him (or her) to interpret performance

data, understand thermodynamic consequences of certain actions, as well as he
ahle to understand and trouble-shoot sophisticated control systems. We should
untie the hands of the operators, letting them use the most competent personnel
available so that they do not have to base technical decisions on the fact that
they do not. have sufficient numbers of on-board technically competent people
no longer should they have to say "that equipment is too sophisticated for my
crew", It is easily seen that this type of capability requires the type of educa-

tion and training attainable at the S.U.N.Y. Maritime Collegea degree of

education and training that is accepted and respected by the Engineers' Council
for Professional Development, The Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers, the Society of Marine Port. Engineers, and basically, all ship owners.
It seems nearly everyone but Mr. Calhoon

In Mr. Calhoon's statement, he mentions that federal and state maritime
school graduates who go to sea (in the MEBA's case if they were permitted)
stay at sea for only a few years and then, some of them, accept employment
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consequently the industry suffers.
ashore, lie implies that this is wrong andYoung
eager men and women enter
Actually, this is a very healthy situation.
unions) bringing with them the wealth
the sea-going phase of the industry (and
obtained in their formal education
of knowledge and thinking processes they
Concurrently, they are gaining valuable
and apply it to ships, with enthusiasm.prolonged
exposure and maturity (note
experience that comes only through full union
initiation fees and dues).

that during this time they also pay
remain
At the end of a few years, many decide to "come ashore" and those whoalternate

own free choicethey have
at sea have done so as a result of theirwant
to continue sailingthey are not
attractive employment but decide they
trapped into sailing because of a lack of alternate employment. Let's concentrate
they go?
ou those who "come ashore" after a few years of sailing. Where do

marine related shore industries,
An analysis will show that many of them go into
manufacturers, service industries
such as design agents, shipyards, component
a few. Are they lost to the "marine
and Port engineer positions, just to mention have
come to the support part of the
industry"? Absolutely NO! In addition, they
knowledge
of the sea-going phase of the
industry with a thorough first-hand
lower
echelon
allows a continual influx.'
industry. Inherently this turnover in the
into the industry, thereby maintaining viability and preventing technical obsolescence.

statistics on the engineering license

In his testimony, Mr. Ca lhoon gives
at least in part, is erroneous and
examination results for 1974. This information,
misleading. Table 5 shows that S.U.N.Y. Maritime College students (class of

rate of 0.0% and a partial failure
1975) had a 62.26% passing rate, a mbtor.
failure It
implies that none of the partial
rate of 37.74% for both steam and
failure students retook the examination which, in turn, implies that 37.74%
did not pass the license by
of the 1075 Engineering graduates (May 1975)
only one of the 53 candidates did
graduate clay. Totally false. By graduation,
is a success rate of 98.3%, As a point
not have a U.S.C.G. license in hand. That
not passed the examination, recently
of information, the graduate who had
retook it (December 1975) and we are awaiting the results. Considering that the
class to take the new format examination,

Class of 1975 was the first Engineering
I don't think even Mr. Calhoon can state the results were anything but impressive.
Also in his testimony, Mr. Calhoun implied that faculty members at the Federal
in the sea-going phase of the
and state maritime schools were uninterested
marine industry. ThiS implication is totally absurd. Many faculty members of the

S.U.N.Y. Maritime College Engineering Department are actively engaged in
Improving the operation of our merchant fleet. As an example, I am including
to note that on Page 16 of
a copy of my list of publications. It is interesting
on
:NIEBA's publication The Marine Engineer, December 1975, there is an article
The article is based ou the first item listed
a study that I recently completed.
of the Committee would
on the attached publication list. If you or any members
like copies of these publications, I would be very glad to send them. Mr. Calhoon
also stated that new topics such as LNG are not being covered. This may be a
new topic of Mr. Calhoon but it has been in the S.U.N.Y. Maritime College curriculum (in more than one course) since 1965!
In closing, I would like to suggest that members of the Committee ask Mr.
Calhoon the following questions :

1. Do most of the non-state or federal maritime school graduates contribute
to the marine industry, after terminating their sea-going careersregardless of
the duration?
2. What is going to happen to the industry when the MEBA Calhoun school
becomes the only formal source of Marine Engineers in the United States? Will
all ships be forced to contract to the MEBA?
3, Since the shipping companies pay for a candidate's education at the MEBA
Calhoon school and since most of the ships under MEBA contract have operating
subsidies or are in other was's government supported, 'what is the actual cost
to the Federal government? It appears to us it is in excess of $5.000.00 per MEBA
school license candidate.
4. What is wrong with policies that require professionals to be periodically
re=examined? L for one, would like to know that my doctor is up-to-date on the
most modern medical techniques.
Sincerely yotirs,
Tos 1: PENIENIA,
Professor and Chairman,
Ocean Engineering Department,
Enclosures.
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Putaze,yrioxs AND REPORTS

"Alternate Energy Sources for Marine Power Plants", presented to the Society
of Marine Port Engineers, New York, N.Y., September 1975.
"Economic Comparison of Various Marine Power Plants", presented at the
Webb institute Spring Seminar, Marine Fuel Conservation, May 1975.
"Efficient Low-Power Operation of Steam Turbine Marine Power Plants"
National Maritime Research Center, Kings Point New York, publication, NMRCI
KP-140, January 1975.
"Economic Comparison of Various Marine Power Plants"-1973 Society of
Navr,1 Architects and Marine Engineers. Transactions, November 1073.
Combined Gas-Steam Turbine Marine Power Plants"Webb Report to Maritime Administration, July 1972.

"Development of a Pollution Free Cargo Tank Cleaning System for use on
Board Tankers " New York State Sea Grant, December 1972.
"Cost of Ship Vibration Problems"Webb Report to Maritime Administration,
January 1972.

"Simulation of Propeller RPM and Rudder Angles" Webb Report to Sperry,
"Analysis of Available Power Plants"Webb Report to Maritime Administra-

December 1971.

tion, July 1971.

"Improving U.S. Shipping Productivity" (One Chapter)Webb Report to

Mari time Administration, July 1970.

Review of "Local Temperature Variation of a Transportation Cooled Wall Due
to Radiant Henting"--by J. E. Anderson, June 1900.

PumpsChapter of study notes for the Instrumentation and Deviation Train-

ing Course for ESSA.
I;surpt ion Type Refrigeration Systems, June 1065.
[From the marine Engineer, MEBA, December 1975]
HYDROGEN FUEL "FEASIBLE" FOR SHIPS

Merchant ships of the future may turn to hydrogen fuel rather than nuclear
power. solar energy or other forms of energy, according to a study wade by
Jose Femina of the Center for Maritime Studies of the Webb institute of Naval
Architecture, of Glen Cove, N.Y.

The study made for the National Research Center, Kings Point, N.Y., examined
a wide range of possible alternate sources for present oil-based fuels powering
steam driven ships and marine diesel engines and came up with the conclusion
that while nuclear power, solar energy, coal-slurries and even wind may have
possibilities, "the one that deserves particular attention as a long-range prospect
is the Ilse of hydrazine," which is basically hydrogen, because it has the potential
of providing the means to furnish power.
CHRISTMAS TREES HAWAII-BOUND

The year's first Christmas trees from the Pacific Northwest sailed for Hawaii
front Seattle on November 13 abroad the Matson containership SS Californian.
The vessel arrived in Honolulu on November 1S with around 20,000 trees in 26
ref rige ra toil containers.

The bulk of Hawaii's Christmas trees later left Seattle abroad the SS Hawaiian
on November 27. The 120,000 t '-ees carried gave the vessel the traditional designation of Hawaii's "Christmas Tree Ship."
T MADE 13Y JESSE 1\I. CA LIMON. PRESIDENT NATIONAL
MARINE ENGINEERS' BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION. BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

IlKarrrm, op ST ATE M

M EEC] I ANT MARINE, HOUSE COMMITTEE ON -MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES

ON I 1.R. 1026, H.R. 0564, 11.11. 10113, AND H.R. 10300 nv THE i'yrrEn STATES
MAtturrmE SERVITE CADETS, jAxtrAtty 2, 1970

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. we. the cadets of the United
states Maritime Service, would like to take this opportunity to rebut the stateents of Mr. -Jesse M. Calhoon made before this Snhvomittittee of the House
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Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee on 0 December 1075 and request that
it he made part of the permanent record,
As engineering students presently attending the state academies, we are in a.
position to know that certain of Mr. Calhoon's statements are inaccurate and
made with limited knowledge of what we, as engineering students, are presently

pursuing in our educational training. Mr. Calhoun even admits on the top of
page 2 of ids statement that he is making his statement based on limited data.
Conclusions drawn from limited data can only be considered biased, inaccurate,
unacceptable and empty "rhetoric".
We feel that Mr, Calhoon's concept of what a U.S.M.S. cadet is supposed to
do upon graduation and why he receives his subsistence allowance from then
Federal Government is wrong. Throughout his statement, he implies that federal
assistance to U.S.M.S. cadets should be directly related to whether or not they
all pursue a sea-going career. We do not see this us the reason for federal sub
sistence payments. The idea behind the federal subsistence allowance is to provide.
the G.S. Navy with personnel qualified in both Naval and Merchant Marine
procedures. Such personnel are of considerable value in peacetime and even of
more value in time of war.
They would be best equipped in coordinating joint. Naval and Merchant Marine
activities. After receiving our Naval Commission, we are required to be affiliated
with the Naval Reserve for six (0) years, during which time we must take Navy
correspondence courses. If a cadet "ships out", his reserve commitment is fulfilled. However, If a cadet finds employment ashore, his reserve commitments
require him to serve with the Navy for thirty (30) consecutive clays for three-

(3) years, with loss of his company's salary during that time. While with the
Navy he, of course, will receive ensign's pay. As for our education, U.S.M.S.
cadets not only receive more than adequate shipboard training, but also obtain
skill in exercising leadership responsibilities as a result of our regimental life.
We receive courses. in Naval Operations which fully qualify a graduate in the
duties of Naval and Merchant Marine Officers. Midshipmen at the Naval Academy
receive 50% of active ensigns' pay, free tuition, and free room and board. In
return. they are required to give five (5) years of active service in the Navy,
not a career in the Navy. Likewise, NROTC midshipmen receive one hundred
dollars ($100.00) a month in addition to money for books, uniforms and tuition,
In return, they are required to give four (4) years of service to the Navy, not a
(Turco in the Navy. Since 1958, the amount of federal funds received by ROTC'
as the Naval Academy midshipmen has increased with inflation without an
increase in commitment to the Navy. Hence, what we request is equitable treatment. Therefore, we challenge Mr. Calhoon's MEBA schools to produce a current
graduate who will even approach a U.S.M.S. cadet's knowledge in leadership
responsibilities and Naval Operations in time of war or national emergency.
.

On page 2 of his statement, Mr. Ca Moon states tnat "increased academy funding
will only encourage their expansion and worsen the already dismal job picture".

This statement is fallacious. Again, Mr. Ca ihoon is not stating the facts. The
facts are, that the State Academies are almost filled to capacity as it is. Their
number of students are limited by the size of their physical plant. Hence, increasing the subsidy will not draw more students, rather it will help offset the
costs of uniforms, books, room and board. Also, the academies are regulated by
the government in the number of allowable subsidized cadets. Many cadets are
also non-subsidized due to foreign citizenship and physical hindrances.
On another subject, Mr. Calhoun writes on pages 6 and 7 of his statement
that the State Maritime Academies since becoming four year accredited colleges.
"the emphasis was placed more and more on liberal arts courses at the expense
of engineering and nautical science courses". This is totally absurd as well as
written with a definite lack of "data". A look at the curriculum of a marine
engineering student will indicate a well ha lanced theoretical and technical
background. Using the S.1.7.N.Y.. Maritime College program as an example, it can
be seen that the cadet will graduate with 103 credits.' This curriculum is broken
down as follows:
(a) 124 credits of science and engineering background.
(b) 18 credits of Humanities.
(el 15 credits of Naval Science.
(d) 0 credits of Physical Education.

The 15 credits of Naval Science, required by the Navy for our Naval Reserve
Commission, include history, Naval Operations and Management. The 18 credits.
I See Appendix A.
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of Humanalles are required by the Engineers' Commit for Professional Development (E.C.P.O.) which is regarded as the highest accreditation an engineering college can achieve, The 124 credits of science and engineering courses
are what give the Maritime College cadets and other Maritime Academies'
cadets their competence as licensed officers and engineers in the Maritime Industry. As can be seen from Appendix A, the courses taken cover the theory
of basic engineering concepts and elaborate on the technical problems and ideas
associated with the design and control of power plants, ships' support systems,
and various other marine related engineering designs.
Mr. Calhoon states on page 12 of his statement "that: the aeademies arc not

improving or expanding their programs to meet the needs of advanced technological ships such as the LNG- tankers, and that his school has already graduated GO such qualified officers". A graduate of the )laritime Academies with an

engineering degree does riot need to have "special" training in the operation
of LNG tankers. With his course background itt the actual design and operation
of refrigeration plants, pressure vessels and related support machinery, the
engineer from the academies is far better qualified to operate an LNG tanker
than a licensed officer with an inadequate theoretical and design knowledge of
"why" he is turning a particular valve. Now we ask you if you were to hire
an engineer to operate an LNG tanker or any other type of ship, who would
you hire? Would yon hire the MEBA licensed officer or the Marine Engineer
with a degree and federal license who can not only operate the ship but can
also design one, hence being better able to effect repairs in case of machinery
;

breakdown?

The Maritime Academy cadets' contribution to the marine industry as a whole
is unparalled. Cadets' multi-faceted training includes leadership training through

administration of a Regimental Organization and the pursuance of licensure
and

yea la urea te degree.

On page 7 of his statement, Mr. Calhoon's rhe,.Ic becomes extremely lucid.
His statement that "... (academy) instructors deprecate sea-going as a career
and promote on-shore jobs as having more "status" is contrived. How is he so
knowledgeable in relation to what neademy professors say? On the same page,
he says that ".. . emphasis is on military discipline with its snappy uniforms
and well polished shoes". We find it difficult to believe that curricula at a college
would receive accreditation and approval by E.C.P.D. if the "emphasis" were
on discipline and appearance! The aeademies merely try to instill in the cadet
a sense of self discipline and pride. These qualities can only serve as attributes
to the growth of the U.S. Maritime Industry and the nation as a whole. Does
Mr. Calhoon wish to eondeinn such qualities in U.S. citizens?

Further, he implies on page 7 that if trouble arises at sea on board ship,
that our military training will detract from our innovative abilities to correct
machinery malfunctions, since all we are taught is how to "follow orders". If
this were true, then the entire U.S Armed Forces would he in trouble. Who
would be more qualified to solve a system malfunction than one who is edueated
in actual system design as we are? The Regimental Organizations and military
discipline at the academies serve to train eadets in leadership techniques needed

at sea in the Merchant Marine where a Third Assistant Engineer is placed in
charge of oilers and wipers. Can Mr. Calhoon claim sneh training at his schoOls?
On page 7, Mr. Calhoon states, "Getting up to your elbows in grease and dirt
does not fit in with this military style image". This statement is obviously made
with It complete lack of knowledge of military life in general. Since when (I()

Marines and Army men in the field or Navy men on board ships stay (dean?
The fact that our training ships are older than the 25 years life expectancy
only support our ease. Being that those ships are older than the average vont:)ercial vessel, the repair work required to maintain these vessels increases.
ilenee. the cadets, being called npon to aid in the repair of various ships components. are learning more about ships' systems through "hands-on" experience.
What can have more "grertse and dirt" than a 25-30 year old ship? Therefore,
the fact that these ships are old only adds to our overall shipboard education
rather thandetract from it. It causes a greater involvement in plant operation
and control since there is less automation. This allows U.S.-M.S. cadets to learn
the all important -fundamentals more thoroughly. Shoreside laboratories and
"mock-ups" insure the learning of contemporary automation. More importantly,
by the State Academies and 1.'.S.M.S. cadets maintaining those former troopships in all operating capacity, we are performing in service for the overall defense
of the United States in case of national emergency.
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Continuing with the subject of our education, Mr. Ca lhoon said in his state-

ment that Maritime Academy cadets have no opportunity to learn the new
technology, as related to the newly automated ships. This is another of the
many absurdities of his statement. We not only take many mathematical courses

relating to the stability of such ships' systems but we take courses directly

connected to the design of these control systems. We are required to run various
machinery with modern control systems and to get first hand experience Nvith
such systems in our engineering laboratories. Among some of the equipment
that we use are modern boilers, gas turbines, gasoline and diesel engines, a nuclear reactor, a reactor similator with its various highly technical control systems
and a new automated engine room console in which the cadet reacts to various
engine room situations that are introduced by the instructor. Just for the record.
most of our instructors have shipped on their licenses and many have advanced
beyond their 2nd Assistant Engineer's License.
As to the Maritime Academies asking for time to adjust to the change in license
examination policy, we can see nothing wrong with this, especially since MEBA
complained about the old type exam being detrimental to their percentage of
passing. Well, the time of waiting for exam results to improve is over. For the
class of 1976 using the S.U.N.Y. Maritime College as an example, all but two
cadets who took their engineering license exams have passed as of this date.
Looking at the deck license exams of December. 1075, 79% passed completely,
24% failed in only one area and. only one person failed the exam. A large part of
the failure rate is due to an influx of foreign students (starting in 1071) who
have a language problem taking the license exam and then failing. Most of
these foreign students were engineers. This explains the poor exam results
starting in 1974 when these foregin students began to take the exam.
The MEBA school in Toledo, Ohio also had difficulties this past year with
exam results, considering that Mr. Calhoon had said the new type exam would
be in the school's favor. The _facts are that two students partially passed the
exam and that 20 failed.'
On page 8 of his statement. Mr. Calhoon says that his students are re(;.:ired by
the Coast Guard to have 365 days of sea time on commercial vessels, whereas
cadets at the State Academies are required to have six ((i) months of shipboard
experience aboard each school's training vessel. Obviously, the U.S. Coast Guard
has found that the six months of shipboard experience by U.S.:11.C. cadets on
their training ships is at least equivalent to the 12 months of training at sea
that MEBA. school students obtain aboard commercial vessels. Thus. is it not
coincidental that the MEBA union requires 365 days of sea experience before
a Third Assistant Engineer is eligible for Class 2 MEBA membership! We feel
this requirement is an indirect way ia which the MIIBA union discriminates
against academy graduates. This requirement for Class 2 membership prohibits
academy graduates from obtaining sea-going employment with MP TIA contracted vessels which constitutes a large majority of the U.S. flag fleet. Why
does MEBA see fit to make such a requirement whereas the oil corporations and
B.M.O. feel that the six months of training on board the training vessels \vitt a
degree is more than sufficient for employment? Why does MEBA require 265days at sea? Why not 400 days? Could it be that if it were 400 days, his MEBA
school graduates would he unable to obtain Class 2 MEBA membership as we
are? Thus, when Admiral Kinney brought light upon these discriminatory 11111011

a clear anti-union bias which has served
practices, Mr. Calhoon called it ".
more antionly to weaken our Merchant Marine". We believe the
discrimination than anti-union. Hence, when fewer academy graduates pursue
a sea-going career, the fact that the very union which condemns tins is the one
.

.

who limits these graduates' options seems hypocritical.

just over 5% of
In Mr. Calhoon's statement on page 10, he says that ".
those graduates who do go to sea in the Merchant Marine stay in the career for
.

.

more than five years". Think about that statement for a moment. Now ask
yourself what is wrong with those facts. It simply means that those men were
offered shoreside employment and the statistics show that most of those men
are working in Maritime oriented fields. Many of the companies that employ
Maritime Academy graduates encourage them to ship for a few years during
which time they will gain practical knowledge. This practical knowledge can
be utilized while working ashore to improve the compa ny. its ships and other
areas of Maritime interest. By continually rotating these officers, there is a
steady amount of vacant positions to be filled by the new graduates. This allows for a more youthful and vigilant group of Merchant Marine Officers.
From Journal of Commerce dated 4 December 1975.
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the Maritime Industry in the deA graduate working ashore is stillofhelping
the Ilea as well as other vital maritime
sign, construction and .maintenance designing
new ships of tomorrow, They
related fields. These graduates
are away frontthe
the engine maul, are ineffective
are not just opeartors who, when
does not acquire employment aboard tut
due to lack at knowledge. If a graduate
American Flag
American Flag vessel because he can't ship on SO''- or more of criticize him
practices, AlEBA shouldn't
Vessels due to discriminatory union
can see no way that shoreside employment
for seeking shareside employment. We
these graduates are
hinders the U.S. .Merchant Marine. It mu only help. NilICTgraduates
must stilt
minds or America. There
among the future engineering I',S.
Naval Reserve yearly amid will be the ones
fultill their obligation to the
regardless of Mr.
to man the ships in case of national emergency in the future,
C'alhoon's emlny criticism of our 'treason'.
Administration attempted
Oa page 14, Mr. Calhoon contends that the Maritime
them to return to sea during the
to contact academy graduates in order to get
conflict in Vietnam and that the
response WaS inadequate. This statement is
also inaccurate. The Maritime Administration merely sent out cards requesting
Academy grailtuties.
data on the current occupation of theCalltoon
states "What other program in this
On the bottom of page 1.1, Mr.
country- uses $13.7 million in federal money and seven government run sellOols
jobs?" We challenge the veracity
to train 3300 people for largely non-existent
portion of the $13.7 million is utilized
of this statement entirely! First, a large
$1,0S0.00a goes for actual State
for the maintenance of six training ships. Only
training ship must be maintained
Academy cadet subsistenee payments. laThese
fact', according to the Congressional Ad
for national defense reasons anyway,
school funding collies from, indirectly,
Hoe Committee report, 72% of MEBA much
greater share or federal funding-?
federal .fundS. We ask, who is getting a Calltoon
is misleading. Ouly about 500
The figure of 3300 cadets used by Mr.
each year. Hence, of the
to 550 cadets graduate front the academies amhined do
not survive the rigors
3300 being trained under a four year program, many
multi-faceted training programs,
imposed by the State and Federal Academies'
i.e. liconsure, degree and commission. We also wish to question Mr. Cal boon's
Is he inelnding
figure of (3-184 available sea-going jobs on P.S. flag vessels.
Sealift Command. Army Corps of Engineers or research vessels? Hence,
each year, not 3.300 as
r)00 graduates will he looking for 6484+ sea-going jobs
implied. But it', as mentioned, AIEBA's membership practices remain status -quo,
tins number of available sea-going jobs to academy graduates decreases considerably.
on
Mr. Calhoun appears try be contradicting Iliniselt when he first ehallenges
of increased shipping and
pages 4 and 5 of his statement the .1IARAD predictions
the growing need for LNG tankers
then on the other hand mentions 00 page 32
opening of the Alaska
to meet the nation's energy needs. With the upeaming
pipeline, there will be a large need for tankers to transport oil from southern
no secret that the HS.
Alaska to the west and east coast of the U.S. Also, it is
is expecting severe natural gas shortages in the near future. This will require
increased I,NG shipping. Thus, we fail to see Mr. Calhoon's contention of largely
"non-existent jobs" in the Merchant Marine, Ile appears to want to claim the
job market for his sehool's students only.
As to the idea of re-exams for licensed officers and periodic physicals, we as
to mainMaritime Aendemy Cadets think that this is an excellent way
American Flag

it

tain a healthy and mentally astute group of men to operate out
Ships. We don't seek thin to give us more jobs b011i(We it wouldn't really help
us due to MEBA's discriminatory practices. If the MEBA school thinks that they
have done such a good job in training their °dicers and have a good physical
extunination program for their union members, then they should not worry
about these physical and mental examinations. Besides, government administered
physical exams would save MEBA the east or these physicals. The Maritime
Academy graduates know they have the training and knowledge necessary to
pass these lieellEZP exams at any time. If licensed seamen are overly concerned
with failing these exams, they should not be responsible for the lives of the
crew, nor the operation of a multi tuition dollar vessel,
On page 18 of his statement, Mr. Calhoun mentioned that present regulations
are already too much for his seamen to cope with. We disagree with this. Most
of these regulations are for the good of the seamen and were implimented because the seamen fought for then.
Hence, with the growing needs of the nation in regard to energy development
and processing as it relates to the U.S. Alaritime Imhistry in the design, construction, operation and security of its merchant fleet, we feel that the most
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.qualified licensed officers with degrees, leadership, pride, self discipline and
cebsion tanking qualities will be needed if the U.S. is to lead the world. It is
for the required reserve commisioning time and federal training ship maintenance work that we perform that we substantiate the basis for subsistence
payinnts to U.S.M.S. cadets to defe- costs of books, uniforms, room and board.
It is because of obvious cost increases since 10;13 that we support the legislation
Increasing subsistence payments front $000.00 per year to $1200.00 per year.
Thank you, 1.r. Chairman and Members ofth e Committee, for this opportunity

the TI.S.M.s. cadets to rebut, the statement of Mr. Jesse M. Calhoun made

before the subcommittee on 1) December 1075.

APPENDIX A
ENGINEERING CURRICULUM

Courses Common to All Engineering Programs During First 2 Years
Forwrn CLASS YEAR ( FRESHMAN )

Fall semester

Credits

Eng. 101, Eng. Comp
Math. 101, Cale. I
Phys. 131, Engrg. Phys. I
141, Engrg. Orient
Sri. 122. Computer Sci. I
Engr, 503.
Proc. I
Phys. Ed. 101
Total

Spring semester

Credits

Eng. 102, Hum. I
4 Math. 102, Cale. II
3 Phys. 132, Engrg. Phys. II
Chem. 108, Chum. I

3

2
1

2

3

1

Engl.. 513. Ships Syst. I
Engr. 501, Mfg. Proc. II
Phys. Ed. 10°
Total

1.7

3

3
3
1
1

10

THIRD CLASS YEAR ( SOP ISO:MORE )

Summer sea semester

Credits

Engineering 502, Summer Sea Term I-Operations I
Physical Education 401, Hygiene, First Aid and Ship's Sanitation
Credits

1'01(.4(.111581er

Chem. 200, Chem. II

3

Phys. 231, Engrg. Pliys. III
Eng. 210, Hum. II
Engr. 514, Ships Syst. II
Phys. Ed. 201

3

Math. 201, Cale. III

Total

3

3

4

Spring semester

Lit. Option
Math. 202, Dill. Equal

Pliys, 232, Engrg. Phys. IV
Engr. 241, Sol, Mech. I
Eagr, 252, Trans. Proc. I
Phys.. Ed, 20°

Total

17

3

1
Credits
3
3
3

4
4
1
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SECOND CLASS YEAR (JUNIOR)

Summer sen semester

Credits

Engineering 507, Summer Sea Term II-Operations II
4
The above two calendar years comprise a core of studies that is common to all
Engineering concentrations and totals 76 credits.
Marine Engineering Concentration
SECOND CLASS

Fail

CAW

Engr. 251, Sol. Mech. TI
Engr. 251L, Sol. Mech. Lab
Engr, 343, Engrg. Anal. I
Engr. 301, Nov. Arch

Engr. 342, Trons. Proc. II
Engr. Elec. Engrg. I

Engr. 3811, Elec. Engrg. I Lab-

Phys. Ed. Option
Total

YEAR (JUNIOR)

Credits
3

Spring semester

num. or Sue. Set. Elec

Engr. 353, Engrg, Anal. IT
Engr. 352, Trans. Proc. III
4 Engr. 301, Elec. Engrg. II
4 Engr. 391.L, Elec. Engrg. II Lab
3 Engr, 515, Ships, Syst.
1. Nay. Sci. 302, Navig
Phys. Ed. Option..

Credits
3

1

3

3

4
3

19IA
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Total

1
3
201/u

211
FIRST CLASS TEAR (SENIOR)
Summer sea semester

Credits

Engineering 511, Summer Sea Term IHOperations III
Engineering 512, License Seminar
Fall semester
Mist. 105, Amer. Civ. I_

Engr. 441. Design I

Engr. 42, Controls

Engr. 332, Trans. Proc. 1111,____

Engr. Elect

Hum. or Soc. Sci. Elec
Nay. Set, 402, Prins. of Nay. Org.
& Mgt
PhyS. Ed. Option

a
3

Credits
3
4
3
I.

3
3

Spring semester

Mist. 10(1, Amer. Civ. II
Engl.. -131, Design II
Engr. 453, Nue. & Mod. Cone
Engr. 142, Engr. Eco

Engr./Sci, Elective
Nov. Sci, 401, Nay. Oper
Phys. Ed. Option

3

Credits

3.
4
3

3
1/2

3.:2

Total

Total
Total for Marine Engineering Concentration : 163 credits.
Degree : Bachelor of Enginecrinz,
201/2

181/2

MARINE ENGINEERING COURSES

ENGINEERING 141ORIENTATION

3 class hours, 3 credits

The profession of engineering and role of the engineer in the community and
hi society. Ships and shipbuilding nomenclature and description of ship struc-

tures. Marine power plantssteam. diesel, gas turbine, unclear and advanced
propulsion concepts. Development of graphical presentation techniques,
ENGINEERING 241SOLID :MECHANICS I

4 class hours, 4 credits

Statics and dynamics of the particle and rigid body, using vector notation.
Three dimensional force systems, center of gravity, static and kinetic friction,_
energy methods, and moment of inertia. Kinematics of rectilinear, plane and

curvilinear motion. Kinetics of motion, using the principles of momentum, impulse
and energy.
Prerequisites : Physics 132, Mathematics 201.
Corequisite : Mathematics 202.
ENOINEERING 21ISOLID 'MECHANICS

3 class hours, 3 credits

Material stress-strain relationships under axial, biaxial, torsional and flexural
loadings, Principal stress analysis. Statically indeterminate flexural stresses and
by integration. superposition and energy methods. Combined staticmodes of loading, dynamic loading and column stresses.
Prerequisites : Engineering 241, Mathematics 202.

ENGINEERING 211 Lsomn MEC IFA NICS LABORATORY

2 laboratory hours, 1 credit

Materials testing techniques ; tension, torsion, flexure, fatigue and impact
tests on structural materials. Engineering reports of tests required. Analysis of
data is emphasized. Term project.
Prerequisite: Engineering 241.
Corequisite : Engineering 251.

ENGINEERING 212 -- 'TRANSPORT enoet.:ssEs I

4 class hours, 4 credits
Definitions and properties. Fluid statics. System and control volume concepts.
related to continuity, first and second laws of thermodynamics, find the momentum,
equations. Dimensional analysis. Boundary layer concepts and 'VISCOUS effects.
Prerequisites : Physics 131, Mathematics 201.
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ENGINEERING 342TRANSPORT PROCESSES II

4 class hours, 4 credits

Availability. Power and refrigeration cycles. Compressible flow. Mixtures and
solutions in non-reactive and reactive systems. Phase and chemical equilibrium.
Prerequisite : Engineering 252.
ENGINEERING 343ENGINEERING ANALYSIS I

2 class hours, 2 laboratory hours, 3 credits
Introduction to mathematical and physical modeling of engineering differential
systems. Analysis leading to solution of ordinary differential equations by ana-

lytical and numerical techniques. Graph theory and physical interpretation of
solutions. Laboratory : Use of analog and digital computer facilities.
Prerequisite : Mathematics 202.
ENGINEERING 35^-- 'TRANSPORT PROCESSES III

3 class hours, 3 credits

Steady and unsteady state conduction heat transfer in one, two and three

dimensions. Heat transfer by thermal radiation, convection, and change of phase.
Heat exci'anger design.
Prerequisite : Engineering 342, Mathematics 202.
ENGINEERING 352_L TRANSPORT PROCESSES LABORATORY

2 laboratory hours, 1 credit
Principles of transport processes and fundamental laboratory techniques demonstrated through formal laboratory experiments and lectures. Experiments include steam turbine, diesel engine, gas turbine; conduction, --onvection and radiation heat transfer ; pumps, supersonic windunnel and flow devices.
Prerequisite : Engineering 352.

ENGINEERING 353ENGINEERING ANALYSIS II

2 class h ours, 2 laboratory hours, 3 credits

Development of mathematical models for mnitidimensional physical systems.
Solution of partial differential equations by application of separation of variables,
and numerical techniques. Introduction to probability and random. processes.
Laboratory : Projects utilizing the basic elements of analysis and syntheis in
the solution of engineering problems.
Prerequisite : Engineering 343.
ENGINEERING 441

DESIGN 7:

credits
Interrelationship between naval architectural and marine engineering design.
Diesel, steam, gas turbine, and n wlear ship propulsion system design, including
thermal, mechanical and electrievl considerations of system components. Laboratory study includes design, testing and projects associated with ship design
3 class hours, 2 laboratory hours ;

and the ocean as an environment.
Prerequisites : Engineering 251, Engineering 352.

ENGINEERING 442ENGINEERING ECONOMICS

2 class hours, 2 credit Is

The principles and techniques for making decisions about the acquisition and

rot a in en t of capital goods. Economic analysis for decision making. Interest and

annuity rein tionships. Effects of uncertainty. Product and operating ens.s. Term
projects.
ENGINEERING 451DESIGN II

3 class hours. 2 laboratory hours ; h rredits
Continuation of Engineering 441 (Design I). Course description included under
Engineering 441.
Prerequisite: Engineering 441.
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ENGINEERING 452- CONTROLS

2 class hours, 2 laboratory hours, 3 crodits
Introduction to various control criteria and methods of control. Control system

analysis including methods of Nyquist. root locus. Bode diagrams, etc. Design
applications including Fluidics, servo-mechanisms, temperature control and
others.
Prerequisite : Engineering 353.
.

ENGINEERING 4 53-N UCLEAR AND MODERN CONCEPTS

3 class hours., 3 credits

Thermal and. mechanical engineering problems of nuclear appartus. Different
types of reactors are studied and analyzed. Applications of reactors to the marine
industry.
Prerequisite : Physics 232.

ENGINEERING 43 4 E-VIRRATIONS

3 class hours, 3 credits

Theory of mechanical vibrations, Natural frc iuencies, harmonic analysis and
multiple degrees of freedom systems. Special study of propeller shafting.
Prerequisite : Engineering 251.

ENGINEERING 4 5 4LE-VIBRATIONS LABORATORY

2 laboratory hours, I credit
Lahora tory studies of virbrator systems. Digital and Analog computer solu-

tions.
Prerequisite : Engineering 251,

Corequisite Engineering 454.

ENGINEER 459E-GAS DYNAMICS

3 class hours, 3 credits
Basic equations, Wave propagation. Isentropic flow. Normal and oblique shock.

Prandtl-Meyer flow, Flow with friction. now with lrat transfer. Application of
theory.
Prerequisite : Engineering 342.

ENGINEERING 4 .9 SE-INSTRU ALEN TA.T.ros

3 class hours., 3 credits

Statistical study of instrument systems. Transduction and transducer prin.

eiples. Application in areas of oceanography, meterolology, engineering, biology,
medicine. Dynamic. response of Instrument systems.
Prerequisite: Matheina tics 202.
ENGINEERING 0 0 0 E-SP ECU L PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING

1, 2, 3 or 4 credits per term

Theoretical and/or experimental investigation of special problems in Engi-

neering. The course will be project oriented.
ENGINEERING

2E-ADVANCED MARINE POWER PLANTS

3 class hours. 8 credits

Study of selected power systems presently under construction or under consideration for marine structures and vehicles or central power generating stations.

Current and projected technical, environmental, and economic factors, and
changing energy needs are evaluated to determine how they influence the selection

of a power system to meet specific: applications ashore or afloat. Equipment
construction and layout, auxiliary systems, fuel requirements, power distribution. and otl: er factors associated with the design.
Prerequisi,e : Engineering 251 and Engineering 342.
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sxm..x".:EttiNu 50 ..2sum1llat SEA TERM IOPER ATION I

3 credits
*Understanding of the ship's organization. Interrelationship of the components
of an operating engine room. Safety of person and ship. Watehstanding, nwhite.
mince and repair, and lectures. Responsibility is delegated on the basis of experience and demonstrated ability.
Prerequisite ; Engineering 141 or Engineering 513.
ENGINEERING 503----M A NUTA (TURING PROCESSES I

4 laboratory hours, I credit
Fundamentals of metal cutting, measuring systems, hand tools and machine
tools with major emphasis on basic engine lathe operation.
ENGINEERING 504MANUFACTURING PROCESSES Ii
.4

laboratory hours, I credit

F Continuation of Manufacturing Processes I with emphasis on advaneed lathe.
'work, milling machine operation, precision grinding, metal spraying, heat treating of metals, are welding, and oxy-acetylene welding.
Prerequisite: Engineering 503.
ENGINEERING 507S UM MElt SEA TERM II OPERATIONS II

Credits

Areas of responsibility and depth of knowledge are increased in the over-all
operations of the vessel under the supervision of the Chief Engineer and theSenior Engineering Training Officer. Safety of person and ship is emphasized.
Prerequisite: Engineering 502.
ENGINEERING 511

SUMMER SEA TERM IIIOP ER ATIO S III

5 credits
Operational responsibility by the student engineer of all phases of ship work
under the supervision of the Chief Engineer and Senior Engineering Training
Officer. Safety of person and ship is emphasized. Each student must take and pass
intensive oral and written examinations.
Prerequisites: Engineering 141., 502, 503, 504, 507, 513, 514, and 515.
Corequtsite: Engineering 512.
ENGINEERING 512SUMMER SEA TERM III -- SEMINAR

3 Credits

Lectures. discussions. and problems dealing with subjects required by U.S.

Coast Gun rd for federal lieonsure as an officer in the American Merchant Marine.
Corerptisite: Engineering 511.
In order to receive a permanent final grade in Engineering 51.2 a student must
have successfully completed Engineering 511 and 512. He must have successfully
completed 511 and obtained the CMG ulative ;11-crag's of 70% or hotter for the three
summer terms 502, 507, and 511 before the permanent final grade will he issued
for 512.
ENGINEERING 513SII IPS sYsTENns I

1 class hour, 2 laboratory hours, 2 credits
Theory, eluiracteristics, historical development and clnssitiention of marine
steam generators. Study of steam generator construction' specifications as indicated in the U.S. Coast Guard Marine Engineering Regulations, Principles of
combustion and water conditioning. Correct procedures in operation and maintenance.

ENGINEERING 514SHIPS SYSTEMS II

21.
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3

class hours, 2 taboriatory hours,

4

credits

Theory, construction and operation of ship board and auxiliary components
and systems including refrigeration, A.C. and D.C. electricity, steering engines,
pumps, heat exchangers, shafting, etc.
Corequisite : Physics 231.

ENGINEERING 515SHIPS SYSTEMS III

S class hours, 2 laboilatory hours, 4 credits

Theory, construction, and operation of marine propulsion plant prime movers
including diesel engines, steam reciprocating engines, steam turbines and gas
turbines.
Prerequisite: Engineering 252.

[Whereupon, at 3 :45 p.m., the hearing adjourned.1
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